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Ethernet cable

Figure 7.

The architecture of the workstation

5. IMPLEMENTATION

The traffic generator and analyser software can run on any IBM PC or 
a compatible machine which is equipped with an Intelligent Ethernet 
controller board using Intel type 82586 controllers. Versions for other 
programmable controller chips can also be elaborated. The architecture of 
such a workstation is shown in Fig.7. The present implementation is based 
on the ACCORD’S S-CORE board.

The software is written partly in Assembly and partly in Pascal and 
can be run under MS-DOS.
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The problems of network management become a 
in a heterogeneous computer environment, 
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services of network management the basis of 
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integration of Personal Computers and Uni 
(EC) mainframe computers, a gradual migrat 
to OSI oriented solutions will be realized.
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1. CONDITIONS AND MOTIVATION

Nowadays a computer centre rarely consists of homogeneous 
computers. Computer networks of different philosophies unite 
these heterogeneous capacities in the computer centre 
environment.

An economical, reliable computer centre management requires a 
qualified network management, which really means that network 
management becomes the central, regulating part as to 
operating, administrating, tuning and planning the computer 
centre.

At least 3 computer architectures are dominating in GDR:

a defined manner
Mainframes of type EC.
Most of them are compatible in 
with IBM VM/370-Architecture.

Minicomputers of CM-series.
These series are very close to DEC' s 
VAX-series.

?DP- and

Personal Computers.
Most of them are fully IBM-compatible.
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In the time passed away EC mainframe computers have been 
installed above all. That is why the software for economical 
data management and data bases existing on this architecture 
are very propagated.

A growing number of computer centres gets by use of the 
Robotrons 32-bit CM minicomputer K1840 and following an 
efficient, DECnet compatible network software.

Personal Computers, of course, are mainly used like working 
place computing capabilities. By the fastly growing number of 
Personal Computers the demand becomes more and more actual for 
a powerful heterogeneous network management.

Ranging as a base for physical communications there are the 
following mediums:

Synchronous and asynchronous lines with V.24 (RS 
232)-interface for low speed of transmission.

R0LANET2, an Ethernet-based LAN, provided with 
communication facilities for CM minicomputers and 
Personal Computers.

KIF-controller, which realizes communication 
between the EC mainframe computer's KIF (Small 
Interface of EC terminal controller) and the 
standard CM series bus providing relative high 
transmission rates in comparison with 
V.24-interface.

As communication software a software based on DECnet protocols 
(uniNet for Personal Computers, CMNET for K1840) and a special 
gateway software for communication between EC mainframe and 
DECnet compatible network software CMNET is used above all.

Particularly the DEC's network protocols and management tools 
are used for the communication between CM computers. There is 
no possibility for including the architecture of EC mainframe 
computers in the network management of DEC network architecture 
(DNA).

By developing a concept for the tool MANset presented in this 
article an attempt is made to meet the following requirements 
of network management in a computer centre:

integration of most important network objects

integration of all management functions (operating, 
managing, tuning, planning)

guarantee flexibility and migration to standards

— gradual tool development by using already existing 
means.
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2. RELATED WORK

After intensive occupation with protocols and services within 
homogeneous and also heterogeneous architectures in the last 
few years great attention is paid to the gradual realization of 
transparency in homogeneous environment as well as in the 
commercial and academic fields.

So IBM has published basic principles and protocols of its 
network management solution standard named NetView (/I/). By 
this way non-SNA- and non-IBM-compatibles can take part in IBM 
network management. Therefore IBM tries to stabilize its 
quasi-industrial standard NetView. NetView embodies a 
hierarchical three-point architecture including focal point, 
entry points and service points. A service point is a special 
type of entry point which forwards alerts from non-SNA devices. 
A number of vendors supplies NetView-based products using the 
service point mechanism.

AT&T and Digital Equipment have admitted migration in direction 
to standardized solutions by their announcements of Unified 
Network Management Architecture (UNMA, /2/) especially by DEC 
Network Architecture (DNA) phase V (/3/).

Hewlett-Packard's OpenView Network Management Architecture 
suggests a strategy for development which provides leveraging 
and coexistence of both OSI and non-OSI management solutions 
(/4/). At this moment in SC 21 of JTC 1 of ISO/IEC work 
related to network management is the most intensive one. 
Nevertheless in regard of the working time table of WG 4 and in 
regard of the experiences in standards stable standards for all 
five network management functional areas cannot be expected 
earlier than in the mid-nineties.

Under the conditions in GDR computer centres given above a 
solution similar to NetView is not possible. That is mainly 
caused by the existing communication hardware of EC mainframe 
computers. The inclusion of EC mainframe computers and 
Personal Computers in a heterogeneous computer network based on 
DECnet protocols is a solution be realized. Thereby a 
development towards standardized solutions is to be guaranteed.

Except for the Management Framework standard (/5/) there are no 
sufficient stable documents of management standard at this 
moment. An implementation based on the existing nonstable 
documents would deliver less functionality than already 
existing commercial solutions. It would be an interim solution 
without any future. This is not to be accepted.
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3. ARCHITECTURE OF MANSET

Considering national conditions described in (1), the 
international experiences discussed in (2) and the demands 
mentioned above, a concept named MANset for network management 
in computer centres was developed to get a network management 
solution MANset.
Describing the MANset concept the term "managed object" is an 
important one and represents the computer network object be 
operated, administrated, tuned and planned.

Management activities require an extensive information base. 
It is required to store information on network configuration, 
current and historic performance, trouble events, security 
parameters, and accounting information. Therefore the 
management data base MANdb is the central part of MANset and 
consists of two fundamental components:

"Managed Object Data Base", including describers of 
managed objects and attributes.

"Event Data Base", including values of attributes 
which are originated from operating, 
administrating, tuning and planning of the network.

In MANdb entries are attached to the following functional area 
groups:

configuration management

- fault management 

accounting mangement 

tuning management

- security management.

Between the entries of different functional area groups in the 
"Managed Object Data Base" there may exist relations. These 
relations are also described in MANdb, too.

Because of th 
management i 
MANdb are a 
administrativ 
interpreted a 
every node 
(MANag) exist 
decentralized 
of the networ 
criteria are

e advantages 
n a compute 
ttached to 
e centre nam 
s a "Managed 
processes of 

These proc 
User ini 

k management 
the minimum f

of a highly centralized network 
r centre (/6/) the main components of 
a special node. That means the 
ed MANct. The term "node" is usually 
Object" with processing capacity. In 

the type "network management agent" 
esses realize the possible functions 
tiated collecting of data or delivery 
data possibly filtered according to 
unctions of MANag.
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In the management centre named MANct the server process MANsv 
processes the relevant management data transmitted by the MANag 
processes and stores them into the "Event Data Base” according 
to the structure and rules given by MANdb.

The user interface MANif is the part which analyzes the MANdb 
corresponding to actual, periodical and visualizing 
information.
In accordance with functional area groups one can get 
information for operator, reports or carry out operating, 
managing, tuning or planning of the network. Independently 
from the contents of the visualized information MANif delivers 
an uniform layout for the user (operator, administrator) and 
guarantees a high integration in network management of computer 
centre.
The analysis of MANdb is effected by the module MANst for 
studying the information data base.

MANif is capable of displaying multiple windows simultaneously. 
The MANif start up display has two windows: a network 
configuration window and a command area window. In the 
configuration window, those devices which are "active” are 
distinguished from those that are "inactive". Selecting a 
special device (respectively other managed object) by the mouse 
the user can get more detailed information even in the sense of 
current or statistical meaning.
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For relations between the main components of MANset see figure

user m

stete, report, action

l^v

t

m HANa^ ... m
node i node 2 nodek

Fig. 1; MANset architecture
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Regarding to (1) in today's computer centres new management 
components developed by customer have to be integrated into 
existing vendor-based structures and tools. In the case of 
MANset concept this demand is realized by including vendor 
architecture related components (of IBM's SNA, DEC's DNA, 
Robotron's RNA and others) in MANdb, MANsv, MANag.

4. IMPLEMENTING MANSET

Matching the concrete conditions the managed objects with their 
attributes and relations between attributes have to be defined. 
Extensibility of MANdb records is an important demand in 
implementation strategy.

See figure 2 for having an example of MANdb records.

Fig. 2: Keyword relations in MANdb (example)
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As discussed in (3) there has to be a basic vendor architecture 
existing in a heterogeneous network. For reasons described 
above DECnet-based protocols were selected as the 
network base in our implementation concept of MANset.

vendor

Thus a Managed Object Data Base and an Event Data Base consist 
of a part "genuine database" known from DECnet and a part named 
"extended database". Using "extended database" it is possible 
to include elements of non-DECnet-architecture in MANdb.

For reasons of practicability Cfor instance data collection in 
other nodes) MANdb is implemented as a distributed database 
system. Because of DECnet compatible network protocol 
dominance MANct is located on a CM architecture minicomputer.

A 32-bit-based network management workstation will be the 
backbone of network management in MANset implementation. MANif 
is essentially based on the X-window standard (/7/) and has 
thus the qualities of environment portability and 
extensibility.

Fig. 3: Information tree of MANif
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Figure 3 shows a scheme of information window hierarchy which 
can be used by the network (computer centre) operator. In the 
case of emergency events and faults the operator immediatly 
gets information about this by special icon signals.
Using the possibilities of the window hierarchy he can get more 
detailed information about event conditions.

With the aim of noncomplicated MANif extension a tool set is to 
be developed and included between the window system and the 
user interface modules. Thereby more modularity and more 
comfortable programming work will be achieved.

MIGRATION TO STANDARD SOLUTIONS

There are advantages while using any standard for network 
management integration, and more extensive advantages when an 
international standard based on the OSI Basic Reference Model 
is used. These include the following:

A common communications platform permits one 
network for OSI user applications and network 
management.

Network management expenses can be reduced through 
common, reliable specifications and software.

Open naming conventions and standard data fields 
make management in a multivendor environment 
easier.

There is increased demand for intelligent analysis 
and exploitation of expert system technology.

Future OSI enhancements 
network management.

can be used to support

Today there is no important vendor who denies not working in 
OSI-standard-direction. According to these announcements the 
communication software developer could wait for new releases of 
commercial vendor software. Nevertheless, marketing practice 
and concrete problems of heterogeneous environment (in our case 
the task of including EC mainframe computers in integrated 
computer centre management) do not allow a way such as this.

Realizing the concept discussed in (3) and using the DECnet 
movement towards OSI we expect less problems going from 
non-standardized MANset to a fully standardized MANset 
implementation. As described above developing of new 
components of MANset (as MANsv, MANag and other management 
components) shall be done in view of actual standard documents. 
A fully standardized network solution cannot be developed very 
soon because of nonstabilized standards.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The MANset concept will be realized in stepwise 
main tasks in refinement and extention are:

manner. The

data management using a DBMS

use of expert system tools for MANst 
for network management automation

and further

extending MANset by complex systems for network 
installation and network consulting.

The necessity for using a DBMS is clearly seen while working on 
MANset development.

Further improvement of hardware functionality and productivity 
is the base for further development in the area of network 
management workstations. According to higher possibilities in 
graphical and computer capabilities MANif and MANst will get 
elements of artificial intelligence.

A heterogeneous computer centre environment requires 
architecture and implementation of network management with 
possibility of using commercially vendor-based components 
migrating in direction to Open Systems Interconnection 
standard.

By developing on management software MANset described above we 
hope to have found the solution of our management problems in a 
real environment.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL OSI NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION FOR A PC NETWORK
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ABSTRACT

In the recent few years, a remarkable progress in the field of 
OSI-standardization of network management can be observed.

A growing number of particular standards documents is being is
sued on architectural aspects as well as on services and protocols. 
Quite a lot of problems is still under discussion, and as a result 
some changes of the proposed functions can be expected. But 
nevertheless it is an interesting and necessary challenge to carry 
out first implementations on this base. This takes place in the r&d 
departments of several networks and software vendors, and it ta
kes place in the research laboratories of some scientific institutions, 
too.

At the Informatics Center of the Dresden Technical University, a 
group of scientists and students have been working in the field of 
network management since 1982. Two experimental network ma
nagement systems have been accomplished, one of them in the en
vironment of a heterogeneous LAN including IBM and DEC compa
tible Computers, the other in the environment of a homogeneous 
LAN consisting of personal computers using a MS-DOS compatible 
operating system. The paper deals with the latter system. The im
plementation base, an experimental OSI software hierarchy is outli
ned. Then architecture, functions, the implemented CMIS-based 
services and protocols are discussed. Finally, some ideas about fu
ture developments are mentioned.

1. NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

For continuous operation, computer networks need some form of admini
stration or management. Functions like activating and deactivating network 
software, monitoring the status of essential parameters, changing configu
ration, fault detection and diagnosis, event recording and security measu
res are to ensure high availability and steady conformance with user re
quirements. Network management appears to be a task of considerable 
complexity. It encompasses organizational as well as software and hard
ware aspects. This means, automatic acting facilities are not sufficient to 
perform network management. Human supervision and interaction is inevi-
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table for a realistic and efficient approach. Thus, creation of automatic ac
ting management components is necessary as well as tools for network 
administrators. As a matter of fact, management software is tightly inter
related with network software for normal user-initiated functions. This is 
one reason for the development of a network management architecture. For 
several other reasons it is useful to follow a worldwide unified approach for 
management architecture. One bf them is the trend to internetworking, i.e. 
to interconnect several independent networks to a system. In such a case 
a need emerges for cooperation of several network administrators. This fact 
causes directly corresponding work in the standardizing bodies. A broad 
agreement could be reached with OSI model based management con
cepts. First industrial products claim to conform with the guidelines of OSI 
management.

2. A SHORT SURVEY ON OSI MANAGEMENT

Basic document of OSI management is the management framework I I ] .  It 
introduces three categories of management:

- systems management

- layer management

- management aspects of normal layer operation.

Responsibility for the latter two lies in the layer standards working groups. 
At present a process can be observed to become aware of the manage
ment needs of specific layers [2]. The largest amount of work is devoted 
to systems management, which comprises means for layer management, 
too. Systems management is responsible for overall monitoring, control and 
coordination of network activities. It is accomplished by systems manage
ment application entities (SMAE) in layer 7 and a systems management 
protocol between them. Every system in a network which is to be a sub
ject of management must have a SMAE. The local management related 
environment embedded in which is a SMAE is a systems management 
process. Systems management processes can play either of two different 
roles: it may be a managing or managed process. Several systems may 
form a management domain. Overlapping of managing domains is feasible, 
in this case a management process of a system belonging to two different 
domains can play the role of a managed and a managing process as well 
13]. All management relevant information forms conceptually the Manage
ment Information Base (MIB). For logical structuring the MIB an object 
oriented approach is being developped |4]. Systems management is di
vided into five functional areas:

- Configuration Management (CM)

- Fault Management (FM)
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- Performance Management (PM)

- Accounting Management (AM)

- Security Management (SM).

Conceptual models for these areas are in a draft status, nevertheless se
veral specific functions with relevance to more than one functional area 
have been isolated and documented in more detail. The most general 
functions for transferring management information constitute the Common 
Management Information Services and Protocols (CMIS/CMIP) 15]. They can 
be used to create or delete managed objects, to read (GET) or modify 
(SET) information in the MIB, to perform management related operations in 
remote systems (ACTION) and to collect information on relevant events 
(EVENT-REPORT). It can be expected that several changes will take place 
in near future upto final IS status. Nevertheless it seems to be useful to 
base first implementations on the above mentioned standards in order to 
get experience and to be able to evaluate newer versions. A short des
cription of a case study of such a type is given below.

3. IMPLEMENTATION ENVIRONMENT AND GOALS

At present different working groups try to implement OSI protocol stacks 
on PC's [6], 17]. One of these consists of scientists and students of In
formatics Center at Technical University Dresden, GDR. The goal of this 
work is to find out an agreeable way to integrate PC' s in homogeneous or 
heterogeneous computer networks, whose software architecture is built 
according to the OSI model. Mainly, two specific problems arise in this 
context:

- PC' s have scarce hardware resources in comparison with minicomputers 
or mainframes;

- as a rule PC' s have a single-user, single-process operating system as for 
instance MS/DOS.

The first problem enforces a very efficient code and storage management 
or specific hardware solutions. The second problem is normally solved by 
building a multi-process shell around the native single-process operating 
system. In addition, the specific needs of a layered software system can 
be met by a buffer management, which supports efficient interchange of 
service and protocol data units in a multi-layer protocol hierarchy.

The hardware basis in our case consists of PC' s of the types EC 1834 and 
A 7150 18], |9 ], which are more or less XT-compatible. During the deve
lopment it turned out that these PC' s are too weak to support efficiently 
a full OSl protocol stack. Thus, we have to regard this hardware basis a an 
experimental one for development purposes. A portation of the software 
for its future use on more powerful PC' s is planned.
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The now used PC' s are interconnected by means of a CSMA/CD-LAN, 
namely the ROLANET-1 product [10] with a transmission rate of 0,5 Mbps. 
As an operating system the MS/DOS-like DCP is used. The specific needs 
of a communication software packet are met by the SPSV system [11], 
which supports creating, suspending, resuming and deleting of processes, 
priority scheduling, event and time-out driven synchronization and buffer 
management. This SPSV system and all other software components of the 
OSI protocol hierarchy are written in the C programming language. On the 
base of an ISO 8802-2/3 like firmware implementation the following soft
ware layers have been realized:

- Transport layer according to ISO 8072,8073, classes 0,2,4;

- Session layer according to ISO 8326/8327, basic combined subset;

- Presentation layer according to ISO 8822/8823, kernel subset;

- File server according to ISO 8571 with certain constraints.

In addition to the file server another software system resides in the ap
plication layer. It is the systems management described below.

4. AN OSI-LIKE LAN-MANAGEMENT

4.1 Architecture

Usually a (single) human administrator is responsible for managing a LAN, 
a part or some specific aspect of it (a domain). He uses a dedicated sta
tion for his work, which has particular capabilities for this purpose. All 
other stations connected to the network in the realm of a given domain 
are objects of this activities. Thus, they have other management proper
ties. Clearly, this situation corresponds to the role concept outlined in [3]. 
In our implementation, the active role is played by the management pro
cessor, whereas a management agent runs on all other stations. A com- 
mand/message oriented administrator interface exists at the station with 
the management processor. Furthermore, there is the deposit for mass 
management data (logging facility). Between management processor and 
management agents a CMIP is executed. By means of a particular module, 
the network interface, an easy adaptation to the lower layers is to be ac
complished. Upto now, direct interface to transport layer (in an experi
mental version without presentation and session layers) and normal inter
face to presentation layer were taken into account. A specific adressing 
mechanism allows access to layer objects to fulfil the management frame
work requirement to do most of layer management tasks by systems ma
nagement. This adressing scheme is described in the fallowing clause in 
the context of the DISPLAY command.
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4.2 Management functions

As mentioned in clause 2, management functions are usually grouped for
ming the five functional areas configuration management, fault management, 
performance management, accounting management, and security manage
ment. By examining the requirements of these functional areas in depth it 
appears that several general functions can be defined, which are useful in 
more than one or in every area at all. This way, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC21/WG4 
has defined some general systems management functions like object ma
nagement, state management, relationship management, management ser
vice control and others. In a similar manner, but with the aim to get more 
elementary functions which can be easily transformed into CMIS calls, in 
our implementation project some management functions have been speci
fied. These functions are to fulfil simple but powerful management opera
tions, initiated by an administrator command or by a programmed call. The 
latter way forms a possibility to build more complex management func
tions similar to the above mentioned ISO proposal. Each of our manage
ment functions can be unambiguously mapped onto a particular CMIS pri
mitive.
The management functions hitherto defined are:

FI: Displaying management information 

F2: Changing management information 

F3: Starting software processes 

F4: Stopping software processes 

F5: Message transfer 

F6: Event recording.

A short description of each function follows. For ease of description in this 
paper, the command syntax was somewhat simplified. It is to see as a 
prototype line oriented command system, which is the starting point for 
a more versatile window oriented interface now under development.

Displaying management information

The command format is:

( d is p l a y )
rES = esid, 

DY JI

ADR = address 
NAME = symbol 
LISTE = Listid

This command enables an administrator to specify any known endsystem 
with the ES=esid parameter (end system identifier), from which he wants 
to see management information. Management information can either be 
specified by a (physical) address, by a symbolic name or by a list ident. In 
the latter case a predefined report is displayed. In a preparatory step an
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internal symbol table is created by using linker output. Thus, any external 
symbol of any C-module which is part of the communication software 
packet as a result of a single link pocedure can be accessed by the 
DISPLAY function. In this basic version no overlay structures ar allowed. In 
this manner a remarkable amount of layer management can be done. 
DISPLAY is mapped onto CMIS M-GET.

Modifying management information

The command format is:

SET 1 ( ADR = address |
( ES = esid, { y

SE J I NAME = symbol J
The old content of the specified management information is displayed. In 
can be directly changed on screen. After entry the modification is execu
ted. It applies the same addressing mechanism as described with  
DISPLAY. SET is mapped onto CMIS M-SET.

Starting software processes

The command format is:

\

ES = esid, PROC = proctitle
( START

jsT
It activates a process with the name proctitle in the remote system. In 
the current implementation, a process is an activity in the sense of the 
above mentioned SPSV system. That means that the proctitle of a process 
which is subject of a START or STOP command must be a member of a 
process table internal to the SPSV system. This way, it is possible to ac
complish software configuration processes or to initiate processes for te
sting, diagnosis or performance evaluation purposes. START is mapped 
onto a CMIS M-ACTION primitive.

Stopping software processes 

The command format is:

( s t o p I

( SP
ES = esid, PROC = proctitle | ,SDEL

It deactivates a process abruptly (SDEL) or after processing all outstanding 
events.
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Message transfer 

The command format is:

SEND

SD
ES = esid, INFO = text.

With a SEND command any appropriate character string can be transmit
ted from one administrator to another. It is mapped onto a CMIS M- 
EVENT-REPORT.

Event recording

In the present implementation, event recording can be performed by pro
grams only. There are two forms, TRACE for recording subsequent events 
in wrap-around buffers in local (management agent) or remote (manage
ment processor) main memory. For later processing and analysis, trace 
data can be transformed to LOGs in secondary storage. Private and 
common logs can be defined. Trace and log files can be browsed or listed 
for different purposes.
For controlling the LOG/TRACE facility, some further commands are availa
ble.

5. ASSESSMENT AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT GOALS

At present the system described above is in a complex testing phase. It 
is regarded as a basic mechanism to get experience and to derive further 
development goals. It is to serve as a laboratoy system to demonstrate 
possible forms of network management supplementary to lectures on 
computer networks theory. The simple administrator interface is appro
priate for this purpose. For the use in real PC networks several enhance
ments are necessary, ecpecially concerning a more versatile interface for 
the network manager and the definition of a practical set of information 
forming a suitable management information base.
From a theoretical view, network management concepts are in a conti
nuous evolution. As shown in clause 2, several new aspects of ISO mana
gement standards are worth for experimental implemen tation. Interesting 
new ideas like MIB as repository of all managed objects, the discriminator 
concept or the scope and filter function in CMIS are subjects for next in
vestigations. Further tasks lie outside OSI. With respect to these, graphical 
administrator interfaces and K1 techniques for decision support are to be 
mentioned.
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Abstract

With wide-spread acceptance of the ISO-OS I reference model and its standardized 
protocols in the areas of computer communication and information exchange, formal 
specifications have become an area of active research and development This paper surveys 
issues and recent developments obtained mainly from our undergoing research. The 
discussion includes four important aspects of the area: protocol design and specification 
languages, validation of the resulting design and specification, implementation development 
and finally conformance testing and implementation assessment

1. Introduction

Communication protocols are the rales that govern the communication between the different 
components within a distributed computer system. In order to organize the complexity of 
these rales, they are usually partitioned into a hierarchical structure of protocol layers, as 
examplified by the seven layers of the standardized OSI Reference Model [Somm 89, Larm 
88].

As they develop, protocols must be described for many purposes. Early descriptions 
provide a reference for cooperation among designers of different parts of a protocol 
system. The design must be checked for logical correctness. Then the protocol must be 
implemented, and if the protocol is in wide use, many different implementations may have 
to be checked for compliance with a standard. Although narrative descriptions and 
informal walk-throughs are invaluable elements of this process, painful experience has 
shown that by themselves they are inadequate.

The informal techniques traditionally used to design and implement communication 
protocols have been largely successful, but have also yielded a disturbing number of errors 
or unexpected and undesirable behavior in most protocols. The use of specification written 
in natural language gives the illusion of being easily understood, but leads to lengthy and 
informal specifications which often contain ambiguities and are difficult to check for 
completeness and correctness. The arguments for the use of formal specification methods 
in the general context of software engineering [Somm 89] apply also to protocols.

The following activities can be identified within the protocol development process. These 
activities can be partially automated if a formal protocol specification is used [Boch 87c].

(a) Protocol design: The protocol specification is developed based on the communication 
service to be provided by the protocol. The protocol also depends on the underlying 
(existing) communication service; e.g. the protocol may have to recover from transmission 
errors or lost messages if the underlying service is unreliable. The design process is 
largely based on intuition.
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(b) Protocol design validation: The protocol specification must be checked (1) for logical 
consistency, (2) to provide the requested communication service, and (3) to provide it with 
acceptable efficiency.

(c) Inqilementation development: The protocol implementation must satisfy the rules of the 
protocol specification; the implementation environment and the user requirements provide 
additional constraints to be satisfied by the implementation. The implementation may be 
realized in hardware or software.

(d) Confcmnance testing and implementation assessment: The purpose of conformance 
testing is to check that a protocol implementation conforms to the protocol specification, 
that is, that it satisfies all rules defined by the specification. This activity is especially 
important for interworking between independently developed implementations, as in the 
case of OSI standards. The testing of an implementation involves three sub-activities: (1) 
the selection of appropriate test cases, (2) the execution of the test cases on the 
implementation undn test, and (3) the analysis of the results obtained during test execution. 
The sub-activities (1) and (3) use the protocol specification as a reference.

In the context of the OSI standardization process [OSI 83, Larm 88], so-called formal 
description techniques (FDT) have been developed to be used for the writing of formal 
specifications of OSI protocols and services. They are called Estelle [Budk 87], LX)TOS 
[Bolo 87] and SDL [Beli 89]. After arousing initially much expectations, their use is still 
quite limited in the work of the standardization committees and in the wider context of 
industrial protocol development (for a discussion, sec for instance [Boch 89n]).

Much research and development efforts have gone into the development of tools to be used 
in relation with these languages. Some of these efforts will be mentioned in the sections 
below. Some of the results obtained from these efforts are quite interesting and useful. In 
the following sections, we try to give an overview of the important results relevant to the 
different phases of the protocol development cycle, and to highlight the issues that must be 
addressed to make the use of formal specifications for communication protocols a practical 
approach.

This paper is written from the perspective of our own ongoing research projects, which are 
partly funded by a collaborative grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada. We do not pretend to give a general overview of tiiis broad area, but 
hope to provide a critical discussion of our research and its relevance in the general context 
of protocol engineering.

2. Protocol design and specification languages

2.1 Formal description techniques and their use

The purpose of the two FDTs that most concerns us in this paper, Estelle and LOTOS, was 
to support OSI's standardization process. The third comparable FDT, SDL, was 
developed at first as a specification language for telephony, and was enhanced to include 
protocol specification concepts for OSl at the same time that Estelle and LOTOS were 
developed.

Since the purpose of these languages was OSI specification, they should have been 
available much before the beginning of OSI standardization. What happened, instead, was 
that their design was started at the same time as OSI standardization, and they became
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available only when the standards for the first six layers of OSI were substantially 
completed. TTiis simple chronological problem explains partly the relatively low level of 
acceptance of these FDTs in the OSI context

OSI standards were developed without using the FDTs, by the usual well-established 
informal specification methods: English text, combined with various types of diagrams and 
semiformal notation [Boch 89d]. Subsequently, small groups of experts set about to 
specify some OSI layers, and as of today the following layers have been specified by using 
the FDTs: A draft specification of the transport protocol has been developed in an earlier 
version of Estelle, however this project has been abandoned within ISO. This work has 
been completed within a SEDOS project in Europe [Diaz 89]. Specifications in LOTOS 
have been completed in the form of ISO Technical Reports for the Session protocol and 
service [ISO/IEC/IR9572 and ISO/lECyrR9571]. Woric is continuing, although at a slow 
pace, on Technical Reports for LOTOS specifications of the Transport protocol and service 
[Working Draft SC6/WG4 N421 and ISO/IEC7DTR10023]. As far as we know, no firm 
decisions have been taken yet to undertake the formal description of other layers, or to use 
the FDTs in the standards, such as application layer standards, that are currently being 
developed.

Experts who have used the existing formal specifications have reported that they are 
difficult to read. No real attempt has yet been made to use such specifications for other 
purposes, such as test case generation or verification. It is important to remember, 
however, that the complexity of these specifications is largely due to the inherent 
complexity of the described protocol standards, which are the result of many compromises. 
The use of FDTs during the standardization process could be helpful for avoiding such 
unnecessary complexity, since the complexities would immediately become apparent in the 
formal specifications of the standard proposals.

In order to provide a readable and reasonable complex example of a protocol specification, 
we have developed specifications in Estelle and LOTOS of a simplified class 2 Transport 
protocol [Boch 90]; a sketch of a specification in SDL is also givat. The similarity of these 
different specifications provides some basis for the comparison of the three specification 
languages.

We believe that the following factors have a strong impact on the acceptance of formal 
methods in the area of protocol development, and similarly in the more general context of 
software engineering:

(1) User training: Assuming interest to learn a new specification language, it is important 
to provide adequate learning material. Tutorials for Estelle and LOTOS have only been 
available recently. Most complete example specifications of OSI protocols have been 
considered difficult to understand by the layperson, while some of the pedagogical 
examples, e.g. [FDT GL], have been considered irrelevant.

(2) Intuitive language features: It is very useful if the basic language features are easily 
understandable by the layperson. Also the use of graphic representations facilitates the 
initial acceptance of the language because of its intuitive flavor, especially for smaller 
specifications (although graphics often becomes cumbersome for larger specifications). 
Some examples of such features are FSM diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams for 
describing database structures, and inheritance relations in object-oriented languages. 
Graphic representations in SDL and the table-oriented structure of TTCN also provide an 
easy initial access to these languages. Currently, a graphic representation for LOTOS is 
being standardized.
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(3) Relation between formal and informal specifications: Even the best formal 
specification will not replace an informal description of the specified system. The informal 
description will probably always remain the easier part to understand by the (human) 
desi^er and implementor. A straightforward relation between the informal and formal 
specifications will provide for easy cross-referencing between the two descriptions and 
promote the integration of the information provided by the two descriptions.

(4) Wide applicability: The FDTs seem to be applicable to other areas, in addition to the 
area of communication protocols; however, it is not clear how easily they can be adapted 
for writing object-oriented specifications. A wide applicability is an advantage, since the 
costs for development of support tools could be shared for a wide user community.

(5) Simple tools: Corresponding to intuitive language features (point (2) above), the 
functions provided by support tools should be intuitively easy to understand. In addition, 
it seems that the provision of a simple tool, possibly restricted in its functions, is better than 
the provision of a general tool which is cUfficult to use. For example, the reachability 
analysis tools based on FSM models have been found quite useful, although they are based 
on a restricted model and are not able to provide in practice a full analysis including 
interaction parameters.

(6) Integration into the general software/hardware development life cycle: Specifications 
are not used alone; as explained in Section 2.1, they are used throughout the protocol 
development cycle. Therefore the methods and tools related to formal specifications must 
be integrated with the other methods and tools used in the general software CASE or 
hardware CAD environment

We expect that increased and more effective use of FDTs will result from increased 
knowledge of the languages in the community of protocol designers. It can then be 
expected that the specifier will start using FDTs early in the product or standard design 
phase, and the formal description will suit the product or standard much better than with the 
current "after-the-fact" methodology.

In the long term, as experienced with the FDTs increases, it will become more clear what 
are the desirable characteristics of such languages. Enhancements will be included in 
existing FDTs, and eventually better FDTs will be produced. However, judged by the 
example of what happened for programming languages, this evolution can be expected to 
be neither rapid, nor straightforward.

2.2 Example specifications

The results that we have had in our own work of application and enhancement of the 
existing FDTs have been encouraging and support the above conclusions. Following is a 
brief discussion of some of these experiences.

2.2.1 An industrial application of LOTOS

Gandalf is a Canadian supplier of communication equipments. Many types of standardized 
and proprietary protocols to coordinate and facilitate communication are an integral part of 
Gandalfs products. Informal or semiformal methods, such as various mixtures of English 
text, finite state machines, message diagrams, and program code fragments have previously 
been used to specify the protocols Gandalf has developed. These methods have resulted in 
errors, omissions and ambiguities being discovered during implementation and have
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increased the cost of integrating new products and features into existing product lines. The 
errors appeared to be due at least in part to the imprecise semantics of the specification 
techniques mentioned above.

As a consequence, Gandalf wished to evaluate more formal specification methods. A pilot 
project was set up to this effect In the first phase of this project, the language LOTOS was 
usűl for the specification of an existing Gandalf protocol, to see whether the language 
could be easily learned by protocol experts and to evaluate it as a specifícation m e th ^  In 
the second phase, LOTOS would then be used in the design of a new product. This 
application is, as far as we know, the first industrial application of LOTOS in North 
America.

The Gandalf project now has successfully passed the first phase. Gandalf specialists have 
learned LOTOS and have used it in order to specify certain aspects of a major company 
protocol, part of a distributed data PBX. It was not a simple protocol to specify, since it 
involved both software and hardware aspects, and since it had been developed 
incrementally over the years. LOTOS was found adequate for describing the architecture of 
the data switch both "in the large" (macro system design) and "in the small" (micro-system 
design). The project is now at the ^ginning stages of the second phase, where LOTOS are 
being applied in the development of a new protocol.

From this project, we are gaining valuable experience on the applications of LOTOS in an 
industrial environment [Logr 89]. In collaboration with Gandalf, we are planning to 
develop methodologies for the use of LOTOS through the whole life cycle of product 
development. Software tools and industrial methods have to be developed, to help in 
the production and maintenance of specifications, in the development of implementations 
from specifications, and in the derivation of test suites for implementation. These are all 
current research topics, in which we hope that the continuation of the Gandalf project will 
provide contributions.

2.2.2 Different styles of LOTOS specifications

As most languages, LOTOS allows for a variety of different styles of using the language. 
The following styles have been identified in [Viss 88].

Monolithic, where the specification is represented as a tree of choices. The parallel 
composition operator is not used in this style.
State-oriented, where states are explicitly represented by using state variables. 
Constraint-oriented, where the specification is designed as the parallel composition 
of processes where each process separately enforces some set of behavior 
constraints.
Resource-oriented, where parallel processes are chosen in such a way as to 
correspond to implementation modules.

The constraint-oriented style appears to be the most frequently used in the published OSl 
specifications mentioned above. It is our experience, however, that while this style works 
very well for specifying certain types of well-structured systems (such as the Transport 
Service or the telephone systems described in [Logr 90]), it leads to hard-to-read 
specifications when applied to complex systems where many cases have to be considered.

A researcher in our group has produced a complete LOTOS specification for the X.25 link 
layer protocol, LAP-B, including all options [Guer 89, Guer89a]. The specification 
consists of about 2 300 LOTOS lines. TTiis specification constituted a useful exercise in 
LOTOS styles. In this specification, a mixture of resource-oriented, state-oriented, and 
monolithic styles was used. While unfortunately the unavailability of differently structured
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LAP-B specifications makes it impossible to make comparisons, our specification appears 
to be fairly readable and has a reasonable degree of correspondence with the standard LAP- 
B specification. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 5, the specification was 
successfully used fOT the derivation of test cases.

In view of these observations we believe that more experimentation is necessary on the 
question of LOTOS styles and their suitability in different contexts.

2.3 Semiformal description techniques in OSI

The semiformal techniques ASN.l and TTCN are much more used in OSI than the FDTs. 
For the application of róT s, it is therefore important to consider their relation with these 
semiformal techniques. As discussed below, there are still many unresolved issues.

2.3.1 ASN.l (Abstract Syntax Notation One)

This is a notation for describing data structures [ASN.l, Neuf 90], similar to the data type 
definitions available in programming languages such as Pascal or ADA. It is applied to the 
description of OSI Application layer protocols, where it is used for the definition of the 
protocol data units (PDU's that is, the messages exchanged between different protocol 
entities). The notation includes a number of predefined data types, such as integers, reals, 
booleans, bit strings, octet Strings and various kinds of character strings. It also allows the 
definition of composed data types, such as groups of elements (called SEQUENCE, 
corresponding to "record" in Pascal), a list of identical types (called SEQUENCE OF), a 
type of alternatives (called CHOICE, corresponding to Pascal’s variant records), a TAG 
defining a code to distinguish between different alternatives, and others.

The main reason for the success of ASN.l as specification language is probably the fact 
that it is combined with a standard encoding scheme for PDU's [ASN. 1 C] which has been 
adopted for OSI Application layer protocols. Based on the information contained in the 
ASN.l definition of the PDU structure, this scheme completely determines the PDU 
encoding, and can be used for implementing the encoding and decoding functions in a 
systematic manner, possibly automatically.

ASN.l does not have the scope of an FDT, since it only describes data structures. 
However, it directly relates to the corresponding data structure definition facilities of the 
respective FDTs. Different scenarios for the interworking between ASN.l and an FDT can 
be considered [Boch 89h]: (1) translation from ASN.l into the corresponding FDT 
language constructs, (2) addition of the ASN.l notation to the FDT, or (3) replacement of 
the corresponding FDT language constructs by the ASN.l notation. The translation 
approach has been explored for Estelle [Boch 90c, Barb 89] and LOTOS [Boch 89h]. A 
similar approach could also be used for SDL. The approach allows the combination of 
tools for PDU encoding and decoding, based on A SN.l, with tools for 
implementation/simulation of Estelle, SDL or LOTOS specifications.

Most ASN.l concepts can be easily translated into corresponding FDT concepts. 
However, the ASN.l list structure (i.e. SEQUENCE OF) leads in Estelle to partly 
implementation-oriented data structures.

The experience with LOTOS [Boch 89h] shows that the abstract data type notation ACT 
ONE [Ehri 85], used in LOTOS, is very cumbersome for the description of simple data 
structures because of the lack of suitable notations. Unless an abbreviated notation for data
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stnictures (sec proposals in [Scol 87, Boch 89h]) is introduced into LOTOS, the definitions 
of data structures in LOTOS are of the order of 8 times longer than the corresponding 
definitions in ASN.l. This leads to very lengthy and unreadable descriptions of the PDU 
data structures.

2.3.2 TTCN (The Tree and Tabular Combined Notation)

This notation is relatively recent, and has been developed for the description of test cases 
for OSI conformance test suites [OSI C3]. As its name indicates, the language includes 
several different notations. The overall organization of the language is in terms of a 
collection of tables defining different aspects of a test case, such as service primitives, 
PDU's and their parameters, order of interactions, and constraints on parameter values. 
The interaction ordering is defined in terms of a conceptual tree where each branch 
represents a possible execution order. In addition to the tabular notation, a linear form of 
TTCN is developed for the exchange of test cases in machine-readable form. The ASN.l 
notation can also be used for certain aspects of test descriptions.

When the need for a notation for OSI test cases arose around 1985, the responsible 
standardization subcommittee was not ready to adopt one of the developing FDTs for this 
purpose, which in the authors' opinion would have been a reasonable choice. Instead, a 
new language TTCN was developed, which seems in many respects quite "ad hoc". Its 
semantics is defined largely infOTmally. In order to formally relate the defined test cases to 
the corresponding protocol specification, a definition of its semantics in terms of one of the 
FDTs would be desirable [Sari 88f].

As in the case of ASN.l, the application of FDTs in the context of OSI, requires a 
translation between TTCN and the FDT used for the protocol specification. As discussed 
in Section 5, translation from the FDT into TTCN is required when test cases are developed 
from the formal specification of the protocol. The validation of test cases in respect to a 
formal protocol specification also requires a translation. In some of our work we have 
explored the use of an intermediate formal language (so-called charts, see Section 5) which 
can provide a bridge between the different description techniques.

2.4 Object-oriented languages and other techniques

Object-oriented programming seems to be a buzz-word at the present time. Independently 
of its popularity, it seems that the object-oriented concepts of "object" and "inheritance" are 
in fact quite useful in the context of specification languages. Systems are conceived by 
humans in terms of "objects" which have an intuitive meaning, and the inheritance relations 
among the specified object classes provide a pjfar structure for specialization and 
generalization.

In the OSI standardization work on management of distributed systems and "Open 
Distributed Processing" (ODP), object-oriented description models are being used. For 
this purpose, two extensions of the ASN. 1 notation are of particular interest:

(a) The notation for "remote operations" (ROSE) [OSI RO] which is used to define the 
operations which are provided by an object and can be invoked by other (remote) objects.

(b) A notation for defining object classes [OSI MO] including the concepts of object 
attributes and inheritance of properties among classes.
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The writing of object-oriented specifications is not necessarily well supported by the FDTs 
[Cusa 89a, Blac 89]. In a research project in collaboration with BNR, we have developed 
an object-oriented specification language which combines certain asp^ts of LOTOS (e.g. 
rendezvous interactions) with inheritance and the view that "everytiting is an object"; in 
particular, no syntactic ^stinction is made between "data structures", abstract data types, 
and processes [Boch 89ej. We have also integrated certain concepts from (object-oriented) 
databases, which is important for real-time control applications. The intended initial 
application of this language is in the network management area; the development of a larger 
trial specification is in progress. A description of the architecture of the OSI reference 
model is discussed in [Mond 90].

At this point, one may wonder whether it is a good idea to develqj a new language, instead 
of using an existing one. In particular, high-level logical descriptions can often be 
interpreted by logic programming languages, such as ft"olog. Prolog has been found 
useful for the development of protocol vdidation and test selection tools [Sidh 88a], 
although as a specirication language for communication protocols, it has certain 
disadvantages [Boch 85]. It has the advantage of being a general purpose language for 
which many tools already exist. We are presently experimenting with the use of ̂ l o g  for 
a knowledge-based approach to the specification of OSI application layer protocols, which 
facilitates tiie creation of a simple user interface for browsing through different parts of the 
specification, and the use of the same specification for simulation, test suite development 
and test result analysis [Boch 89j]. We also try to identify a process which leads in a 
systematic manner from the informal specification documents to the formal specification in 
ftolog.

3. Design validation

Several different techniques are known to do design validation. Most of them presuppose 
that the protocol is at least partly specified in some formalism. For example, some 
techniques content themselves with validating the general structure of the system. In such 
cases, only the aspects that should be verified need to be formally specified.

Other techniques attempt to verify all aspects of the system. In this case, the system needs 
to be entirely and rigorously specified in some FDT. No technique in this latter category, 
however, comes even close to validating real-life systems. Complete proofs have been 
developed for "toy" examples such as the well-known alternating bit protocol. Larger 
proofs become quickly extremely cumbersome.

However, if the entire specification is executable or may be simulated in some appropriate 
environment, it is possible to validate it by executing tests, that is, by performing and 
validating certain selected execution paths [Zafi 80]. This method will not cover all 
possibilities, however, by selecting appropriate paths to be tested, many errors can be 
found without too much effort.

Various execution and simulation environments have been developed for FDTs and other 
specification languages. In the case of Estelle and SDL, where tools for the semi-automatic 
generation of implementation code exist (see for instance [Boch 87c]), these tools may also 
be used for the validation of the specifications. Certain environments also provide for the 
simulation of performance parameters [Boch 87e] and/or provide facilities for observing the 
interactions exchanged between the different components of the specified system [Jard 
85b]. It is also possible to combine the execution with the validation of predicates which 
are specified by the designer and should be satisfied in any execution of the system [Graf 
89],
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For the specification language LOTOS, two simulators have been devel<^)ed independently 
[Eijk 88, Guil 88]. They both allow to execute the system in a step-by-step fashion, with 
the user providing the role of the environment and resolving nondeterministic choices. In 
an ongoing project [Saba 90], the simulation approach is used to validate a simplified 
specificadon of the Transport protocol [Boch 90] in respect to the OSI Transport service 
[OSI TS] written in LOTOS. A system of two interacting Transport entities and an 
underlying Network service are simulated by the LOTOS interpreter, and the resulting 
sequence of service primitives is validated against the service spemfication by using a trace 
analysis tool TETRA [Bell 89] initially developed for the automatic analysis of 
conformance test results (see Section 5.5).

In contrast to the simulation approach, the well-known reachability analysis explores 
systematically all possible execution paths. However, for realistic protocols, this technique 
is only applicable to an approximated specification restricted to a finite state ntachine model. 
In the case of LOTOS, certain tools only consider the so-called "basic LOTOS" subset 
which ignores interaction parameters. Related to CSP [Hoar 85] and CCS [Miln 80], this 
subset allows the application of similar exhaustive validation techniques, if the system is 
not too large [Najm 89] (also [Shir 89]).

A method in between reachability analysis and testing through simulation has been explored 
with a tool which provides for the generation of partid execution trees for LOTOS 
specifications including symbolically evaluated interaction parameters. This facility 
performs a srat of "eager evaluation" where all possible execution paths are explored, with 
symbolic values in lieu of the values to be provided by the environment The symbolic tree 
evaluator has been enhanced to identify certain situations of repeated behavior [Guil 89]. A 
further step is a tool which provides the monolithic LOTOS specification corresponding to 
the tree [Quern 89, Ashk 90].

In the case of simple specifications, where the entire execution tree or monolithic 
specification can be calculated, these tools will provide a complete analysis of all possible 
behaviors of the specification. For example, deadlocks will be explicitiy revealed by the 
tool, while other undesirable behaviors would be revealed by inspection. With larger 
specifications, however, the usefulness of this tool is greatly diminished by two factors. 
First of all, most such specifications branchout too quickly for the whole execution tree to 
be completed. Even worse, tests involving symbolic values cannot usually be evaluated to 
"true" or "false", thus a great number of unfeasible paths is generated. This problem can 
be reduced or limited by the use of appropriate specification styles [Guer 89a, Guer 89].

For the comparison of LOTOS specifications, several notions of equivalence may be used. 
Much work has been based on bi-simulation equivalence (e.g.[Miln 80, Miln 89, Brin 88, 
Najm 89, Shir 89]). However, the notion of testing equivalence, which is related to the 
"traces and refusals" of CSP [Hoar 85], seems to be more realistic, since it is based on 
whether two processes can be distinguished by executing testing experiments. Using such 
methods, it is possible to prove directly properties of traces (i.e. sequence of actions), such 
as: "the number of interactions at gate g will always exceed by one the number of 
interactions at gate h". Properties of this type are firequently stated for processes. 
Corresponding proof rules for LOTOS specifications have been developed [Gall 89]. 
Important immediate applications of verification principles have been found in tiie area of 
equivalence-preserving transformations. In LOTOS, a theory is being developed, 
supported by software tools, on how a specification written in one style can be transformed 
into an equivalent one written in another style. For example, one may wish to transform a 
specification written in an abstract, implementation-independent style, into another one that 
can be easily coded [Ashk 90, Quern 89, Viss 89, Eijk 89a, Leon 89].
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Unfortunately by using these methods, it has only been possible so far to prove the 
correctness of small didactical examples. Semi-automated verification tools are being 
devised, but on the basis of what has been seen in the case of verification methods for 
functional programming languages, it can be assumed that the power of such tools will not 
go beyond proofs of specifications of a few hundred lines. This is an area where research 
is very active, however, some fundamental problems exist, by which progress can be 
expected to be slow.

4. Implementation development

The requirements to be satisfied by a protocol implementation include the protocol 
specification and usually additional constraints which are particular to the implementation 
project. These additional constraints may define such questions as "how does the 
implementation react to unexpected (invalid) user interactions?", "how many simultaneous 
connections should be supported?", or "what should be the performance of the 
implementation?". Based on these requirements, the implementation is usually developed 
in several steps of refinement using the standard software or hardware design and 
implementation methods.

In the case that a formal protocol specification is used, the additional constraints may be 
defined in the same formal specification language, and, depending on this language, may 
be translated into implementation code. The semi-automatic implementation based on 
Estelle specifications has been used in a number of cases. This topic has been covered 
relatively well in the existing literature [Boch 87h, Sidh 89). Similar translation approaches 
can be used with other languages. In the case of LOTOS, it seems reasonable to impose 
certain language restrictions for the translation [Mana 89).

In the case that a multi-layer protocol structure is distributed over several operating system 
tasks or computers, that a communication service among several computers is to be 
simulated, or tiiat a specified application is to be implemented in a distributed environment, 
it would be useful to have a uniform distributed implementation environment. In such an 
environment, a single system specification including multiple processes/modules could be 
automatically implemented by allocating each process/inixiule to a particular operating 
system task or computer.

In the case of Estelle and SDL specifications, such a distributed implementation is relatively 
easy to obtain, since the processes/modules communicate by message passing, which is 
easily mapped on a message transmission communication facility available between the 
tasks/computers [Jard 89). (For Estelle, the implementation is simplified if all dependents 
of a system activity or system process reside in the same task/computer).

In the case of LOTOS the situation is more difficult because of the rendezvous nature of 
interactions between the processes [Quern 89, Kaij 88). Several distributed algorithms for 
the implementation of rendezvous interactions between remote systems are known. The 
situation for LOTOS is particularly complex because more than two processes may 
participate in an interaction, and the processes involved cannot be determined statically. 
We have shown [Boch 89c] that a tree-oriented execution model for LOTOS can h t 
combined with a virtual-ring rendezvous protocol, in order to obtain a scheme for the 
distributed implementation of LOTOS specifications. Present work is aimed at building a 
prototype implementation of a distributed LOTOS simulation environment, using multiple 
instances of an existing LOTOS interpreter [Logr 88], and at the realization of complete and 
fair interpretations in such a distributed environment
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As mentioned in Section 2, the integration with ASN.l is an important issue for any 
specification language to be used for the OSI application-layer protocols. Some of our 
recent research projects were related to this question. While certain authors suggest the 
enhancement of existing specification languages with the data t ^  notations of ASN.l, we 
have explored the possibUity of translating the ASN.l definitions of the PDU structures 
into the corresponding data type definitions of Estelle [Boch 90, Barb 89] and LOTOS 
[Boch 89h].

The translation for Estelle is relatively straightforward, except for the SEQUENCE OF 
construct which is translated into a list structure implemented by pointers. In order to 
obtain tools for supporting protocol implementations for this approach, we have built an 
ASN.l translator and have adapted an existing ASN.l tools which generates ASN.l 
encoding and decoding routines [Yang 88] with an Estelle compiler [Este 87b] in such a 
manner that the C-code generated by the different tools is compatible and can be combined 
into a single protocol in^)lementation.

The encoding and decoding of ASN.l PDU’s is a relatively tedious task that can be 
implemented in specialized hardware in order to obtain increased efficiency [Bilg 90]. It is 
to be noted, however, that the encoding/decoding modules (in software or hardware) are 
closely related to the data structures that are used within the implementation of the protocol 
implementation.

Sometimes the protocol specification is written in a form which is either not directly 
implementable by the translation approach discussed above, or would lead to 
implementation code which is not sufficiently efficient. In such cases, it is possible to first 
derive a mwe implementation-oriented description from the given specification, and then to 
apply the automatic translation approach to the implementation-oriented description. Much 
research has been done in the related general area of program transformations [Baue 79], 
where one wants to assure that the transformed prognun is equivalent to the originally 
given program or specification. Research along these lines is going on in relation with the 
LOTOS language (see Section 4), however, this is a difficult problem and it is not clear 
how useful this approach will be in the future.

5. Conformance Testing and Implementation Assessment

In the testing area, ftHmal specifications of the protocol can be used for deriving test suites, 
validating manually developed test cases, and for analyzing test results. The use of TTCN 
for the description of OSI conformance test cases leads to the need for translation between 
various languages. The following subsections comment on related issues.

5.1 Test suite development

There are two main approaches for the design of a conformance test suite: manual design 
and semi-automatic design based on formal description of the protocol. There are sev e ^  
test suites that are manudly developed and are being standardized [ISO 8882, and others]. 
We will concentrate on semi-automatic design from validated formal specifications and 
describe the techniques and tools available presently. Most of the literature deals with test 
generation from finite state machines [Sari 82, Sabn 85, Vuon 89, Fuji 90]. Test sequence 
derivation from FDT specifications has also received attention. First a comprehensive 
methodology based on Estelle has been developed [Sari 87]. Recently LOTOS based test 
derivation research has been active [Brin 88, Weze 89, Guil 88, Sari 89e, Trip 89a].
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Estelle based test design methodology first applies syntactic transformations on the protocol 
specification and puts the specification into a form called normal form in which transitions 
contain single paths and local procedures/ functions are in-line replaced. The normal fram 
transformations are applied to all the modules in case of modular specifications. The next 
step is to apply control flow and data flow abstraction on the specification. In the control 
flow abstraction the specification is treated as a collections of interconnected FSMs. This 
representation is easily obtained from the normal form transitions. The data flow 
abstraction represents the action part of the transitions as a data flow graph in which 
abstract service primitive (ASP) and protocol data unit (PDU) parameters become input/ 
output nodes and the data flow on these are determined from the assignment statements.

The FSM rtKxlel of the specification makes it possible to use certain techniques to derive 
test sequences such as transition tours. In the case of modular specifications, transition 
tour generation considering the internal queues is rather complicated [Forg 90]. The 
resulting test sequence gives a control flow coverage of all the transitions. State 
recognition based techniques such as W- and D- methods could also be used; but their 
application to protocols seems to be controversial due to the fact that the choice of the state 
recognition sets/sequences requires the consideration of the context variables, rather than 
just the major state. There are also problems associated to incompletely defined FSMs 
[Vuon 89]. Since the transition tour coverage does not consider enabling conditions, some 
of the resulting paths are infeasible. It seems that avoiding these infeasible paths will 
remain in the domain of human intelligence.

The dataflow graph obtained can be used to derive the dataflow associated with "protocol 
functions". Since protocol functions arc related to the understanding of the protocol, the 
derivation of them can only be done by the user.

A tool has been developed implementing this methodology. The control and dataflow 
graphs are visually displayed on a workstation. The test generation ttKxlule assists the user 
in eliminating the infeasible paths. The dataflow graphs can be partitioned and named by 
the user. Then the test generation module derives the test sequences needed to completely 
cover the dataflow in each function. This way the resulting test sequences completely cover 
the control and dataflow in the specification. The dataflow coverage criteria is simple. A 
more involved dataflow coverage considering the definition and use of the context variables 
is studied [Ural 87a]. Presently it is not yet determined which coverage technique will yield 
better test sequences. The tool implementing the methodology has been appliwl to generate 
test sequences for transport protocol [Forg 89], FTAM [Barb 89], ISDN LAPD [Sari 89d] 
and ISDN Network layer [Amal 90].

In the case of LOTOS specification, the derivation of test cases is complicated due to the 
parallel composition and the nondeterministic nature of the specifications. Three different 
approaches to deriving test cases have been described in the literature.

(1) Canonical test processes: Given a basic LOTOS specification S of a protocol, an 
"inverse" specification T(S) can algorithmically be developed such that when an lUT is 
parallelly composed with T(S), it will apply all the test cases to establish the conformance 
of lUT to S. The method is named CO-OP after its main components, the sets Compulsory 
and Optional behaviors [Weze 89]. The T(S)obtained is a choice of all the test cases, 
except robustness tests. It is shown that T(S) is equivalent to the canonical tester defined 
earlier in [Brin 88]. It is also shown in [Weze 89] that if S is a parallel composition S: = 
B1 INI B2 (contrary to intuition) we cannot simply obtain T(B1) and T(B2) and then 
parallelly compose them to get T(S).
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A canonical tester is not intended for practical testing because T(S) can only be derived 
from basic LOTOS, although some efforts to extend the approach have been reported [Tret 
89]. T(S) is another specification in LOTOS usually with an infinite behavior, and 
therefore it is difficult to derive a finite test suite.

(2) Interpretation of specification: Full LOTOS can be symbolically executed using an 
interpreter. Symbolic execution derives execution paths that can be used as test sequences 
[Guil 88]. Although such trees or expansions are usually partial, they can still contain 
enough information to be used in test case generation. In [Guil 89] this idea was applied in 
order to generate test cases for LAP-B based on the specification mentioned in Section 
2.2.2. From the execution trees obtained from the interpreter, a FSM model was manually 
derived. Then traditional test selection methods for FSM's could be applied. The authors 
have not yet considered the dataflow aspects with the interpretation qiproach.

(3) Analysis of control and dataflow: Applying an extended FSM interpretation to LOTOS 
semantics, a LOTOS specification can be converted into an equivalent chart [Miln 84]. A 
translation algorithm of a subset of LOTOS into charts is reported [Kaij 88]. This 
algorithm could be extended to full LOTOS but in some cases, i.e. parallel activation of an 
unknown number of connections, the chart obtained is infinite. Practice indicates that the 
chart construction algorithm leads to a state explosion even for medium size specifications 
such as [Boch 90] due mainly to state machine interpretation of parallel behavira-. However 
using some heuristics, the number of states could be reduced to reasonable size. The chart 
obtained represents the overall behavior of the entity specified, i.e. the control and dataflow 
in the specification. The dataflow can be abstracted out and represented in graphical form. 
These graphs are similar to the graphs obtained from the Estelle specification of the same 
protocol. The complete traversal of the chart yields the test sequences (may-tests), 
considering nondeterminism (the "i" events) the tests can be converted into test cases 
(must-tests) [Trip 89a]. Another approach, also considering the control and dataflow of 
LOTOS specifications is reported in [Sari 89e].

5.2 Test specification in TTCN

It is important to note that the OSI conformance test cases are described in a newly 
developed notation called TTCN [OSI C3]. Since specifications written in this language 
are presented in the form of tables, screen-oriented editors have been developed, although a 
linear form of the language has also been defined.

In the case of semi-automatic test suite design, a translation from the language of the 
protocol specification into TTCN is required. If one wants to validate a TTCN test case in 
respect to a protocol specification, the inverse translation is necessary. Together with 
ASN.l, which can be used as part of TTCN, there are many translation issues. In 
addition, there are many proprietary test description languages for which test execution 
environments exist. Test cases written in TTCN will therefore often be translated into such 
languages for execution. The use of an intermediate language, such as the charts 
mentioned above, has been proposed as a common ground for all these translationis. 
However, it is not clear what the best approach to this proliferation of specification 
languages is.

5.3. Test case validation

The tests obtained with the semi-automatic test design tools are expected to be coirect (if the 
tool has been sufficiently debugged). However, manually developed test cases can be
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expected to contain certain errors, due to the large amount of information that must be 
considered in their design. They can be validated against a formal specification of the 
protocol, using automat^ tools.

First, a test case can be validated by checking certain static conditions by a TTCN compiler. 
Second, the semantics of the test case must be validated against the protocol specification. 
In particular, each path in the test case leading to a PASS (FAIL) verdict must be shown 
(not) to be accepted by the formal specification. Additional validation may concern time
out behaviors ot buffer sizes.

Two approaches to the automatic validation of test cases have been explored in our 
projects. After translation into LOTOS behavior expressions, the test case can be 
automatically compared with a given protocol specification written in LOTOS [Boch 89j]. 
The tool is an extension of what is described for test result analysis in Section 5.5. 
Another approach is the translation of both the test case and the specification into charts 
(sec above) and their comparison at this intermediate level [Naik 90].

5.4 Test case adaptation and execution

Most standardized test cases, as well as most tests derived from formal specifications, 
usually can be classified as generic test cases for the local single-layer test architecture. In 
order to executed them with a test system using a different test architecture, such as the 
distributed test architecture [Rayn 87], they must be adapted. However, these necessary 
modifications are relatively straightforward in most cases.

The test cases must also be adapted to the implementation parameters of the protocol 
implementation, which are stated in the so-called PICS (protocol implementation 
conformance statement) and the PIXIT (protocol implementation extra information for 
testing). Certain values of test parameters are not specified in the generic test cases. They 
may be chosen during the test execution within the bounds provided by the implementation 
parameters.

Different approaches can be taken to execute test cases written in TTCN. Most systems for 
TTCN implementation support translate the test cases into implementation languages, such 
as C or specialized test description languages for which an execution environment already 
exists. The translation into Estelle can also be considered [Eswa 90], since good 
implementation environments for Estelle exist, and this language seems suitable for the 
specification and implementation of complete test systems [Linn 88]. It is to be noted that 
the use of ASN.l in the test cases for Application layer protocols implies that ASN.l 
support must be included in the test execution environment.

5.5. Test Result Analysis

Execution of each test case on an lUT will result in a conframance log containing the events 
that occurred with time stamps. Trace checking and test result analysis refer to the activity 
in which the conformance log (trace or test results) is analyzed manually, or by using the 
formal specification of the protocol [Boch 89m, Boch 89J] and a verdict of pass or fail is 
produced. Since TTCN test cases explicitly indicate the pass and fail cases in the 
definition, a test system executing TTCN test cases contains the result analysis already in 
the form of the test cases.

An automatic test result analysis in respect to the protocol specification is useful in the 
following situations:
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(a) In the case that the lUT is subjected to ad hoc or random tests, for instance during 
debugging, or for complementing the standard conformance tests.

(b) For arbitration testing. This involves two or more systems that have already been 
tested individually, and which nevertheless turn out to have problems interworking. The 
testing architecture includes the tester passively observing the PDlTs exchanged between 
the different systems. The tester includes a trace analysis module which checks the 
observed trace in respect to the specitications of all the systems and will notify any detected 
error.

(c) For validating the defined test cases. A suite of test cases for a given protocol can be 
very voluminous. Since most test cases are developed by informal methods, they may 
contain errors, that is, wrong verdicts. Automatic trace analysis can be used to check the 
verdicts of test cases with the formal specification of the protocol.

6. Concluding rem arks

In our research we have used the three general purpose formal languages called LXDTOS, 
Estelle and SDL, the data structure description notation called ANS.l and the test 
specification language called TTCN for protocol design, validation, implementation 
development and assessment. While our research concentrated on LOTOS and Estelle it 
seems that presently ASN.l and TTCN are more heavily used in industry. We discussed 
several ways in which heavier use of FDTs could be accomplished: develt^ing easy-to-use 
tools, suppext for object-oriented techniques, pilot projects and so on.

There is a need to research towards arriving at a stage where protocol development 
activities could be supported with an integrated set of tools. The need to design validated 
specifications arouses the need to incorporate the PICS and PIXIT information in the 
foimal specification, this in turn might r^uire modifications in the languages. Fot exan^le 
there is a need for an abbreviated notation for LOTOS data structures. It is interesting to 
investigate incorporation of PICS and PIXIT processing in test generation. Regarding 
ASN.l, it could possibly conclude that the best way to handle ASN.l is by treating it as a 
tree structured data representation sublanguage i n s t ^  of translating it into other languages. 
Finally, we point to the need for implementing protocols in parallel environments and by 
hardware.
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A bstract

Validation of algebraically specified protocols is considered. 
Consistency of pcotocol-underlyingservice behaviour and 
hence tliat of the provided-required service validates the 
protocol. Requirements on protocol behaviour are captured as 
partial constraints^^ satisfied by guarded recursive equations erf 
algelH'aic processes. Following the work of Bergstra, Klop, 
Hoare and Milner specifications in the form of guarded 
recursion equations which arc free of abstraction are found to 
be suitable for validation of protocols. Consistency is proved 
by parallel composition of the relevant behaviours. A 
simplified version of the OSI Transport protocol (class 0) is 
validated as an illustrative example. The method can be adtqrted 
for specifications in the FDT LOTOS.

I Introduction

Validation of protocol behaviour specifications implies a proof of consistent 
behaviour. In the multi-layered OSI (Open Interconnected Systems) [1] framework, a 
jM-otocol must be dually consistent. The protocol must interact consistently with the 
underlying service to provide the intended service to users in the layer above. 
Consistent interaction Iwtwccn the users (required service) and the intended service 
(provided service) validates the protocol.

Validation concerns have been extensively studied in the literature, see for example 
[2],[3]. The principles of structured program design [4],[5] coupled with concurrent 
programming language specifications [6],[7],[8] have provided the means to relate 
distributed system architecture to validation issues. Methodologies for validation have 
included finite state machine models for system analysis [9] and inductive assertion 
methods [10],[4],[6],[11]. Temporal Logic [12] and the method of invariants has been 
used to prove system properties [13], [11].

° T h e  notion o f partia l constra in ts  on d is trib u ted  system  b eh a v io u r h as  b een  

introduced  in [25 ]. P artia l constra in ts  form  th e  b as is  o f the  P a rtia l C o nstra in t 

M ethodology for the validation and verification of d istributed system s.
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The notion of Observational Equivalence [17],[18] of algebraic processes has been 
used to verify the intended service provided by a protocol/underlyingservice 
combination in [22] and [23]. Observational Equivalence between an intensional 
specification (protocol/underlyingservice specification) and an extensional specification 
(intended service specification) is demonstrated by means of a verification tool in [22]. 
The tool converts algebraic behaviours to Finite State Transition (FST) systems which 
reduces the decidability of observational equivalence complexity to polynomial time. 
However, the large number of states of real protocols make complexity concerns for 
deciding observational equivalence unavoidable.

The partial constraint methodology of design, validation and verification of distributed 
systems [25] form the basis of the validation method described in this paper. 
Requirements on protocol behaviour are captured as partial constraints describing 
simple relationships between the events of a communication environment. Partial 
constraints are then mapped onto a process algebra such as CCS [17], selected for 
behaviour specification. The mapping results in guarded recursion equations of 
processes which satisfy partial constraints. The specifications so obtained are partial 
specifications, in that the complete set of requirements are not specified. Validation of 
the intended service is proved by the deadlock-fi-ee parallel composition of all the 
specified processes in the communication environment

The paper is organised as follows: The protocol validation problem is briefly stated in 
section II. Process algebraic specifications obtained from partial constraints are 
described in section ül. Section IV briefly describes the validation method. Section V 
illustrates the method by means of an example consisting of a simplified Transport 
protocol. Section VI provides a brief comparison with other validation methods. 
Section Vn concludes the paper.

II Protocol Validation

OSI protocol and service architectures

In order to motivate the validation method we briefly recall the relevant portion of the 
OSI Basic Reference Model (BRM).

The OSI BRM's multi-layered architecture describes two possible representations of 
the (n)-service (see for example [14], [15]):

(i) one which represents the behaviour resulting from the joint operations of the (n)- 
entities (layer protocol) and the (n-l)-service (underlying service).

(ii) and one which abstracts from the internal structure of services 1 to n.

Validation

The objective of validation is to determine whether the specified behaviour of the 
communication service or protocol is really what the user had in mind. It implies a 
demonstration, for example with the help of a simulator that the behaviour as defined 
by the specification or implementation satisfies user requirements. Thus validation 
implies proof of correct intention. It has the following aspects:

1. Consistent interactions between the protocol entities and the underlying service.
2. Consistent interactions between the protocol entities and the user
3. 'Validation of (n)-service provided by the protocol using its underlying service 
against the abstract (n)-service i.e. the intended service.
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In the sequel, it is shown that if protocol behaviour is specified consistently in terms of 
the interaction behaviour of items 1 and 2, then a composition of the behaviour 
equations for the protocol and the underlying service represent service behaviour. The 
service behaviour so obtained when evaluate for correct intention provides validation 
of the protocol as in item 3 above.

Following [22], we take the point of view that systems designed with validation 
concerns incorporated into their specifications are more easily validated than others.

in  Partial constraints and algebraic specifications

In this section partial constraints [25] are introduced and a mapping ft-om partial 
constraints onto basic process algebraic behaviour expressions is defined. The use of 
partial constraints for system design results in guarded recursion equations of a 
selected process algebra. Any of the process algebras CCS[17], CSP[8], ACP[19] or 
LOTOS [16] can be selected for the mapping. The interested reader will find detailed 
information about the process algebras in the references.

In what follows we make the following assumptions:

1. Communication is an action (or a communication event), resulting from 
synchronisation or an interaction between actions. Actions of an environment are 
atomic.

2. Given an environment E of communication events we make the assumption that:
3 a modality of determination (a systematic process of determination is modally 

■possible') by means of which behaviours and related assertions on behaviours of 
communication systems can be determined.

If P is a set of behaviours and Pc the set of partial constraints (defined below) on 
behaviours in E, then the assumption implies that:

(i) 3 a method of determining partial constraints pc and behaviours B in E

(ii) 3 a definition of provablility, s.t. VB e p 3 a p c  ePc, s.t. B 1= pc.

Definition III.l Partial Constraints
The set Pc contains well formed formulae (wff) on the actions of an environment E

and the partial constraint operators 'or', 'precedes', 'and', 'not', 'V  and '3'. They 
are called partial constraints and denoted by pc. For example:

V a ,p  e E
(i) "  ( the empty pc) is a wff
(ii) 'a ', 'a  or a ', 'a  or a  or a ...' are wff
(iii) 'a  or P' is a wff

(iv) 'a  precedes a ' is a wff

(v) 'a  precedes P' is a wff

(vi) 'a  and a ' is a wff

(vii) 'a  and p' is a wff .etc.

The operator 'or' is interjected to be a non-deterministic choice such that: the pc 'a  or 
P' true implies that it is possible to make a determination in E in which either a  or p 

can occur. Similarly, 'a  precedes P' implies 'a  < p' or a  occurs before p.
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Complete definitions, asssociated theorems and examples of the partial constraint 
methodology are given in [25].

Behaviour descriptions can be modelled by action trees. Action trees do not have node 
information, but their edges are labelled by action names. Alternative behavior is 
modelled by branching the edges of the action tree, and sequential behavior is 
modelled by connecting the edges sequentially. The example in Figure ÜLI shows
sequential and alternative behaviour involving actions a  and

A lte rn a tiv e

a c tio n s

A
S e q u e n t ia l

a c t io n s

Figure n i.l. Alternative arid sequential behaviour as action trees

Mapping partial constraints to algebraic behaviour expressions.

The mapping from partial constraints to algebraic behaviour expressions can be 
defined by the following:

Definition III.2 Partial constraint mapping
In a communication environment E, the actions in behaviour expressions and partial 
constraints are self-referential.
By letting FI be a set of behaviour specifications in a given behaviour model (process 
algelx-a) the smallest set Pc of partial constraints in E arc interpreted by defining the 
satisfaction relation 1= in II x Pc as follows by inducticxi on the structure of Pc:
(i) The behaviour expression BO (inaction) 1=' '  (the empty pc)
Oi) B 1= pc ==> B satisfies pc (always)
(iii) B 1= —ipc iff not B 1= pc
(iv) B 1= n  pc(i) iff B 1= pc(i) V i e I, the set of integers

(v) If B 1 1= pci and B2 1= pc2 iff B = B1 'op' B21* pci 'o' pc2

Where the partial constraint operators 0  arc related to the operators: '(^ ' of 
the process algebra under consideration as follows:
If 'op' = - non-dctcrministic or- then, 'op' 1= 'or';
If 'op' = - sequentiality-, 'op' 1= 'precedence';
If 'op' = - parallel composition-, 'op' 1= 'and';
If 'op' = - inaction-, 'op' 1= ' ' ;

The operators 'V , '3' and 'not' are indirectly related to the operators of the procccs 
algebra. Other operators defined in a process algebra are not considered.

System Architecture and Specification

The essential architecture of a distributed system 'S' consists of a protocol process 
'F  distributed into component processes 'PEI' and 'PE2' (say), and a non-distributed 
process 'med' (say) providing the underlying communication service. The process 
'med' may itself consist of decomposed processes 'medl' and 'med2'. The system 'S' 
operates in a communication environment E in which user processes called 'usr' (say) 
use the services of the distributed system.
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Partial constraints based on requirements are constructed for the protocol processes 
'P', 'PEI' and 'PE2', as well as for the processes 'med' and 'usr'. The partial 
constraints so obtained arc mapped onto the behaviour expressions of a selected 
process algebra. The Recursive Definition Principle (RDP) [19] states that guarded 
recursive equations of algebraic processes have unique solutions. No hiding of actions 
is recommended in CSP and ACP. Recursion in the behaviour expressions ensures 
the satisfaction of associated partial constraints. The specifications are partial, in that 
the ccHnplete set of requirements is not specified.

The method makes it possible to define constraints which arc of the "end-to-end" and 
"local" type. Constraints so obtained, unambiguously yield specifications which are 
easily validated.

IV The Validation Method

The service "S" provided by the protocol is obtained by use of the formula:

S = P II med ....eqn_IV. 1

Where the parallel composition operator (II) is defined as in CCS and LOTOS, and full 
synchronisation is assumed on the gatelists of P and 'med'.

If the composition yields (by simulation, for example) deadlock-ftee traces, the 
protocol P behaves consistently with the underlying service 'med' to provide the 
service "S" to the users.

In order to show that the service "S" provided by the protocol is what the user had in 
mind, i.e. it is of correct intention, we can construct partial constraints from the traces 
obtained from cqnJV .l and compare them to partial constraints of intended service. 
Consistency of partial constraints then validates the protocol.

Another way of validation is to make use of the formula: 

S-H = usr II PII med ....eqn_rV.2

where the process 'usr' represents partial specifications of user behaviour with respect 
to the required service of concern in the validation problem.

V An example - Validation of the Transport protocol

Consider the Connection establishment phase of the OSI transport layer protocol 
(class 0). (The Transport protocol is considered in more detail in [26], [21] and [25]). 
To keep the presentation of ideas simple and comprehensive, a subset of all the 
required behaviours is considered. Disconnect requests or indications are not 
considered, but they can be easily treated by the method.

Figure V .l shows the architecture of the system. The distributed system 
environment consists of user processes, a protocol and an underlying service. The 
logical structure of the protocol consists of two protocol entitites PEI and PE2 
respectively. The combination of PEI and PE2 is the protocol process, with two pairs 
of interaction points tl and t2, and pi and p2 respectively. The interaction points tl,t2 
are shared with user processes of the environment - usrl and usr2 respectively. While 
pi and p2 are shared with the underlying service.
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Figure V.l Logical strucutre of the OSI transport protocol.

In order to model data type value passing on interaction of processes, it is assumed 
that the actions of an environment E can be indexed by values of predefined data type 
sorts, and that the set of values of all data types are countable. For example:

Tbe partial constraint

"pl(send/output)CR TPDU precedes p2(receive/input) CR TPDU"
....pc_V.l

constraints a generic action p i (the action occurs at the interaction point p i of the 
process) indexed by a value: '(send/output)CR TPDU' to precede a generic action p2 
(the action occurs at the interaction point p2 of the process) indexed by any value of 
the CR TPDU sort. The index values come from countable sorts (for example, the CR 
TPDU sort), making the actions unique. An index value represents a typical, well 
defined value of the associated predefined sort. Note that the indexes are not 
parameters, but interpreting them as such makes the specification readable. In principle 
system behaviour can be specified by a unique labelling of all the actions. But this 
would make the specification unreadaMe.

By convention we assign the symbol ! to the '(send/output)' component of the 
index and ? to the '(receive/input)' component of the index.

A second convention is the same as the matching convention followed in LOTOS 
for synchronisation of actions. In LOTOS, actions with common generic labels can 
synchronise if action parameters have the form:

1. ?type_name and ?type_name (i.e. same type_name)
2. ?type_name and !value_id (i.e. value_id is of sort type_name)
3. !value_expression and !value_expression

( i.e. the same value_expression)

In the specification given below the LOTOS type of synchronisation convention is 
assumed for the indexed actions.

Requirement descriptions are obtained from the standard for the OSI connection 
oriented transpon protocol - [IS2]. It is assumed that simple canonical transformations 
of the behaviour mechanisms described in the standard yield partial constraints (as in 
pc_V.l). For example, the procedure describing Connection establishment (cf.clause 
6.5.4 of [IS2]) contains the following statement:
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"A transport connection is established by means of one transport entity (the initiator) 
transmitting a CR TPDU to the other transport entity (the responder), which replies 
withaCCTPDU."

Where CR TPDU and CC TPDU are a connect request and connect confirm transport 
protocol data units respectively.

By assigning roles of intitiator/iesponder to both the gates pi and p2 we deduce the 
following partid constraint:

"pl(send/ouQ)ut) CR TPDU precedes p2(receive/input) CR TPDU 
precedes p2(send/output) CC TPDU

precedes pl(receiveAnput) CR TPDU" 
or
"pl(send/output) CR TPDU precedes pl(icceive/input) CC TPDU

In a similar manner partial constraints for PEI and PE2 arc obtained and mapped onto 
process algebraic behaviour expressions. A LOTOS-like notation for the specification 
of processes satisfying the partial constraints is used to obtain:

protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2] = PEl[tl,pl,t2,p2] [] PEl[tl,pl,t2,p2]
....eqn_V.l

where
PEl[tl,pl,t2,p2] =

tlTTConreq; pllNDatareqlConreq; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]
[]
tlTTConresp; pllNDatareqlConconf; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]
[]
pl?NDataind?Conreq; tllTConind; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]
[]
pl?NDataind?Conconf; tllTConconf; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]

PE2[tl,pl,t2,p2] =
t2?TConrcq; p2!NDatareq!Conreq; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]
[]
t2?TConresp ; p2!NDatarcq!Conconf; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]
[]
p2?NDataind?Conreq; t2!TConind; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]
[]
p2?NDataind?Conconf; t2!TConconf; protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2]

The partial behaviour of the underlying service processes obtained firom its partial 
constraints is given by: 
unds[pl,p2] =

pl?NDatareq?Conreq; p2!Ndataind!Conreq; unds[pl,p2]
[]
p2?NDatareq?Conreq; pl!Ndataind!Conreq; unds[pl,p2]
[]
pl?NDatareq?Conconf; p2!Ndataind!Conconf; unds[pl,p2]
[]
p2?NDatareq?Conconf; pl!Ndataind!Conconf; unds[pl,p2]

....eqn_V.2

The partial behaviour of the user processes must satisfy the required service.

I
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The user processes are given by: 

usr[tl,t2] = user[tl,t2] [] user2[tl,t2]
....eqn_V.3

where
userl[tl,t2] = tlITConreq; tlTTConconf; usr(tl,t2]

[]
tlTTConind; tlTTConresp; usrttl,t2] 

user2[tl,t2] = t2!TConreq; t2?TConcorif; usr{tl,t2]
[]
t2?TConind; tlTTConresp; usr[tl,t2]

For this specification, parallel composition is the same as in LOTOS, so that 
stepwise synchronisation of matching events of two processes occurs, at common 
interaction points. For example, two actions at the interaction point 'pT can 
synchronise with exchange of messages if the two processes offer: 
MNDatareqlConreq' and 'TNDatareqTConreq' respectively. Where 'TConreq' for 
example is an index representing a predefined sort of a pdu (protocol data unit) type 
and 'IConreq' an actual value in a manner similar to that of ACTONE data types.

Validation Formula

Parallel composition of all the processes results in the expression:

S = usr(tl,t2] I[tl,t2]l protocol[tl,pl,t2,p2] I[pl,p2]l unds[pl,p2]
....eqn_V.4

Common actions with matching events of the two processes result in interactions. 
Interactions are possible at each recursion of the processes. Those actions not common 
to any of the processes are not synchronised, but interleaved. The composition results 
in traces which yield partial constraints which arc consistent with the traces. 
Behaviour expressions satisfying the partial constraints represent possible behaviours 
of the system. The set of traces observable for the behaviour specified in cqn_V.4 arc:

TllTConreq , plINdatareqlConreq, p2!NDataindIConreq, t2!TConind, 
t2!TConresp , p2!NDatarcq!Conconf , pllNDataindlConconf, tllTConconf 
or
t2!TConreq, p2!NDatarcq!Conreq, pllNDataindlConreq, tllTConind, 
tllTConresp , plINDatareqlConconf, p2!NDatareq!Conconf, t2!TCoiuesp

....tr_V.l

The set of traces tr_V.l represent possible behaviours of the connection service.

The trace tr_V.l forms the basis of determining the constraint:
" 'tl ITConreq precedes pi INdatareqlConreq precedes p2!NDataindIConreq 

precedes t2!TConind precedes t2!TConresp precedes p2!NDatareq!Conconf 
precedes pi INDataindIConconf precedes tl ITConconf 

or
't2!TConreq precedes p2!NDatareq!Conreq precedes pllNDataindlConreq 
precedes tlITConind precedes tlITConresp precedes piINDatareqlConconf 
precedes p21NDatareqIConconf precedes t2ITConresp' "

....pc_V.2

The constraint pc_V.2 can be compared to the time sequence diagrams of the OSI 
Transport service definition standard (cf. pps. 9, Figure 4 [IS3]).

I
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For example, the time sequence diagrams of the transport service contain the 
sequence of transport service primitives given in Rgurc V.2:

T-0»JNECT
indiotkia

Figure v.2 Successful TC establishment

The following partial constraint based on the time sequence diagram of Figure V.2 
describes successful TC establishment when TS userl (interacting with TS provider at 
interaction point tl) or TS user2 (interacting with TS provider at interaction point t2) is 
calling/called TS user:

" (tl/t2)!TCONreq precedes (tl/t2)!TCONconf" ....pc_V.3

It is easy to deduce pc_V.2 from tr_V.2, and also that pc_V.3 is consistent with 
pc_V.2. Therefore, the protocol as specified in eqn_V.l is valid with respect to 
intended service provided to the user as required in eqn_V.3.

VI Comparison with other methods

The method described in this paper is based on the partial constraint methodology 
elaborated in [25]. The methodology introduces and formally defines the notion of 
partial constraints. Partial constraints provide a simple but powerful tool to associate 
modal assertions with algebraic behaviour expressions. Thus providing the basis for 
an assertional approach to validation and verification. The m e th ^  avoids the 
complexity of observational equivalence analysis for verification.

The method is similar to the one proposed in [22] in that the design strategy used 
evolves from the constraint-oriented style of specification [24]. However, it differs 
with the verification-oriented style of [22] from two aspects. Firstly, the specifications 
relate distributed guarded recursive processes by means of non-deterministic choice 
rather than by interleaving. This results in the natiual elimination of a large number of 
undesirable behaviours which considerably slow down simulation experiments. 
Secondly, reducing algebraic specifications to FSTs to show observational equivalence 
makes the complexity of proof unavoidable.

Our method is similar to the one method proposed in [23] in that the validation 
formulae developed are identical. However, the structure of the component processes 
participating in the parallel composition of the formulae makes validation by 
simnulation tractable. Also, [23] basis validation on observational equivalence analysis 
of complete specifications. So that complexity concerns similar to those for [22] apply.

VII Conclusions

We have described a specification approach for validation of distributed systems in 
general and OSI-protocols in particular. With respect to the required service it can be 
shown that the protocol has been implemented correctly or with respect to the protocol 
the intended service is shown to be valid.
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We have used fundamental results obtained from the process algebras CCS, ACP and 
CSP that, guarded recursion equations of algebraic processes specified with no 
concealment of interactions have unique solutions. These results form the basis of 
developing a validation methodology which reduces considerably simualtion times 
required to prove consistency of tehaviours. Additionally, the method makes the 
validation problem tractable by avoiding the complexities of proving observational 
equivalence of processes via FSTs.

The results of this approach have already been applied in [20], [21] to derive test 
sequences from a process algebraic specification of protocols.
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In this paper, we present a simple and efficient protocol validation 
technique fór the detection and correction of logical design errors. 
The communication model consists of two entities asynchronously 
exchanging messages via lower modules modelled by reliable FIFO 
channels. The communicating entities are represented by acceptance 
trees, traces and sets (ATTS), a tree-based model which is generál 
enough to express any labelled transition-based system. Very limited 
coupling between the two entities during the validation process is 
required, therefore this technique is denoted a localized approach to 
validation. The validation of the entities can be executed in parallel 
and the computations that are performed during the validation are 
very simple. Moreover, this technique can be integrated intő an 
incremental synthetic protocol design methodology which 
guarantees freedom írom logical errors and satisfaction of service 
requirements. Therefore, this technique can be used fór the 
validation of existing designs, and fór the synthesis of new designs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Protocol design consists essentially of the construction of interacting entities 
which cooperate to provide a set of specified Services to the service users 
while guaranteeing that no errors will be encountered. We can recognize two 
types of protocol design errors:

(1) errors encountered during the progress of the interactions between 
the communicating entities. These progress errors can exist in any 
protocol and are independent of service requirements. These errors 
are often called logical errors, and include such errors as deadlock, 
unspecified reception and channel overflow [17].

(2) errors resulting in incorrect service (with respect to the service 
specification) provided by the designed protocol to the service user. 
We refer to such errors as semantic errors.

Two major approaches to protocol design have been proposed and applied: the 
analysis approach and the synthesis approach [17].
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In the analysis approach, the protocol designer starts with a preliminary 
version of the protocol in which the validation aspects are often overlooked. 
Protocol validation is then performed in a separate post-design activity and is 
based on analysis techniques intended to detect errors and omissions in the 
design. The sequence öf re-design, analysis, error detection and correction is 
applied iteratively until the protocol design becomes error-free. Analysis 
techniques have been classified under five categories [14]: closed covers [4], 
reachability analysis [12,16], divide-and-conquer [8,13], partial state 
exploration [9,10], and localized [1,7,15].

In the synthesis approach, various methods are used to construct or 
complete a partially specified protocol design such that the interactions 
between the constructed or completed protocol entities proceed without 
encountering any logical error and (ideally) provide the requested Services. 
Furthermore, using a synthesis method, the validation of the protocol is a by- 
product of the method itself. Synthetic design methods have been surveyed 
and compared in [11].

The purpose of this paper is to report on a simple and efficient validation 
technique based on a localized approach fór the detection and correction of 
logical design errors. The technique uses the concept of synthesized and 
inherited traces at nodes of a tree-based model of communicating entities. 
Moreover, this technique can be integrated intő an incremental synthetic 
protocol design methodology which guarantees freedom írom logical errors 
and satisfies the service requirements.

The major advantage of using a localized approach is that the validation 
procedure is nőt based on a global reachability analysis, therefore, the 
explosion and termination problems are avoided. Furthermore, the 
advantages of our technique over other localized validation techniques are: i) 
the global information required at each local entity is minimál and very 
trivial to obtain and maintain, ii) the computations involving local and global 
information are very simple, and iii) the technique can be used to validate 
any labelled transition system-based specifications.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the Acceptance Tree, Traces 
and Sets (ATTS) model is introduced and operations on the model and its 
components are defined. In Section 3, the validation technique is described. 
In Section 4, the technique is applied to the X.25 Call Setup procedure. 
Section 5 concludes the paper and presents somé issues which are currently 
under research.

2. THE MODEL: ACCEPTANCE TREES, TRACES AND SETS (ATTS)

In this section, we first introduce the ATTS model, then define somé 
operations to manipulate the model, and dérivé somé key properties.
The ATTS model is based on the concept of acceptance trees introduced in [5]. 
The semantics of the model is quite similar to that of the acceptance trees in 
the case of deterministic systems. However, a minor modification is
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introduced fór non-deterministic Systems. In fact, the ATTS model is an 
adaptation of the acceptance trees to communication protocol design and 
validation activities.

Definition 1. An ATTS is a tree that carries semantic infonnation useful to 
perform computations on the behaviour of an entity it describes. The nodes of 
an ATTS tree are labelled by an acceptance set and an acceptance trace. An 
acceptance set at node n, denoted by A(n), includes all events that the process 
can perform at n. An acceptance trace at node n, denoted by t(n), is the 
sequence of event occurrences that leads to n starting írom the root node of 
the ATTS. This trace uniquely identifies a given node in the ATTS tree. 
Therefore, a node n is uniquely characterized by the tuple <t(n), A(n)>. Note 
that t(n) of the root node is a null trace (e) and A(n)s of the leaves are empty 
sets (<J>). Each root node identifier is a tree name, however each leaf node 
identifier may be either: i) own tree name (recursive or cyclic behaviour), ii) 
a new tree name (enabling a new phase), or iii) end or exit.

Internál non-deterministic behaviours can alsó be expressed in the ATTS 
model. Fór a node n, at which the process can proceed non-deterministically 
to node n',A(n) will include events of the form ie fór every e in A(n'). 
Moreover, t(n’) will be equal to t(n). The ATTS model is generál enough to 
express deterministic or non-deterministic behaviours, synchronous or 
asynchronous and terminating or non-terminating (recursive) 
communicating Systems. Furthermore, the model can easily express any 
labelled transition-based Systems: Garavel [2] transforms LOTOS [6] 
specifications to a labelled transition system, and Yuan [15] developed a 
procedure fór transforming a finite State machine specification intő a tree.

Definition 2. The ftnal traces of process P, denoted by F(P), are traces at the 
leaf nodes of the ATTS representation of P.

Definition 3. Last (t) is the last event in the trace or event list t.

Definition 4. An event in a trace can be either a send event, denoted by !e, or a 
récéivé event, denoted by ?e. If e is a send (récéivé) event, then c(e) is send 
(récéivé). If a(e) = send (récéivé), then c(Ae) = récéivé (send).

Definition 5. Two events el and e2 are said to be matching events, denoted by 
Matching (el, e2), if i) a(el) = récéivé and o(e2) is either récéivé or send such 
that el = e2, or ii) a(el) = send and o(e2) = récéivé such that el = e2.

Definition 6. The length of a trace t, denoted by Length (t) (or L(t)), is the 
number of events in the trace or event list t.

Definition 7. Height (n) (or H(n)) is the height of the node n in the 
corresponding ATTS. H(n) is equal to L(t(n)).

Definition 8. The first x events of a trace t is denoted by (x) t. Init(t) is (L(t) -1) 
t.

Definition 9. The last x events of a trace t is denoted by (x-) t.
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Definition 10. The position of event e in the trace t is denoted by Pos (e, t).

Definition 11. The ith event in the trace t (with 0 < i <= L(t)) is denoted by [i]f.

Definition 12. The concatenation of two traces ti and t2 is denoted by tl@t2.

Definition 13. The number of occurrences of an event e in a trace t is denoted 
by #(e, t).

Definition 14. An event ejj is said to be feasibly executable at process 
behaviour Pi communicating with Pj, that is, ek is in A(Pi), if:

1. a(ek) = send, or
2. aCejf) = récéivé and #(?ek, t(Pi)) <= #(!ek, t(Pj)) and,

V ej, ek in t(Pj) / a(ej) = a(ek) = send, Pos(q, t(Pj)) < Pos(t̂ , t(Pj)) and 
Poj(?q,t(Pi))<Poi(?ek, t(Pi)).

Definition 15. Fór two traces ti and t2 (in distinct processes), the first-send- 
not-received (tl,t2) is the event !el such that V !el, !e2 in ti, $ ?el, ?e2 in t2 and 
Pos(!el, ti) < Pos(!e2, ti).

Definition 16. The characterization of compatible traces depends on whether 
the communication progresses synchronously or asynchronously in the 
System. This is related to the degree of coupling between the communicating 
entities: a close or tight coupling implies a synchronous communication, and 
a loose coupling implies an asynchronous communication. The generál case 
corresponds to asynchronous communication, in which a time delay occurs 
between the transmission of event e and its eventual reception at a peer 
entity. Synchronous communication corresponds to the specíal case in which 
the time delay is null.

In the generál case, two traces ti  and t2 are said to be compatible if:

1. V !e in ti, 3 ?e in t2 / Pos(?e,t2) >= Pos(!e, ti), and V ?e in t2, 3 !e in ti / 
Pos(!e,ti) <= Pos(?e, t2).

2. V !e in t2, 3 ?e in ti / Pos(?e,ti) >= Pos(!e, t2), and V ?e in ti, 3 !e in t2 / 
Pos(!e, t2) <= Pos(?e, ti).

3. If lej and lej in ti and Pos(!ej,tl) > Pos(!ej,tl) then Pos(?ei, t2) > Pos(?ej, 
t2).

Moreover, if ti and t2 are final traces in P(P1) and F(P2), respectively, they 
are compatible if they satisfy the three conditions listed above and if their leaf
node identifiers are the same, that is, if t(nl) = ti and t(n2) = t2, Id(nl) = 
Id(n2).

This generál definition corresponds to the case of both synchronous and 
asynchronous communication between processes Pl and P2. In the case of 
synchronous communication, the generál case is reduced to the following 
rule:
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ti and t2 are compatible if: ti = At2, that is: V !(?)ej in ti, 3 ?(!)ej in t2 / 
Pos(ej, ti) = Fos (ej, t2).

Lemma 1. Fór successful synchronous commnnication between processes Pl 
and P2, the following 2 conditions are satisfied: i) V ti in F(P1), 3 t2 in F(P2) / 
ti = At2, and ii) V t2 in F(P2), 3 ti in F(Piy t2 = Atl.

Lemma 2. In the case of asynchronous communication between Pl and P2, 
the following 2 conditions are satisfied: i) V ti in F(P1), 3 t2 in F(P2) / ti and 
t2 are two compatible traces, and ii) V ti in F(P2), 3 t2 in F(P1)/ ti and t2 are 
two compatible traces.

Note that Lemma 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition to avoid deadlocks 
and unspecified receptions in the design, however, Lemma 2 is only a 
necessary (nőt sufficient) condition.

Definition 17. Two traces, ti and t2, are said to be simultaneously executable, 
if they can be decomposed intő t'l, t"l and t'2, t"2, respectively, in which, t'l 
and t'2 are compatible traces (or empty traces) and every event in t"l and t"2 
is a feasible executable event.

Definition 18. Trace decomposition. From the definitions of compatible and 
executable traces, we can conclude that traces t i  and t2 of two 
communicating processes can be decomposed intő (t'l@t"l) and (t'2@t"2), 
respectively, in which the subtraces t'l and t'2 are compatible and the 
subtraces t"l and t"2 are executable. Since the lengths of compatible 
subtraces must be identical, only three possibilities exist when decomposing 
ti and t2:

1. t'l and t'2 are empty, then ti and t2 are executable traces bút nőt 
compatible.

2. t"l and t”2 are empty, then ti and t2 are compatible, therefore, 
executable.

3. no subtrace is empty, then ti and t2 are said to be executable bút nőt 
compatible.

Definition 19. Two traces, ti and t2, are said to be colliding, denoted by 
Collidingitl,t2), if 3 x (x> 0) / (x) ti and (x) t2 are nőt subtraces of compatible 
traces t'l and t’2, respectively.

Lemma 3. Fór every pair of incompatible colliding traces ti in F(P1) and t2 in 
F(P2), synchronizing traces must exist in F(P1) and F(P2) fór handling 
collisions.

Corollary 1. Unspecified receptions occur if and only if there exist 
incompatible colliding final traces that do nőt satisfy Lemma 3.
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3. THE VALIDATION TECHNIQUE

In this section, we first describe the features of the validation technique, and 
then we outline two algorithms fór the implementation of the technique.

3.1. Features of the validation technique

The validation technique consists of two phases. In the first phase, the ATTS 
representations of the processes to validate are augmented with somé 
semantic information in the form of traces of two types: synthesized and 
inherited. In the second phase, the detection and correction of logical design 
errors are performed.

Given the ATTS representations of two communicating entities Pl and P2, 
two types of traces are computed fór each node of the ATTSs: the inherited 
trace carries information about the ATTS where the node exists, and the 
synthesized traces transfer information about traces from the other ATTS. 
The validation procedure is essentially based on the examination of the 
inherited and the synthesized sets of traces at each of the nodes of the ATTS 
representing the process under validation. Synthesized traces at one node are 
propagated upwards to their (unique) parent node depending on somé rules 
fór compatibility and executability. The errors detected by the procedure can 
be corrected before proceeding with the validation.

The validation is done in a bottom-up fashion which results in an early 
detection of complex erroneous behaviours and an efficient technique to 
detect errors since a trace at a leaf node identifies a unique path in the tree. 
The validation procedure is then applied twice: first, Pl is validated with 
respect to P2, and then, P2 is validated with respect to Pl (or vice versa). Very 
limited coupling between the two entities during the validation process is 
required, therefore this technique is classified under the localized approach 
to validation. In addition, the validation of the entities can be executed in 
parallel and the computations that are performed during the validation are 
very simple. Finally, the technique could be extended to validate against the 
service requirements in addition to logical errors.

3.2. Algorithms

In the following, we present two algorithms which implements the 
validation technique: Algorithm-G fór the generation of inherited and 
synthesized traces at nodes of an ATTS representation of a process, and 
Algorithm-D fór the detection and correction of logical design errors in the 
given protocol.

Alporithm-G fór the seneration of inherited and synthesized trace setsi

Input: ATTS representation of communicating entities to validate.
Output: ATTS representation augmented with inherited and synthesized 
traces.
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Steps
1. Initialization. Fór each of the communicating entities to validate, 

generate its ATTS representatíon.
2. Generate the inherited and synthesized traces at the leaf nodes of each 

of the ATTSs.
Fór a leaf node n in Pl's ATTS:
. Ip(n) = t(n).
. Spin) = {t / t  £ F(P2) and HM >= L(t)} U

(í / V tr £ F\P2) and HM < L(tr), t = {HM) t r }.
3. Generate the inherited and synthesized traces at other nodes.

Fór a non-leaf node n in Pl's ATTS:
. Ip ( n )  =  tin).
. Spin) = {t £ Sp(n-1) I Ui) < HM } U

{Init(t),t £ Sp(n-l) / MatchingiLastit), Last{Ip{n-l)), and 
7nií(Ip(n-l)) and t are executable)

Where Sp(n-l) denotes the unión of the sets of synchronized traces at 
nodes dependent of n. .

Algorithm-G shows that the only information transferred from the ATTS 
representing P2 is the synthesized sets of traces at the leaves of Pl. These 
traces correspond to the inherited traces at the leaves of P2. The synthesized 
sets of traces at nodes other than the leaves are generated using the 
synthesized sets of dependent nodes propagated upwards in the ATTS.

Definition 20. Collision handling synthesis (analysis) rule. Let ti in F(P1) and 
t2 in F(P2) be two colliding traces. Suppose ti and t2 are decomposed intő t'l 
@ lel @ t"l and t'2 @ !e2 @ t"2, respectively, where t'l and t'2 are compatible 
traces. The handling of a collision caused by the simultaneous transmission 
of el and e2 can be done by considering (verifying that) one of the three cases:

a. Pl has a higher priority than P2. Add t l l  = t'l @ lel @ ?e2 @ t"l to 
F(P1), and t21 = t'2 @ Ie2 @ ?el @ At"l to F(P2).

b. P2 has a higher priority than Pl. Add t l l  = t’l @ lel @ ?e2 @ At"2 to 
F(P1), and t21 = t'2 @ Ie2 @ ?el @ t"2 to F(P2).

c. Pl and P2 have equal priorities. Add t l l  = t'l @ lel @ ?e2 @ t"l @ At"2, 
tl2 = t’l @ lel @ ?e2 @ At"2 @ t”l to F(P1), and t21 = t'2 @ Ie2 @ ?el @ t"2 
@ At"l, t22 = t'2 @ Ie2 @ ?e2 @ At"l @ t"2 to F(P2).

Note that cases a and b correspond to the winner/loser approach to 
synchronization introduced by Gouda [3], However, case c corresponds to the 
no-winner/no-loser collision resolution (which is characteristic of multiple 
concurrent updates in a distributed database application).

Lemma 4. The application of the collision handling rule to every pair of 
colliding traces avoids the occurrence of unspecified receptions.

Lemma 5. Only incompatible colliding traces can be used to detect 
unspecified receptions.

Based on Lemma 5, the following optimization rule can be applied fór the
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elimination of useless synthesized traces generated by Algorithm-G at a 
node n of an ATTS:

V t £ Spin), if not-Colliding (t, Ip(a)) is true then eliminate t írom Sp(n).

Le mm a 6. A protocol design causes an overflow iff B ti (t2) in F(P1) (F(P2)) / V 
e in ti (t2), a(e) = send.
Before proceeding to Algorithm-D, we state a theorem fór proving the 
correctness of the validation technique.

Theorem 1. The satisfaction of the rules fór compatibility (Lemmas 1 and 2), 
collision handling (Lemmas 3,4, and 5) and overflows (Lemma 6) guarantees 
that deadlocks, unspecified receptions and overflows are avoided.

Algorithm-D fór the detection and correction of losical design errors;

Input: ATTS representation augmented with inherited and synthesized 
traces.

Output: ATTS representation free from deadlock and unspecified 
receptions.

Steps:
1. Fór each ti in F(P1) there must exist t2 in F(P2) such that ti and t2 are 

compatible.
Similarly, fór each t2 in F(P2), there must exist ti in F(P1) such that ti 
and t2 are compatible.

2. Detect the existence of unspecified receptions at each node of the ATTS. 
At a node n, let t be in Sp(n).
. If nonMatching(.Last(,t), Lastdptn)) ) and First-sent-not-receivedlt, 

Ip(n)) = !e and ?e f A(n) then Unspecified Reception (?e) at n.
3. If at node n a reception is missing, add new traces according to 

Defínition 20.

Step 1 guarantees that no deadlock is possible fór synchronous 
communication. Step 2 checks if, fór every pair of colliding traces, all possible 
traces fór handling the collision are present in the behaviour of the entity to 
validate. Step 3 generates all those synchronizing traces absent from the 
behaviour of the entity as a result of the detection of colliding traces and 
unspecified receptions.

The correction of an unspecified reception (?e) at a node n, characterized by 
<t(n), A(n)>, is done by the generation of a new final trace t = t(n) @ ?e @ t'. 
The trace t must be compatible with another trace in F(P2). Furthermore, t 
must be a correct trace with respect to the service defínition, hence, a 
semantically valid trace. Since the new final trace in F(P1) is compatible with 
another trace in F(P2) and because of Lemma 5, the re-application of the 
validation is nőt necessary.

In the case of non-deterministic ATTSs, all internál events i must be 
converted to !5 (send dummy event), where 5 is nőt to be received by any other 
ATTS. Then, the two algorithms described above are applicable fór the
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validation of the non-determinstic communicating entáties.

The validation technique fór. one ATTS can be applied in two ways: 1) two- 
phased: first apply Algorithm-G to generate all synthesized traces at all 
nodes, then apply Algorithm-D fór the detection of logical errors, or 2) 
interleaved: fór every node, first apply Algorithm-G, then apply algorithm-D. 
Furthermore, the validation of the ATTSs can be performed concurrently. 
Bút based on Lemma 2, if the validation of the ATTSs is applied sequentially, 
the validation of one ATTS may optimize the validation of the other ATTS. 
The termination of both algorithms is alsó guaranteed since both the number 
of final nodes and the number of pairwise incompatible colliding traces is 
finite.

4. EXAMPLE

In this section, we demonstrate the application of the validation technique to 
the Call Setup procedure of X.25. The ATTS representations of an incomplete 
specification of the DTE and DCE involved in the Call Setup procedure of X.25 
is given in Figure 1. The application of the technique detects the omission of 
possible traces and suggests possible corrections, as shown in Figure 2. The 
example shows, informally, how the technique can be applied to the 
synthesis of new traces or behaviours, while satisfying the service 
requirements.

DTE CALL SETUP DCE CALL SETUP

<£,{!CR,?IC}>

<!CR,{?CC}>

?cc

<!CR?CC, <t» 
DT

?IC
<?IC,{!CA}>

ICA

<?IC!CA, <t» 
DT

<£,{?CR,!IC}>

<?CR,{!IC}> 

CC

Figure 1. ATTS representations of DTE and DCE.

The application of Algorithm-D indicates that two unspecified receptions ?IC 
and ?CR exist in DTE and DCE, respectively. Two new traces must be 
generated: !CR?IC @ ti in DTE and !IC?CR @ t2 in DCE. Based on Lemma 2, 
these two traces must be compatible. ti and t2 are chosen according to the 
protocol requirements. Fór example, a reception of an incoming call (?IC) by 
the DTE after the transmission of a connection request (!CR) by the same 
DTE must be ignored by the DTE. This corresponds to the (English) 
procedures fór Incoming Call handling specified in the X.25 protocol. This 
imposes that the new traces should be: !CR?IC?CC in DTE and !IC?CR!CC in 
DCE.
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DTE DCE

Figure 2. Synthesized and inherited traces at nodes of DTE and DCE.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a protocol validation technique was proposed fór detecting 
logical errors such as deadlocks and unspecified receptions. The technique is 
very simple and requires very little computation on the model of 
communicating entities. Very limited coupling between the communicating 
entities is required during validation, therefore, the explosion problems of 
traditional global validation techniques are avoided. Error correction is based 
on the generation of new event occurrences, hence the emphasis on 
generation (or synthesis) of new traces in the model. Therefore, we claim 
that the technique can be integrated intő a synthetic design method. The 
validation technique can alsó be applied to non-deterministic behaviours in 
the communication model and can be generalized to involve more than two 
communicating entities. Finally, the tree-based modeling formalism (ATTS 
model) we used can be applied to any labelled transition system.

The advantages of our technique over other global and localized validation 
techniques are: i) the global information required at each local entity is 
minimál and very trivial to obtain and maintain, ii) the computations on 
local and global information are very simple, and iii) the technique can be 
applied to any labelled transition system-based specification. The main 
limitation of the technique and the model at their current stages is that no 
validation against the service requirements is performed. In our opinion, 
this can be achieved when we integrate the validation technique intő a 
synthetic design method, in which existing and synthesized traces are 
validated against the service requirements.
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LIVENESS VERIFICATION AS A TOOL FÓR PROTOCOL VALIDATION

dr. László Zs. Varga

Central Research Institute fór Physics 
Budapest P.O.Box 49 
1525 Hungary

This paper presents a new algorithm called Liveness Validation (LV) 
fór the validation of the globa! State transition graphs of protocols. 
The LV algorithm detects more complex validation properties and is 
nőt less effective than the reachability analysis methods. First we will 
show that the liveness property implies all the features of a valid 
protocol and then we present the LV algorithm. We will prove the 
properties and the exactness of the LV algorithm and evaluate the 
efficiency of LV. Our work is a part of the efforts to construct the 
PROCONSUL protocol consultant system, which is an automated 
protocol development environment.

1. INTRODUCTIQN

The design of a protocol means the explicit construction of two or more 
interacting asynchronous processes. These processes together form an 
implicitly given system, which is very difficult to understand. While the 
behaviour of the component processes are relatively easy to understand, the 
whole system may contain hopelessly many improbable sequences of events, 
which are easily overlooked and may cause errors. There is need fór 
automated validation of the whole system.
The automated validator symbolically executes a formaiized description of the 
protocol and examines the generated States of the system if they do nőt 
satisfy somé nőt desired properties, e.g. deadlock property. There are two 
basic types of automated validators: The partial validators [1 ] [2] generate 
only a part of the reachable States of the system. They do nőt prove the 
absence of errors, only indicate their presence with certain probability. The 
exhaustive validators [3][4] [5] [6] [7] generate the complete State space of the 
analyzed system. They are able to indicate the absence of errors, bút their 
applicability is limited by the number of States. With the performance 
improvement of computers this limit becomes weaker.

The automated validators, especially the exhaustive validators are usually 
based on the reachability analysis, which is simple to implement, bút is 
unable to detect complex validation properties like liveness. Reachability 
analysis only detects the simple properties like deadlock or buffer overflow 
freeness.
The aim of this paper is to present a new exhaustive validation algorithm, 
which detects more complex validation properties and is nőt less effective 
than the reachability analysis methods. First we will show that the most 
important property is liveness, since it implies the other important validation 
properties. Then we will present our algorithm called LV (Liveness Validation) 
algorithm and demonstrate it on a simple protocol. We will analyze the
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algorithm and prove that it always terminates in finite graphs, generates each 
transition of the graph exactly once, and detects liveness if and only if the 
graph satisfies the liveness property. We will alsó discuss the efficiency of the 
LV algorithm. Our work is a part of the efforts to develop an automated 
protocol development environment called PROCONSUL [8] [9].
In section 2 we will examine the validation properties, in section 3 we will 
present the LV algorithm, in section 4 the properties of the algorithm will be 
proved, and in section 5 the efficiency will be discussed. Section 6 sums up 
the conclusions.

2. PROTOCOL VALIDATION AND LIVENESS

We model the protocols with communicating finite-state machines [10] shown 
on Figure 1. In the model there are finite-state machines (Process Pi), which 
can récéivé and piacé messages from and to FIFO channels ( C(i,j) ). The 
finite-state machines are described by their State transition graph. A pair of 
example graphs is shown on Figure 2. The States are numbered and each 
transition of the graph has a label showing the content of the message by a 
mnemonic and the direction of the message by + or - sign. The State of the 
communicating system is described by a global State (qi,ci2,C2i,q2), which 
consists of qi: the State of Process Pi and cij: the list of messages in channel 
C(i,j). The empty channel is denoted by E. Executing the transitions of the 
finite-state machines one can generate the global State transition graph 
(GSTG). Figure 3 shows the GSTG of our example protocol.
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FIGURE 1 Communicating Finite 
State Machines

FIGURE 2 State Transition Graphs of 
Finite State Machines

There are somé properties, which (if they exists in the GSTG) indicate errors 
of the protocol [11]. They are the following:
(1) unspecified reception freeness: there is no such State in the GSTG, in 
which one of the processes may récéivé a message, bút in the State 
transition graph of the process the destination State fór this message 
reception is nőt specified.

(2) nonexecutable transition freeness: there is no such transition in the State 
transition graph of the process, which does nőt give a transition in the GSTG.
(3) buffer overflow freeness: in each of the States of the GSTG the number of 
the messages in the channels is under a limit.
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FIGURE 3 Global State Transition Graph

(4) deadlock freeness: there is no such State in the GSTG, which has no 
successor.

(5) recovery from failures: after a fallure the protocol will return to normál 
execution within a finite number of steps.

(6) liveness: írom each reachable State any other reachable State is 
reachable in the GSTG.

The validation of the (1), (2), and (3) properties can be regarded as a "side 
effect" of an exhaustive validation. The validation of (1) is executed when the 
new States are generated in the GSTG. If a new State can nőt be determined, 
then (1) is nőt true. Property (2) can alsó be validated when the GSTG is 
generated. The transitions from the State transition graphs of the processes 
that are used in the GSTG State generation can be marked. If at the end of 
the exhaustive validation there is an unmarked transition, then (2) is nőt 
validated. The (3) property can alsó be checked at the generation of a new 
State in the GSTG. If the number of messages in a channel of a new State 
exceeds a limit, then (3) does nőt hold.
The exhaustive validation methods has to concentrate on the (4),(5),(6) 
properties. Reachability analysis can validate (4). If a global State s can be 
reached and no other reachable State can be generated from s, then it is a 
deadlock State. Reachability analysis generates a tree, that covers the GSTG, 
bút it does nőt say anything about the structure of the GSTG, so it is unable 
to validate (5) and (6). Bút if we could validate (6), then we could alsó 
validate (4) and (5).
Lemma 1. If liveness is true fór a GSTG, then recovery from failures and 
deadlock freeness is alsó true.
Proof: Recovery from failures: Let us denote the initial global State Ss and the 
global State entered on failure sf. Both ss and Sf are reachable, so if liveness 
is true, then ss can be reached from sf, i.e. the protocol can recover from 
failure.
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Deadlock: If liveness is true, then from any reachable State sr the initial State 
ss can be reached, i.e. each reachable State sr has at least one successor, 
so there is no deadlock. #
From the above considerations we can see, that liveness is the most 
important validation property. It implies that the GSTG does nőt contain 
closed loops like in Figure 4. Deadlock is a special case of closed loop, it 
contains only one State.

The problem with liveness validation is that at a first glancé it may require 
more computing power than reachability analysis. In the next section we will 
try to construct an algorithm, which refutes this.

3. THE LV ALGORITHM

Our LV algorithm is somewhat similar to reachability analysis, i.e. it will 
generate a reachability tree that covers the GSTG, bút this reachability tree 
will be a special one. When this tree will be completed, we will know, that if sí 
and S| are States in the GSTG and there is an arc of the reachability tree from 
s í to s|, then there is a path in the GSTG from sj to sj. It means, that this tree 
will be such, that if in the tree an sr State is a descendant of the initial State 
ss, then this sr State is reachable and there is a path in the GSTG from sr to 
ss and thus from sr every reachable State is reachable. If our tree covers the 
whole GSTG, then liveness is true fór the GSTG.

To demonstrate how LV works let us take the directed graph of Figure 5 as 
an example GSTG. ( sí =  State i, ti = transition i ) To construct the special 
reachability tree the LV algorithm will use a list, the members of which are 
alternatingly States and transitions of the GSTG. This list is called as 
OPEN_PATH, the sates and transitions in this list will be marked as OPEN. 
When the LV algorithm finds a State or a transition, that will be a member of 
the special reachability tree it generates, it will .mark that State or transition as 
CLOSED. If the State or transition is on the OPEN_PATH then the marking will 
be nőt CLOSED bút POTENTIALLY CLOSED.

The operation of LV is a depth-first backtrack search. It starts from the initial 
global State, takes a transition nőt investigated yet, applies this transition to 
the initial State, generates the new State, and adds this transition and State to

FIGURE 4 No Closed Loops if 
Liveness

FIGURE 5 An Example GSTG
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the OPENPATH. Then it repeats the same with the newly generated State 
until there will be a loop on the OPEN_PATH, i.e. a newly generated State can 
be found on the OPEN_PATH. This situation is shown on Figure 6. At this 
point LV backtracks: marks the States and transitions in the loop as 
POTENTIALLYCLOSED and removes the last transition from the 
OPEN PATH. Then the depth-first backtrack search continues from the last 
State of the OPEN_PATH. This situation is shown on Figure 7.
LV will alsó backtrack, when in the last State of the OPEN PATH all of the 
transitions have been investigated as on Figure 7. In this case LV can 
backtrack only if the last transition on the OPENPATH is 
POTENTIALLYCLOSED, otherwise LV fails, which means that liveness is nőt 
true fór the graph. If LV can backtrack, then it will mark the last State and 
transition on the OPEN PATH as CLOSED and removes them from the 
OPEN_PATH. This phase is shown on Figure 8.

LV has to backtrack nőt only when a newly generated State is the same as 
one on the OPEN PATH, bút alsó when it is the same as one of the CLOSED 
States. This situation is shown on Figure 9. Though in this case there is no 
explicit loop in the OPEN_PATH, we know, that there is an implicit loop,
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FIGURE 7 There are no More 
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because we can ascend through CLOSED transitions to a State on the 
OPENPATH. Let us call this State on the OPENPATH as sa. In this situation 
LV will do the following: It marks the States and transitions on the 
OPEN PATH between sa and the last State as POTENTIALLY_CLOSED and 
removes the last transition írom the OPEN_PATH. This situation is shown on 
Figure 10.
LV finishes with success if it starts to backtrack from the initial State.

¥ ti
V

<£> «.

%

FIGURE 9 OPEN PATH Reaches a FIGURE 10 Backtrack from a CLOSED 
CLOSED State State

The detailed description of LV is the following: 

algorithm LV

$1 make a list called OPEN_PATH consisting 
solely of the initial State, mark the initial State 
as OPEN

$2 make a tree called REACHABILITY_TREE 
consisting solely of the initial State 

$3 STATE1 :=  head(OPEN_PATH)
TR : = a transition originating from STATE1, 

which has nőt been investigated yet 
$4 if TR = NILthen

a) mark STATE1 as CLOSED,
remove the OPEN marking from STATE1, 
OPEN PATH : =  tail(OPEN_PATH)

b) TR1 :=  head(OPEN PATH),
OPEN_PATH : = tail(OPEN_PATH)

c) ifTR1 = NILthen
exit with SUCCESS

d) if TR1 is nőt marked as 
POTENTIALLY CLOSED then

exit with FAIL
e) mark TR1 as CLOSED
f) goto $3

$5 OPEN PATH :=  concatenate(TR.OPEN PATH),
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mark TR as OPEN,
STATE2 : = apply(TR,STATE1)

$6 if STATE2 is nőt in REACHABILITY_TREE then
a) OPEN_PATH :=  concatenate(STATE2,OPEN PATH)
b) mark STATE2 as OPEN
c) add TR and STATE2 to REACHABILITY TREE
d) goto $3

$7 if STATE2 is márkád as CLOSED then
a) move backward on CLOSED transitions

until the first OPEN State is found
b) STATE2 : =  the first OPEN State 

$8 mark the States and transitions on
OPENPATH from STATE2 to the head of the 
OPENPATH as POTENTIALLY CLOSED 

$9 OPEN PATH : =  tail(OPEN_PATH)
/*  remove TR from OPEN_PATH * /

$10 goto $3

end_algorithm LV

4. PROPERTIES OF LV

In this section we will discuss and prove the properties and correctness of 
the LV algorithm. Since the global State transition graphs that have to be 
validated are usually finite graphs. we will first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2 : The LV algorithm will always terminate on finite directed graphs. 
Emof: The LV algorithm can operate infinitely 'only if it infinitely loops on step 
$3. Since in step $3 a new TR transition is always taken and there are finite 
number of transitions, it cannot operate infinitely. #

The next theorem States, that successful termination of LV is sufficient fór the 
validation of the liveness of a graph. In order to prove Theorem 1 we will 
prove few lemmas.

Theorem 1: If G is a finite directed graph and LV algorithm terminates with 
SUCCESS on G, then liveness is true fór G.

Lemma 3; If ti] is a transition of a finite directed graph from state sí to state sí 
and ti] is marked as POTENTIALLY_CLOSED or CLOSED, then there is a path 
in the directed graph from s] to sí.

PfQOf: A state can be marked as POTENTIALLY_CLOSED in step $8 of LV. At 
the beginning there is no CLOSED transition, so the first transition can be 
marked as POTENTIALLY_CLOSED, only if STATE2 in step $5 was marked 
as *n ^ 's case the OPEN PATH formed a path from sj to sí. A
transition can become CLOSED only in step $4e and only if it is marked as 
POTENTIALLY CLOSED, so there is a reverse path in the graph fór the 
CLOSED transitions. Thus if STATE2 in step $5 is CLOSED, then there is a 
path from that state to an ascendant of sí on the OPEN PATH and thus from 
sj to sí. #

Lem ma 4; If an s state is marked as CLOSED, then all of the immediate 
successors of s are added to the REACHABILITY TREE. Moreover if this s 
state is nőt the initial state and LV does nőt exit with fail, then there is exactly 
one ts transition to s, which is marked as CLOSED.
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Proof: State s can become CLOSED only in step $4a and only if there is no 
such TR transition originating írom s, which has nőt been investigated in step 
$3. If a TR transition has been investigated and the destination State to which 
this transition takes was nőt in the REACHABILITYTREE, then this 
destination State is added to the REACHABILITY_TREE in step $6. A 
transition can be marked as CLOSED only in step $4e after step $4a. If LV 
does nőt exit, then the transition CLOSED in step $4e is the only ts transition 
to s. which is marked as CLOSED. #
i fimma 5: If G is a finite directed graoh and LV algorithm terminates with 
success on G, then the REACHABILITY TREE contains all the reachable 
States from the initial State and all the States and transitions of the 
REACHABILITY_TREE are marked as CLOSED.
Proof: LV can terminate with SUCCESS, only if the OPENPATH is empty and 
the initial State is marked CLOSED in step $4a. If the OPEN_PATH is empty, 
then there is neither OPEN nor POTENTIALLYCLOSED State, because such 
States can only be found on OPEN_PATH, so all the States of 
REACHABILITY TREE are CLOSED. If the initial State is CLOSED, then from 
Lemma 4 all of its immediate successors are added to the REACHABILITY 
tree and the transitions leading to them are CLOSED. Since the States in 
REACHABILITY TREE are CLOSED, all of the immediate successors of the 
initial State are added to the REACHABILITY TREE and the transitions 
leading to them are CLOSED. We can continue the same way, so all the 
reachable States from the initial State are added to the REACHABILITY_TREE. 
#
P r n n f  of Theorem 1: From Lemma 5 the REACHABlLITY_TREE contains all 
the reachable States and all the transitions and States in this tree are 
CLOSED. This with Lemma 3 means, that there is a path in the G graph from 
each reachable State to the initial State and thus to each reachable State. So 
liveness is true fór the G graph. #
The following theorem States, that successful termination of LV is necessary 
fór the validation of the liveness of a graph.
Theorem 2: If liveness is true fór a finite directed graph, then LV algorithm 
terminates with SUCCESS on G.
Proof: From Lemma 2 will LV terminate. Let us suppose, that it terminates 
with FAIL. At termination in step $4d there is a State STATE 1, which is 
marked as CLOSED and the last transition on the OPEN_PATH is TR1, which 
takes to STATE1 and is nőt marked as POTENTIALLY_CLOSED. From 
Lemma 4 ali of the immediate successors of STATE1 are added to the 
REACHABILITY TREE. These successors cannot be OPEN, otherwise TR1 
would be marked as POTENTIALLY CLOSED. So the successors are all 
CLOSED. From these CLOSED successors we cannot ascend to the 
OPEN PATH, otherwise TR1 would be marked as POTENTIALLY CLOSED. 
Since the successors are CLOSED, from Lemma 4 all of the successors of 
the successors are added to the REACHABILITY_TREE. The same is true fór 
the successors of the successors as fór the immediate successors of 
STATE1, so we can conclude, that nőne of the States that are reachable from 
STATEl’can be on the OPEN_PATH. It means that the initial State can nőt be 
reached from STATE 1, so liveness is nőt true fór G. This is contradiction, so 
LV can nőt terminate with FAIL, it can terminate only with SUCCESS. #
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5. EFFICIENCY OF LV

In this section we will discuss the complexity of LV. We will alsó discuss the 
first experimental results of the implementation of LV.

The complexity of reachability analysis consists of two parts: one is the 
generation of each transition in the GSTG, the other is the comparison of the 
newly generated States with the previous ones. Fór the second part an 
improved method is given in [3]. The complexity of the first part is 
proporttonal to the number of transitions in the GSTG.

The complexity of algorithm LV consists of three parts. The first two is the 
same as in reachability analysis, the third is the marking of the States and 
transitions. Since a State or a transition can be markod only once as OPEN 
°nly once as POTENTIALLY_CLOSED and only once as CLOSED, thé 
marking process is alsó proportional to the number of transitions in the 
GSTG. One might say, that the markings nőt only has to be placed bút alsó 
has to be checked many times in step $8 of LV. This can be avoided if we 
o^fTrP°i^ters t0 íumP through those transitions, which are marked as 
POTENTIALLY_CLOSED and would be repeatedly marked. Figure 11 shows 
the use of such pointers.

The liveness validation method derived from the definition is the following: Let 
us generate a reachability tree from each State of the GSTG and check each 
pair of the States if one can be reached from the other. If the GSTG has n 
States, then the complexity of this liveness method is the following: n times 
the complexity of a reachability analysis plus n*(n-1) times a check. From the 
above considerations we can see that the complexity of the LV algorithm is 
nőt worse than that of the reachability analysis, bút better than the liveness 
validation method derived from the definition.

The LV algorithm is implemented in the C programming language on an IBM 
AT machine and has been tested on sample graphs. The run time of LV on a 
graph with 2 nodes and 24 transitions from each node is approximately 2 
minutes.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown, that automated protocol validation is necessary 
and in theory the best way of validation is liveness validation. We proposed 
the LV algorithm fór the validation of liveness and proved that the LV 
algorithm is sufficient and necessary fór this. We showed, that the complexity 
of the LV algorithm is nőt worse than that of the reachability analysis.

Pointer to Jump

FIGURE 11 Jumping through States
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The LV algorithm is planned to be a validator in the PROCONSUL System,
which is an automated protocol development environment under
development at the Central Research Institute fór Physics.
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ABSTRACT

Fonnál Descripdon Techniques (FDTs) arc the mandatory support of new software methodoiogies devoted to the 
design of complex distributed applications. This paper discusses an experience using the Estelié* FDT fór the 
specifieatíon, simulation and verification of a fieldbus protocoi (FIP standard proposal). The experience relies on the use of 
the ESTIM software as well as the facilities offered by Estelié* fór deaeribing a broadeasting mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

Specific software methodoiogies arc requircd to cover the life cycle of distributed Systems, due 
to the high complexity of protocols that rule the Communications inside such Systems. Fór that purpose, 
Formai Descripdon Techniques (FDTs) have been introduced to permit isolation of design errors at a 
very early stage of the software life cycle, namely during the specificarion phase. Two FDTs, Estelié 
[ISO 9074] and LOTOS [ISO 8807], have been studied within the SEDOS (Software Environment fór 
the Design of Open distributed Systems) project (November 1984 - October 1988) of the European 
ESPRIT program [Diaz 89]. These two FDTs, which have recently reached the IS (International 
Standard) status within ISO, have been chosen due to their technical complementariness (Esteile rcfets 
to communicating State machines while LOTOS refers to the CCS process algebra). The objective of the 
SEDOS project was the development of Estelié and LOTOS, the production of trial specifications, the 
assessment of verification techniques and the prototyping of a consistent set of tools supporting the 
differcnt phases of the design of complex OSI protocols and Services. Starting from the results of 
SEDOS, two new ESPRIT projects were elaborated, namely SEDOS/Estelle/Demonstrator (July 1986 - 
December 1989) and LOTOS HERE (April 1989 - March 1992).

Major contributions achieved at LAAS dealt with the Estelié approach and were mainly devoted 
to the definition of a formai semantics fór Estelié, the proposal of somé extensions (essentially a 
Rendez-Vous mechanism) to Estelié and the prototyping of the ESTIM simulation/verification 
environment. The SEDOS experience led to identifying a convenient subset of the Estelié language 
which appears to be particularly suitable fór protocoi simulation and verification purposes: Estelié* 
which integrates the Rendez-Vous extension previously mentioncd [Courtiat 88]. Estelié* is supported 
by the ESTIM (Esteile SimulaTor based on an Interpretative Machine) tool environment [Saqui 88] 
which provides a set of nice capabilities fór the simulation and verification of specifications.

This paper presents therefore an experience in using Estelié* and ESTIM fór the specificarion, 
simulation and verification of a fieldbus protocoi. Fieldbus protocols arc non OSI protocols intended to 
provide real-timc communication Services in a factory environment The time related aspects of the 
specification arc therefore of primary concem and it will be shown how ESTIM provides capabilities fór 
handling them in a natural way by defining, fór the Estelié "delay" clause, a semantics derived from 
Time Petri nets. The paper uses a protocoi validation methodology that combines the original simulation 
capabilities of ESTIM together with verification capabilities via projection techniques, as implemented 
by PIPN (Prolog Interprcted Petri Nets) [Azéma 85, 89], a verification tool alsó developed at LAAS- 
CNRS. This methodology, applied to the FIP fieldbus protocoi, makes it possible to automatically 
dérivé the service provided by a protocoi from the Esteile* specification of this protocoi.
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In a first section the paper will givc a generál overview of Esteile*, with regards to the 
standardized version of Estelié (ISO IS 9074). The validation methodology implemented by the ESTIM 
environment will be discussed in the second section. Finally, in a third section, the FIP case study will 
be presented and somé results dealing with the FIP protocol verificarion will be shown and assessed.

I. THE ESTELLE* LANGUAGE

1.1 • Estette*: A Dialect of Estelié

An Esteile specification [ISO 9074] deseribes a hierarchical architecture of nondeterministic 
sequential components (modulé instances) exchanging messagcs (called interactions) through 
bidirectional links between their ports (called interaction points). Both the hierarchy of modules and the 
structure of their links may change over time, maldng thercby the configuration of modules a dynamic 
one. As the Estelié FDT has already been detailed in several papers [Budkowski 87] [Lirni 87] [Tenney
88] [Courtiat 87a], it will nőt be further discussed here írom a tutorial point of view. Only the featurcs 
related to the Estelié* definition and those required fór the FIP case study will be presented in morc 
depth.

Estelié* [Courtiat 88] may be seen as a simplified version of Estelié (only a nondeterministic 
transition firing rule is considercd), on the top of which somé new featurcs (essentially a Rendez-Vous 
mechanism) arc introduced in order to obtain OSI protocol specifications with a significant higher level 
of abstraction. Esteile*, which is the result of out experience in applying Estelié to several OSI 
protocols, gives the opportunity to bridge the gap between Estelié and models commonly used in the 
Petri net community (Petri nets, Predicate/Transition nets, Predicate/Action nets,...) by introducing an 
explicit merging mechanism between two Esteile* transitions. The main rationales fór the featurcs added 
to (or rcmoved from) Estelié [ISO 9074] have been detailed in previous papers [Courtiat 87c] [Courtiat
89] and will be reminded shortly in the next subsections.

1.2 • Estelié* Nesting Principles

Estelié* assumes a non deterministic firing rule fór the transitions of the specification (cf. the 
case of a specification whose root is attributed by "systemactivity"), and thereforc does nőt consider the 
"systemprocess" concept defined in the Esteile standard. It has been shown in [Courtiat 88] that the non 
deterministic firing of the specification transitions does rcprcsent an asynchronous parallelism among 
the modulé instances which arc nőt in a "ascendant/descendant" relationship, as soon as two sufficient 
condinons arc satisfied by the specification (which may be a "dynamic" one):

® therc is no "priority" clause associated with any transition defined with a "when" clause;
® once initialized ("init" statement) and attached ("attach" statement), the modulé instances arc 

autonomous with respect to their parent modulé instance; in particular, any decision of "detach" or 
"release" is local to a modulé instances and depends on the interactions it receives from the lower layer 
service (PDUs from the peer entity or interactions generated by the service).

Consequently, the valid firing seqtíences expressing the global behavior of the specification may 
directly be obtained from the reachability graph of the specification global States instead of from the 
reachability graph of the specification global situations [Dembinski 86] [Budkowski 87] which expands 
much more faster than the former. This approach is further consistent with verification methodologies 
based on reachability analysis, as fór Petri nets [Genrich 79] [Diaz 82] [Courtiat 84] [Juanole 84] and 
models based on communicating State machines [Danthine 80] [Brand 83], commonly used fór protocol 
modeling and verification. One may further point out that most of the Estelié specifications produced 
within the ESPRIT/SEDOS project satisfied directly the sufficient conditions stated previously [Diaz 
89], e.g. the specifications of the OSI Presentation service, of the CCI1T recommendation T.70, of a 
significant subset of the OSI FTAM protocol (SPAG A.l 11 Profile) and of the OSI Session protocol.

1.3 - Introducing a Rendez-Vous Mechanism intő Estelié

From an extemal point of view, a modulé instance is a "black box". Access in and out of that 
box is made through finite sets of interaction points (possibly through exported variables). Each 
interaction point of a modulé instance x has an associated unbounded FIFO queue which receives and 
Stores interactions sent to x through that interaction point. This FIFO queue may be either a dedicated
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queue of a modulé instance interactíon point ("individual queue" discipline) or it may be shared by 
several interactíon points of the same modulé instance ("common queue" discipline).

The FIFO queue mechanism is the basic communication mechanism in Estelié, as it allows 
modulé instances, having linked interactíon points (either directly connected or indirectly connected 
through several attachments), to exchange intcractions. The fact of representing a service primitive 
interactíon bctween a service user and a service provider in a non atomié way (i.e. a service primitive is 
seen as a message appended to a queue) may introduce, in the case of a connection őriented service, 
somé new problems which have to be explicitly dealt with, in a case by case basis, by the Esteile 
specification. Three types of problems have been identified so far : service primitive collisions, 
connection endpoint allocation conflicts and difficulties in expressing backpressure flow control 
[Courtiat 88] [Courtiat 89].

In order to get round these problems, an extension has been proposed in [Courtiat 87b] fór 
Esteile: the so-called Rendez-Vous mechanism, that allows a morc abstract representation of the 
intcractions between protocols entities of the adjacent layers in the OSI system. The inclusion of the 
Rendez-Vous mechanism within the Estelié standard (IS 9074) is currently being investigated within the 
ISO FDT group under the framework of question 48.5 (JTC1/SC21/WG1). The Rendez-Vous 
introduces new clauses (called synchronization clauses) which make it possible to express an explicit 
synchronization with value passing between two transitions of two distinct modulé instances (the 
informál semantics corresponds therefore to transition mergings). This mechanism has extensively been 
deseribed and formalized in [Courtiat 89] and its usefulness demonstrated on several complex OSI 
protocols (like the Session and Transport protocols).

1.4 - Estelié* "Delay" Clause

In Estelié, the clause "delay(tmin,tmax)" defines the minimum tíme tmin (respectívely the 
maximum tíme tmax) during which an enabled transition must (respectívely may) be delayed. The 
"delay" clause is fundamental fór the specification of protocol time-outs, hence its semantics should be 
defined in a complete and formai way.

As stated in paragraph 5.3.5 of the Estelié IS [ISO 9074] "The computational model fór Esteile 
is intentionally formulated in time-independent terms; one of the principal assumptions of this model is 
that nothing is known about the execution tíme of a transition in a modulé instance. Knowledge of 
execution speeds is considered implementation dependent". A consequence of these statements is that an 
Estelié specification with transitions containing "delay" clauses is nőt self contained, as it requires the 
specification of an extemal "tíme process".

A particular semantics of the "delay" clause is considered in this paper, relying on the semantics 
of Time Petii nets [Merlin 76] [Roux 85], The starting point of this semantics is the assumption that the 
firing time of a transition is very short with respect to the tíme values expressed in the "delay" clause; 
consequently, this firing time is assumed to be equal to zero. This approach, consistent with the 
assumptions dealing with time progression in Esteile, makes it possible to update the time evolution at 
the levél of the global model, which is very interesting in order to model, e.g. protocol time-outs; 
furthermore, the time evolution does nőt directly depend on the number of transitions which have been 
fired, nor on the speed of the processors involved in the implementation [Dembinski 87],

II - OVERVIEW OF THE ESTELLE* VALIDATION TOOLSET

The ESTIM tool has been developed in the ML functional Meta-Language, following a rapid 
prototyping approach [Saqui 89]. ESTIM permits the validation of protocol specified in Estelié*, in the 
sense that several verification capabilitifcs have been added to the original simulation ones. Those 
enhancements, in addition to the handling of real-scale specifications, as the present application and 
many others [Alami 89] [Ayoub 89], were possible thanks to the interfacing of ESTIM with two other 
SEDOS tools: the Esteile translator [Chari 89] and PIPN [Azéma 85] [Azéma 89]. The Estelié translator 
parses an Esteile* specification and outputs an intermediate form of this specification which is in tűm 
coded intő ML by GENESTIM [Lenotre 87]; the specification ML abstract tree may finally be loaded by 
the Esteile* interpreter which is the basis of the ESTIM tool. According to the semantics of a
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specification attributed by "systcmactívity", this intcrpretcr is invoked each time a fireable transition has 
been selected, either by the uscr or by the simulator kernel.

Recent enhancements of the ESTIM tool concem the generation of the reachability graph of an 
Estelié* specification. Analyzing this graph has particulaiiy been investigated with protocol venfication 
in mind, with the specific purpose of automatically deriving the quorient automaton that characterízes the 
service provided by a  protocol, starting ffom the reachability graph of an Estelié* specification of this 
protocol; this is the basic idea of the PIPN implemented projection technique. The main steps of the 
validatíon methodology arc depicted by the scheme below;

©
Esteik* source

Estelié errors

ESTIM nőt 
supported 
constmcts

SEDOS Trans lator 

GENESTIM

ML abstract tree

__i__
ESTIM

m á i.
•  and  traces Reachability graph

PIPN
Automaton

Analysis

0  Protocol formai
deseription in Estelié* 

® Debugging 
® Deriving the 

service automaton

OfanmiticHuil Projection 
; Lenguege Projection

VERBICATION

Fig. 1 - The Esteile* validatíon toolset

Further details on the design and implementation of the Estelié SEDOS tools arc available in 
[Diaz 89], Next sections address the use of ESTIM as weil as its simulation and venfication capabilitíes.

ILI - The Esteile Simulator of ESPRIT-SEDOS Project

The first step in the simulation process consists in preparing the Esteile source, particulaiiy by 
writing the PDUs handling Pascal procedures and functions that are often declared as primitive in an 
Estelié specification. Simulation driving commands (e.g. breakpoints or a Pascal-like "writeln" 
instruction nőt available with Esteile) may be inserted in the Esteile source by using "qualifying 
comments", an Estelié extension which is supported by the SEDOS Translator [Chari 89] [Saqui 89].

Along the simulation, the user is assisted in monitoring the run-time behavior of its specification 
by providing a symbolic access to all the Estelié objects; in particular, the user will be able to access all 
the components of the current global State:

- the specification architecture, i.e. the existing modulé instances, their headers and bodies, the 
modulé instance tree and the interaction point configuration (connections and attachments);

- the modulé instance local marking that may even be directly modified by the user in order to 
simulate exception conditions (handling of protocol errors fór instance);

- the environment and the store of the specification;
- the dynamic firing time intervals associated to the transitions.
A step by step simulation permits analysis of the protocol entity behavior by observing the way 

local variables are modified after each transition firing as well as interactions newly stored in queues;
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therefore, additionai test modules should be written (in Esteile) fór each modulé under test and, then, 
fór all the modules at a same hierarchical levél. The SEDOS project experience made further appear that 
state/events tables provided by protocol standards arc always implemented by the modules instances 
which arc the leaves of the spécification instance tree. Therefore, a down-top approach is considered fór 
modulé instance debugging. Finally, a non deterministic transition firing permits analysis of the global 
behavior of the specification; random simulation may be used fór detecting potential unspecified 
receptions as well as deadlock States.

ESTIM simulation facilities were basically intended to debug complex Estelié specifications 
be főre implementing them. The new features introduced in Estelié* - particularly the Rendez-Vous 
mechanism - make it possible to obtain a greater level of confidence in a specification by analyzing the 
associated reachability graph.

With the assumptions made fór Estelié* (see Section I), the reachability graph of an Esteile* 
specification is the reachability graph of the specification global States. The one transition firing rule 
implemented in ESTIM handles a nondeterministic selection of transitions that is systematically 
performed following a transition firing; therefore, it seenis natural to txy to apply to Estelié* the results 
of verification techniques successfully experimented in the field of protocol modelling, relying on 
reachability graph analysis [Genrich 79] [Danthine 80 (Diaz 82] [Courtiat 84] [Yuang 88] [Azéma 89] 
[Berthomieu 88] [Holzmann 89].

In the generál case, the reachability graph of an Esteile* specification is nőt finite, due to 
unbounded natúré of FIFO queues as well as to Estelié dynamic constructs (e.g. the telease of a modulé 
instance). Therefore, ESTIM implements verification fór static specifications only, while permitting to 
assign bounded capacides to FIFO queues. It should be stress«l that ESTIM does nőt translate an 
Esteile* specification intő Predicate/Transition Nets; interfacing ESTIM with PIPN was only motivated 
by the opportunity of using a tool - fór reachability graph analysis and reduction purposes - which is 
available at LAAS.

II.2 - Verification via Projection of Estelié* Descriptions

The protocol validation is considered in this paper as the results of the successive application of 
simulation and verification techniques on the specified protocol.Two classes of properties arc generally 
considered with protocol verification in mind: generál properties, e.g. deadlock freeness, which should 
be satisfied by any protocol, and specific properties which depend on the protocol semantics, i.e. the 
service it is supposed to provide. Specific properties arc further classified intő safety properties, which 
guarantee partial correcmess (the required properties arc satisfied as soon as the protocol progress), 
and, on the other hanti, progress properties which guarantee that the protocol progresses actually.

Reachability graph generálion is a well-proven verification technique fór Formai Description 
Techniques that rely on fmite State machine models [Yuang 88]; properties may be checked on this 
graph, or, at least, on a reduced graph. The intention of reducing a protocol reachability graph is that the 
resulting quotient automaton may be interpreted as a model of the service provided by the protocol; in 
other words, the service is the protocol projection, as soon as an adequate equivalence relation is found 
fór graph reduction computation. Fór instance, projections relying on [Kohavi 78)'s language 
equivalence permits observation of the interaction exchanges at the interface between a protocol entity 
and its user. Fór the purpose of distinguishing the protocol internál events [Azérna 89], we alsó 
consider graph projections relying on [Milner 80]'s observational equivalence which was onginally 
introduced fór checking equivalence among CCS behavior expressions.

In addition to an equivalence relation that preserves "interesting" propenies of the protocol, 
projections rely on a partition between the system whose behavior is to be observed and its external 
world. One major interest of the projection concept is that it makes it possibie to o b s ^ e  the mter- 
module communication inside a specification which is, basically, a closed world [ISO 9074]. Fór a 3- 
level model of an OSI protocol, the observed events may be the interaction exchanged at the service 
boundaries [Saqui 89b]. Therefore, the partition determines the way the arcs of the reachability graph

• an arc that corresponds to a rendez-vous offer is attributed with a 3-uple: (instance identifier, 
"no queue" interaction point identifier, interaction identifier)
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* otherwise (i.e. the corresponding fired transition has no synchronization clausc), the arc is nőt 
labeled (X is the classical nóta ti on fór a null label)

From a user point of view, the verification methodology discussed so far may be presented as 
follows:

© Generating the reachability graph, starting from the specification initial State (i.e. the State 
entered when the static initialization is completed);
© Selectíng the events to be observed by defining a partidon, i.e. a boundary across the 
synchronization channels (channels between "no queue" interaction points);
® Choosing either the observational or the language equivalence fór graph reduction purposes; 
® Comparing the reduced graph with the service specification.

Steps © and ® arc handled by ESTIM; projections algorithms (step ®) arc computed by PIPN. 
ESTIM uses a PIPN formát fiié to store the reachability graph of an Estelié* specification, hence this 
graph may then be reduced ("projected") by PIPN.

m  - A CASE STUDY: THE FIP PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE

A French Working Group - including both industrial and research practitioners - was set up in 
1982, in order to investigate opportunities fór local-area networks promotion in the field of industrial 
process control; the major issue of this work is the FIP proposal ("Flux d'Informations issues du 
Processus", Informations Flow issued from a Process), an example of ficldbus protocol [Galara 85] [FIP 
88] [Thomesse 87]. Fieldbus protocols are non ISO protocols, appropriate to cope with real-time 
constraints that govem interconnections among the basic elements of manufacturing automation 
environments; they specifically permit Communications among e.g. "intelligent" actors, sensors, 
regulators or programmable automata. The FIP protocol architecture discussed in this paper is further 
intended to reduce the cabling systems among the basic elements in a factory.

An experimental standard has been published fór FIP [FIP 88], relying on the following protocol 
aichitecture:

Application Layar

Phytical Layar

Fig. 2 - Structure of the FIP fieldbus

A station connected to the bús, typically a reguládon unit or an input/output device, may be either a 
producer or a consumer with regards to the informations transmitted on the bús: one information is 
esscntíal and unique, at a given time : the idemifier (ID) that characterizes the producer station. A station 
receiving an ID and further recognizing it as its own access code to the producer status, becomes the one 
producer on the network. In parallel, one or several consumer stations may be connected to the network. 
The basic idea of FIP consists in refreshing, either periodically or aperiodically, the memory of 
consumers; fór that purpose, it uses a cyclic schedule, starting with the four steps algorithm below:

a) The arbiter broadcasts an identifier frame on the médium; this frame (ID_DAT) contains the 
identifier of the variable to be produced;

b) One station (and one only) recognizes ID as its own identifier, hence, as previously mentioned, 
this station reaches the producer status; meanwhile, other stations - potentially, consumer stations - are 
aware of the producer identifier,

c) The producer station broadcasts on the médium a response frame (RP_DAT) containing the 
variable vaiue associated with the identifier sent by the arbiter,

d) A consumer station (cf. step b) seizes the variable vaiue (RP_DAT) which was sent by the 
producer. RP_DAT is alsó received by the arbiter, as a mean fór checking whether the previously sent 
1D_DAT had been received correctly.

The cycle ends as soon as a new ID_DAT is broadcast by the arbiter.
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III.2  - D escrib in g  the FIP  arch itectu re in  E ste ile*

III.2.1 S tructuring  the specification

Fig.2 defined a layered architecture írom which the Estelié* specification structuring was quite 
straightfordwardly derived. In fact, several Estelié* specifications have been written, relying on the 
architecture depicted by Fig. 3 below, in order to either de seri be different Services of the FTP standard 
(periodic vs aperiodic) and/or to adapt the specification towards the requirements of simulation and 
verification (sec alsó Section IV).

Fig. 3 - The FIP architecture in Esteile* (configuration fór verification)

Fór verification purposes, a statíc and "minimál" configuration of modules is considered in this 
paper, including the fundamental elements of the FIP Data Link layer: the arbiter, a producer and a 
consumer. Frames loses may be represented through the non deterministic selection of transitions in 
Estelié*, by adding specific transition inside the arbiter and the FIP station.

The main interest of the FIP example lies in the the broadeasting médium.

III.2 Expressing a broadeasting mechanism in Estelié*

Let us now consider a particular scenario fór communication on a FIP fieldbus: a new ffame 
should nőt be broadeasted by the arbiter towards the other stations unless the laners would evenmally 
have received the previous ffame. Obviously, this mechanism implies a strong and simultaneous 
synchronization between, on one side, the arbiter and, on the other side, the producer and consumer 
stations. Therefore, broadeasting may be elegantly specified by means of a multi-way rendez-vous 
mechanism, as supported by Petri Nets [Club FIP-LAAS]; unfoitunately, only a two-ways rendez-vous is 
available with Estelié*. Furthermore, the native FIFO queue mechanism of Estelié is basically an 
asynchronous communication mode, hence nothing can prevent the arbiter to send a new ffame before a 
station received the previous ffame.

i
Nevertheless, broadeasting may be expressed through the Time Petri Net based semantics of the 

"delay" clause [Courtiat 87c] which is implemented by the ESTIM tool, regardless of whether a FIFO 
communication or a two-ways rendez-vous is used (between the médium and the other modules). The 
proposed solution may be characterizcd as follows ( notation : (tmin.tmax)):

© At the appúcation level, a clause "delay (0,~)" is assigned to each transition of the Application 
modulé concemed by an emission of a service primitive; thus, theses Application transitions are always 
enabled. Choosing a temporal interval (0,~) is further consistent with the fact that the Application 
interactions may be sent in a completely asynchronous way;

® Dealing with the médium, it should be first noted that broadeasting a ffame from the arbiter to 
the stations requires two distinct transitions: the first one receives the interaction sent by the arbiter modulé 
and the second one (TB) broadeasts it in tűm towards the stations. TB is assigned with a clause "delay 
(TM,TM)", where TM denotes the propagation time on the médium;
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® Finally, at the FIP station lével, the reception transitions are assigned with a clause "delay 
(0,0)” (in fact, reception transitions in Esteile are mandatorily assigned with a zero-valued "delay" clause).

The Time Petri Net based rule fór time progression ensures that, as long as a transition fór which 
tmin=0 remains fireable, no transition fór which tmin>0 will be fired. Thcrefore, the points ŰX2X3) above 
guarantees that the transition TB, delayed by TM, may nőt be fired unless all the FIP stations received the 
frame sent by the arbiter. In fact, there is no chance fór TB to be fired as soon as one (or several) 
transition, delayed by (O.tmax), remains still fireable (tmax is a positive integer value or infinite). One 
may observe that this approach leads to binding to 1 the length of interaction point queues; finally, using a 
rendez-vous communication was required at verification stage, as the current version of ESTIM handles 
verification with respects to the interactions which are exchanged by Rendez-Vous.

IV - VERIFICATION VIA PROJECTIONS OF THE FIP DATA LINK PROTOCOL

The FIP specification architecture introduced by previous section has been simulated and verified 
within the ESTIM environment presented in Section 2. Starting from a verification methodology already 
cxperienced in the field of OSI protocols [Saqui 89a] [Saqui 89b], a partidon has been defined over the 
FIP specification; typically, the partidon permits observárion of the interactions exchanged at the boundary 
between the application modulé and the FIP station.

In the remainder of this subsection, a particular situation is considered fór FIP periodic Services : 
variable values are transmitted and, possibly, lost by the médium. Two types of confirmation primitives, 
respeerively the positive and negative ones appear in the automaton below ; in addition, a station may 
loose ID_DAT while the arbiter may loose RP_DAT.

Fig. 4 - Service automaton

The automaton in Fig. 4 considcrs a particular verification configuration which may be deseribed 
as follows:

-  a station produces variable values associated with the identifier generated by the arbiter. An 
identifier (ID) associated with an Application primitive PUT_rq is always known and identical to the • 
identifier sent by the arbiter,

- th e  arbiter specifies the duration fór an elementary cycle, by sending a second identifier which is 
nőt known by the stations. After sending this identifier, a time-out is niggered; next elementary cycle 
may then start at expiration of this time-out;

-  the responder consumes the variable value associated with the identifier generated by the arbiter.

As fór other FIP Services that we verified, the service whose previous automaton refers to, 
satisfies the following properties: there exist no unspecified reception; the protocol model is bounded
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(hence it may be implemented) as well as reinitializable (repetítíve behavior). The Estelié* specification 
has been checked fór partial correctness properáes and deadlock frceness.
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CONCLUSION

The Estelié Formai Description Technique has been widely and, until now, quite exclusively 
applied to protocols developed within of the OSI Reference Model framework. This paper add fessed a 
new application field fór Estelié: fieldbus protocols (with a spécific emphasis on the FIP standard 
proposal).

Focus has been Iáid on a verification methodology which relies on two major issues of the 
ESPRTT-SEDOS project: Estelié*, a dialect of ISO Estelié, enhanced with a Rendez-Vous mechanism 
and, on the other hand, ESTIM, a simulation/verification environment which implements the Petri Net 
based semanücs proposed by LAAS fór EsteUe. One major advantage of this sémán ti cs is that it handles 
a time progression rule which makes possible to express a broadcasting mechanism which is 
fundamental with respect to the FIP protocol architecture. On the other hátid, the verification via 
projection technique permits comparison of a reduced automaton of the protocol formai specification 
with its service speciücations.

There are now two major issues fór this work: first, an implementation of a multi-way rendez- 
vous intő ESTTM is under study. On the other hand, current investigadons deal with the specification 
(in Esteile*) and verification of protocols built upon the FIP service, e.g. the MMS (Manufacturing 
Message Specification) standard. Fór this purpose, Esteile would eventually have to be enhanced with 
ASN.l (Abstract Syntax Notation 1), an ISO standardized notadon [ISO 8824] fór descriptíon of 
Application-layer data.
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E X P E R IE N C E  W ITH  THE A ST R ID E  TESTING  APPROACH

In COMNET85, we have introduced somé elements of a new testing approach fór 
conformance testing of OSI protocol implementations : the astríde testing 
approach. In this paper, this approach is described by using the recent ISO 
conformance testing terminology. Its benefits, shortcomings and cousins are 
discussed. Dedicated test tools based on SDL of CCITT, are presented. Finally, 
an example of test realization taken from the common ISO transport, is developed.

I. INTRODUCTION

To ensure that OSI products conform to the relevant standards, testing procedures 
comprising methods and tools are essennal. ISO has designed a multi-part standard 
[IS09646] specifying a generál methodology fór OSI conformance testing. One can find a 
survey of this work in [Rayner 87], Four abstracts methods are proposed : the local test 
method and three extemal methods which are the remote test method, the distributed test 
method and the coordinated test method. In this paper, we deal only with single layer test.

In the local test method, all test software is placed in the System under test (SUT). It is 
made up of three parts : an upper tester (UT), a lower tester (LT) and test coordination 
procedures (TCP). The (N) service and (N-l) service boundaries of the (N) implementation 
under test (TŰT) alsó called points of control and observation (PCOs) are directly observed 
and used by the test software. The UT interacts with the (N) service interface by 
sending/receiving (N) service primitivcs alsó called (N) ASPs (abstract service primitíves) 
and the LT interacts with the (N-l) service interface by sending/receiving (N-l) ASPs 
including (N) PDUs. The TCP govem the cooperatíon betwecn the LT and the UT during 
testing. Due to the fact that the test software has full control and observation of all the 
extemal access points of the IUT, the local test method is the most powerful [Dssouli 85], 
However, it is rarely considered in practice becausc conformance testing is generally the 
responsability of institutions undertaking the activity from centralized site. Nevertheless, 
recently, [Zeng 89] has introduced the ferry clip : an approach based on the fény principie 
[Zeng 88] and using remotely the local test method.

In the extemal test methods, the LT is separate from the SUT and communicates with the 
(N) IUT via an appropriate (N-l) layer service provider. This (N-l) service is assumed to
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functíon corrcctly. Extemal test methods vary according to the lével o f requírement or 
standaidization pút on the TCP, on the access to the layer boundary above the IUT, and on 
the requirements on an UT. Among the three extemal methods proposed by ISO, the 
distributed test method is the only one requiring access to the upper boundary o f the IUT 
and it is very applicd in reál testing and more particulaiiy in development testing. However, 
it is very difficult to guarantee synchronization between the distributed LT and UT 
[Sarikaya 84, Linn 84], To get arround this problem, we have designed the astride testing 
approach [Rafiq 85a, Rafiq 85b] with which the UT is moved in the same system than L T : 
the testing system (TS), and replaced by the astride test responder above the IUT in the 
SUT. This technique simplifies considerably the realization o f the distributed test method.

In recent papers [Chan 89, Chanson 89, Mackert 88, Zeng 88, Zeng 89, etc..], various 
approaches, tools and experiences o f protocol testing arc rcported. In this paper, the astride 
testing approach is deseribed by using the recent ISO conformance testing terminology 
[IS09646]. Its benefits, shortcomings and cousins arc discussed. Dedicated test tools 
based on SDL o f CCl l I , are prcsented. Finally, an example of test realization taken írom 
the common ISO transport [ISO8072, ISO8073], is developed.

2. THE ASTRID E APPROACH

S taircase Im plem entation  M odel

Schematically, the staircase implementation model o f OSI layers, consists in implementing 
each (N) layer above a part o f  the (N -l)  layer boundary and leaving the other part 
accessible to the user. Figure 1 shows a synoptic scheme o f this arrangement. No 
information flows through any intermediate level, i.e. only the visible interfaces can be 
invoked by the user.

System A System B

Figure 1 - The staircase Implementation Model

A significant advantage o f staircase implementation model is generality : a user can 
communicate and interwork with other Systems nőt only through the highest implemented 
level bút through any of the existing levels. Earlier [Rafiq 85a], this model has been 
adopted by Bull within the SPS7 and Questar400 Systems. Furthermore, users are nőt the 
only group that an OSI implementation should accomodate, it should alsó enable 
convenient and incremental installation and testing o f communication layers. Access to 
service boundaries provided by staircase implementation was very helpful fór designing the 

astride testing approach.

T esting A rchitecture
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The astride testing architecture shown in figure 2, is compatible with the ISO distributed 
test method. The (N) IUT is implemented over the (N -l)  service boundary in its working 
environment, according to the staircase implementation model. The UT moved in the TS, 
communicates with the astride responder (AR) via an extra connection called the testing 
connection (TC). The role o f AR is to apply whatever is sent by the UT to the IUT and to 
communicate the indications o f the IUT to the UT. Therefore, the control protocol between 
the UT and the AR is elementary.

Figure 2 • The Astride Testing Architecture

The term astride com es front the fact that the designed responder (AR) has to be
implemented upon two communication levels : the (N) level under test and a lower level
((N -l) in figure 2). The LT communicates with the (N) IUT via a connection under test
(CUT). The TC is established by the UT at the beginning of testing.

Benefits and Shortcom ings

The astride approach has somé interesting benefits which can be summarized as follows :

(1) Due to the facts that, the UT and the LT arc in the same system (TS), the connection 
between the UT and the AR (TC) is reliable and the connection between the LT and the 
IUT (CUT) is alsó reliable, the testing power o f the astride approach is very close to 
the testing power of the local test approach [Dssouli 85].

(2) To carry out testing, only one connection is required through the IUT.

(3) Tests can be launched either from the TS by the LT or fforn the SUT by the UT. 
Therefore, the capabilities o f the IUT to be initiator or acceptor o f communication 
functions can be tested.

(4) According to the role o f the AR, it is small and easy to implement. Therefore, all SUT 
configurations small and large systems, are covered by the AR.

It has alsó two peculiar shortcomings:

(1) Exchanges between the AR and the UT add extra time delay to the reál communication. 
Fortunately, it is nőt a serious problem in practice.

(2) It requires two exposed interfaces within the SUT.
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Cousins o f  the A stride Approach

The astride approach has two cousins in the literature: the loop-back fény approach and the 
fény clip distributed approach. The loop-back ferry approach introduced in 1985 [Zeng 85] 
and Consolidated in 1988 [Zeng 88] is exactly the astride approach with the TC passing 
through the IUT. Unfortunately, this configuration is nőt efficient because the IUT is a part 
of the test software. However, it can be tolerated, only if  there is no access to a lower 
service boundary allowing the TC to bypass the IUT.

The other cousin is alsó due to Zeng [Zeng 89]. It is an application o f the ferry clip 
approach. The latter is a technique fór carrying out remotely the local test method, by using 
two testing entities : an active ferry clip (AFC) in the TS and a passive ferry clip (PFC) in 
the SUT, communicating through a transfer service independent of the (N)IUT and called 
the ferry transfer service (FTS). Figure 3 shows a synoptic scheme o f this approach. 
However, if  the (N) IUT is integrated over the (N -l)  service, access to the lower (N) IUT 
service boundary can be achieved only indircctly through the (N -l) service as indicated in 
the figure 4. The ferry clip approach becomes the ferry clip distributed approach which is 
exactly the astride approach. This is another way to show that the configuration o f the 
distributed test method which is the most close to the local test method is the astride testing 
approach.

Figure 3 - The Ferry Clip Approach Figure 4 - The Ferry Clip Distributed Apprpoach

3. TEST TOOLS

To carry out the astride testing approach, whereas the implementation of the AR does nőt 
pose any peculiar problem, the realization o f  the test System tools is nőt trivial. 
Furthermore, both interactive and automatic testing have to be supported. Interactive testing 
is generally necessary to test whether or nőt the IUT performs the elementary and basic 
functions. After that, automatic testing is required fór a more realistic communication. This 
section deseribes the main elements o f the test System tools integrating interactive and 
automatic modes, that we have designed and realized fór the French manufacturer Bull. 
Figure 5 shows the architecture o f this System.

The interactive mode is provided through a set o f commands allowing the user to construct 
and to send messages on TC and CUT as well as to set and to rését timers fór waiting fór 
responses. This set o f commands, is in fact a subset o f LTP (language fór testing 
protocols), the language we have designed to carry out the automatic mode [Chra'íbi 86], 
The aim of LTP is to combine a protocol specification language, SDL (specification and 
deseription language) [Belina 89] o f CCITT, to deseribe the test skeleton, with the C 
programming language to handle all objects related to the test realization. Now, there is a 
technique : TTCN ( tree and tabular combined notation ), designed by the ISO particularly 
fór deseribing OSI conformance testing [ISOTest3 89], Fortunately, there is no problem to 
translate TTCN deseriptions intő LTP programs. Other languages have been used in other 
Systems [Mackert 88],
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SDL

SDL is bascd on extended finite State models (EFSM ): FSM [Danthine 80] with additional 
context variables. FSM arc defined in terms o f States (waiting fór message), transitions 
(executíon of treatment), inputs (incoming message) and outputs (outgoing message). In 
SDL, a system is defined by a set o f blocks which arc connected to each other and to the 
environment by channels. The behavior o f each block is modelled by one or several 
processes communicatíng with one another by means of signals (messages) through 
channels. Each process is dcscribed by an EFSM using the following keywords : State 
(STATE, ENDSTATE), input (INPUT), task (TASK), output (OUTPUT) and transition 
(NEXTSTATE).

Test System ►

User Interface J
í

Parser h * > DataBase

_1____
Interpreter 1T

| General ized Communication Interface

♦ ,1 '
l ik i v

Application |  ̂
Présen tation | 1r

Session | 1r
Transport | 'r

Network

Figure 5 - Test System Architecture

Softw are Environm ent

All test system tools arc written in C and developed on Bull SPS7 system which provides a 
real-time operating system called SPART and the SPIX system compatible with UNIX  
systemV. SPART designed by Bull-Sems, allows the carrying out o f real-time tasks which 
arc necessary fór the test, fór instance : inspecting the status o f CUT and TC at regular 
intervals, instantaneous reaction (response) to the reception of message from CUT and TC, 
setting timer to fixe the time delay to wait fór a message from the IUT, resetting timer, and 
so on. SPART is in fact coupled with SPIX. Therefore, programs dedicated to SPART are 
written and debugged under SPIX and afterwards run under SPART. This approach is 
choosen in order to allow programmers to use the UNIX facilities fór developing real-time 
software.

U ser Interface

The user interface takes as input either commands to carry out interactive testing or an LTP 
program fór automatic testing. It performs text-creation and modification functions of an 
ordinary text editor.
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P arser

The syntax o f  LTP is describcd by a contex-frce grammar with the LALR (1) property, in 
Backus-Naür Form [Aho 87]. The rclated parser is built up by using LEX and YACC tools 
[Aho 87]. It performs the lexical and syntax analysis, as well as semantical checking 
peculiar to SDL (state declaration, incompatibility between the declaration and use of 
signals, fór instance). By associating actions with the grammar rules, i.e. C routines to be 
invoked when the rules are used, a fiié o f quadruples rcprcsenting the test skeleton (EFSM) 
is produced. This quadruples list is the actual input o f the interprcter [Chraibi 86].

D ata Base
I

The data base is a library containing the identifiers, formáts, types and codes o f the ISO 
PDUs and ASPs paramétere required fór the test. This data base is füled and up dated 
through the user interface. It is used by the parser fór checking the structures o f PDUs and 
ASPs deseribed in the LTP programs, and by coding/decoding functions of the interprcter.

Interpreter

The role o f the interprcter is to control and to manage the testing carrying out. Using the 
quadruples list and the data base ( library o f PDU and ASP structures), it executes the test 
specified by the user and performs the interactions between the TS modules and the 
operating system. The test progress is performed esscntially by functions calls. These 
functions are either rclated to the actions of transitions or routines connected to the testing 
environment. We can distinguish three main types of function :
- the context functions which manage the global context o f the TS (initialization, buffer 

allocation, etc.) and the TC (LT) and CUT (UT) contexts (addresses, countere, etc.);
- the processing functions (test control,sending and receiving o f  messages,timer 

handling.etc.);
- the coding functions (to built the (N)PDUs and the (N)ASPs to be packed intő the 

(N -l)A SPs) and the decoding functions (to recognize the (N)PDUs and t^e (N)ASPs 
extracted firom the (N-l)ASPs).

G eneralized  C om m unication Interface

The staircase implementation model provides access to different communication levels. In 
order to make access to these levels uniform, a generalized communication interface (GCI) 
has been designed. This interface is similarly invoked fór using any o f the available 
communication Services. Pratically, the implementation o f  the GCI leans on the 
communication system provided on the Bull SPS7 system. According to this one, the OSI 
Services are used by means o f  a global access method based on a message exchange 
mechanism. The latter allows the user to access to the different communication Services 
through one primitive fór sending user requests and another one fór receiving service 
responses.

4. TEST REÁ LIZA TION

Testing an IUT involves applying one or more test cases, a complete set o f actions required 
to achieve a specific test purpose [Sarikaya 89]. According to [IS09646], conformance 
testing is performed by executing a test suite which is defined as a set of test groups 
together with an ordering information. Test groups are a set o f rclated test cases such as 
connection establishment, normál data transfer, connection release, and so on. A test case
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is made up of a number o f test events, an indivisiblc unit o f test such as sending or 
récéiving a single PDU.

We give below an example o f test group written in LTP and dealing v/ith the connection 
establishment, the normál data transfer and the connection release o f the ISO transport 
(class2) [ISO8072, ISO8073]. This example is a simplified one and gives just an outline o f 
the declaration part, of the processing part and of messagc parameters.

The transport service primitives used are : TCONreq, TCONcnf, TDTreq and TDISind, 
and the TPDUs used are : CR, CC, DT, AK, DR and DC. Briefly, the test group consists 
in establishing a transport connection initiated by the UT. TDTreq is then sent by the UT 
and récéi ved by the LT in form of successive DT TPDUs : DTO, DT1 and DT2; the initial 
credit is equal to two TPDUs. After that, the connection is released by the LT. During the 
test. if  a dme-out occurs or an unexpected message (OTHERS) is received, a related 
comment (mess) is printed and the test is stopped.

SYSTEM Transport;
CHANNEL FROM LT WTTH CC. AK. DR;
CHANNEL TO LT WTIH CR. DT. DC.
CHANNEL FROM VT WTTH TCONreq. TDTreq;
CHANNEL TO UT WTTH TCONcnf. TDISind;
BLOCK Class 2;
SIGNAL TCONreq ( INTEGER nousr. notrp. credit, class, altclass;

BOOLEAN expdata; CHARSTRING ndata, tsaped, tsaping);
SIGNAL TCONcnf ( INTEGER nousr. notrp. credit, class, altclass;

BOOLEAN expdata; CHARSTRING ndata. tsaped, tsaping);
SIGNAL TDTreq ( INTEGER nousr, notrp; CHARSTRING usr_data);
SIGNAL TDISind ( INTEGER nousr, notrp, reason; CHARSTRING usr_data);
SIGNAL CR ( INTEGER credit, destref. sourceref. class, opt, tpdusize; CHARSTRING tsaping. tsaped;

INTEGER adopt, altclass; CHARSTRING user_dau);
SIGNAL CC ( INTEGER credit, destref. sourceref, class, opt, tpdusize; CHARSTRING tsaping, tsaped;

INTEGER adopt. altclass; CHARSTRING user_data);
SIGNAL DT ( INTEGER destref, tpdujnr. eot; CHARSTRING user_data);
SIGNAL AK ( INTEGER credit, destref, yr_tu_nr);
SIGNAL DR ( INTEGER destref, sourceref, reason; CHARSTRING user_data);
SIGNAL DC ( INTEGER destref, sourceref);
PROCESS Test_Group;
DECLAR A T IO N P A R T ;
CONST

time=10;
messl = "network connection refused";
mess2 = "network connection breakdown";
mess3 = "receiving OTHERS when waiting fór CR";
mess4 = "timeout when waiting fór CR";
mess5 = "receiving OTHERS when waiting fór TCONcnf',
mess6 = "timeout when waiting fór TCONcnf';
mess7 = " all DTs have been correctly received ";
mess8 = "DT received nőt valid";
mcss9 = "timeout when waiting fór DT";
messl 0= "receiving OTHERS when waiting fór DC",
messl 1 = "timeout when waiting fór DC";
messl 2 = "end of test";
messl 3 = "receiving OTHERS when waiting fór TDISind"; 
messl4=  "timeout when waiting fór TDISind";

TlTE STATES = ( Closed, LT_Waiting_for_CR, UT_Waiting_for_TCONcnf, Open, 
LT_Waiúng_for_DC, UT_Waiting_for_TDISind);

VAR1ABLES TIMER ti. t2, t3, t4. t5;
INTEGER n;
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FUNCTION openNCUT (INTEGER veid, refcalled, refcalling);
FUNCTION DT_ok();
PRO C ESSIN G _PA RT;
START Closed;

TASK CALL n = openNCUT (300, 9006, 9005);
DECISION (n);
CASE(0): TASK CALL print (messl);

STOP;
C A SE (l): OUTPUT UT.TCONreq ( nousr=01, nocrp=00, credit=2, cless=2, «ltcliss=2,

expd»t»=l, tsaped=TSTTD, tssping=TSTID);
TASK SET (time, ti);
NEXTSTATE LT_W*iting_for_CR;

ELSE: TASK CALL print (mess2);
STOP;

ENDDECISION;
STOP;

ENDSTATE Closed;
STATE LT_W»iting_for_CR;

INPUT LT.CR; 
TASK

OUTPUT

TASK
NEXTSTATE 

INPUT OTHERS; 
TASK

STOP;
INPUT Time out; 

TASK 
STOP;

RÉSÉT (ti);
CC.de$tref=CR.destref;
LT.CC( credit=2, destref, sourceref=10, cl»s$=2, opt=0, tpdusize=08, 

ts»ped=TSTID, ts»ping=TSTID, adopt=01);
SET (dme, t2);
UT_Wtiting_for_TCONcnf;

RÉSÉT (ti);
CALL print (mess3);

CALL print (mess4);

ENDSTATE LT_Wiiting_for_CR;
STATE UT_W»iting_for_TCONcnf;

INPUT UT.TCONcnf;
TASK RÉSÉT (t2);

TDTreqjtotrp=TCONcnf.notrp;
OUTPUT UT.TDTreq (nousr=01, notrp, usr_data);
TASK SET (time,t3);
NEXTSTATE Open;

INPUT OTHERS;
TASK RÉSÉT (ű);

CALL print (mess5);
STOP;

INPUT Time_out;
TASK CALL print (messó);
STOP;

ENDSTATE UT_Wiiting_for_TCONcnf;
STATE Open;

INPUT LT.DT;
TASK RÉSÉT (t3);

CALL n=DT_ok ();
DECISION (n);
CASE(0): TASK AK.yr_tu_nr=AK.yr_tu_nr+l;

SET (time, t3);
NEXTSTATE Open;

C A SE (l): TASK AK.yr_tu_nr=AK.yr_tu_nr+l;
AK.dettref-CC.deítref;

OUTPUT LT.AK (credit=l, destref, yr_tu_nr); 
TASK SET (time,t3);
NEXTSTATE Open,

CASE (2): TASK CALL print (mess 7);
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DR.d«cref=-CC.deicref;
OUTPUT LT.DR (descref, iourceref-10, rea*on=0);
TASK SET (cime,c4);
NEXTSTATE LT_W*itmg_for_DC;

ELSE: TASK CALL print (mextó);
DR .destrcf=CC .dclCref;

OUTPUT LTJ5R (de»tref. *ourceref=10, re*sor=fl);
TASK SET (cime,c4);
NEXTSTATE LT_W«icing_for_DC;

ENDDECISION;
STOP;

INPUT Time-ouc;
TASK CALL prím (mess9);
STOP;

ENDSTATE Open;
STATE LT_W«iting_for_DC;

INPUT LT.DC;
TASK RÉSÉT (t4);

SET (time, t5);
NEXTSTATE UT_W*iting_for_TDISind;

INPUT OTHERS;
TASK RÉSÉT (c4);

CALL princ (messlO);
STOP;

INPUT Time_ouc;
TASK CALL princ (m essll);
STOP;

ENDSTATE LT_Writing_for_DC;
STATE UT_Wiicing_for_TDISind;

INPUT UT.TDISind;
TASK RÉSÉT (c5);

CALL princ (messl2);
STOP;

INPUT OTHERS;
TASK RÉSÉT (c5);

CALL princ (mess 13);
STOP;

INPUT Time_ouc;
TASK CALL princ (messl4);
STOP;

ENDSTATE UT_Waicing_for_TDISind;
ENDPROCESS Tesc_Group;
ENDBLOCK Class2;
ENDSYSTEM TrtnsporC;

5. CONCLUSION

The astride testing approach fór realizing the ISO distributed test method has been 
presented. It simplifies considerably the synchronization problems encountered in the 
distributed test and it is close to the most powerful approach : the local test method. 
Dedicated TS tools have been designed and developed. This TS is used to carry out 
conformance testing o f  ISO transport and session implementations. In waiting fór 
standardized tests, those are constructed manually from specifications, by using empirical 
principles based on o u t  knowledge o f OSI protocols and Services. Our experience with the 
astride approach shows that it is easy to realize and to carry out. Finally, It is worth 
noticing that it has been chosen by Telenet GmbH (West Germany), fór testing a videotex 
interworking protocol [Zeng 88] and by the Institute o f Informatics and Computing 
Technique (DDR), fór testing OSI protocol implementations of the research network 
DELTA [Heymer 88].
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TEKOS is a conformance test System which implements 
the external distributed test method in the form of 
the ferry concept and is dedicated to the test of 
upper layer OSI software. The system is embedded in a 
tool environment fór the preparatory as well as the 
evaluation phase of the test process. A main design 
goal was the minimization of the dependencies from the 
implementation under test. Experience in using TEKOS 
together with the tools and directions of 
further work are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

To support the interworking of reál open systems developed at 
different sites tests are necessary with specific test goals. 
They can be classified in

- software tests,
- conformance tests,
- interoperability tests,
- performance tests,
- robustness tests.

With the software test the program modules have to be tested 
as stand alone software. After this testing we can assume, 
that the program runs well in its local system environment.

Conformance testing provides the proof against the specifi- 
cation of the implemented protocols, especially against the 
specification of standards. A certificate on conformance is 
the formai basis fór the integration of a newly developed 
communication component intő a network.
It turnéd out that conformance testing does nőt guarantee 
the right behavior of the new components in the network. 
Therefore an interoperability testing has to be performed to 
prove the interworking of the conforming systems.
From the point of view of the network user the possibility of 
interworking of different systems is nőt the only require- 
ment. He alsó wishes to know about performance constraints 
and about the behavior in the case of errors in single 
components. This information may be obtained through
performance and robustness tests.
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A number of test Systems has been developed in the pást, e.g. 
/LINN83, RAFI86/. Most of them are dedicated to certain 
protocols or profiles of protocols. Their application by 
independent and commercial test centers requires the parallel 
running of several systems, often available on different 
hardware and equipped with different user interfaces. So it 
was found an up-to-date task to find a common solution of a 
test system architecture and methodology which can be used 
fór and tuned to both different protocols and single/multiple 
layer implementations.

In this paper we will describe the architecture of the test 
system TEKOS and the tool environment in which it is 
embedded. TEKOS is a test system, which implements the 
external distributed test method in the form of the ferry 
concept /ZENG86/. Tools are available fór the preparatory 
phase of the test process as well as fór the evaluation of 
the test results.

In section 2 a description of the overall test environment is 
given. The chosen architecture of the test system is 
explained in section 3. Experience in using TEKOS together 
with its tools and directions of further work are discussed 
in section 4 and 5.

2. TEST ENVIRONMENT

Different test goals require alsó different test techniques. 
Bút nevertheless somé methods and test data are good fór 
several tests. Therefore it seems to be reasonable to develop 
a common test environment fór almost all the tests.

The concept of our test environment is given in fig. 1. It 
consists of the test system TEKOS as the kernel, and of tools 
fór the test process preparation and the test result evalu
ation .

The main goal of our approach is to develop a test system 
architecture and a test methodology which enable a division 
of the overall system intő parts independent from the tested 
layer and and intő parts devoted specifically to the 
implementation under test (IUT).

The first test system which stated such characteristics was 
the GENEPI /ANSA82/. In papers of the Fraunhofer Institute 
/WATS88/ and the University of British Columbia /CHAN89/ this 
quality is mentioned alsó.

Doubtless the way to go consists of

- the division of 
generic parts of

- the provision 
specific parts 
description and

the protocol specific 
the test system and 

of an apparátus to 
during the test pr 
the protocol control

inf ormát ion from the

include the protocol
ocess in 
f low.

to the data
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PICS / PIXIT Abstract 
Test Suites

Protocol and 
Service Specif.

Behavior
Model

*r r̂ ' r r

TOOLs fór
Test Suite Generation,
Test Suite Paraméterization,
Test Suite Maintenance

t
I — -

Executable Test Suite

t

Fig.l Test Environment of the Test System TEKOS

The different approaches are mainly characterized by 
different ways of division of the two types of information 
and by different points in the system architecture where 
these information types are matched again.
A further independence goal of the test system is related to 
the specific system under test (SUT). It can be tackled the 
same way as the protocol independence.

The dependencies are:

- the structure of the protocol data units (PDU)
- protocol specific relations between PDUs, e.g. enforced 

concatenation of PDUs
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- (abstract) service primitives (ASP)
- the protocol control flow (logic and time dependent)
- values of paraneters
- the used transmission service to the IUT
- interfaces between upper tester, lower tester and IUT

Our approach to solve the problem includes the tool part of 
the test environment and the test system themselves and 
consists of:

- a fórnál specification of test cases fór the given protocol 
with a protocol independent language; this is done by tools 
in the preparatory phase of the test;

- a fórnál specification of the PDUs, ASPs and of predefined 
paraneters in special description parts; this is done by 
tools on the basis of the fórnál specification of the 
protocols or if this doesn't exist by hand; these parts 
alsó contain references to default paraméter values;

- the derivation and completion of the specific PDUs and 
ASPs on the basis of structure files; this is provided by 
the encoder modulé of the test system;

- the definition of a service interface independent of the 
used transnission service; this interface is provided by 
interface handlers which do the mapping onto the reál 
service used;

- the transformation of the ASPs intő reál ones by the 
responder modulé at the upper point of control and obser- 
vation (PCO).

Tools have been developed to aid in

- the derivation of test suites,
- the completion of test documents (Protocol Inplenentation 
Conformance Statenent (PICS), Protocol Implementation Extra 
Information fór Testing (PIXIT)),

- the transformation and paraméterization of test suites,
- the assessment of tests,
- the archiving of test results,
- the generation of test reports.

All the tools are equipped with a common window based user 
interface. While the régimé setting functions use the nenu- 
windows of the window system, the tools operate with self- 
opened Windows.

In the preparation phase of the test process executable test 
suites are derived in concordance with the chosen test 
purpose. The sources fór this derivation are

- existing abstract test suites,
- the specification of the service and the protocol to be 
tested.

In the first case the use of abstract test suites delivered 
by OSI, CCITT or certification bodies is assumed. These test 
suites consist of a description of the test event tree 
together with parameters or paraméter limitations. On the
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baais o£ PICS, PIXIT and time and coat reatrictiona, they are 
conpleted with values fór the open paraneters and events 
related to the inplenentation of the service at the SUT.

The tool applicable to this process sets appropriate values 
to the paraneters of the test suite according to the 
provisions of the PIXIT. A considerable problem is the 
integration of the complicated data structures of the PDUs 
and service data units (SDU) and the operations on them. The 
degree of autonation of this process nainly relies on a 
fórnál notation of the abstract test suites, e.g. with TTCH.

In the case of the absence of standardized test suites the 
executable test suites nust be derived fron fórnál de- 
scriptions (SDL, ESTELLE, LOTOS). There is a large anount of 
publications dealing with this problem, e.g. /SARI88/ fór 
ESTELLE-specified protocols and /STEE86/ fór LOTOS de- 
scriptions. We use suites which are derived by nethods of the 
theory of experinents with finite state nachines /GRUN88/ at 
the Institute of Electronics and Conputing Technique in Riga.

It should be nentioned, that the test cases fór the basic 
interconnection test and a first set of capability test were 
derived by hand.

Anong the tools fór the preparatory phase of the test process 
there is a test suite managenent systen. The test cases are 
stored as abstract and as executable ones. The first are 
written intő the data base systen without special require- 
ments. The executable test cases are stored in the forn of 
test event trees to whon paraneter tables with different 
paraméter values are connected. Each test case is defined by 
its tree and a dedicated value table.

Another tool supports the production of the necessary test 
docunents in
- completing the PICS with respect to the relevant static 

conformance requirenents,
- completing the PIXIT without conflict with the related
PICS.

The kernel of our test environnent is the test systen TEKOS, 
which is described in section 3.

Executable test suites are the main input of the test systen. 
Tne description of paraméter ized executable test suites forms 
the so called test program. Containing all the layer specific 
and IUT specific information, it is the main prerequisite to 
minimize the dependence of the test system from the test 
obj ect.
The procedúrái course of the test suite and the events on the 
PCCs are specified in the test program . It consists of a 
declaration part, a message type description part, an action 
part, a test step description part, a default behaviour de
scription part, and a default value part. In the declaration 
part constants, variables, messages and functions are 
deciared. The types of the messages used must be included in
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the másságé type description part. ThiB part containa struc- 
ture descriptions of the PDUs and of the SDUs of the under- 
lying layer and the IUT in an abstract TEKOS specific formát.

The action part is composed of statements to input and to 
output nessages. Expected messages can be specified and 
distinguished through predefined parameters. Further state- 
ments exist fór time out handling, control of the program 
flow, arithmetic and logic operations, and verdict 
assignment.

Predefined test steps, default behaviour on input messages 
and default values fór messages can be described alsó. A 
history component supports the maintenance of consistency 
between all these parts.

At the beginning of the test campaign of a new IUT the dia- 
logue oriented work is characteristic. This way the test 
operator gets somé feeling of the IUT and may complete his 
understanding of the PICS and PIXIT. Later in this campaign 
the large amount of test cases is processed automatically. 
The behavior is too complicated and too fást fór reál time 
control by the operator.

The third part of our test environment consists of tools fór 
the evaluation of the test process, the archiving of the test 
results and the generation of the test reports. The need of a 
software tool to aid the test evaluation exists because of 
the considerable number of records in the conformance lóg 
informát ion.
In the case of conformance testing the evaluation of the 
conformance lóg of the test is predefined in the test suite 
by the verdict assignments "pass", "fail" or "inconclusive". 
Based on this data a test report generátor produces the 
report forms that have to be delivered to the clients.
The archive of the test results contains the test report 
information.

3. TEST SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In
are
of
abs
sim
con
tes
sys
f un

fig. 2 the main components of the test system and the SUT 
depicted. To ensure an easy coordination of the actions 

the upper tester and the lower tester as described in the 
tract test methods of /IS9646/ an architecture was chosen 
ilar to the astride concept of /RAFI86/ or the ferry 
cept of /ZENG86/. The functions of the upper and the lower 
tér, and the test coordination are included in the test 
tem. In the SUT a responder is incorporated, whose 
ctions are determined by the test system.

The test system itself consists of a test handler 
interface handlers fór the connection under test and 
test connection. The structure of the test handler 
in fig. 3. The Init and End components fulfi 
functions of initialization and termination of 
system.

and of 
fór the 
is shown 
11 local 
the test
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TH - Test Handler TC - Test Connection
IH - Interface Handler DN - Data Network
CUT - Connection Under Test R Responder

IUT - Implementation
Under Test

Fig.2 Architecture of the Test System and the SUT

The main component of the test handler is the test program 
interpreter. It interprets the test program and puts lóg 
information about the test course intő the conformance lóg of 
the current test campaign.

Abstract service primitives fór the lower layer service 
interface and fór the service interface of the IUT as well as 
protocol data units are handled during the interpretation. 
They are transformed from the representation of our test 
program language intő the formats of the underlying layer and 
of the test protocol and vice versa.

In the case of an output of a message the formation function 
is fulfilled by the encoder. Incoming messages are trans
formed by the decoder. These components are independent of 
the tested layer and the specific service primitives of the 
underlying layer and the IUT.

The mapping of service primitives intő specific interface 
data units is done by the interface handler of the connection 
under test (IH/CUT). The IH/CUT is layer dependent. It has to 
be modified when the test system uses different underlying 
layer Services to manage the connection with the SUT.
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Fig.3 Structure of the Test Handler

The interface handler of the test connection (IH/TC) is 
deternined by the test protocol and depends on the trans- 
mission service to support this protocol. This service is 
based on a low layer and in generál will nőt be changed when 
testing different layers or layer groups.
The specific formát of the SDUs of the IUT is mapped by the 
Test Responder (TR) to the ASPs. This logical part of the 
test system is located at the SUT.

The chosen architecture of the test system shows the 
possibility of building a system with a generalized archi
tecture fór testing different IUTs. The parts which have to 
be rewritten to test different IUTs can be located in 
specific modules which are of small size.

4. EXPERIENCE

The implementation of the first version of the test system 
TEKOS was done on a minicomputer K 1840 (VAX/VMS compatible). 
The programs of the test system are written in MODULA-2. The 
basic idea how to match the component structure onto a 
program structure was to consider the architecture under the 
aspect of possible parallel work. This led to a subdivision 
of the whole system intő several processes. The processes 
eommunicate through events. This solution enables a well- 
defined interface between the groups of components formed
this way.

.
The most sophisticated test campaign had been carried out fór 
an OSI session layer implementation. It revealed failures 
within both the session layer implementation and the first 
version of TEKOS.
Hőre than 5.000 test cases had been generated with the above 
mentioned tool covering the session protocol subsets BCS and 
BAS.
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The testing was provided nainly during the protocol develop- 
nent to support the session inplementation group. Besides the 
elimination of errors of the test system the nőst important 
results uere got in connections with the handling of large 
amounts of data. The improvement of the test suite manage- 
nent, the paraméterization of the executable test suites, the 
automation of the test campaign control and the test assess- 
nent tools was nőst urgent.

The final test campaign with all the test cases took one man- 
week fór running the tests and about two nan-nonth fór the 
evaluation of the test results. To reduce the needed tine the 
test result evaluation tool has to be inproved to support the 
following functions:

- investigation of the conformance lóg in accordance with 
several given criterias;

- optional displaying of each paraméter of the input and 
output messages;

- providing both interactive and batch mode operation of the 
tool.

The lack of test case selection criteria forced us to run all 
the test cases nőt knowing their specific weight in the test 
process. Therefore the error classes found during this test 
campaign are of importance fór guiding further test. They are 
the following:

- Errors in paraméter encoding and sequencing, wrong length 
indicators, invalid paraméter values.

- Erroneous translation of the State transition tables of the 
standard intő the implemented protocol machine.

- Insufficient measures fór error detecting by the IUT.
- Wrong interpretation of the protocol.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The test system TEKOS as presented in this paper is an imple- 
mentation of a test system architecture which is applicable 
to different IUTs.
The gained experience generated new ideas to improve the 
layer independence and to modify the test program notation. 
Doing this together with a better modulé management will alsó 
allow the execution of interoperability tests.
Independent of the delivering of abstract test suites by 
standardization bodies the demand on tools fór generating own 
test cases on the basis of formai descriptions grows. They 
are necessary nőt only fór conformance testing, bút alsó fór 
interoperability testing, performance and robustness assess- 
ment.
Hot underestimating the use of the common sense fór test 
case selection, the large amount of reasonable test cases 
requires test selection criteria based on test coverage 
measures.

Experiments have to be done to evaluate the time behavior of
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the test systen in more detail to guarantee its right 
behavior in the case of high speed application testing.

The presented research continues in a next phase which has 
been dedicated
- to fundamental research on test assessment, especially on 

test case selection and the test coverage measure,
- to the development of tools fór a formai test suite 
description and test derivation from formai protocol 
specif ications,

- to the further development of the test system.
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ABSTRACT

As known an important problem in computer nets is to verify 
that protocol implementations conform to the standard speci- 
fications. Generally these specifications are given by Ex- 
tended Finite State Machines (EFSMs). The paper presents a 
method to detect all the specified faults of an Implementa- 
tion Under Test (IUT) described by an EFSM; in particular 
fór each fault a partial characterization set is defined 
together with the related partial checking sequence. These 
sequences are merged intő a final test sequence which repre- 
sents the test set fór the given protocol entity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Conformance testing of protocol implementations is an im
portant step to develop reál open computer systems able to 
communicate via a common network [13. The choice of the 
necessary tests is the key to solve this problem. Exhaustive 
testing is nőt realistic, therefore the only reasonable and 
constructive purpose of a test is to detect somé faults, bút 
nőt to show the absence of all of them. Heuristic tests may 
be quite effective with respect to their fault detection 
capability bút their effectiveness depends on the expe- 
rience of the designer. On the contrary tests produced by 
formai methods guarantee the detection of all the specified 
faults. This is why methods fór checking experiments on 
abstract machines [2] have been used to test protocol enti- 
ties represented in form of FSMs (Finite State Machines) or 
EFSMs (Extented Finite State Machine) [3,4,5]. However the 
fault model assumed in these applications does nőt reflect 
specific EFSM properties and may become unadequate to detect 
reál possible faults (see sect.2).

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the necessity 
and feasibility of new test generation methods fór detecting 
particular faults of a given IUT specified by a reference 
EFSM. Section 2 deals with the problems arising from the 
application of the method (based on the classical notion of 
characterization set [7]) fór testing IUTs dérived from nőt 
strongly connected FSMs. Section 3 generalizes this notion 
of characterization set. This allows us to specify different 
types of errors and to construct the necessarily testing 
sequences. Section 4 deals with the definition of local
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errors and the construction of the related partial checking 
sequences; their concatenation represents a test set (i.e. a 
test scenario skeleton). Section 5 gives an application of 
the proposed method fór testing a reál protocol example.

2. PROTOCOL TESTING BY THE CHARACTERIZATION SET APPROACH

Let E be an EFSM, which has the set of inputs X, the set of 
outputs Y, the set of control States S, the set of contexts 
C, where c€C is k-tuple of context variables
V={vl,v2,...,vk,>, d(vi) is the domain of vi, the number of 
different contexts is |C|« |d(vl)|x...x|d(vk)|, R is the set 
of predicates P=P(vl,v2,...,vk), 0 is the set of different
operations on variables from V, so€S, co£C are initial 
control State and context. In the following we deal only 
with finite deterministic EFSMs without spontaneous transi- 
tions. Thus, the EFSM E is:

E=(X,S,Y,V,R,0,h,so,co) (1)

where h:(X x S x R) -> (S x Y x 0) is the transition 
function. A pair (s,c) is called a State of the EFSM. The 
State space is the set G=(SxC). In order to get a test 
sequence fór a given EFSM methods from the theory of ex- 
periments on abstract automata [6],[7],[8] dealing with a 
pure FSM can be used. Fór this aim, several papers [4],[5] 
transform the reference EFSM intő the equivalent FSM fór 
further derivation of test sequences by known generation 
methods. The size limitation may force to test only subma- 
chines of a given EFSM [4],[11]. Suppose that from an EFSM E 
given in form (1), one has got an equivalent FSM A:

A= (X,(SxC),Y,f,g,(so,co)) (2)

where (SxC) is the set of States of FSM, f: (XxSxC) -> (SxC) 
is the transition function, g: (XxSxC) -> Y is the output 
function. Known test sequence construction methods work only 
if a given FSM is reduced and strongly connected. If A is 
such a machine, the existing methods [7] firstly need that 
we find the characterization set consisting of those input 
sequences of A producing different output sequences fór 
different States. Then the testing tree is constructed: its 
nodes are the FSM States, its branches are the FSM transi- 
tions. Each transition is represented only once. The initial 
State (so,co) is the root of this tree.

A test sequence Q is constructed by traversing all the 
partial paths of the testing tree or subtree (i.e. the paths 
from the root to every node of this tree) and by applying to 
every node each sequence of the characterization set 
followed by a rését sequence to come back to the root of the 
tree. The characterization set may have only one sequence; 
in this case it is called the distinquishinq sequence [6,9]. 
Let Z be the eláss of FSMs deseribing all the different 
implementations of A and A'£Z be an IUT, we introduce the 
checking sequence Q, as defined in [7],[9], that allows us
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to verify A'=A or A ' o  A, provided that the number of States 
of each A'GZ is nőt more than that of A. Each part of Q, 
which forces FSM from (so,co) intő (so,co) represents an 
individual test [1]. Now we consider the case in which A is 
nőt a reduced strongly connected automaton, bút at same time 
let us assume that A satisfies the following relationss

•V si,sj6S, i <> j, g c g c, 3 «ex*,
(3)g(a,si,c) <> g(a,sj,c);

-V ci,cjGC, i <> j, ̂  sGS, ̂  a £ X * ,
g(a,s,ci) <> g(a,s,cj); (4)

where X* is the set of all input sequences of the alphabet 
X. From (3) it follows that no pair of control States of E 
can be substituted by one State and from (4) that the same 
is true fór the contexts. An EFSM E is called the unre- 
dundant EFSM if (3),(4) hold in its FSM form A. Under our 
assumptions an FSM derived from the given unredundant EFSM 
has unreachable and/or equivalent States. Quite understand- 
able and natural decision to delete the unreachable States 
from G=(SxC); however this leads to difficulties in the 
specification of faults detected by the resulting checking 
sequence, that is in the definition of the eláss Z.

We illustrate the above problem by using the EFSM E given by 
the State table shown in Fig.l, where the initial State 
(so,co) is (0,0), whereas P1,P2,P3,P4 are the following 
predicates: Pl=->vl, P2=vl, P3=-’vl&v2+vlíi-'v2 and 
P4=-'vl&-'v2+vl&v2. Let us construct the equivalent FSM A with 
12 States as shown in Fig.2. Only 7 States of A are reach- 
able from the initial State, as it follows from the testing 
tree (Fig.3). By deleting all the unreachable States from A 
we can get the reduced strongly connected FSM A' with 7 
States. The characterization set of this automaton has only 
one sequence (distinguishing sequence) Xd=x2x2xl (Fig4). Ac- 
cording to the above given scheme we construct the checking 
sequence Q to distinguish the given reduced FSM A' from all 
the unequivalent FSMs whose State number is equal to or 
less than 7, as follows: Q = alxlalx3a2x2a3x3xlalx3x3a5x3x2 
a2x2x2a6x2xla3x2x3a7x3x3xlalx3x3x2a5x3x3x3alx2x2xla1x2x2x2a3 
x2x2x3alx2x3x2a4x2x3xlalx2x3x3a7x2x3x2xla4x2x3x2x2a4x2x3x2x3 
a7, where ai=Xd.ri, 1=1,2,...,7 (Fig.4).

Now let us go back to the given EFSM and try to inspect the 
fault detection capability of the checking sequence con- 
structed above on the base of Xd=x2x2xl. Assume IUT executes 
by error vl:=0 (instead of vl:=l) when performing the tran- 
sition from sO to sl under x2. Then E goes intő (1,0), bút 
nőt intő (1,2). The reaction to Xd in (1,2) should be 
yly3yl, bút in (1,0) it is actually y2y2y2 (Fig.4) and the 
error will be finally found. Now let us assume another fault 
dealing with the context variable v2 in the transition from 
sl to s2 under x3. IUT executes v2:=0 (instead of v2:=l) and 
goes intő the State (2,0) instead of passing to (2,1). The 
reaction to Xd in (2,0) and (2,1) is the same: ylylyl, and 
therefore the error cannot be revealed (Fig.4).
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Thus, the above constructed checking seguence based on 
Xd=x2x2xl detects somé fault operations on context variables 
bút nőt all of them. It is obvious that the second fault 
increases the number of States of A' from 7 to 8, bút 
both faults are equally feasible in an implementation of 
EFSM E. In the next section we present the proper solution 
of the discovered problem.

3. COMPLETE AND PARTIAL CHARACTERIZATION SETS

To solve the above problem we firstly introduce somé neces- 
sary constructions. Let G=(SxC) be the State space of the 
given completely specified EFSM E; a€X* be an input sequen- 
ce. We define the following set called the reachable state 
space of E, Go€G, that is:

Go={(S,C)|f(a,SO,CO)=(S,C) & f(a',S,C)=(SO,CO)>.

We assume that the EFSM is strongly connected (i.e. the 
initial state can be reached from any reachable State), as 
follows: { (s, c)|f(a,so,co)=(s,c )}=Go

By a(s,c,G') we denote the set of input sequences a£X* 
distinguishing state (s,c) from all unequivalent States of 
G'€G:

a(s,c,G' ) = {a|g(a,s,c)og(a,s' ,c' );
(s',c')€G , (s',c')o(s,c)> (5)

Here we consider only unredundant EFSMs; from (3),(4) it 
follows that a(s,c,G')<>0 fór these machines. Then the unión 
of all a(s,c,G') with (s,c)£G'' gives a(G'',G') which is 
the set of input sequences distinguishing all the States of 
the set G''6G from all the unequivalent States of the set 
G'6G. o(G'',G') is called a complete characterization set of 
a given EFSM if G''=Go, G'=G; whereas a(G'',G') is called a 
partjai characterization set if G''6Go, G'6G.

In particular, if G'=G''=Go, then a(Go) is simply the 
characterization set' [7] of a reduced strongly connected FSM 
whose state set is Go. And finally a(Go) is the 
distinguishing sequence [6],[9], if |a(Go)1=1. Fór the 
example under consideration we have a(Go,G)=(x3; x2x2x3x3x3> 
which allows us to recognize any reachable state or show 
that the IUT went by an error to an unreachable unequivalent 
state (Fig.5). The complete checking sequence has the 
structure of the partial checking sequence given in sect.2 
with ai=ail,ai2; ail=x3ril; Cti2=x2x2x3x3x3ri2; i=l,2,...,7. 
Fig.5 shows that correctly a(Go,G) does nőt distinguish 
between (0,0) and unreachable (0,2) since they are equi- 
valent; analogously unreachable (0,1) and (0,3) are cor
rectly nőt distinguished by a(Go,G). However a(Go,G) does 
nőt distinguish alsó between (1,1) and (2,0), which are 
neither equivalent nor reachable States.

The separation of States intő control States and contexts 
can be useful fór the characterization set construction
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under certain assumptions about the implementation of an 
EFSH. The most frequently used hypothesis about IUT assumes 
that errors dérivé from the implementation of the output 
function g and nőt from the transition function f. A 
checking sequence Q detecting faults of this particular type 
can be constructed rather easy by making a tour through all 
the branches of the testing tree without applying any 
additional sequence to the nodes (a transition tour)
[8),[3],[4],[5).

Let us consider the transitions to the State (s,ci)GGo; the 
complete characterization set a(Go,G) is generally needed in 
order to recognize the result of any fault transition intő 
an arbitrary unequivalent State (s',c')€G. Now we suppose 
the error can be only in the resulting control State s' bút 
nőt in the final context ci. To verify the State (s,ci) 
under this assumption we have to distinguish (s,ci) nőt from 
all the (s',c')GG, bút only from the subset of States having 
context ci, that is:

G(ci)={(s',ci)|(s',ci)GG & (s',ci)<>(s,ci)>.

If we pút G(ci) intő (5), then a(s,ci,G(ci)) gives the input 
sequences, which allow us to distinguish (s,ci) from all 
(s',ci)€G, <s' ,ci)o(s,ci).

If Go(ci)={(s,ci)|(s,ci)GGo>, then the set a(Go(ci),G(ci)) 
is called the context ci characterization set. We consider 
only unredundant EFSMs, therefore a (Go(ci),G(ci))<>0. The 
above set distinguishes any reachable State between each 
others and from all the unequivalent unreachable States with 
the same context ciGC. To construct a test sequence Q 
detecting these faults we have to build IC| context 
characterization sets a (Go(ci),G(ci)). Q formed by these 
sets is called the control State checking sequence. As an 
illustration we costruct the context characterization sets 
fór our example (Fig.6):

Fór co: Go(co)={(0,0),(1,0)>, G<co)={(0,0),(1,0),(2,0)>, 
a (G(co),G(co))=x2x2.

Fór cl: Go(c 1) = ( 2,1), G(cl)={(0,1),(1,1),(2,1)>, 
a (Go(cl),G(cl))=x3x3.

Fór c2: Go<c2)={(1,2),(2,2)>, G(c2) = <(0,2),(1,2),(2,2)>, 
a (Go(c 2),G(c2))=x2.

Fór c3: Go(c3>={(1,3),(2,3)}, G(c3) = {<0,3),(1,3>,(2,3)> , 
a (Go(c3),G (c 3))=xlx3x2.

The control state checking sequence, based on the produced 
context characterization sets, has the same structure as the 
partial checking sequence of sect.2, where al=x2x2xl, 
a2=x2x2xl, a3=x2xl, a4=xlx3x2x3xl, a5=x3x3xl, a6=x2x2xl, 
a7=xlx3x2xl (Fig.6).

In similar way we can treat faults which influence a context 
(bút nőt a control State at the same time). A test sequence 
Q detecting these errors is based on sets a(Go(si),G(si)), 
siGS. These sets are called control state si characteriza-
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tion sejts. If (3),(4) hold, then thls set is nőt empty. In 
our exarople there are the following characterization sets:

Fór sós Go(so)*=(0,0), G(s)={(0,l),(0,3)}, 
a(Go(so),G(so))«x3x2;

Fór sls Go(sl)={(l,0),(l,2),(l,3)>,
G(sl)=<(l,0),(l,l),(lf2),(l,3)>, 
a(Go(sl),G (s1))=x2x2.

Fór s2: Go(s2)=<(2,1),(2,2),(2,3)>,
G(s2)={(2,0),(2,l),(2,2),(2,3)>, 
a(Go(s2),G(s2))=x2x2x3x3.

By using these sets a test seguence is constructed in the 
same way as the above given control State checking seguence 
and it is called the context checking seguence Q. Thus, 
untill now we have considered four different hypotheses 
about possible faults of EFSM implementations, that is four 
classes Zl, Z2, Z3, Z4 of IUTss

- eláss Zl: faults can be in outputs and in context or
control States. A coraplete checking seguence Q1 is based on 
a(Go,G )•
- eláss Z2s faults can be in outputs and in control States. 
A control State checking seguence Q2 is based on 
a(Go(ci),G(ci)).
- eláss Z3: faults can be in outputs and in contexts. A 
context checking seguence Q3 is based on a (Go(si),G(si)).
- eláss Z4: faults can be only in outputs. A partial
checking seguence Q4 is a tour of the testing tree, that is, 
c.(G)=0.

In sect.4 we show that it is alsó possible to specify somé
smaller subclasses of IUTs in order to ease the test seguen
ce generation with the penalty of worse fault coverages.

4. CHARACTERIZATION SETS FÓR LOCAL FAULTS

We define a certain type of faults to specify a eláss of 
EFSMs under test. A fault is called local if it can force 
the EFSM nőt intő the correct State (s,c)€Go bút intő somé 
uneguivalent State (s',c') which belongs to the set of 
possible finai States G(s,c)€G (i.e. faults with a limited 
conseguence). To detect a local fault in any transition intő 
the state (s,c) a partial characterization set a(s,c,G') has 
to be constructed.

To illustrate this we use our example. Suppose that the test 
designer has decided to construct tests fór local faults 
resulting in erroneous operations on the context variable vl 
(0 or 1 only). He assumes that errors migth be only when 
value of vl has to be changed. There are four transitions in 
the testing tree changing the value of vls f(x2,0,0)=(1,2), 
f(xl,2,2>=(0,0>, f(x3,2,2)=(0,0), f<x2,2,3)=(0,0). To verify 
these transitions we define the following partial characte
rization sets: G (1,2)=(1,0), o(1,2,G(1,2))=xl, G(0,0)=(0,2). 
States (0,0) and (0,2) are eguivalent, therefore a possible
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local fault operations on vl in the transitions to (0,0) are 
nőt essential (i.e. they do nőt change the EFSM). Thus, 
the assumption about the limited local faults, resulting 
only from erroneous context variable vl values leads to the 
construction of the following simple test sequence x2xlx2xl, 
where the fitst Symbol forces the EFSM from (0,0) intő 
(1,2), the second Symbol is simply the characterization set 
and the last two symbols move it back intő the initial 
State. In the same way we can construct a sequence which 
checks operations on context variable v2.

5. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

This section shows the application of the proposed method 
fór detecting faults resulting from erroneous operations on 
context variables of a flow control protocol. Flow control 
is a typical mechanism that adapts the data transmission 
rate of a protocol entity to the data reception rate of its 
remote partner. This mechanism is present in many well known 
protocols as fór example CCITT-X25 and ISO transport proto
col. Fór simplicity we apply the method only to test the 
transmitting entity bút it can be applied in the same way to 
the receiving one. Transmitter may be in two States: data 
transfer and wait fór ack. It behaves as follows:

a) Data transfer State: It sends the message received from 
the user to the remote entity if the sequence number vl of 
the message is within the window, that is vl<v2+W where v2 
is the lower window edge and W is the window size; 
otherwise it goes intő the State "wait fór ack" by ignoring 
the request coming from the user. It updates the lower 
window edge v2 when it receives an ack from the remote 
entity, that is it puts v2:=N where N is a paraméter of the 
received ack used by the receiver to acknowledge (N-v2) 
received messages. This on condition that v2<N<vl.
b) Wait fór ack State: It simply ignores the request to send 
message coming from user. It behaves as in data transfer 
State when it receives an ack from the remote entity.

Note that the above flow control mechanism could be ob- 
tained by using only the data transfer State. However if the 
transmitter consists of only one control State it is easy to 
verify that it has to perform more operations to handle the 
possible inputs than those needed by the above version. The 
EFSM specifying the transmitter is given in fig.7, where:

- so is the data transfer State;
- sl is the wait fór ack State;
- xl is the input coming from the user to send message to 
the remote entity;
- x2(N) is the input coming from the remote entity to 
acknowledge (N-v2) received messages;
- y(vl) is the output message numbered vl directed to the 
remote entity;
- Pl is a predicate that is true when vl<v2+W;
- P2 is a predicate that is true when v2<N<vl.
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Now we construct the sequences checking context variables vl 
and v2 in State so. Fór simplicity we assume that remote 
entity always sends ack with correct N. This allows us to 
consider only a partial testing tree shown in Fig.8, where 
we have assumed W=2 and vl,v2 6 <0,1,2,3}. The number of 
different contexts is 16 and four of them (i.e. vlv2 
30,01,12,23) are nőt reachable as it can be seen in Fig.8. 
We limit our analysis to two cases: i) errors may be only in 
the value of vl€<0,1,2,3>, ii) errors may be only in the 
value of v26<0,l,2,3>.

The characterization set fór the first case consists of xl, 
whereas the characterization set fór the second one consists 
of xlxlxl. This result is obtained by applying the proposed 
method and it can be verified by using the table in Fig.9. A 
partial checking seguence constructed from the partial 
testing tree by the sequence xlxlxl allows us to discover 
errors actually either in the value of vl or in the value of 
v2. In generál it seems to us that fór arbitrary window W 
the length of the above sequence is W+l. However this 
sequence does nőt distinguish the contexts vlv2=20,31,02,13 
among each others. The goal of discovering both the above 
types of errors at the same time can be reached at the 
price of increasing the computation complexity and the 
length of the resulting test sequence. The example shows 
that the construction of a partial checking sequence does 
nőt need the complete specification of the protocol entity; 
it needs only the necessary subprotocol.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows how to full the gap between the protocol 
implementation tests produced by a simple transition tour of 
an equivalent FSM and those produced by a cheking sequence 
which distinguishes a given EFSM from any unequivalent EFSM 
having the same or less number of States. Heuristic and 
random tests, e.g. [10], fali intő this domain by their 
fault detection capability. However they cannot reach the 
testing purpose (in the above given sense) because they do 
nőt have it at all. The approach outlined in this paper 
allows the test designer to generate interesting from his 
viewpoint tests and to achieve the testing purposes for- 
mulated in terms of his assumptions about faults in an IUT. 
The approach is based upon a generálizied notion of the 
characterization set. A particular type of a characteriza
tion set reflects an assumed model of possible faults in a 
protocol implementation from a given EFSM. We note that nőt 
only partial bút alsó complete characterization sets exist 
even fór those EFSMs which are neither completely specified 
nor deterministic up to a certain limit. This is demon- 
strated by a companion paper [13].
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xl x2 x3
+------------ h---------------+------------+

so so ,yl sl,y2,vl:=1 sl,y3,vl:=0|

sl Pl: so,y2; P3:s2,yl,v2:=0; s2,y2,v2:=1
P2: sl,yl P4: sl,y2

so,yl, Pl: s2,yl; P3: so,y2,
s2 vl: =0 P2: sl,y3

oIIC
M>oIIH>

v2 : =0 P4: s2,y2
H------------Hh---------------H----------- +

Fig.l. The control State table of the EFSM E.
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( 1, 3),2 ( 2, 3),2 *

0 0
P n 

0 ( 0 , 0 ) ,1 ( 2, 0),1
P — — — — — — ——1

( 2, 0),2
r í

0 1 1 ( 0, 0 ) ,1 ( 2, 1) ,  1 ( 0, 0),2 *

2 1 0 2 ( 0, 0),1 ( 1, 2),3 ( 0, 0),2 *

+ ------------
1 1

—
3

—
( 0, 0),1 ( 1, 3 ) ,3 ( 2, 3),2 ★

------------+

Fig.2. The State table of FSM A.

(0,0)

I
+---------+-------------------------- +
11/1 13/3 12/2

( 0 , 0 ) ( 1, 0 )

1
( 1, 2)

1

j 1/2 | 3/2 | 2/2 j 2/1
i i / i 1 3/2

( 0, 0 ) ( 2, 1) ( 1, 0 )
l

( 2, 2)
1

( 1, 2 ) ( 2, 3)
1

+ — + — +  + — + - ---------- + + -------------- +  ~ ---------- +

11/1 | 2/1 | 3/2 11/1 | 2/3 | 3/2 | 2/3 11/1 13/2
( 0 , 0 ) ( 2 , 1 ) ( 0 , 0) ( 0 , 0 ) ( 1 , 2 ) ( 0 , 0 ) ( 1 , 3 ) ( 0, 0) ( 2, 3)

+-- --1-----+
| 1/1 | 2/2 | 3/2

( 1, 3 ) ( 1, 3 ) ( 2, 3)

Fig.3 The testing tree of FSM A.

N
State

output to 
Xd>x2x2xl

rését
seq.ri

1 (0,0) 2,1,1 -
2 (1,0) 2,2,2 -
3 (1,2) 1,3,1 x2xl
4 (1,3) 2,2,1 x3xl
5 (2,1) 1,1,1
6 (2,2) 3,1,1 -
7 (2,3) 3,2,1 x3xl

8 (0,1) 2,2,1
9 (0,2) 2,1,1
10 (0,3) 2,2,1
11 (1,1) 1,1,1
12

+---
(2,0) 1,1,1

Fig.4. Reactions of E to Xd.

/
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+------ +-- +--- +----------- +--- +
| S t a t e x 3 | r i l x 2x 2x 3x 3x 3 r i 2 |

( 0, 0) 3 x l 2, 1, 2, 3,3 x l

( 1, 0 ) 2 x 3 2, 2, 2, 2,3 x l

( 1, 2 ) 2 x l 1, 3, 2, 2,2 x l

( 1, 3 ) 2 x l 2, 2, 2, 2,2 x l

( 2, 1) 2 — 1, 1, 2, 3,2 x l

( 2, 2) 2 — 3, 1, 2, 3,2 x l

( 2, 3 ) 2 x l 3, 2, 2, 2,2 x l

( 0 , 1) 3 2, 2, 2, 2,2
( 0 , 2) 3 2, 1, 2, 3,2
( 0 , 3 ) 3 2, 2, 2, 2,2
( 1, 1 ) 2 1, 1, 2, 2,2
( 2 , 0 )

+ ----------------

2 1, 1, 2, 2,2

Fig.5. Reactions of E to a(Go,G).

+------- +------ +----- +--- +
a(Go(CÍ) 
,G(ci)) State

output
sequen

ri

x2x2
(0,0)
(1,0)
(2,0)

2,1
2,2
1,1

xl
xl

x3x3
(0,1)
(1,1)
(2,1)

3.2
2.2 
2,3 xl

x2
(0,2)
(1,2)
(2,2)

2
1
3

xl
x2xl

xlx3x2 

+--------

(0,3)
(1.3)
(2.3)

1.3.1 
1,2,3
1.3.2

x3xl
xl

Fig.6. Reactions of E to a(Go(ci),G(ci)).

xl x2(N)
+-------------- +------------+

so
Pl: so,y(vl), 

vl:=vl+l 
-'Pl: sl

P2: so, 
v2: =N 
-•P2: so

sl sl P2: so,v2:=N
-P2: sl

H1--------------- H----------- +
Fig.7. Control State table of EFSM.
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so, 00 
1/0

2 ( 1 )
so j 10---- so, 11

I1/1
2 ( 2 )  2 ( 1 )

1/1
2 ( 2 )

so, 22— so, 20-- so, 21----so, 22

sl -ai1 2(3)
1 / 2

2 ( 2 )
1 / 2

2(3)

+-- ++-+

|1

so, 33-so, 31-- so,32----so,33

sl, 20 
2( 1) 
so, 2

2 ( 2 ) 

so , 22
sl, 3

2 ( 0 )
1/3

2(3)
1/3

2 ( 0 )
so, 00 —  so, 02--- so, 03---- so, 00

2 ( 1 )

1/0
2 ( 0 )

+--- +-- ++
sl, 02 so,ll— so,13--- so,10

1
11 12(2 ) |2 (3 )

sl,31 so,32 so,33
+--- +-----H

sl, 13

I
t---- +----■{

sl
II 12(0) 12(3) +--

,02 so,00 so,03 II |2(0 ) |2(1)
,13 so,10 so,llsl,

Fig.8. Partial testing tree of EFSM E

+----- +----- +----- +----- +
| vlv2 
+------

xl xl xl 1

00 0 1 -

10 1 - -

20 - - -
11 1 2 -
21 2 - -

31 - - -

22 2 3 -

32 3 - -

02 - - -

33 3 0 -

03 0 - -

13 - - -
+----- h----- H — h----- 4-

01 0 1 2
12 í 2 3
23 2 3 0
30 3 0 1

+------ v----- +------+
Fig.9 Reactions of EFSM to xlxlxl
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CONFORMANCE TESTING SYSTEM FÓR THE KASK NETWORK: 
SOMÉ IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEMS

Artúr DUBIELEWICZ, Iwona DUBIELEWICZ, 
Witold KOMOROWSKI, Janusz RATAJCZAK

Computing Centre,
Technical University of Wroclaw, 
Wroclaw, Poland

The conformance testing system reál ized as a part of 
the National Academic Computer Network CKASK proJecO 
follows the suggestions and recommendations given by 
ISO in DP 9646 CJanuary 19883. The prototype system is 
implemented on an IBM PC/AT compatible computer with 
the IBM SDLC ADAPTER

The problems presented in the paper árosé during the 
design as well as the impl ementation processes. The 
most important of them are: standardi zati on of the 
interfaces to the transport and network layers, 
impiementation of the translator of TTCN notation, 
definition of universal Tester Driver-Responder 
Protocol.

1. INTRODUCTION

The National Academic Computer Network CKASK projecO is a 
heteregenous network implemented since 1981. Hence only the 
layers 1-3 are implemented according to the OSI standards, 
the transport layer being a modified version of the early 
recommendation of ISO 8073 standard and higher layers being 
no standards implementations at all.

Considering the current architecture of the KASK network, the 
conformance testing system is limited and can only test the 
implementations of the transport protocol. The main reason 
fór the realization of the conformance system fór the KASK 
network is to enable:
- conformance testing fór the transport protocol
implementations, and
- non-standard testing, i.e. , testing of somé special 
features and behaviours of the implementations of modified 
transport protocol in the various KASK hőst computers.

Hence, the main goal of this system is to guarantee correct 
and reliable testing in a simple way which can be easily 
repeated. It can be reached by
- using standard conformance tests, and
- automation of the testing process, as much as possible.
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In our system, these postulates are fulfilled by means of:
- computer-aided selection of the tests tp be executed ,
- automatie translation of any test suiie/group/case written 
in TTCN,
- automatie generation of all the combinations of the test 
parameters values,
~ automatie DRIVER — RESPONDER communication and control,
* automatie registration of all the events and suspicious 
sltuations observed during testing in a human-readable form.

2. CONFORMANCE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

The distributed test method is applied in our conformance 
system. It requires direct access to the upper boundary of 
the i mpl ementati on under test CIUTD and consequently the 
detailed specification of the control and observation 
requirements at both ends should be given.

The realization of the distributed method implies that much 
more work must be done to connect the upper tester to the 
transport protocol layer in every tested system. To minimize 
these efforts, the upper tester is designed in such a way 
that only one part of it, namely this one which communicates 
with the IUT, will be constructed and coded separatly fór 
every system. The rest of the upper tester is designed as a 
portable modulé, coded in ahigh level language, and can be 
easily implemented on any system.

Lower
Tester

X NSDU

Upper
Tester

TDRP X TSDU

I U T

X NSDU

r
Network Layer 

Reference Implementation 
i n DRIVER computer

Network Layer 
Reference Implementation 

in micro-host

FIGURE 1
Architecture of the conformance testing system 

fór the KASK network.

The communication between both parts of the testing system is 
achi eved by means of the Tester Drivei— Respoftder Protocol 
CTDRP3, which was designed especially fór this purpose. The 
architecture of the conformance testing system fór the KASK 
network is shown in Fig.l.
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As mentioned above, the testing system consist of two main 
elements: DRIVER and RESPONDER. The DRIVER is reál ized as the 
encoder/decoder of the protocol data units CPDU3. It means 
that the transport protocol data units - TPDUs Cplaced in the 
network service data units -NSDLD - are sent, accross the 
interface between the DRIVER and the network layer, to the 
RESPONDER.
This type of conformance system architecture guarantees that 
the testing of the most interesting features of the protocol 
implementation is possible. However, it needs the following 
two assumptions to be fulfilled:
1. Implementation of the lower layers are correct 
implementations of standards,
2. There exists a well-defined interface to the lower layer 
theDRIVER cooperates with.

Our conformance testing system is operating in a special 
network software environment, designed and coded fór the 
micro-host [4].The main features of this network software, 
useful fór our purposes, are:
- a special "network kernel" Cas the DOS shell 3 which
realizes functions such as programs scheduling and 
activation, buffers and ti mers management, interrupts
handling,
- the 1-4 ISO protocol layers,
- due to well-defined interface between every two adjacent 
layers, they can be added or Cexlchange in an easy way.

In the conformance system we used the kernel and 1-3 layers 
programs. The DRIVER is placed above the network layer. The 
RESPONDER is situated above the transport layer Cwhich is the 
layer under testing} within the microcomputer which operates 
as a micro-host in the KASK network.

In the software we used, the second requirement previously 
mentioned is obviously realized, and the first one will be 
fulfilled after intensive testing of the microhost software.

The DRIVER’s program is situated in an IBM PC/AT compatible 
computer equi pped with 4MB extended RAM and an SDLC Adapter 
card which enables the connection of this computer to a KASK 
node.

3. FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

The conformance testing system offers somé functions cal1 ed 
operator commands. The main screen of our system, with a 
complete ü s t  of operator commands, is shown in Fig. 2.

The most interesting among the listed commands is the 
RUN_TEST command which activates the testing process. The 
execution of this command is shown in Fig.3.

Due to the difficulty of describing the execution order of 
each test case of the suite, it is proposed to create an 
independent description in form of a text fiié named Suite
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Configuration Fiié CSCF3. The name of this fiié constitutes 
the paraméter of the RUN_TEST command and such Information is 
sufficient to determine the order of test suite execution.

The SCF consists of the following two parts:
- description of formai test parameters, and
- description of the test suite execution structure.

TRANSPORT PROTOCOL 
CONFORMANCE TESTING SYSTEM 

Copyright by CO PWr
MESSAGE ---------------------------r—  COMMAND

RESTART
FINISH
PRINT_DIR
CH_DIR
DATE
TIME
COM_DSC
TLB_DSC
COMPILE
RUN_TEST
LIST
PRI NT

OPERAIT ON

< ENTER>

-------  PROMPT ---------------

Select * - Previous J, - Next

FIGURE 2
Main screen of the conformance testing system.

\

The first part of SCF is used to define values of all 
parameters which will be taken intő account during the case 
test execution. Every test suite paraméter can be given as a 
single val ue or as a set of values. Test will always be 
executed fór all combinations of parameters values. It 
relieves the user from running multiple test cases with 
different values fór the same parameters.

The second part of the SCF def i nes the test suite execution 
structure. It takes a graph form. It defines an execution 
sequence of test cases in the suite.

The graph is described by a list of nodes. Fór each node it 
should be given the following information:
- a node name,
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- a set of test cases attached to that node,
- a ü s t  of successors.

The order of the nodes in the SCF is nőt important. Test 
cases will be executed according to the order they appear in 
the ü s t  associated with the currently processed node. 
Similarly, the order of the ü s t  of successors determines the 
order in which the test case sets will be executed.

C 53

Data flow Control flow

FIGURE 3
Data flow during RUN_TEST command execution.

K
To OverView the testing history in a more readable form, the 
process of decoding the values of ASP and PDU parameters is 
performed on the operator demand, using the PRINT command. 
The decoded data can alsó be recorded on a hard/floppy disk 
and then printed.
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The other commands are auxiliary ones and enable the operator 
to obtain Information about actual time and data, the 
directory content and alsó somé additional Information on the 
test suites existing in the system Cwith a short description 
about their structures and purposes).

4. DRIVER ARCHITECTURE

The software architecture of the DRIVER is consistent with 
the data flow in the system Cshown on Fig.3). It consists of 
5 modules:

- Command Interpreter, whose main function is to read, 
recognize, and execute the commands of the operator; it calls 
the other DRIVERs modules according to the function which 
should be performed,

- TTCN Translator performs the lexical and syntactical 
analysis of the test case; it generates the internál form of 
the abstract test case; this internál form is the tree 
structure Cwith the complex data structures) which describes 
the types and values of all the objects defined in the test.

- Code Generátor activates and Controls the test 
sui te/gr oup/case execution; it creates the executable test 
case from the given internál form of the abstract test case 
and activates the Test Controller modulé. Correct execution 
of all test cases or detection of an incorrect test résült 
terminates the operation of Code Generátor, and an 
appropriate message is sent to Command Interpreter.

- Test Controller interprets the executable test case; it 
communicates with the network layer by sending and récéiving 
service primitives; it compares the expected behaviour with 
the actual one and generates the result of the test execution 
and send this information to Code Generátor.

- Registrat ion modulé performs the decodi ng/encodi ng of 
data gathered during the testing process Cit prints/displays 
them in a readable forrrD.

All modules bút one are coded in C language. Onl y the TTCN 
translator is coded in TURBO Pascal v. 5. 0. Communication 
between C and Pascal modules was achieved by means of the 
’spawn’ construct of the C language. The input parameters 
sent to the Translator take the form of program parameters 
Cas defined in C language)). Bút the ouput parameters and data 
sent/generated by Translator are placed in the memory pointed 
to by the C program Cthe address of this memory is one of the 
input parameters).The way in which the other modules are 
activated and communicate among themselves is defined by the 
software environment in which they operate [4).

5. RESPONDER

The Responder resides in the tested system 
directly with IUT via Transport Service 
interacts indirectly with the Driver by means 
defined Test Driver-Responder Protocol CTDRP3.
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The Responder consisis of two perelleli paris - the 
controlling responder CTRO end the testing responder CTR3. 
The connection hendled by the TRC is used to exchenge the 
TDRP coramends end responses while the second connection 
hendled by the TR is used fór the ectuel test treffic. Both 
perts of the Responder ere elmost identicel bút while the 
TRC’s beheviour is defined at System generetion tinié, the 
TR’s beheviour cen be progrenuned end then moni tor ed from the 
Driver by meens of TRDP.

Contr ol1ing Responder 
CTRO

Testing Responder 
CTRD

V

Mode
parameters

Mode
parameters

TRC kernel

L _

Auxi1i ar y 
parameters

Counters

T
TR kernel

Interf aci ng Interf acing
regi on r égi on

Implementation Under Test 

CIUT3

FIGURE 4
Software architecture of the Responder.
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Every responder acts as a finite-state machine - it makes a 
specified response to every event. The mapping between avants 
and rasponsas is defined as the oparation moda of the 
responder. The parameters of the TR’s moda Ci.e. , definition 
of TR behaviour} as wel1 as somé auxiliary parameters are set 
from Driver when the actual testing responder is generated 
CFig. 4. }.

Almost all avants occur as résülts of incomming primitives 
Cfrom IUT5 and most rasponsas consist of sending outgoing 
primitives Cto IUD. Savarai counters are connected to TR and 
they count incoming and outgoing primitives when the test 
runs. There exists one "counter event" CCEVO which can be 
us ed as pseudo—r andom event, occuring when a sp>ecified 
counter reaches a specified value. The actual CEV may be 
defined by an appropriate TDRP command.

The TDRP has two elements: commands and responses. Commands 
are issued by the Driver and are embedded in Transport Data 
Units. Responses are issued by the Responder Cits controlling 
part - T R O  and are alsó packed within T_DATA_req primitives. 
Most commands are used to set or change the Responder mode 
Cits testing part TR3 , to set auxiliary parameters, or to 
clear counters. There are two special commands fór generating 
a testing responder of "caller" or "called" type. The last 
group of commands consists of response requests.

Responses relay back to the Driver the Information requested 
by the just récéi ved TDRP command. A response might consist 
of mode parameters, auxiliary parameters, values of counters, 
and parameters of last récéi ved DISCONNECT or CONNECT 
primiti vés.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It can be easily seen that the main goals listed in the 
introduction have been reached in the implementation of our 
conformance testing system .

The most attractive and original feature of this system is 
the way of definition of parameters values and execution 
structure fór any test sui te/group/case. The idea to 
determine the special fiié with the necessary data to perform 
the testing is very useful and flexible.

From our observations it is evident that the system described 
above should be implemented on a somé much more powerful 
computer system. It already appears seen fór very simple 
conformance tests. Because the implementation of the 
conformance testing laboratory fór the Polish computer 
networks Cin the meaning of the ISO 9646 part 4,5} is 
planned, experience obtained during this implementation is 
very useful. In the future, we would alsó like to implement 
the standard version of the TTCN language, to design and 
construct responders fór other protocols, and to try to
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implement the coordimted architecture. Thls 1áttér seems to 
be very attractive from our point of view because it does nőt 
require the precise boundaries between two successive layers 
to exist Cin the older, operating networks existanc* of the 
such boundaries is very rare).
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COMMENTS ON TTCN IMPLEMENTATION IN THE KASK NETWORK

Iwona IXiblelewicz ar*d Krystyna Kolesnik 

Computing Centre
Technical University of Wroclaw 
Wroclaw, Poland

In the conforraance testing system fór the KASK 
network, conformance tests are described in the TTCN 
notation. So the necessity of the realization of TTCN 
translator has been arisen. The subset of TTCN - MP 
grammar Cdefined in DP 9646, September 19883 which was 
called TTCN-MPO, was realized. In the paper are given: 
detailed information about the assumed limitations fór 
the TTCN - MP grammar, the internál representation of 
the test tree and data structures, and somé remarkés 
on the realization of the TTCN-MPO translator. The 
problems connected with the development of the 
current implementation in future work are alsó 
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTT ON

In the middle of 1987 the TTCN notation was accepted fór use 
in the conformance system fór the KASK network [6] as the 
language of test description. The main reason of this 
decision was the ability to use standard conformance test 
suites in our network environment, as well as the ability to 
express in this language somé non-standard tests used fór 
other purposes. The appropriate ISO documents were studied, 
and at the end of 1987 the proposition given in the ISO 9646 
Annex F Cl] was accepted fór realization. Somé modifications 
and corrections were made because of many mistakes noticed in 
this publication. It was alsó obvious that in our realization 
we should follow the changes introduced in subsequent ISO 
documents dealing with this subject. Bút we have taken intő 
account one serious limi tation: the implementation of the 
TTCN language should be ready in to September 1989 and as a 
matter of fact, the version of the language close to this 
proposed in the interim output Teddington/Stockholm, 
September 1988 C2], has been implemented .
Fór the time being there exists no standard test suites 
expressed in this language. So we have written down somé 
simple tests cases, groups, and one test sülte fór the 
transport protocol, eláss 0 C4] which enables us to verify 
many concepts of the language as well as to check the 
translator realization. We have got somé interesting
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experiences in both of these areas.
We have assumed somé limitations in TTCN lmplementatlon and 
in the paper detailed the information on these changes is 
given. We aiso descrlbe the organization of the translatlon 
process and the translator realization. Our remarks on 
disadvantages and difficulties in implementing somé of the 
language constructs are alsó presented.

2. LIMITATIONS ON TTCN-MP.

The following main constraints are assumed to the 
implementation of the subset of TTCN-MP called TTCN-MPO.1:
1. the allowed predefined types are limited to: Integer, 

Boolean, Bitstring, Octetstring, Generalstring;
2. the length of Character str i ng must be explicitly given 

after the type name, in a form as in the example:
Octetstring C24]

3. the form of character string constants is as follows:
fór Bitstring: ’011..01’B 
fór Octetstring: '35AF. . 5’H 
fór Generalstring: 'abc . . x'

4. boolean and arithmetic expressions are limited to simple 
ones, i.e. , to one- or two-argument expressions;

5. operators fór Integer type are limited to: +,-,mód;
6. in boolean and arithmetic expressions, only named 

constants may be used.
The following changes have been introduced to the language:
Cl. ASPs and their parameters have an internál code given 
after the name of ASP or its paraméter e.g.:

N_DATA_IND C9]
C2. mandatory PDU parameters are enclosed in SPCI. . . SEnd.PCI 

and optional PDU parameters are enclosed in 
SVCI .. . SEnd. VCI;

C3. the constraints declaration part must be written prior to 
the behaviour part,

C4. the code and dacodé elementary events are enclosed in 
braces Cit allows to distinguish them from the arithmetic 
expression),

C5. the elementary events üst Cin the event line3 must end 
with It allows to distinguish the reference to
constraint üst from the arithmetic expressions Cif they 
both are present in the event line}.

The following language elements are nőt implemented :
NI. user-defined operators ,
N2. timer type declaration section,
N3. constraint üst parameters,
N4. generic variables,
N5. tree attachment,
N6. pseudoevent ’repeat’.
These restrictions are nőt significant. Somé of the 
constructions defined by the omitted syntactic rules can be 
easily expressed by somé others Ce.g., "repeat" by “goto" and 
counter, etc.3, bút they cause that the source tests text 
becomes longer. However, they have nőt got any influence on
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the object code form or size.
The static semantic is extended in the following sense:
- every operation of the ASP récéiving Cdenoted as "?"3 
should be time-limited, i . e. , in the ievel which contains 
should alsó be "elapse" or "timeout" line event, or both,
- only one "récéivé" operation can be awaited in one point of 
control and observation on any test tree level.
Our interpretation of the TTCN constructs follows the 
operational semantic given in [ 2 ]  with somé little
modifications. These módifications deal with the *snapshot* 
semantics of the “timeout" and "elapse" events Cdue to System 
software environmenU.
In our realization the operation called "Undo" [23 is nőt 
implemented. Restoring old values of variables which ha ve 
changed their values due to an assignment operation executed 
during the "send" line interpretation requires so much effort 
that the testing process is stopped in this situation.

3. TRANSLATION PROCESS

The TTCN CsourceJ program is translated in two passes. In the 
first one the entire fiié with the source program Ctest suite 
description} is split intő many smaller files, each of them 
containing only one test case Calso written in TTCN}. So the 
results of this phase are the libraries fór test case, test 
steps and default steps. Every library consists of a test 
catalogue, which associates the test case name with the test 
case fiié.
The libraries contain tests in the source form. So, every 
test case must be translated as many limes as lt is required 
to be executed. This approach to organizing test libraries 
had to be accepted, because in other circumstances problems 
with saving and accessing the complex structure of the 
compiled test are unresolvable in our system.
The second phase of the translation is performed on the 
demand of the user who can indicate the test suite, test 
group and test case he wants to be executed. During this 
phase, lexical and syntactical analysis are performed, and 
the generation of the data structure Cwhich constitutes the 
abstract test case internál fornO is done. The syntactical 
analyzer is type of LLC13 analyzer.
Any error detection causes the erroneous line to be written 
down in the listing fiié together with the error description. 
The erroneous entity wi11 be omitted in the following 
analysis. During the translation of the declaration part the 
following objects may be omitted: test part, test section, 
simple object, compound object, compound object paraméter, 
compound object constraint üst depending on the type and 
size of the erroneous entity being analysed. During 
translation of the dynamic part, elementary event, reference 
to constraint list, or a whole event line may be omitted. 
Translation is continued from the beginning of the next 
object of the same type as the erroneous one. This sort of 
error detection may cause that somé errors remain hidden or 
may constitute the source of somé false errors. Only errors
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causing memory to be exhausied when storing the test tree 
will stop the translation process.
The output of the translation process is a complex data 
structure which constitutes the internál form of the test. 
This structure consists of a test header record and a test 
tree. The header "points to" the root of the tree. The test 
tree consists of nodes. each of them represents one event 
line. The node points to the üst Cev) of elementary events 
which the line consists of. The following objects:
- test parameters CPARD ,
- test constants C CONblJ,
- test variables CVAR3,
- ASPs and PDUs.
- ASP/PDU parameters Cco_ob_par),
- constraints lists Cco_l_el3
are treated as parameters of the elementary events in the 
translator environment.
Every simple object of the language, i.e. constant, variable, 
test paraméter, ASP/PDU paraméter, is stored in a special 
Cstandardized fór translation purposes) structure called 
"valrec".
The connections among the elements of the test data structure 
are shown on the Fig. 1.
The test tree structure obtained as the result of the 
translation process represents the abstract test case. 
Obtaining the executable test case requires the assbciation 
of all the formai test parameters with somé actual Values as 
well as the generation of the proper form of ASPs and PDUs is 
done. This is performed in the next step, during the test 
interpretation.
The interpreter is working on the test tree structure; it 
executes the subsequent event lines, and within a line, 
elementary events Caccording to their respective priorities}, 
which the line consists of.

4. TRANSLATOR REALIZATION

The translator was wr itten in TURBÓ-PASCAL on an IBM PC/AT 
computer.
All data structures which constitute the internál form of the 
test are placed in dynamic memory; only the translator data 
structures, necessary during the translation process, are 
placed in PASCAL static memory.
Data structures generated by the translator are passed to the 
other modules coded in C language Cthe interpreter as well as 
the whole conformance testing System is coded in the C 
language C5Ü.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

The restrictions and simplifications menti onedí in the 
2 Cl-6 and Cl-C43 remarkably decreased the size 
translator and the duration of its implementation C

Secti on 
of the 
bpth of
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CONST VAR PÁR

Fig 1. Structure of the data elements connections 
in the Translator data output.

these features were very important to us3 . Moreover, írom our 
point of view, piacing the constraints part before the 
dynamic part allows fór a one-pass translator with full 
checking of proper use of constraints lists and values.
Somé of the changes listed as CS-C6 in Section 2, ha ve been 
approved to avoid the ambiguities which árosé during the 
translation process conducted according to the LLC1D method.
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Aftér writing somé simple test cases, we can alsó say that 
the solution uslng the libraries of ASP and PDU definitions 
is very rational Cunfortunately, we have nőt reálized it due 
to lack of timeJ. Other propositions are unpractical because 
the very long declaration part is needed fór these 
definitions and , moreover somé mistakes are llkely to be 
introduced that can in turn introduce unpredictable events in 
the testing process.
Other observation deals with the test tree expansion Cby 
attaching all the subtrees and default trees}. This expansion 
is very cumbersome because the demand on the mámory increases 
rapidly. In our realization operating memory must store the 
full test tree. This can be very large fór somé complicated 
tests.
We ha ve planned to implement the standard version of the 
TTCN-MP, bút it will be possible on an another, more powerfül 
computer, with the large memory Cactually the conformance 
system and TTCN translator are placed in the IBM PC/AT 
compatible computer with 640 kB operating memory}.

We ha ve alsó another trouble. We do nőt collect the test 
cases in their internál form bút as source text. So we have 
to translate a test case every time it is called to 
execution. This type of operation causes the translation 
process to be very time consuming. Hence the testing process 
can last very long fór a large test sülte. Since it cannot be 
performed in one session, there is an ability to execute only 
a part of the required suites or groups of test cases , and 
the rest can be performed subsequently £3]. It makes the 
testing a little effortless.
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Making reliable Communications software acconding to OSI specrfications has turnéd 
out to be a formidable task. This is especially true when a full stack of protocols has to 
be implemented in such a fashion, which is generál enough to serve a whole family ot 
applications. In this paper we describe a computer aided software engineering 
environment CVOPS, which has been used to increase productivity of a large software 
project and the maintenability and portability of OSI Communications software products. 
We discuss somé common problems in implementing a stack of OSI protocols and 
point out somé major design choices made fór our end System environment, which is 
DX 200 digital switching system.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been more than ten years since the 
specification and standardization of Reference 
Model tor Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
started, yet rather few implementattons have 
been done. One reason is that such 
implementation work is a formidable task. OSI 
Communications software tends to grow large 
and difficult to handle. Although the 
telecommunication industry has a long lasting 
tradition tor njnning large Communications 
software projects, the implementation of OSI 
protocols has somé characteristics of its own.

To begin with we give a short description of our 
operational environment, the OX 200 switching 
system. Then we discuss somé common 
problems in implementing OSI stacks. The 
Solutions we propose are based on a computer 
aided software engineering (CASE) approach. 
A CASE toolbox called CVOPS provides a 
simple paradigm of a Virtual protocol machine 
environment, which includes tools fór 
implementation and testing of portable 
computer Communications software.

Our protocol architecture TOSI 
(Telecommunication OSI) is presented in figure 
1. It has somé special features as compared 
with "a normál stack". Fór example, the 
bottom of the stack is two-branched because

FTAM

■ AdC-

CMISE

ROSE

ACSE
I

PRESENTATION PROTOCOL

SESSION PROTOCOL
H

C L A SSB : TRANSPORT PROTOCOL .C L A S S 2
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Figure 1: The DX 200 OSI architecture.
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we are able to operale either on an X.25 Packet Swüched Public Data Netwoik, or on CCITT's 
Common Channel Signalling System No 7. We alsó imptement a network layer routing function 
(GW) between X.25 and SS7. Because of the two different networks we must have two different 
classes, 0 and 2, of the Transport Layer. The Session and Presentation Layers are generál, 
providing Services to all kinds of Application Service Elements (ASEs) of the Application Layer. Fór 
historical reasons the Session Layer alsó has a direct application interface (AdC). The Application 
Layer consists of several ASEs. There is FTAM fór fiié transfer and management and CMISE fór 
network management. They both use ACSE fór application association control, and CMISE makes 
alsó use of remote operations of ROSE.

DX 200 is a digital switching system wKh a wide rangé of applications, from small local exchanges to 
network and transit exchanges [1J, [12], [16], [17], The number of subscribers can be up to 40 000 
and the maximum traffic handling capacity exceeds 400 000 BCHA. The first DX 200 was taken intő 
operation in May 1982.

The decentralized architecture of DX 200 is based on loosely coupled microcomputers (figure 2). 
Nowadays we use Intel 80386 micnoprocessors running our own operating system DMX. Each type 
of microcomputer is dedicated to a certain function, fór example the STU (Statistical Unit) collects 
statistics and the CCSU (Common Channel Signalling Unit) handles Signalling System No 7. Usually 
there are several microcomputers of each type in order to achieve reliability and Processing 
capability. Microcomputers communicate via a message bús. The message bús and microcomputers 
are made fault-tolerant by duplicating the hardware and software (in addition to somé other strategies 
nőt discussed here).

Due to rts highly distributed natúré the DX 200 architecture is nőt a typical environment as an OSI 
end system. In the rest of the paper we present our method of integrating two very complicated 
issues: the seven layers of OSI and the DX 200. First, we will shortly describe somé generál 
problems in implementing OSI.

2. SOMÉ COMMON PROBLEMS IN OSI IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 System design choices

The OSI Reference Model is a good conceptual model. It would be even better if that model could be 
used alsó as an implementation model, because it is easily understood and provides a natural way 
fór modularization of the software. However, this is nőt possible because individual layers cannot
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just be pút together to make a complete mutti-layer system 
kind of ain-time env trón ment tor protocol entities.

or cannot be pút together without somé

The OSI Application Services, e.g. FTAM and CMISE. can be implemented in many ways. However, 
thereare three basic views on how to implement a multi-layer communication architecture. Before 
sitroducing them we give somé definitions:

o An Application Service Block (ASB) implements a specific OSI Application Service, e.g. FTAM. 
ASB consists of required Application Service Elements (ASE), e.g. FTAM-ASE and ACSE- 
ASE. and ad the protocol layers needed below.

o An OSI Service Block (OSB) is a set of ASBs implementing the dedicated OSI stack, i.e. the 
OSI Application Services in the target system.

First we characterize the OSI Service Block according to the way, how concurrent connections are 
managed:

o Application Service Block can manage several concurrent connections (A) 

or,

o Application Service Block is capable of managing only one connection at a time. To provide 
multiple connections processes are duplicated fór each application (B).

View (A) can be called a multi-server view and view (B) a single-server view. Both views can be 
characterized more precisely by describing how software is divided intő executable processes.

OSI Swvice Block

a

Upper layers
ASB-1

ÁSS-3
ASB-2 

Lower layers

OSI Service Block

ASB-1

Upper layers

ASB-2 

Upper layers

ASB-3 

Upper layers

Lower layers
Lower layers Lower layers

OSI Service Block

P

OSI Service Block

ASB-1 ASB-2 ASB-3

Upper layers Upper layers Upper layers

ASB-1
Lower layers

ASB-2 
Lower layers

ASB-3 
Lower layers

Figure 3: Different constructions of the OSI Service Block.
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Figure 4: The implementation architecture of the D X 200  OSI.

Agam. the OSI Service Block can be constructed in four ways (tigure 3) deduced trom the 
combinations of the two groups below

o Application Service Block gathers all seven layers together intő executabie process (1)

or.

o Application Service Block is divided honzontally intő multiple processes so there are certain 
processes associated with specific layers (2)

anc

c OSI Service Block gathers certain parts of all ASBs together intő an executabie process (a)

0'

o OSI Service Block is divided vertically intő multiple processes so there are certain processes 
associated with specific ASBs (p)

Figure 4 shows that our implementation can be classified as a (A2P)-model architecture: the OSI

Service Block is composed of distinct Application Service Blocks whicn are able to manage several 
concurrent connections. Each ASB is composed of at most three processes. What were the 
reasons behind our design choices? In tact there were only two issues that had to be considered

c the characteristics of OSI protocol layers and the ASBs to be implemented

c impacts and possibilities of the DX 200 operational environment
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NormaUy the OSI stack is divided in two lunctional paris:

o Application, Presentation and Session layers, i.e. the OSI upper layers, are ctosety retated to 
the applications using OSI Services mapping one connection to each application.

o Transport, Network, Link and Physical layers provides a uniform Transport service, which 
hides the actual network possibly composing ot several different subnetworks

To achieve maximum performance, the latter part should be imp lement ed with co-processors. Fór 
historical reasons usually only the protocols up to the network layer reside in separate hardware plug 
units. The X.25 Packet Level interface is a well known example, bút it should be clear that soon all 
data communication hardware manufacturers will alsó support the Transport service. In any case, 
the OSI stack should be imp lemented in multiple processes according to view (2).

The Application layer is constructed (rom Application Service Elements. Thus, the Application layer 
offers a set of Services provided by different ASEs. The actual relationship between an ASE and the 
Presentation layer is nőt visible outside. Therefore it has become a rather common practice to do the 
encoding and decoding of data units to transfer syntax and vice versa in the ASE software. This 
leaves only the piain Presentation layer protocol itself as a common part to all Applications. In order 
to make the management and configuration of OSI software easier, the OSI Service Block should be 
divided intő smaller independent ASBs according to view (p).

The position of the Transport layer in OSI software is critical when considering whether upper layers 
of ASB should support multiple concurrent connections. If Transport protocol dasses 2, 3 and 4 are 
used to multiplex several transport connections to one network connection and the Transport layer is 
part of the process implementing an ASB, multiple connections should be support ed according to 
view (A). Together with choice (fS) done above this means there is no way to multiplex Transport

connections from distinct ASBs to the same Network connection. Therefore we have selected to 
make a separate process fór Transport and Session layers as depicted in figure 4.

The DX 200 operational environment alsó had impact on the splitting of the OSI stack. By piacing 
OSI upper layers in every microcomputer where OSI Services were needed we assured maximum 
concurrence To avoid software redundancy, the stack was implemented as separate Application 
Service Blocks which were placed in certain microcomputers only when needed. We alsó shared the 
load by splitting the stack horizontally in two parts. Session and Transport layers were placed both in 
DCU and CCSU to avoid overhead in message transfer.

In fact there was alsó a further reason to divide the stack between the Presentation and Session 
layers. Both Transport and Session layer standards are in a very stable State while standardization 
is still going on with the upper layers. By splitting the OSI stack between Presentation and Session 
layers we were able to achieve a stable interface tor the future OSI Application Services.

2.2 Functiona! profiles

Although there are stable standards tor nearty every individual layer. making an OSI implementation 
is nőt just "take the standard and code it". Ón the contrary the first thing is to retine the standards 
against tunctional requirements. Each layer consists of functional units, protocol classes. options and 
so on which have to be profiled. In order to be able to commumcate with other OSI implementations 
the standards have to be interpreted correctly. In the OSI context, "correctlv" means the way other 
implementors have interpreted the standard. However, individual layer profiling is only the first step 
towards a multi-layer communication software implementation

2.3 Local implementation matters

OSI standards include many unspecitied subiects tso called "local implementation matters") which 
are common to most of the layers, so that generál Solutions are needed It is said that loca 
implementation matters" are the maior challenges in OSI implementation. Tnese matters cove'
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subjects such as ttow control between layers in one stack, interfaces between layers and to the hőst 
System, and memory and buffer management.

Communication between adjacent layers can be synchronous or asynchronous. In both cases the 
implementation can be based on procedure calls or message passing. The imitation of asynchronous 
intertace by means of procedure calls leads to practices based on 'upcair mechanism [18].

Addressing of the entities within the stack is problematic tf the stack is composed of several 
processes. The two biggest probiems are the management of concurrent connections and the 
scheduling of protocol entities in one connection. OSI implementation probiems are discussed more 
thoroughiy in the references [2], [6] and [20].

2.4 Overall project management

The OSI stack is a complex software packet having tens of thousands of code lines. Therefore many 
people are invotved in its production and all this must be well managed. Designers and programmers 
have to obey somé common rules to produce maintainable and understandabte software. Methods 
and tools to support the software life cycle are needed. The software Kfe cycle consists of several 
phases: designing, specification, coding, testing and maintenance. In the OSI implementation a tool 
is needed in every phase. Tools shorten implementation time and somé tools (e.g. code generators) 
nőt only ensure conformity of the implementation bút alsó provide code reusability.

3. CASE TOOLS FÓR OSI PROTOCOL SOFTWARE

The implementation of the DX 200 OSI stack has been developed by using a computer aided 
protocol software toolbox. This CVOPS toolbox contains a family of tools fór the specification, 
implementation, testing and simulation of communication protocols in a portable C language 
environment. CVOPS tools support high-level specification of protocols in the form of extended finite 
state automaton [3] and data unit specifications based on ASN.1 language [9]. The skeleton of 
protocol entities are then derived automatically from these specifications.

CVOPS alsó has a simple language fór specification of layered protocol architectures, which allows 
an implementation to be constructed from a library of implemented protocols. A nrn time support 
package (CVOPS kernel) includes routines fór running protocol entities and is available fór several 
well-known operating Systems including System V and BSD UNIX, VAX/VMS, Intel RMX and MS- 
DOS. Fór the DX 200 project a portation to DMX operating System has been performed.

The current CVOPS toolbox consists of four independent, bút integrated tools: the CVOPS Main 
System, CASN compiler fór ASN.1, CATTS test system and System buiider BUILD. These are further 
described below.

3.1 CVOPS Main System

CVOPS1 - C language Virtual OPerating System - is a development environment fór any distributed 
system built up from a set of entities communicating with each other by message passing [5], [7], 
[13], [14]. In communication protocols each entity or ASE is modelled as an extended finite State 
automaton which is called a Virtual task. The kernel of the system is VOPS, which acts as a 
scheduler fór such Virtual tasks thus assuming the role of operating system. The hőst operating 
system however sees the entire CVOPS system as one process.

Virtual tasks communicate asynchronously by messages exchanged via priority based FIFO queues. 
Scheduling of the Virtual tasks is based on the priority of the queues. VOPS takes the oldest 
message from the highest priority non-empty queue and invokes the body function of the receiving 
Virtual task and passes a pointer to the message. The invoked Virtual task acts according to State

1 CVOPS was originally developed by Technical Research Center of Fínland during the Technology 
Programme FINPRIT 1983-87 of the Technology Development Center of Finiand
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transition statements given in the extended automaton specification. The task usually manipulates its 
internál variables and sends messages to other tasks. Execution of those statements is an atomié 
operation in the CVOPS process. When the handling of the message has been completed, the 
control retums from the task body to VOPS. When all queues are exhausted, VOPS is suspended. 
Input from the environment (e.g. user keyboard, network devices, adjacent processes) or timer 
expirations brings the VOPS up again.

A typical structure of a CVOPS system is presented in figure 5. It shows how two protocol layers, 
(N)-layer and (N-l)-layer, can be implemented. One Virtual task (VTASK) handles one connection at 
a time. Concurrent connections are handled by duplicated Virtual tasks. In this case an enity Virtual 
task (ENTITY-TASK) is needed in every layer. It chooses a free Virtual task in connection 
establishment and it soives local addressing problems by serving as a message router fór every 
incoming service primitive. The connection tasks take care of the actual protocol and message 
parameters, independently of other connections.

Special types of Virtual tasks called (device) drivers (modules UP-IF and DOW N-IF in figure 5) are 
needed to implement the interface between the hőst operating system and the CVOPS process. The 
CVOPS process needs a driver fór every external source of events. Fór standard types of interfaces 
like BSD sockets and NetBIOS somé CVOPS drivers are available, bút in most cases a driver must 
be tailored according to system specific features.

The purpose of the driver is to encapsulate system specific features, such as inter-process flow 
control, from the protocol entities. Although the neighboring Virtual task is no longer an adjacent 
layer entity, bot a special purpose device driver, one can use an unmodified layer service interface.

This simple paradigm gives the protocol implementor an impression of asynchronously 
communicating protocol entities yet avoiding somé of the overhead evident when implementing each 
entity as a single (reál) process. As compared to systems making direct use of 'upcalls' the CVOPS  
environment is more friendly, since there is seidom need to follow the low levet control flow, which 
nevertheless is based on upcall mechanism.

The structure of a single Virtual task is illustrated by figure 6. Normally a Virtual task has three 
interfaces; fór the layer above (UPParameters) and below (DOWNParameters) and one which is the
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(N)-SDU

(N-1)-SDU

Figure 6: G eneral structure of a  Virtual task.

Virtual interface to the peer entrty (PEERParameters). Fór every interface there are two paraméter 
functions: a "get'Parameter" function is used fór reading incoming parameters and a 
"put'Parameters" tor writing outgoing parameters.

Figure 6 alsó shows the information flow when a service primitive (say (N)-SDU) comes from the 
upper layer. It is read by the getUPParameters function, which Stores necessary data to local 
variables of the task. The Control Information (Cl) of the SDU is given to the automaton which then 
manipulates local variables. It constructs the associated (N)-PDU by determining the type of the 
PDU (Cl) and somé other fields, and then calls putPEERParameters function to do the actual 
encoding. Afterthe encoding of the PDU, the function pútDOWNParameters is called, which makes 
the associated (N-1)-SDU. This is the way in which service primitives and protocol data units move 
from one layer to another. However, there is usually no need to actually copy any user data, since 
the Virtual tasks share a common address space. Each Virtual task only adds (or removes in the 
case of upcoming message) its own information in front of the previous user data.

After specifying the interface events and State automaton, the implementation of a Virtual task is 
completed manually by writing the set of paraméter functions (UP, DOWN and PEER) and 
initialization functions fór the Virtual task. Data units attached to the events are described using C 
language structures or ASN.1 descriptions. In case of layer entities using ASN.1 structured data the 
results of the ASN.1 compiler (see below) is used to implement most of the paraméter functions.

This step by step mechanism is repeated in a similar manner regardless of protocol specific features. 
Thus the overall software engineering may be based on this scheme. In fact this process can be 
further automatized as discussed below in 3.4. The reusability of Virtual task implementations from 
one protocol stack to another - assuming that the interfaces remain unchanged - is alsó achieved.
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3.2 CASN - Compiler tor ASN.1

Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) is a high-level language standardized by ISO and CCITT tor 
defining data types. ASN.1 has become a common publication language fór all the Application layer 
protocol specifications. Its usage is alsó being extended to other protocol famiiies like MAP/TOP, 
GSM and TCP/IP.

The use of ASN.1 in specification and implementation of application data units is two-fofd. First, the 
syntactic structure of all data units is described in this abstract notation, resulting in the abstract 
syntax of the protocol [9], Secondly, any data unit specified in ASN.1 has a machine-independent bit
iével representation. This machine-independent transfer syntax can be derived by applying Basic 
Encoding Rules which have alsó been standardized fór ASN.1 [10].

The CVOPS toolbox includes a Compiler fór ASN.1, called CASN2 [4], which is used in both steps 
needed fór implementation of data unit presentation. First the data units attached to CVOPS  
messages fór all interfaces of a Virtual task are described by using ASN.1. CASN expects as input 
one or more ASN.1 modules fór each of the interfaces of a Virtual task and translates the ASN.1 data 
type definitions intő standard C data type definitions. CASN alsó assigns variables fór storing ASN.1 
values fór each Virtual task. The values of these ASN.1 variables are represented in local syntax, 
which is determined by the C compiler. This approach is diiferent (rom somé previously reported 
methods [2], (15], where ASN.1 values are stored locally in tree structures.

CASN alsó generates C language functions fór encoding and decoding values of these variables. 
These functions have access to njn-time message buffers, where protocol data units are represented 
in the standard transfer syntax. This conversion is part of the responsibilities of the Presentation 
layer even if the encoding and decoding functions are accessed via a Virtual task of the Application 
layer. All the low-level conversion routines and message buffer management routines are included in 
the CVOPS run time System.

Fór testing and probing facilities buitt in the CVOPS system another set of functions may be 
generated by CASN Compiler. These test functions are used to fill and print ASN.1 structured data 
units during the testing phase. It has turnéd out that the amount of work spent in testing a protocol 
entity may be decreased by this automatic generation of test benches.

In the implementation of such Application Service Elements like FTAM and CMISE, the use of CASN 
compiler had significant impact on the time and totál effort needed fór writing the CVOPS code. 
Together with the CVOPS code generátor fór protocol automata h was possible to produce 
automatically as much as 50 to 70 percent of the code lines fór these Virtual tasks. CASN compiler 
alsó provides somé options which allow quick prototyping of a protocol entitity, which alsó turnéd out 
to be a useful feature during the development process.

On the other hand the use of automatically generated data type definitions leads easily to many 
conversions between external message structures and CVOPS paraméter blocks. These 
conversions are performed by the CVOPS device driver tasks, which are alsó dependent on the 
application environment. Fór the interface between network management application and CMISE we 
were able to use ASN.1 structured messages thus avoiding the need tor adaptive conversions.

CASN Compiler rtself has been developed in C language. A language processor tool MIRA3 has 
been used to implement the parser fór the ASN.1 language. Current version of CASN is running both 
in UNIX and MS-DOS.

2 CASN Compiler fór ASN.1 has been developed by Nokia Research Center

3 MIRA Program has been developed by Expert Software Systems N.V., Belgium.

- t
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3.3 Computer aided test System CATTS

CATTS4 (Computer Aided TOSI Test System) is a conformance testing system, which is an 
implementation of the ISO Local Test Method [19]. It is meant tor protocol developers to be used 
during protocol implementation phase, although it can be used tor normál conformance testing 
purposes, too.

CATTS consists of a simple language in which all test cases are written. This aTDL (abstract Test 
Description Language) is based on TTCN [11], In a aTDL test suite developers can describe all 
inputs and expected outputs and their parameters. CATTS supports test suite structuring and 
management so that every individual test case or many test cases as a whole can be easily renjn. 
CATTS alsó includes a test result analyzer which automatically evaluates the test result judging the 
test to be passed, failed or inconclusively terminated. CATTS expects that implementation under test 
has been developed by using CVOPS and CASN.

CATTS consists of several software modules. The main modules are implemented with software 
tools LEX and YACC. CATTS can be used in MS-DOS and UNIX environments.

3.4 System Generátor BUILD

As described in 3.1 above each Virtual task and hence an entire CVOPS process consists of a few 
basic components (e.g. put*Parameters and get'Parameters functions), which are hand-coded in a 

similar way from one task to another. This observation has led to the development of BUILD5 which 
is an application generátor especially tailored tor software engineers working with the CVOPS 
toolbox.

BUILD takes as an input high-level specification files tor a CVOPS process: system architecture 
definition and definitions tor interface events, automata and internál items of Virtual tasks. Having 
analyzed this input, BUILD can generate C source code files fór the implementation of Virtual tasks 
and Makefiles fór producing an executable image of the system.

So far BUILD has been successfully applied tor building simulators of distributed Systems, e.g. the 
DX 200 switching system itself. The work to extend BUILD with capabilities needed fór protocol 
software development and providing this tool with a graphic user interface has startod and will result 
in further improvements to the CVOPS toolbox.

4. CONCLUSION

Implementation of a distributed generál purpose OSI stack is a formidable task. As in other big 
software projects, software tools fór the whole protocol life cycle are needed. However, 
implementing an OSI system alsó presents other difficulties. The specifications of OSI protocols are 
insufficient and ambiguous so they must be interpreted in a proper way to be able to communicate 
with other manufacturers' stacks. Although the OSI Reference Model is a well designed conceptual 
model, it cannot be used as an implementation model without adaptation. To construct a multi-layer 
system from individual OSI layers a separate run-time environment is needed.

In this paper we have pointed out the major difficulties in implementing the OSI system and 
presented a CVOPS toolbox which supports a multi-layer communication system design, coding, 
testing and maintenance. It alsó offers the needed run-time support fór individual protocol layers: it 
solves the internál flow control, addressing and memory management, the scheduling of individual 
protocol entities and alsó supports concurrent connections.

4 CATTS system has been developed by Nokia Telecommunications.

5 BUILD system has been developed by Nokia Research Center.
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The present paper deals with the formai translation of LOTOS intő an 
implementation oriented model. An approach named Pre-implementation, 
which is based on a model named PRIMOL, is described. A subset of 
LOTOS is used to illustrate this approach. PRIMOL is a model of 
Hierarchically Cooperating Extended Finite State Machines on which 
LOTOS specifications can be translated. PRIMOL is endowed with a 
transformation and verification framework.

1. Introduction

The Process Algebras approach fór the description of concurrent and 
distributed Systems has emerged in the early 80’s 
[Mil80,Bou84,Hoa85,BeK85] ancj j,as gajne£j growing interest in the 
protocol research and designers community. LOTOS 
[IS8807,BoB87,NaB86,Bri88] js one such approach which has reached 
the status of International Standard.

Process Algebras have a common syntactic and semantical framework: a) 
processes are denoted as terms of an algebra, i.e., expressions built using 
a predefined set of “behaviour” constants and operators; b) the semantics 
of terms is given by means of their translation intő labelled transition 
Systems, this translation being usually defined by associating a set of 
axioms and/or inference rules to each of the “behaviour” constants and 
operators [Plo81 ].
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The conciseness and power of the syntax together with the self-contained 
mathematical semantical model make Process Algebras very appropriate 
fór the formai and implementation independent deseription of concurrent 
and distributed systems. Thus Process Algebras constitute a solid starting 
point fór the development of conformance and implementation theories 
[dNH84,BSS87] which aim at the derivation of verified implementations. 
In the present paper we only address a first formai step of the challenging 
problem of derivation of implementations from LOTOS specifications, 
i.e., the mapping of LOTOS objects onto real/physical objeets. Although 
our discussion is applied to LOTOS, it is nőt specific to this language 
and may be used fór Process Algebras in generál.

Implementation is a wide problem which covers various aspects such as 
parallel computing, operating systems, user-interface, testing and 
programming methodologies. In the present work we are only concerned 
with an approach, called Pre-Implementation, the aim of which is to 
formally bring LOTOS specifications closer to implementation.

There is an apparent contradiction in the idea of mapping formally 
defined concepts on reál systems which are, by natúré, nőt completely 
formalised (at least fór the time being). In fact, specification-to- 
implementation is a complex trajectory which may greatly benefit from 
the use of formally defined intermediate steps before reaching the point 
where the mapping on reál objects should take piacé.

Pre-Implementation is based on a language/model called PRIMOL, the 
elements of which are called pre-implementations. The main 
characteristic of PRIMOL is to be a formai model which is based on what 
intuitively is considered to be close to the implementation: Cooperating 
Extended Finite State Machines. Another important characteristic of 
PRIMOL is to have a nice transformational framework. The aim of the 
Pre-implementation phase is to first translate LOTOS specifications intő 
pre-implementations and then, using the PRIMOL to PRIMOL 
transformation framework, to interactively transform these 
pre-implementations in view of their verification and possibly of their 
actual implementation.

2. Existing Implementation Approaches fór Process Algebras 
/LOTOS

The problem of formally deriving implementations from high-level 
specifications has been variously addressed in the recent pást. In [MÍ184] 
and [Par85], the authors have defined a translation mechanism from pure 
CCS regular processes intő charts (a particular kind of transitions 
diagrams). An adaptation of this idea to LOTOS, including value-passing 
and multiway synchronization, can be found in [Kar88]. [Ver86] alsó 
contains a mechanism fór translating a finite subcalculus of Meije
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[Bou84] intő minimál finite State automata and [GaN89] describes a two 
steps translation of a subset of LOTOS with value-passing: first intő an 
extended petri net model and then intő finite State automata.

In [BSS87] possible different definitions to the concept of 
implementation, as related to specification, are developed. The authors 
have named it “reduction” when it indicates partial (or totál) resolution 
of non-determinism in the specification, “extension” when it means the 
addition of functionalities nőt included in the specification, and 
“refinement” when it denotes transformations on the inner structure of 
the specification without altering its semantics. The tool described in 
[QPF88] uses the concept of refinement: LOTOS specifications are 
transformed using the expansion theorems defined in [IS8807] allowing 
fór the replacement of parallel processes by sequential ones. An 
extension to the language was needed in order to achieve these 
transformations.

The LOTOS Implementation Workbench presented in [MaM88] describes 
a translator of LOTOS specifications with “C annotations” intő C code 
runnable on UNIX. This translator provides an interactive framework fór 
the resolution of non-determinism. In this tool, LOTOS is used fór 
synchronization and control whereas the “C annotations”, that are added 
on LOTOS actions, provide means to act upon the UNIX environment.

LOTOS interpreters/simulators [BFL86,Eij89,Tre89] are another 
interesting implementation approach. They exercise the semantics of the 
language by reading the text of the input LOTOS specification (or an 
abstract syntax tree representation of it) at each interpretation step. These 
tools are suitable fór early debugging since the interpretation is closely 
based on the source text. Ecrins [MaS87] is an interpretor of user 
definable Process Algebras which alsó provides mechanisms to prove 
laws of strong equivalence between terms.

3. The Pre-implementation Approach

Fór a given Process Algebra, considered as a specification technique, 
Pre-lmplementation merely consists in: \
-  an “appropriate” model called Pre-lmplementation model the elements 

of which are called pre-implementations,
-  a formai, semantics preserving, mapping from specifications intő 

pre-implementations (a refinement in the sense of [BSS87]).

By “appropriate” it is meant that the Pre-lmplementation model has the 
following properties:
a) the Pre-lmplementation model should share the same semantical 

domain as the Process Algebra.
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b) the semantics preserving mapping from specifications intő 
pre-implementations should be simple and straightforward,

c) the Pre-Implementation model should be as close as possible to what
intuitively is considered to be implementations on reál distributed 
Systems. The following is a list of implementation concepts that 
would with advantage be formally reflected in the
Pre-Implementation model:
-  a distributed system is a set of cooperating sequential processes,
-  sequential processes are modelled by “Extended Finite State Machines”,
-  sequential processes use an imperative-like language to operate on data stored 

in somé memory,
-  communication between processes is modelled by a controlled access to a 

shared storage,
-  the configuration of a set of cooperating processes is controlled by a higher 

level process.
d) the Pre-Implementation model should be endowed with a simple and 

formai transformational mechanism allowing fór user-driven 
transformations to be applied on pre-implementations in view of their 
verification and of their actual mapping on distributed systems (this 
last point is still an open research topic). This property is of 
paramount importance. It implies that the Pre-Implementation model 
is flexible so that to allow fór different implementations to be 
derived from a given pre-implementation depending on the reál 
implementation environment.

The design of our Pre-implementation model has been inspired by results 
of [Bou87] and [dSi85]. [Bou87] presents a language using two levels of 
semantics: one which is symbolic, i.e., a description of a mechanism to 
calculate what “imperative instructions” may apply in a given State; a 
second level which is operational, i.e., it describes how a system evolves 
(how the data is modified) due to the operations of the “imperative 
instructions” that were calculated in the first step. [dSi85] defines a 
mechanism fór translating Process Algebras intő the SCCS-Meije 
calculus [Mil83,Bou84], This translation mechanism is based on the 
association of a SCCS-Meije finite automaton to each of the Process 
Algebra operators. Then the translation of, say, op(Bl,B2) is a 
SCCS-Meije term which is the parallel composition (with appropriate 
restrictions) of the automaton associated to op with the result of the 
translation of B1 and B2 . Roughly speaking, this SCCS-Meije term 
denotes the “synchronization” of the behaviours of B1 and B2 by the 
automaton associated to op. It is an adaptation of this translation 
mechanism that has been used fór the design of Pre-implementation 
models.

4. Presentation of Primol

PRIMOL is a model of Hierarchical, Cooperating, Extended Finite State 
Machines (EFSMs). More precisely, a PRIMOL pre-implementation is a

4
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hicrarchy, the nodes of which arc a special kind of EFSMs sharing a 
collection of data typc definitions and a sct of typcd value-identifiers. 
Each node in the hierarchy is responsible fór the “synchronization” and 
“control” of its subnodes. These concepts are formally presented in 
sections 4.1 and 4.2 which are devoted to the syntax and semantics.

The hierarchy in PRIMOL is inherited from the algebraic structure of 
LOTOS behaviour expressions. When translating a LOTOS specification 
intő a pre-implementation, each PRIMOL node is roughly the result of 
the mapping of a LOTOS operator from the source specification. The 
LOTOS to PRIMOL translation mechanism and the syntactical condition 
of its applicability are briefly presented in section 4.3.

An advantage of the hierarchical structure is that it sets an easy and 
simple framework fór PRIMOL to PRIMOL, semantics preserving, 
transformations: a transformation is the product of the application of a 
set of elementary transformations and an an elementary PRIMOL to 
PRIMOL transformation is simply defined to be as the result of merging 
of a node and one of its subnodes intő a new node. Section 4.4 describes 
this transformation mechanism and presents its properties and its 
advantages.

4.1. The syntax of PRIMOL

PRIMOL is an intermediate, i.e., non end user oriented, representation. 
The two main requirements that led to its design are: a) the ease of 
mapping of LOTOS specifications and b) the definition of a simple 
framework fór syntactical, semantics preserving, transformations. Fór 
convenience. it has been endowed with a concrete syntax which can be 
found below. This concrete syntax uses many of the syntactical 
constructs of LOTOS (Meta-svntactical conventions: terminals are in 
bőid type face or between “ ”, I is an alternative symbol, [ ... ) denotes 0 
or one instance, { ... } denotes 0 or more instances, { ... }+ denotes 1 or 
more instances and underscored non-terminals are defined in LOTOS 
[IS8807]):

pre-implementation = pre-implementation spécification-identifier
formal-parameter-list data-ívpe-definitions 

f node }+
END-PRE-IMPLEMENTATION

node = node node-identifier
| subnodes node-identifier ( node-identifier ) ]

state-variables “1” slate-identifier { state-identifier ) “]" 
STATE-INITIALIZÉ “[” state-expression {“,” state-expression ) “]”

| SUBNODES-INITIALIZÉ node-identifier { node-identifier } ]
( from state-condiuon-expression 

do action-expression
TO nexi-state )
ENDNODE
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Mte-condition-expression = state-expression { atate-cxpression 
action-expression = ground-action I action-from-aubnode I aeq-actions I sync-actions 
ground-action = “(” [

action-from-subnode 
seq-actions = 
sync-actions =

pre-action = 
label-pre-action

PREAMBULE preambulc-cxprcssion ]
LABEL label-identifier v is  visibility 
offers offers-expression ]
PROVIDED premiss ]
sub-init node-identifier { node-identifier } ] 
action “(” node-identifier “)” 

pre-action action-expression
SYNC action-expression { “//” action-expression }+ 
relabel-to label-identifier ENDSYNC 
label-pre-action I values-pre-action I sub-init-expression 

IF-IS label-identifier I NOT-IN“{” labels “}" 
i RELABEL-TO label-identifier 

values-pre-action = LET identifier-eauations I PROVIDED premiss 
sub-init-expression = sub-init node-identifier { node-identifier } 
preambule-expression = atom-preambule I seq-preambule I par-preambule

r

atom-preambule = 
seq-preambule = 
par-preambule = 
labels =
offers-expression = 
offer-list = 
next-state-expression 
visibility = 
state-expression = 
state-identifier = 
label-identifier =

values-pre-action 
atom-preambule seq-preambule
“(” preambule-expression { “II" preambule-expression } + 
label-identifier { label-identifier ) I i 
offer-list { “II” offer-list ) 
experiment-offer { experiment-offer }

= state-expression { state-expression } 
i I e
state-identifier “=” state-value
node-identifier
yate-identifier

The syntax of a node is quite similar to the classical notation of Extended 
Finite State Machines. The originality resides in the action-expressions. 
These make use of action-variables (these are called 
action-from-subnode) and their syntax is: action(node-identifier), where 
node-identifier is the name of a sub-node. It would be too lengthy to 
comment all the aspects of the syntax here. Instead we will present somé 
examples in the next subsection which is devoted to the semantics.

4.2 The semantics of PRIMOL

4.2.1. Informál introduction

An execution step (a global transition) of a pre-implementation involves 
the cooperation of a sub-tree of nodes rooted at the highest node. Each of 
the nodes of the sub-tree is involved with one of its transitions and 
synchronizes the involvement of those of its subnodes that are referenced 
in the action-expression of this transition ( more precisly, subnodes are 
referenced in action variables). Perhaps the best informál description of 
this mechanism may be given through examples. The three examples 
given below present simple Lotos behaviour-expressions together with 
their translation intő PRIMOL. Facing the first PRIMOL text, a (natural) 
graphical representation of it is alsó given.
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Example 1 BEO = BEI [> BE2
NODE BEO

SUBNODES BEI, BE2 
STATE-VARIABLES [BEO]
STATE-INITIALIZÉ [BEO = .[>. ]
SUBNODES-INITI ALIZÉ BEI, BE2

FROM [BEO = .[>. ]
DO action(BE2)
TO [BEO = [>. ]
FROM [BEO = [>. ]
DO action(BE2)
TO [BEO = [>. ]
FROM [BEO = .[>. ]
DO IF-IS exit action(BEl)
TO [BEO = .[> ]
FROM [BEO = .[>. ]
DO NOT-IN{exitt) action(BEl)
TO [BEO = .[>. ]

NOT4N ( «x*J mc*on(B£l)
(*anyaeft>n lram£E*Nch láb* la nőt atft *)

NODE BEO

( c j ^ o
IF-tS 0Kk maion(BE 1) \  

(‘ an acion Iram BElahich labai b axK \

(*inr»ci>wn K 2 -)

C-í>3 C [>■
m c*on(B& l 

r any acMrom BE2 *)

ENDNODE

Example 2
BEO = g ?x:s !E [ f(x) ] ; BEI

F.xample t
BEO = let ( x : s = vex ) in BEI

NODE BEO
SUBNODES BEI 
STATE-VARIABLES [BEO] 
STATE-INITITIALIZE [BEO = ]

FROM [BEO = ]
DO ( LABEL g VIS e 

OFFERS ?x:S !E 
PROVIDED f(x) 
SUB-INIT BEI ) 

TO [BEO = ]
FROM [BEO = ]
DO action(BEl)
TO [BEO = ]

ENDNODE

NODE BEO
SUBNODE BEI 
STATE-VARIABLES [BEO] 
STATE-INITIALIZE [BEO = .LET ] 
SUBNODES-INITI ALIZÉ BEI
FROM [BEO = .LET ]
DO LET x:s = vex action(BEl)
TO [BEO = LET. ]
FROM [BEO = LET. ]
DO action(BEl)
TO [BEO = LET. ]

ENDNODE

4.2.2. Notations and definitions 

Svntactical notations
fór a given node nd, a transition f, an action-expression ae, a 
preambule-expression pre and an offer-expression oe:
• nd-id(nd) is the node-identifier of nd,
• *nd is the tree rooted at the node nd,
• fór ND a node or a tree:

-  state-identifiers(ND) is the set of state-identifiers occuring in ND,
-  value-identifiers(ND) is the set of value-identifiers occuring in ND,
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• from(t) is the state-condition-expression of t, action(t) is the 
action-expression of t, next(t) is the next-state-expression of t,

• a transition í will be alsó denoted by a triplet (from(t), action(t), 
next(t)),

• ground-action(s) will be sometimes denoted by their quintuplets: ( 
pre , (g,vis) , bex , (si) ) where pre is a preambule-expression, g is a 
label-identifier, vis is a visibility (i or e), bex is a premiss, and si is a 
list of node-identifiers (the sub-init part of the ground-action).

• AV(t) (resp. AV(ae)) is the set of action-variables occuring in t (resp. 
in ae),

• parameters(pve) is the set of (typed) value-identifiers x occuring in 
pve in the form: let x=any s,

• Input(oe) is the set of (typed) value-identifiers x occuring in oe in the 
form: ?x:s

• fór txt, old],..., oldH, newi ,...,newn pieces of text, 
txt[newn/oldn,-..,new]loldi] is a new piece of text obtained írom txt by 
replacing all occurences of oldi by newi.

Partjai functions
fór f:D — > D’ and g:D —>• D’ partial functions
• f(x) = ? denotes the fact that/is nőt defined fór x
• f®g is the partial function defined by:

(f®g)(x) =f(x) whenf(x) * ? and g(x) = ?
(f@g)(x) = g(x) when g(x) * ? and f(x) = ?
(f®g)(x) = ? when either (f(x) = g(x) = ?)

or (f(x) ± ? and g(x) *■ ?)
• f\g is the partial function defined by:

(M)(x) = if g(x) * ? then g(x) 
if g(x) = ? then f(x)

• f  => g is a predicate which is true when f\g = f

Semantical domains and functions
fór a given pre-implementation pre-imp and a given node nd of pre-imp
• Values denote the unión of the value-domains of all sorts defined in 

data-type-declarations of pre-imp
• State-values denotes the set of all State-value(s) occuring in pre-imp
• fór ND a node or a tree, a control-state S of ND is a partial function:

S:state-identifiers(ND) ----> State-values
• fór a tree And, a variable-state V of is a partial function:

V:value-identifiers(*nd) ----> Values
• fór vex a value-expression, val(vex at V) is the value of vex at 

variable-state V7
• if sex is a state-condition-expression, or a next-state-expression or a 

list of node-identifiers. then
sex denotes the partial-function:

sex : state-identifiers---- > State-values
wich is naturally associated to sex
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(in the case where sex is a list of node-identifiers, sex is thc 
function which is thc unión of the local-initialisations of the nodes 
that are in the list and recursively of the local-initialisations of the 
subnodes that are initialised in the nodes of the list)

About.ihe. sémántics of preambule-expressionís) 
preambule-expression(s) constitute the “imperative” part of PRIMOL. 
Their semantics is such that fór any preambule-expressiort pre, one can 
associate a parametrized boolean-guard, denoted pre-guard, and a 
parametrized partial function, denoted pre-func, both defined on 
variable-states and both parametrized by the set of assignments ( 
parameters(pve) —> Values ). Let U be such an assignment, the domain 
and rangé of pre-guard and pre-func are given below: 

pre-guard(pre,U)(.) :
(value-identifiers—̂ -Values) ----- >■ {true, false}

pre-func(pre,U)(.) :
(value-identifiers—*■ Values) ----- ►  (value-identifiers----^Values)

Moreover, pre-guard and pre-func satisfay the following condition: 
if pre-guard(pre,U)(V) = true then pre-func(pre,U)(V) * ?

Notation
fór O = 0],...,0n an offer-list, 

pre a preambule-expression ,
V a variable-state, and 
U an assignment U:

parameters(pve)---->■ Values verifying pre-guard(pve,U)(V)=true,
W an assignment, W:lnput(0)---- >■ Values

then Values-vector(pre,U,V,W,0) =def vi,...,vn 
where v/ = if Oí = ?x:s then W(x)

if Oi= !E then val(E at pre-func(pre,U)(V))

4.2.3. Formai semantics of Primol

We will use the Structural Operational Semantics formalism [PI08I] to 
describe how a single transition can take piacé in a PRIMOL 
pre-implementation. Furthermore, in line with what was mentioned in an 
introductory subsection, the semantics of PRIMOL will be given in two 
sets of rules: a first set which describes what are the symbolic actions 
that are firable írom a given (control) State, and a second set which 
describes the actual transitions that can take piacé when a symbolic 
action is firable.

We will assume the existence of a syntactical transformation (which is 
too lenghty to describe here) on ground-terms action-expressions, i.e., 
actions-expressions ae with AV(ae) = §. This syntactical transformation 
denoted by ground-form is such that fór any ground-term ae, the result of 
ground-form(ae) is either “?”or a cround-action. Intuitively, ground-form
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replaces an action-expression by a simplificd one which is semantically 
cquivalent. ground-form(ae) yields a"?“ when there is incompatibility 
between actions that should be synchronized in a sync ... endsync, or if 
one of the label-guards is false

In the inference rules, SYMBOLIC1.....SYMBOLIC3, OPERATION1,
0PERAT1ON2, given below the notation (ND,S) stands fór “ND at State S” 
(ND here is either a node or a sub-tree and S a control-state), and 
(*nd,SIV) stands fór “And at control-state S and variable-state V”.

SYMBQHC 1

In thit rule, l is a transition of node nd. s 
=* from(t) denotes the fact that nd is at 
State s where t is fírable. This rule infers 
that if s ^  from(t) then the node nd can 
participate to the global transition by the 
application of ( action(l), nexl(t)).

SYMBQLIC 2

s =» from( t )

(nd  j  . < action( l ), next(l) ) y 
'  symbolic

( Andi . Sí > (aei, *,i )
symbolic ....... ( *ndp . Sp ) ( a tp ,  mtp )  

symbolic . ( nd . s )■ symbolic ’

S => < s © 5/ ... © Sp ) , AV( ae ) = (action(nd-id(ndi))........ action(nd-id(ndp)) )

< *nd , S ^ (ae [ aej /  action(nd-id(ndi)) /, (nel,...,nep,ne) ) 
symbolic

This rule shows how a given node nd synchronizes each of its transitions with those of its 
subnodes (if any). The result of this synchronization is obtained by replacing the 
action-variables occuring in a fírable transition of nd by action-expressions that are firable in 
the corresponding subnodes.

SYMBOLIC 3

This rule infers that an 
action-expression can be 
replaced by its 
ground-form.

OPERATION 1
if ga is a ground-action where

ga = ( pre, ( g,i ), Oi // ... // On , sp, (si) ),
V is a Variable-state,
U is an assignment U: Parameters( pre ) -------- Values

( An d . S ) (ae, ne)
symbolic

( And ,S  )- (ga. ne)
symbolic >
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W is an assignment W: Inputf Ol // ... // On ) ------ ►  Values
such that

pre-guard(pre.U) (V) = true,
Values-vector( pre , U , V, W, Ol ) = ... =

= ... = Values-vector( pre , U , V, W, On ) 
val( sp at pre-func(pre,U)(V) \ W ) = true 

then
This operational rule discribres how a given 
tree of nodes '-nd, rooted at a node nd, 
evolves due to the application of an internál 
(with visibility i) ground-action ga, 
calculated using the symbolic rules. Note 
that the resulting label of the transition is i.

where _ _
S’ = S \ ne \ si
V’ = (pre-func( pve , U )( V ) ) \W  

QPERATIQN 2
if ga is a ground-action where

ga = ( pre, ( g.e ), Oj // ... // On , sp, (si) ),
V is a Variable-state,
U is an assignment U: Parameters( pre ) -------- >■ Values
W is an assignment W: Input( Ol // ... // On ) ------ > Values

such that
pre-guard(pre.U) (V) = true,
Values-vectorf pre , U , V, W, Ol ) = ... =

= ... = Values-vector( pre , U , V, W, On ) 
val( sp at pre-func(pre,U)(V) \ W ) = true

then
This operational rule discribes how a given 
tree of nodes ''n d , rooted at a node nd, 
evolves due to the application of an 
external (with visibility e) ground-action 
ga, calculated using the symbolic rules. 
Note that the resulting label of the 
transition is g v; ... v».

where _ _
5" = S \ ne \ si, V” = (pre-func( pre , U )( V ) ) \ W 
v] ... V/i = Values-vector( pre , 0 , V, W, Ol )

4 .3. About the Translatability of LOTOS intő PRIMOL

As it may be noticed, PRIMOL is a model where the number of 
value-identifiers and nodes used in any given pre-implementation is 
fixed. This implies that a syntactical constraint on LOTOS specifications 
is needed in order to ensure their translability intő PRIMOL. This 
condition is the same as the one which ensures the finiteness of dynamic

t ^ n d . S ) symbolic

( ''nd . S / V ) ---- & v-l %  ( 'W  , S’ / V  )
operation

( - n d . S )
lymbolic

( And , S / V ) operation ( * n d ,S ‘ I V  )
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proccss creation in LOTOS. Such a condition is described and provcd in 
[GaN89]. The statement of this condition is given below, followed by the 
definition of the notion of architectural occurrence which is used in it. 
Condition: A LOTOS specification is translatable intő PRIMOL iff:
a) all the occurences of parallel operators in this specification are 

architectural,
b) any non architectural occurence of an enable or a disable operator in 

a process definition is such that there is no direct or indirect 
instantiation of this process from within the behaviour- 
expression which is the left argument of this operator.

Definition: an occurence, in a process-definition, of a LOTOS 
operator is said to be architectural iff there is no direct or indirect 
instantiation of this process from within the behaviour-expressions 
that are the arguments of this operator.

4.4. PRIMOL to PRIMOL transformations

The design of PRIMOL was conditioned by the ability of applying simple 
syntactical transformations. Any PRIMOL to PRIMOL transformation is 
in fact a sequence of elementary transformations.

4.4.1. The PRIMOL to PRIMOL elementary transformations

An elementary PRIMOL to PRIMOL transformation is merely the 
merging of a node and one of its subnodes intő a new node. In fact, any 
couple formed by a node and one of its subnodes can be merged. This 
merging mechanism is described in the following paragraph. *

Let nd be a node and nd’ one of its subnodes as given in the table below:
nd nd’

NODE n n'
SUBNODES sub sub'
LOCAL-STATE-VARI ABLES Ist Ist’
LOCAL-INITI ALIZÉ loc-init loc-init’
SUBNODES-INITI ALIZÉ sub-init sub-init’
TRANSITIONS trans trans’

The transformed pre-implementation is obtained by replacing nodes nd 
and- nd’ by a new node ND obtained from nd and nd’ by the following 
syntactical transformations:

A preliminarv transformation:
First node nd should be transformed so that the initialisations of subnode 
nd’ occuring in the transitions (action-expressions) of node nd become 
next State expressions (since nd and nd’ are going to be merged). This 
first transformation is discribed below.
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nodc nd is replaced by another node n_nd which is similar to nd except 
fór the transitions trans={...,ti,...} which are transformed using the 
following scheme:

fór cach transition ti = (from(ti), action(ti), next(ti)) obtain a new 
transition tti by replacing fór each occurence of a sub-init-preaction, 
say si, such that n’ e si ,

si is replaced by si u  sub-init’ - {n’} 
and in ti, next(ti) is replaced by next(ti) u  loc-init’

The transitions ttrans of n_nd is the set {....tti,...}.

The new node ND is given helow:
NODE N
SUBNODES SUB
LOCAL-STATE-VARI ABLES LST
LOCAL-INITI ALIZÉ LOC-INIT
SUBNODES-INITI ALIZÉ SUB-INIT
TRANSITIONS TRANS

where
N = n
SUB 
I  <\T
LOC-INIT

SUB-INIT =

TRANS
where

sub u  sub’- {n’}
Ist u  Ist’
if n’ e sub-init then loc-init u  loc-init' 
if n’ e sub-init then loc-init 
if n’ e sub-init then sub-init u  sub-init’ - {n’} 
if n’ í  sub-init then sub-init 

= transi u  COMB (trans2 ,trans’) 
transi and trans2 are such that: 
ttrans = transi u  trans2,
3 t e  transi , action(n>) e AV(t),
3 / € trans2 ,00110^^) g AV(t) 

and where
COMB(trans2 .trans’) =def 

{ (fr,ae,ne) I 3 t g trans2, 3 t’ g trans’ such that: 
fr  = (from(t) AND from(t’)) , 
ae = action(t) [action(t’) / action(n>)] ) 
ne = (next(t).next(t') ) }

Theorem: elementary transformations are semantics preserving ( modulo 
strong equivalence).

proof: ommitted.

4.4.2. About using transformations in PRIMOL

The flexibility of the transformational framework of PRIMOL is such that 
many fields of applications can be envisaged. Following is a list of 
application examples.
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a) a pre-implementation can be transformed intő a single-node 
pre-implementation. The EFSM of this single node can be used fór 
different purposes:
— deadlocks can be detected by the analysis of the control part of this EFSM,
— many properties can be checked by expanding the value-identifiers of this 

EFSM and thus obtaining a (finite) labelled transition system which in tűm can 
be analysed using existing theories and algorithms [B0S88, Naj88,...] and tools 
[Ver86,...],

— generál test derivation theories [BSS87,dMe86,Brí88a,...] and EFSM based test 
theories can be applied to this EFSM,

— the step by step interpretation and the simulation of the source LOTOS 
specification can be more efficiently conducted using this EFSM.

b) a pre-implementation can be transformed intő a two-level 
pre-implementation. These two levels can then be mapped onto a reál 
implementation where the root node is mapped on a “kernel” process 
and the subnodes are mapped on reál “operational” processes.

c) PRIMOL can serve as a theorem proving framework fór LOTOS. In 
order to prove the equality (strong, weak, testing, ...) of two open 
behaviour-expressions, one can translate these two 
behaviour-expressions intő two two-level pre-implementations. The 
roots of these two pre-implementations may then be compared using 
an adaptation of the verification framework used fór the finite 
labelled transition systems (an example is given below).

5. Example

One of the advantages of Pre-implementation is that it flatens all LOTOS 
operators of a given behaviour-expression intő the same basic elementary 
construct, i.e., EFSM(s). This makes it an interesting approach fór 
checking equivalences between LOTOS behaviour-expressions. 
Furthermore, open behaviour-expressions, i.e., with behaviour-variables, 
can alsó be translated intő pre-implemetations where the 
behaviour-variables are mapped on empty sub-nodes and referenced 
through the action-from-subnodes occuring in the action-expressions of 
the parent node. This implies that PRIMOL is alsó a framework fór 
theorem proving on behaviour-expressions. An illustration of this last is 
the proof of the associativity of the disable operator in LOTOS. This 
problem can be stated as follows, where = is the strong equivalence 
equality sign:

Vp l , p 2 , p3  (pl [> p2) [> p3 s pl  [> (P2 [> p3)

The proof is established by translating the two sides of the equality intő 
PRIMOL and then transforming each of the two pre-implementations intő 
a two-level pre-implementation where the leaves correspond to pl, p2 
and p3. The proof is obtained by cheking the strong equivalence of the 
finite automata that constitute the transition part of the root nodes of 
these two-level pre-implemetations. This proof mechanism is graphically 
depicted below.
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Translation of pl[>(pj[>p3) intő PRIMOL Translation of (pl[>p2)[>p3 intő PRIMOL

6. Conclusion

We have presented an approach and a model that can serve as a 
promising starting basis fór an integrated workbench fór Process 
Algebras in generál, and LOTOS in particular, covering the topics of 
verification and implementation. However, non-determinism and fair 
implementation issues have nőt been addressed. Furhermore, The 
PRIMOL model is likely to be enhanced on aspects such as: the extension 
of the translatable subset of LOTOS, the definition of a more dynamic 
representation fór the semantics, the study of strategies fór the
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application of transformations, the design of new transformations and the 
study of a verification framework. A tool, named LOTOMAT, is now 
under development. The first version of this tool is expected to include 
the translation of LOTOS to PRIMOL, the PRIMOL to PRIMOL 
transformations and the translation of PRIMOL intő finite labelled 
transition Systems.

As it may have been noticed, PRIMOL has commonalities with Estelié 
[IS9074,BuD87], an EFSM based standardized language. However, there 
is one main difference: the inter-process communication which is 
through Fifo queues in Estelié and through multiway rendez-vous in 
LOTOS/PRIMOL. The design of PRIMOL seem to indicate that LOTOS 
and Esteile could have been defined in such a way that the one is the 
pre-implementation model of the other. Perhaps [Cou88] is a step in this 
direction.

A tool called PIL was developed at INRIA. PIL Translates LOTOS 
specifications intő PRIMOL and then allows the user to interactively 
choose the nodes to be merged and performs the transformations 
automaticaly. The example given in section 5. has been treated using PIL.
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The use of SDL in an ISDN terminál design is 
described and the gained experiences are 
presented. Somé ideas about Rapid Proto- 
typing of SDL s pe c i f i c a t i o n s on the 
basis of PROLOG, SIMULA and C are mentioned. 
The SDL oriented tool kit under development 
is characterized.

1. INTRODUCTION

As a part of research work in the ISDN field we are working 
on the realization of a multifunctional ISDN terminál. First 
the telephony part was developed. We used a software enginee- 
ring methodology based on SDL and CHILL. This methodology was 
supported by tools, which enable the analysis of SDL specifi- 
cations before the beginning of any implementations. The 
logic of the application processes and the protocols of the 
D-channel were specified in SDL*, a subset of SDL’88 [1] and 
implemented in CHILL*, a subset of CHILL’84 [2].

2. USE OF SDL
2.1 SDL* - an SDL subset

Fór the given task an SDL subset named SDL* [3] was defined. 
The essential limitations in relation to SDL’88 are

The use of data generators is reduced to somé standard 
cases to enable the gen-arat i on of somé simple bút nőt 
predefined modes, as e.g.^,enumeration modes, named value 
sets. L,
SDL* processes can communicate only by exchanging signals. 
There are no global variables, neither in processes nor in 
procedures.
The substructuring concept is available fór blocks only.
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The service concept is nőt used.
The use of JÓIN is strongly limited, e.g. it is nőt 
permitted to jump intő a DECISION írom outside.
The declaration of valid signal sets, channels and signal 
routes is mandatory.
The declaration of the destination process in an OUTPUT 
statement (TO part) is mandatory. The only exception is 
the use of the VIA construction during the establishment 
of the name space of the system.

The main reasons fór these limitations are

To süpport a well structured design and avoid somé error 
classes (e.g. side effects),
To reduce the effort fór learning and 
To reduce the effort fór tool development.

2.2 Rules fór the use of SDL*

We felt it usefully to have two levels of specification:

The systens definition, which reflects the static struc- 
ture of the system and
The process specifications, which represent the flow of 
control and data.

In both cases the graphical syntax (SDL*/GR) is the main user 
interface. Somé rules limit the degree of freedom in the 
graphical arrangements to simplify the task of automated Pro
cessing of the specifications. Limited are e.g.:

the permitted line flow,
the permitted set of symbols at the beginning of a page 
and
the use of jumps and connectors.

Fór the specification of layered software (as in the case of 
the D-channel handler) additional rules are useful:

One block represents one layer.
Each block contains a root process that is created 
together with the system. This root process creates all 
the other processes of the block dynamically.
Source and direction of a signal are given by naming con- 
ventions according to the OSI Reference Model [4]. (e.g.
N_CONN_req means a signal (primitive) that is directed 
írom the (N+l)-layer to the N-layer, bút N_CONN_ind is a 
signal from the N-layer to the (N+l)-layer).
The encoding and decoding of messages is specified separa- 
tely. This makes a process spec i f icat ion much more read- 
able and simple data types are sufficient therefore.

According to our understanding a specification is complete,
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if there are no requirements fór further logical decisions in 
the implementation process. Such a specification we named an 
Implementation Specification. When specifying protocol layers 
a so called Protocol Specification has an independent signi- 
ficance. Such a specification contains the complete protocol 
logic bút nőt the mapping of PDUs to IDUs.

The full f ormalization of a spec if icat ion is necessary to 
automated or semiautomated validation, analysis, implemen
tation and testing.

3. EXECUTION OF SDL* SPECIFICATION (RAPID PROTO TYPING)
3.1. Goals fór analysis of specifications

One of the main goals of modern software engineering methodo- 
logy is the error detection as early as possible. This 
includes the urgency of validation of a formai software 
design, in our case of SDL* specif ications. There are two
different validation techniques:

- the analysis of the static properties of the design by
inspection of the SDL* text, which represents a given 
specification and
the analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the design by
execution (interpretation) of the specification.

By systematic inspection one can find such errors as missing 
INPUT corresponding with a given OUTPUT action, static unrea- 
chable states, saved bút nowhere received signals. The main 
advantages of the systematic inspection are the relative 
simplicity of the realization and the possibility to guaran- 
tee the absence of somé error classes.

Bút if one want to analyse more complex situations, then one 
has to take intő account the dynamic relations inside the 
system.
By specification execution (so called Rapid Prototyping) one 
is able to carry out a complete or an incomplete analysis. 
'Complete analysis’ means that each of the possible transi- 
tions in the state space is executed at least once with each 
permutation of the allowed population of the signal input 
port and the variables. The serious problem of explosion of 
the state space and of the number of permutations in specifi- 
cations of reál world systems exist. Actually this problem is 
reduced by the development of new search and backtracking 
algorithms, bút nőt solved in generál. Above all the comple- 
xity of possible data populations remains as a serious 
problem.

Further we only consider the aspect of incomplete analysis of 
the dynamic behaviour. The execution of a specification 
requires two steps:

first, the transformation of the spécification in an exe-
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cutable computer program and
second, the executlon of this program together with an 
appropriate run time support system (this compound is 
called the prototype).

The specification can be executed in two different ways:

as a random State space analysis, i.e. the interpretation 
of a spécification on the basis of random branching and 
random environment behaviour [5],
as a user controlled analysis, which can be compared with 
a normál test methodology.

The main advantage of the first mentioned method is the 
ability of analysis without an explicite test scenario. 
Therefore no additional work is needed. The analysis can 
start immediately after termination of the design process.
Bút if one wants to analyse the behaviour of a system under 
predefined conditions, e.g. under an extreme population of 
variables or under a rare signal combination, then the user 
control of analysis is demanded. This user control can be 
realized by an additional specification of a system environ
ment according to the wanted test suite.
Thus, both methods support alternative goals and require 
different expense.

Figure 1 gives a summary on spécification analysis goals.

specification analysis

s.s.a - State space analysis

Figure 1: Specification analysis goals

3.2. Random State space analysis using PROLOG

We found, that most of the design errors were of the kinema- 
tical error type, e.g. deadlock, endless loop, no return to 
the initial State, incorrect use of timers. Therefore we 
begun the development of a special tool based on PROLOG fór 
the automated detection of such dynamical inconsistencies by
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using the random State space analysis method.
The use of PROLOG was suggested by the following properties 
of this language:
I

PROLOG allows the description of the logic of an analysis 
process in a natural way, the built-in inference mechanism 
is very efficient.
Because of the logical foundation of PROLOG there is no 
need fór additional assumptions (e.g. time semantics) and 

- a PROLOG description is executable without any additions.

An executable prototype consists of the PROLOG equivalent of 
the SDL* specification and the PROLOG program PROEXE (PROlog 
EXecution Environment) [6], which gives the required run time 
support.
In the actual version of the prototyping environment fór the 
trans f ormát ion of an SDL* specif ication intő PROLOG the 
following clauses are available, which are interpreted by 
PROEXE:

system, process

start, stop 
call, return 
timer 
sav
input, trans

nextstate
output
setto, resetto 
éra, áss, inc 
chk
envsig

definition of the process set of the system 
under analysis
start and stop of a process run 
call of a procedure and return from it 
definition of a timer 
savé of a signal in the input port 
input of the current signal from the input 
port and start of the corresponding 
transition 
call of a new State 
output of a signal 
set and rését of a timer
manipulation of the value of a variable 
check of the value of a variable 
definition of a signal from the environment

The analysis will be provided by a random controlled run of 
the PROLOG prototype. Therefore one can influence the random 
behaviour of the

- environment,
- timeouts and
- message loss

in the following manner:

Each time a ’nextstate’-clause is reached the PROEXE built-in 
scheduler is called. It performs a round robin scheduling. 
Before reactivating a process the current State of this 
process is checked. If at least one among the expected 
signals is from the environment, then with a user controlled 
probability penv a legal such signal is generated and written 
at the beginning of the input port. If there is an active 
timer, then with a certain probability pti« a timer signal is 
generated additionally and the timer is deactivated. If the
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scheduler does nőt find a ready process, which can be 
activated,"'-then it has to check fór a deadlock State of the 
system. This is only the case if there is nőt any appropriate 
active timer or environment signal.
An important aspect is the modelling of signal loss. If 
PROEXE interpretes an ’output’-clause, a check is made fór 
timeout monitoring of this signal in the destination process. 
If the signal is monitored, the send operation is suppressed 
with a user controlled probability pioss.

The timer consistency can be examined easyly by interpreting 
of the ’setto’- and ’resetto’-clause. A missing RÉSÉT has as 
consequence an invalid timer signal.

The following diagnostics are made:

- deadlock of the whole system,
- discard of a message or timer signal,
- set of an active timer and rését of an inactive timer,
- missing destination process and
- updating or reading of an uninitialized variable.

Fór analysis purposes the gathering of statistical infor- 
mation is an important aspect. These are e.g. input port 
statistics, routing statistics, signal statistics. By such 
statistics it is additional possible to find out somé abnor- 
mal reactions of the system.
Fór debugging purposes somé tracing and report facilities are 
planned.

The following example gives a comparison of the SDL- and 
PROLOG-representation of a small part of a process specifi- 
cation and illustrates the straightforward transformation:

------------ SDL -------------

STATE sl;
INPUT message;
RÉSÉT timer;
OUTPUT ack TO partner;
NEXTSTATE s2;

INPUT tiner;
TASK err := err + 1;

DECISION err > 3;
(TRUE): OUTPUT error TO monitor;

NEXTSTATE null;
(FALSE): SET(t,tiner);

NEXTSTATE sl;
ENDDECIS10N;

ENDSTATE sl;

PROLOG

trans(p,sl,nessage) :- 
resetto(p,tiner), 
output(p,ack,partner), 
nextstate(p,s2). 

trans(p,sl,tiner) :- 
inc(p,err,ERR), 
transalt(p.ERR). 

transalt(p,ERR) :- ERR > 3,
output(p,error,monitor), 
nextstate(p,null). 

transalt(p,_) :- setto(p,t,tiner), 
nextstate(p,sl).
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As it is seen, the SDL to PROEXE transformation is more or 
less straightforward.- Bút at leasttwo problems remain:

- to distinguish variables with the same name bút declared 
on different levels:

Each variable is represented by a PROLOG fact of the type 

var(p_id, pdl_id, pd2_id, var_id, var_val) with

p_id processidentifier
pdl_id identifier of the first level procedure 

(if exists)
pd2_id identifier of the second level procedure 

(if exists)
var_id variable identifier 
var_val current variable value

the realization of JÓIN

This is solved by additional PROLOG procedures. The following 
example shows the principle:

The SDL sequence

A;
LABEL:

B; C; ... NEXTSTATE sx;
... JÓIN LABEL;

is transformed to

a.
label.

label b,c, ... nextstate sx. 

label.

The actual State of the whole system under investigation is 
represented by a set of PROLOG facts (database). These facts 
are manipulated by help of the PROLOG méta programming 
(retract/assert).

The main elements of the PROEXE internál database are:

i
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control information

plistlQ) «: list of ready processes

currstat(P ,S ) P: processname
S: name of current State

inpqIP,Q) P: processname
Q: inputqueue

randiR) R: current State of random 
number generátor

lists of actual saved sjgnals

savq(P,Q) P: processname
Q: list of saved signals

indicators of active timers

timout(P,T) P: processname
T: time interval

temprarv buffers of messaee parameters

signal(Pl,P2,Sig,Pár) Pl: name of sourceprocess
P2: name of destinationprocess
Sig: signalname
Pár: list of signalparameters

To give an impression how to write an SDL oriented runtime 
support System using PROLOG we give the simplified implemen- 
tation of the NEXTSTATE statement:

/* nanipulation of input queue of the process P */

nextstatéiP,S) :- envloadlP,S),savloadlP),tinloadlP,S),!,State(P,S).

state(P,S) :- inpqlP,Q),empty(Q),!,waitlP,S). /* wait if input queue empty */ 
state(P,S) :- siginplP,Sig),statalt(P,S,Sig). /* Processing of first signal */ 
state(P.S) :- state(P,s). /* lock fór next signal */

siginp(P,Sig)

statalt(P,S,Sig) 
stataltlP,S,Sig) 
statalt(_,_,_)

inpql P,Q),first(Q,Sig),!, /* reaove first signal írom queue*/ 
retractlinpq(P,Q)),del(Q,Ql),assertafinpqlP,Q1)).

- clauseltranslP,S,Sig) ! , trans(P,S,Sig).
- sigsavelP,S,Sig),!,fail.
- write(’++ signal discarded ++’),fail.
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/* r&ndon generation of a tiaeout signal and adding it intő the queue */

tiaload(P,S) tÍBout(P.T),clause(trans(P,S,T),_),!,tiaalt(P,T).
tiaload(_,_) true.

tiaalt(P,T) rannwi,!,tiastor(P,T).
tiaalt(_,_) true.

tiaestor(P,T) retract(tiaout(P,T)),retract(inpq(P,Q)), 
add(Q,T,Q1),asserta(inpq(P,Ql)).

ranswi randoa(R),ptia(PT),R < PT. /* randoa branching */

/* randon nunber generátor */

randoa(R) retract(rand(Q)),R is Q aod 100, Q2 is 125*Q + 1,
Q1 is Q2 nőd 4096,asserta(rand(Ql)).

3.3. User controlled analysis using SIMULA

The above presented variant of random State space analysis is 
nőt able to detect errors of the following classes:

missing reaction on a valid environment signal, 
missing timeout monitoring of a signal,

- lifelocks and 
’local’ deadlocks.

Because of the low probability of extreme situations the 
random analysis requires usually a lót of computer time to 
generate such conditions. To overcome these problems a user 
controlled ,analysis can be helpfully.

Therefore one can use the PROLOG oriented technique described 
above or a simulative method. In the following cases a 
simulation oriented analysis method is needed:

if one wants to adjust the timers in a system in an 
optimál way and
if one wants to carry out a performance analysis.

The following properties of SIMULA led to the decision, to 
take this language fór the simulative analysis under user 
control:

- the objekt orientation (classes, Virtual procedures) ,
- the coroutine concept,
- the built-in classes SIMSET and SIMULATION and

the high level language support (e.g. in comparison with 
GPSS ) .
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In our first approach the simulation program (the prototype) 
consisted of two levels, the run time support System COSIL 
(Computer Simulation Language) [7] and a subclass of COSIL,
which is the SIMULA equivalent of the SDL* specification. 
COSIL itself is a subclass of SIMULATION and offers the 
following classes fór the SDL* to SIMULA transformation:

link eláss SERVER 
process eláss TASK 
link eláss EVENT 
process eláss SIGNAL 
process eláss TIMER 
link eláss QUEUE 
eláss STATISTICS

modelling of processors
modelling of processes
abstact event data type
abstract signal data type
modelling of timers
abstract queue data type
means to observe the running prototype

Each of these classes has somé attribute procedures, which 
perform the operations on the object, e.g. via the following 
SERVER-procedures the scheduler is called:

wait(event_pointer) - blocking of the calling process, 
deactivate - self interrupt of the running process,
delay(dt) - blocking of the running process fór a

time intervall dt.

In connection with the deviation of prototypes írom SDL* 
specifications there are to solve two fundamental problems:

- In SDL there is no possibility to specify any time 
consumption. Bút fór a simulative analysis on the basis of 
SIMULA this is needed (SIMULA - 'hold' statement).

- Fór the purpose of performance estimations it is further 
necessary to have features to specify the mapping of pro
cesses to processors, the utilization of ressources, to 
determine the scheduling disciplines, and so on.

There exist somé proposals to extend SDL fór analysis 
purposes, bút this is nőt a good approach, because fór a 
given systera one gets different specifications dependent on 
the goal of their use (consistency check, performance 
analysis, implementation) . We propose an other solution [8]: 
we understand the run time support System (in our case COSIL) 
as a representant of the reál underlying System. As a 
consequence of this view such properties as transmission 
delay are realized by controlling the run time support 
system. Such an approach allows a clear distinction between 
the logic of a specification and the properties of the under
lying reál or prototype system.
In the case of COSIL it is possible to model the transmission 
delay by mapping an SDL channel to a COSIL server. The delay 
parameters are controlled on the COSIL level, nőt on the SDL
level.
As a successor of COSIL the new run time support system SDL 
MACHINE was developed [9], its interface is closer to SDL*. 
This simplifies the mapping from SDL* to SIMULA.
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Because SIMULA was available only on mainframe conputers, a C 
based simulation environment was implemented (10], which 
enables a relatíve easy portage of most of the SIMULA 
programs. Based on this tool a new C coded version of the run 
time support system SDL MACHINE is now available.

In connection with this idea we want to realize an 
evolutionary prototyping, i.e. that one goes step by step 
from the specification to the reál world implementation.

An other aspect fór future developments is the performance 
estimation of a design based on the co rre spond ing SDL* 
specification. Fór that we shall work intő two different 
directions:

extension of the simulation environment to offer new 
features fór model configuration and parametrization and 
development of a t rans f orma to r from SDL* to the input 
language of the performance modelling tool SATURN [11], 
which is based on extended queueing networks.

3.4. An analysis example

The CCITT specification of the D—channel level 3 protocol 
[13] was changed fór following reasons:

The open ended character of our design with the final goal 
of a multifunctional terminál leads to a strong layered 
structure of our implementation. Therefore we defined an 
ISDN network service (N_C0NN_req, N_SETUP_req, etc.) using 
as far as possible the OSI concepts. Thus e.g. an arriving 
SETUP_ACK message is transformed intő a N_SETUP_conf 
primitive.
a consequence of the introduction of a network service the 
definition of an extended collision handling was necessary 
because of the asynchronism of outgoing and incoming 
primitives.
The test and demonstration of the terminál should be 
possible without using an ISDN exchange. We performed the 
required symmetrization of the level 3 protocol in the 
following way:
. Utilization of the options of recommendation 1.451, 

e.g. a terminál is allowed to send a CALL PROCEEDING 
message and a terminál has to accept a CONNECT ACK 
message,

. Extension of the recommendation 1.451 by permitting 
incoming SETUP messages without any call information 
and by accepting and Processing of INFO messages with 
call information by the terminál.

In this context there were to solve further collision 
problems. Let us consider such a problem in more detail:
In the initial State the telephoné application process knows 
two permitted inputs: the signal ’hook_off’ and the signal
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N_SETUP_ind (connection request from the side B). The 
transitibn^eíatecl-tó the first aignal ends with a transfer 
to the State ’ ready_to_dial ’ . In this State a K'_SETUP_conf is 
expected:

STATE null;
INPUT hook_off;

OUTPUT N_SETUP_req TO layer_3;

NEXTSTATE ready_to_dial;
INPUT N_SETUP_ind;

OUTPUT N_SETUP_resp TO layer_3;

NEXTSTATE inco«ing_call;

STATE ready_to_dial; 
INPUT N_SETUP_conf;

Let us consider the case that two terminals are connected 
directly. If both terminals try to establish a connection 
simultaneously, then a collision arises from the fact, that 
both processes go intő the State ’ready_to_dial’ bút no 
N_SETUP_resp can be sent. The consequence is a 'hanging 
system’

By random analysis we did nőt found this error, bút an 
experiment based on a defined test suite showed the effect.

In our practical work we gained the following experience: 
About 80 per cent of the spéciiication errors were found by 
Rapid Prototyping (by random and user controlled analysis). 
The remaining part was only detected in the debugging phase 
of the implementation. This is nőt the result of a bad 
prototyping technique bút of incomplete prototyping test 
suites. This experience shows, that in the frame of an 
incomplete state space analysis good test scenarios are 
demanded.
Consistently we begun to develop algorithms fór an automated 
generation of test suites from SDL* specifications.

/* this leads to a N_SETUP_ind signal at 
the partner side */

/* this leads to a N_SETUP_conf signal 
at the partner side */

4. SDL* ORIENTED TOOL KIT

To support the software design and implementation based on 
SDL* and CHILL* in cooperation with a team from the Humboldt 
University in Berlin the following tool kit is under 
development:
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SDL* editing

- SDL*/GR editor that allows a graphical input via the key- 
board or mouse and includes a document generation modulé, 
transformator of the internál representation of SDL*/GR to 
SDL*/PR including the syntax check of SDL*/GR,
reverse transformator from SDL*/PR to SDL*/GR, 
checker of the syntax and static semantics of SDL*/PR 
specifications including the generation of an internál 
tree notation (SDL* parser).

SDL* analysis and verification

- random State space analyser fór SDL* specifications (see 
3.2),

- simulation environment fór the user controlled analysis of 
SDL* specifications (see 3.3),

- SDL* performance analyser which includes facilities fór 
hybrid (simulative/ analytic) model evaluation.

automated implementation

- automated translation of SDL*/PR specifications to CHILL* 
and C programs including the consistent updating of the 
design and the corresponding programs,
SDL* oriented runtime support system SDL/EX.

test support

test scenario generátor based on SDL* specifications,
- automated comparison between the the input/output 

behaviour of the implementation and given test scenarios.

5. CONCLUSIONS

SDL is an useful language fór the specification of process 
structured software. There are at least four aspects of using 
an SDL specification:

documentation and common base fór design discussions, 
automated analysis and verification of a design, 
automated implementation, and 
automated creation of test suits.

The last three aspects require the completeness of a specifi- 
cation and the absence of informál parts. By means of Rapid 
Prototyping one can find nőt only most of the specif ication 
errors bút can get first implementation experience alsó.

The availability of powerful tools to support the development 
of distributed systems is of high priority.
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The paper deals with problems of computer— aided 
protocol implementation. It considers the several 
implementation steps under the aspect of computer—  
aided implementation. It discusses in particular 
the requirements of the implementation specifica— 
tion, the implementation model and the implementa
tion environment, présénting our experience ga— 
thered by the implementation of the specification 
languages PDL and ESTELLE.

1. INTRODUCT10N

The large gap the protocol developer has to overcome from the 
specification to the practical realization of protocols has 
brought forth the desire to automate this process. Therefore, 
computer-aided protocol implementation has become one of the 
main topics in the field of protocol engineering. Besides ef- 
ficiency, computer-aided protocol implementation brings fúr—  
ther remarkable advantages such as the reduction of implemen
tation errors, the avoidance of incompatibilities between dif— 
ferent implementations, better maintenance, and independence 
of a certain implementor /Aggarwal 85/. The experience shows 
further that automatically generated implementations are bet
ter structured than hand—coded ones.

p.

Systems fór computer— aided protocol implementation have been 
reported in literature since the beginning of the eighties. 
They are mostly based on state-transition specification lan
guages. The principal implementation approach is similar in 
many cases. The specification text is transformed intő a high- 
level language code, often PASCAL, C or CHILL, which is con- 
nected with hand—coded procedures. The latter usually compri—
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ses such componsnts as process organization applied in the 
implementation, and the buffer and queue management, and the 
time control as well. In practice the proportion of this part 
differs between 30 and 60 per cent.

Computer— aided protocol implementation is a topic of research. 
There are a lót of problems to be solved. More experience is 
needed in this connection. The paper will discuss somé of the- 
se problems. It considers the different implementation steps 
under the aspect of computer— aided protocol implementation 
presenting our experience in this field gathered by the imple
mentation of the specification languages PDL /Koenig 86/ and 
ESTELLE /Koenig 89/, /Krohmann89/.

2. IMPLEMENTATION STEPS AND DECISIONS

The implementation process consists of several implementation 
steps Mhich require a lót of detailed decisions. Implementa
tion starts with the implementation design based on the servi
ce and protocol specification. The implementation design must 
alsó reflect the specific conditions of the system the imple
mentation is going fór. Furthermore somé generál implementa
tion decisions have to be made concerning the quantitative 
parameters of the implementation such as the number of connec- 
tions handled by an entity or the quality of service to be 
provided. The résült of the implementation design is documen- 
ted in the implementation specification. The base of the im
plementation specification is the implementation model which 
describes the logical structure of the implementation. It is 
possible and nőt uncommon that the implementation model can be 
directly derived from the structure of the protocol specifica- 
tion if it fits the requirements of the reál implementation. 
Then the implementation specification must be mapped onto the 
reál system. This includes many decisions such as the choice 
of the implementation language and the determination of a use- 
ful process and modulé structure. Finally, the implementation 
has to connected to the implementation environment, especially 
to the operating system.

In the following we want to focus our discussion on three to- 
pics: the implementation specification, the implementation
model, and the implementation environment.

- 430 -
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3. IMPLEMENTATION SPECIFICATION

The implementation specification i* usually the basis whlch 
computer— aided implementation systems start from. The elabora- 
tion of the implementation specification is a complicated and 
lengthy process. There are no unified rules about what the 
specification should include. Usually they differ from the 
protocol specification in containing concrete algorithms fór 
certain local actions of the protocol entity nőt specified so 
far, in defining the interface to the adjacent layers, and in 
calling routines from the implementation environment. This 
information has to be supplemented by the specifier because it 
cannot be derived from elsewhere. Fór computer— aided implemen— 
tation systems it is therefore important to have a clear cut 
between the things the specifier has to do and those which can 
be made automatically. It can be seen that this depends on the 
specification language applied. In PDL, fór instance, we have 
a special language level fór implementation specification 
which includes language features nőt available at the other 
levels. Thus implementation specification here is a refinement 
with the help of the new language features. In ESTELLE we do 
nőt have such a special language level. In this case the line 
between the protocol and the implementation specification is 
often a question of taste un less there is a set of defined 
rules fór this purpose.

Another important problem of implementation specification con— 
cerns its structure. Implementation specification often deter—  
mines the implementation structure. The design of a useful im
plementation model is therefore a decisive task fór computer—  
aided protocol implementation. We will discuss it below. Bút 
most of the specification languages give the specifier much 
freedom in further structuring their specification. These de- 
cisions can heavily influence the implementation. ESTELLE, fór 
instance, provides a complicated modulé mechanism permitting 
sophisticated dynamic structures. Such Solutions are mostly 
inefficient and difficult to implement. They should be avoi- 
ded. Therefore tools should be provided supporting well—defi— 
ned specification design or permitting a redesigning of the 
specification, respectively. A graphical tool fór representing 
the modulé structure can be very useful fór this purpose.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION MODEL

The implementation model is the basa of the implementation 
process. It deteraiines the structure of the implementation and 
describes the interaction between its conponent*. There is no 
unified implementation model fór communication protocols. Its 
structure depends on various factors such as the layer to be 
implemented, the specification method to be applied, the im
plementation environment and subjective decisions.

The main problem of computer— aided implementation consists in 
working out an implementation model which will find a broad 
acceptance because computer— aided implementation provides on1y 
one solution the user must accept or nőt. This requires a cá
réiul analysis of all the factors influencing the implementa
tion and experience with different implementation models as 
well. It may be possible that future implementation systems 
will provide several models applicable to different require- 
ments bút these will be very complicated to realize. Current 
systems generally provide only one model.

I
Figure 1 shows the implementation model we used in our 
ESTELLE-implementation. It generál Ízes the approaches proposed 
in /Serre 86/, /Heymer 84/, /Koenig 87/, /Zschiesche 89/.

The model consists of four basic componentss the protocol 
handler, the lower and upper SAP-handler and the layer mana- 
ger. The protocol handler creates the proper protocol. Fór 
each connection one handler will be established (see below). 
The lower SAP-handler maps the interaction between the peer 
entities onto the lower layer service whereas the upper SAP- 
handler serves fór the exchange to the upper layer service. It 
is usually less complex than the lower one bút it has been 
seen to be useful in many cases. The layer manager establishes 
the connection to the network management. It Controls the dif
ferent components of the layer and their cooperation including 
such functions as initialization, function test and error 
handling. Every component has its own input queue. The imple
mentation model must be mapped onto a practicable process 
structure. Here are several Solutions possible, e.g. one pro
cess which includes a subtasking fór all components. In our 
solution we use one process fór every component and subpro- 
cesses fór each protocol handler (connection).
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Fig. 1 :Structure of ESTELLE -  implementation approach
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An important problem in this connection is the question to 
Mhat extent the protocol or the implementation spécitication 
respectively, are to reflect the future impolementation model. 
All the approaches refered to above use implementation—orien- 
ted spécitications, i.e. specitications retlecting in a cer— 
tain manner the future implementation structure. In our 
ESTELLE-approach we alsó recommend a specitication structure 
which corresponds to the implementation solution presented 
above, Mhereby dynamic and static structuring are possible 
within the main modules. This recommendation is based on the 
experience that too complicated structures are cumbersome tor 
computer—aided implementation and can even prevent it. He be
lieve that the use of implementation—oriented specitication is 
an acceptable pragmatic approach based on the complexity of 
protocols and the gathered implementation experience at the 
moment. Moreover the use of an unified architecture permits 
the shifting of somé implementation decisions onto a more ab- 
stract level /Serre 86/. The stepwise complementation of the 
specification can be decreased. When is more experience has 
been gained with other specitication techniques, e.g. LOTOS, 
this approach will certainly be changed. The forgoing discus- 
sion about useful specitication structures supports this pro- 
cess too.

Finally, we want to discuss another important problem to be 
solved by finding the best implementation model: connection 
and event management. The information included in the specifi- 
cation text as the starting base of the compiler is limited. 
The specification considers only partly the existence of seve- 
ral connections. It assumes the existence of one theoretical 
connection. It implementation has to carry out the mapping of 
this Virtual connection onto n reál ones. The situation fór 
the event management is a similar one. Specifications repre- 
sent the appearance of events bút nőt their concrete handling 
(recognition, choice and assignment). These aspects are alsó a 
matter fór the implementation. All these things cannot be au- 
tomatically derived from the specification because there is 
nőt enough information. These components have to be implemen- 
ted by hand. It has been shown /Koenig 87/, /Zschiesche 89/ 
that it is useful to include them in the implementation envi- 
ronment (see below). On the other hand this lack of informa
tion is one of the reasons why computer—aided implementations 
are less efficient than hand-coded ones. The implementor has
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to accept the means provided and cannot gain advantages from 
the detailled knowledge of the buffar and procass nanagenent 
used.

5. IMPLEMENTAT X ON ENVIRONMENT

The implementation environaent ha* an important role fór the 
protocol implementation. It carries out the integration intő 
the operating system and the connection to the other layers 
including the network management. Typical functions of the im
plementation environment are, fór instance, the procass and 
subprocess management to carry out the protocol execution, re- 
source management (buffer and queue management) and time con- 
trol. Fór computer—aided implementation it seems to be useful 
to include connection and event management as discussed above.

The implementation environment can be directly created by the 
operating system if its functions are powerful enough. In most 
cases further functions must be provided which form a specific 
environment situated between the communication software and 
the operating system (see Figure 2). In computer— aided imple
mentation the environment usually corresponds to the hand-co- 
ded part. Its proportion related to the automatically derived 
part varies between 30 and 50 per cent. Due to the link func- 
tion the environment has to carry out it cannot be expected 
that this relation will change on principle.

The degree of automation, however, can be increased consi- 
derably by using a unified implementation environment defining 
a common interface with the communication software. Such an 
environment “smoothes” the operating system interface (see 
Figure 3) including possibly an extension or a confinement of 
the operating system functions. In /Zschiesche 89/ such an 
environment is described which has been implemented fór va- 
rious operating systems, e.g. MS-DOS and VMS, and practically 
applied to a hand—implementation of the transport protocol. 
This environment in a slightly changed form is alsó used as 
the kernel of our implementation system.

The use of such a unified environment can increase the propor—  
tion of the automatically derived part to almost 100 per cent, 
if a broad application of the environment is assured. The ef—
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ftert involved in the hand-coded part is alsó decreased due to 
its reuse. The unified implementation environment simplifies 
the design of the compiler fór the communication software 
shifting most of these problems to the implementation of the 
environment.

Ftg_* 3; “Smoothing" of the operating system interface
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper has discussed experience in coaputar— aidad implameo—
tation. The step to a daily practical application of such Sys

tems needs more time, yet. Thare ara still many detailled pro- 

blems to be solved. Problmms which raquire furthar investiga- 

tions are the character of the iapleaentation spacification, 

the elaboration of well —suited implámántation modals and the 

optimization of the implnmnntation Solutions by means of per—  

formance evalution.
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NETWORK LOPOS - PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Jan PláTÉLÁK and Milán SÁREK

Research Institute of Electrical Rotating 
Machines and Technical University Brno, 
Czechoslovakia

The submitted paper analyze and evaluates the link 
protocol of the local area network LOPOS. There are 
three basic topics: the protocol validation by formai 
model, evaluation of its characteristics by means of 
simulation model and performance analysis on reál 
network. The description of network is based on 
Extended Petri nets. The protocol is decomposed intő 
processes of tokén circulation, buffer enquiries and 
acknowledgement transfer. Simulation model is written 
in SIMSCRIPT II and SIMULA 67 languages.

1. INTRODUCTION

LOPOS represents an original project of a local area network 
in Czechoslovakia. LOPOS was developed in the Research 
Institute fór Computer Technique (VüVT) Ailina to enable form 
homogeneous "token-bus" LANs from the 16 bits and 32 bits 
minicomputers of the SMEP family. Currently 16 bits personal 
microcomputers PP 06 can be alsó incorporated intő LOPOS 
network.

As mentioned above, LOPOS is a full original project. It 
consists of hardware adapter and software modules. The 
adapter (denotes AKM) is based on Z80 microprocessor with SIÓ 
modulé. Using of these elements determinate transfer rate to 
0.5 Mbits/s. Access method "token-passing" is implemented by 
means of microprogram. Adapter has DMA to the memory of hőst 
minicomputer and to the communication médium (standard TV 
coaxial cable with impedance 75 Ohms). The maximum number of 
stations is 255.

Communication control rules are covered by network 
architecture containing five layers: physical layer, link 
layer, network Services layer, presentation layer and 
application layer. Meaning of all layers is clear from a 
simple comparison of the LOPOS network architecture to the 
OSI Reference Model, which is suggested in the fig. 1. This 
architecture has a significant feature. There is the same 
interface between network Services layer and presentation 
layer as in the network architecture of the SYRPOS 2 
communication system (standard network software fór SMEP 
family of computers). It enables to use all network Utilities 
(corresponding to the presentation and application layers)
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froro the SYRPOS 2 system on the LOPOS environment and, hence 
there is an application compatibility between both systems.

FIGURE 1

Presented paper is dealing with the LOPOS analysis from the 
point of view of link layer (see chapter 2, concerning with 
the model of a link protocol by means of a Petri net, and 
with the performance analysis by means of simulation model) 
and, outsequently, with performance analysis of a fiié 
transfer service on the level of an application layer 
(chapter 3). The last part of the paper is focused to the 
short discussion of the acquired results.

2. MODELS OF LINK LAYER

The formai description is based on Extended Petri nets. The 
protocol is decomposed intő processes of tokén circulations, 
buffer enquiries and acknowledgement information transfer. An 
example of tokén circulations between two stations with 
acceptation of disturbances is illustrated in figure 2. The 
characteristics of the protocol are evaluated by means of 
marking graphs (figure 3).

The simulation model of the link layer of protocol was 
written in SIMSCRIPT II and implemented on the EC 1045. The 
simulation model includes six main events:
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end of network initialization, 
end of data transmission, 
generation of new requirement, 
generation of new dlsturbance, 
release of buffer, 
end of sinulation.

FIGURE 2
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Input parameters of simulation model are:

- time of simulation,
- length of transmitted data,
- number of stations,
- médium time between requirements,
- médium time between disturbances.

Output parameters are:

- throughput,
- transport delay,
- complete delay.

We received roany results. There are presented only two 
examples. The first is a throughput as a function depending 
on number of stations (figure 4). The second is a throughput 
as a function of time between requirements (figure 5) . In 
both examples are accepted influence of time between 
disturbances.
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The results satisfy a user which is wishing to apply the LAN 
and wants to know its behavior in typical situations and 
conf igurations.

The simulation model was alsó rewritten to the SIMULA 67 
language fór the education purpose.

3. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT OF THE FILE TRANSFER SERVICE

Fiié transfer service is based upon a mutual communication of 
two network processes NFT (utility) and FAL (server task). 
User activates fiié transfer service by NFT utility in 
station A and, subsequently, server task FAL will perform 
required action in the station B. Hence, performance 
measurement consists in time measurement of files in 
dependence on the given number of blocks (one block 
corresponds to 512 bytes). This situation can be described by 
following equation:

tp = tsa + Tc + TSB , (1)

1
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FIGURE 5
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where T- is data transfer time at the level of link layer, 
Tsa and Tm  represent overhead of operation system and network 
software in both communication stations (at the level of 
higher layers). T- is associated with used "token-passing" 
access method, and, therefore, it can be further decomposed 
as follows:

where Tu is a waiting time fór a tokén, and T0 is a transfer 
time of data. Both ones can be analytically approximated:

Ty * p.k.Ty (k=l, . • •, n-1), Tp * N/r ,

where N is a length of transferred data (including all 
protocol headers), r is a transfer rate (0.5 Mbit/s) and n is 
a number of stations. Ty is a transfer time of tokén and k 
acquires values from 1 to n-1 according to the position of 
station within a logical ring. p reflects the fact, that Tp 
is the time measured at the level of the application layer, 
therefore, we must consider k.Ty several times. It follows 
from mutual exchange of start messages between protocol 
stations in higher layers of the network architecture. 
Regarding the amount of transferred data, the length of this 
start messages may be neglected. Now, we can form final 
equation (2), which approximates Tp:

TP = Tsa + tsb + N/r + P-k-Tr (2)

Tr was measured in an experimental LAN with 2, 3 and 4
minicomputers. Results of measurements are in figure 6. 
Referring to this graph, we can see, that number of station 
has minimál influence to the value of Tp. On the other hand, 
station addresses of communication stations (it means 
incorporation of stations to the logical ring) have
significant effect to Tp (transfer time from the station with 
address 4 to the station with address 1 is about 26% less 
then transfer time between stations with address 3 and 2). 
This reality reflects expression p.k.Ty in (2). In the first 
case (transfer from 4 to 1) k is set to 1, on the second one 
(transfer from 3 to 2) k is set to 3 (i.e. n-1) . Correctness 
of the equation (2) is validated by essentially linear form 
of curves.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our approach has been based upon a top-down specification, 
which refines the protocol step-by-step. At every step in the 
iterative process of specification and verification, new 
situations have been taken intő consideration. The formalism 
adopted is useful, nőt only fór proving the logical 
correctness of the protocol, bút alsó fór making a 
performance analysis of the system designed under the 
protocol.
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Part of results are formulated in a way that showed satisfy a 
user which is wishing to apply the LAN and wants to know its 
behavior in typical situations and configurations.
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ABSTRACT

Interconnection of networks with diffcrent Communications architcctűrés, 
protocols, and management Systems necessitates sophisticated methods and tools 
fór integration on a variety of different integration levels. No generál integráción 
methods exist today which are applicable to the integration of architectures, pro
tocols, and Systems. In this article we argue that meta-communication, i.e. com- 
munication about communication rules, is such a generál integration methodol- 
ogy. We summarize our efforts towards the development of an automated metho- 
dology fór meta-communication.

We view meta-communication as a distributed design problem. Meta- 
communicating entities exchange partially specified communication rules. Each 
entity, or a meta-communication center, applies a standard composition principle 
on the individual partially specified rules in order to dérivé the completc protocol 
architecture. We report on an existing implementation of the meta- 
communication mechanism and on translators that transform the resulting 
specification intő C code.

I. INTRODUCTION

As Communications networks are moving to multivendor, multicarrier, and mul- 
titechnology, network users and administrators have to deal with increased integration 
complexity. Todays network topologies often include a variety of Local Area and Metro
politan Area networks that are servicéd by a variety of Value Added networks and may 
be interconnected through different Wide Area networks. However, because of the 
increased integration complexity resulting from diversity, growth, and change, network 
interconnection is proceeding faster than network integration [7].

In the area of network management, integration problems are so acute that both 
industry and research have start ed a great amount of new activity. Meta-Management is 
a generál integration methodology. It is based o n M e t a C o m m u n i c a t i o n .  
Meta-communication is the capability of designing, specifying, and implementing com
munication rules at run-time. This means, communication is enabled solely through the 
meta-communication mechanism. Initially, the only known common denominator 
between communication partners is the meta-communication mechanism. That mechan
ism defines the Communications rules and therefore defines the way in which the
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compooents arc to be integrated to a system. Thus, a meta-communication method is the 
besic lool fór integration of Communications systems. We have developed, [8], [9], and 
partially implemented, [11], [13], a methodology that automates meta-communication. 
Meta-Management is an application and extension of Meta-Communication to manage- 
ment systems. Before we look at out rcsults in Section 3 and report on the implementa- 
tion of meta-communication mechanism in Section 4 and 5, we briefly introduce the 
subject of network management, its key issues, and the State of the art in Section 2.

2. NETWORK MANAGEMENT

What is network management? Network management is the feedback process of 
monitoring and controlling a network. Its main objectives arc to provide fór availability 
and performance of network resourccs and to support the user community in whatever 
way necessary. Network management functions have been classified intő five different 
functional groups by the ISO. These are configuration and name management, fault 
management, security management, performance management, and accounting manage
ment. Management systems available today can be classified intő one of the following 
classes: tools fór managing major Communications architectures (eg.SNA, DECnet); phy- 
sical subnet managers (eg. Modem, VSAT, Switch, LAN); specialized performance and 
security managers; and embedded management (eg. PBX).

Key issues of network management today are protocols, management information 
bases, analysis of network management data, control of the network, automation of net
work management functions, application programming interfaces, and prcsentation of 
network management information. Most of these issues are nőt adequately solved by the 
existing management systems. This forces most organizations to use more than one 
management system. The integration of these management systems commonly does nőt 
allow correlation and aggregation of data of the vendor-specific managers. Commonly, 
more than one point of control to the network is necessary because of the incompatibility 
of the different systems used.

There are three major approaches to integrated network management systems 
today. The first approach would produce the ideál integrated network management sys
tem bút hasn’t been used in any existing systems because of a lack of an appropriate 
underlying integration method. This approach is to simply have one integrated manager 
take charge of all devices in the network. This is technically difficult because of the great 
diversity of device types and manufacturers who use their own protocols. The first 
approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

The second approach is to integrate device managers and nőt the devices them- 
selves. This approach has been used in products such as IBM NetView and AT&T 
Unified Network Management Architecture Integrátor. It is illustrated in Figure 2.

The third approach is only slightly different írom the second. one as it allows fór 
multiple integrated network managers and interaction between them. AT&T’s UMA 
Integrátor allows such an interaction.
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Figure 1: Ideál Approach to Integráción

All cunently existing approaches impose a common denominator platform and 
expect others to confotm. As there is a number of different platform*, confusion is the 
result. In summary we can conclude that there are no off-the-shelf Solutions fbr complex 
heterogeneous nets, that there is only limited interoperability, and that rapid technology 
cycles make integratíon/automation efforts difficult. However, diversity, growth, and 
changé demand new Solutions fór integration of network management Systems and net- 
woric integration in generál.

Figure 2: Cotnmon Integration Appeonch
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3. META-MANAGEMENT
The meta-management/meta-communication approach allows us to postpone the 

system design decisions until all communication characteristics are known. This means 
we can solve each communication task in the most efficient way known. Thus, the meta- 
communication system is flexible to environments and applications. This should nőt only 
result in improved performance bút is the key to solving integration problems. Another 
advantage of flexibility is the adjustability to changes in Communications technologies. 
This should result in longevity of the design and implementation. Finally, it should be 
noted that meta-commuirieatiörr as it is defined in this paper can be easily modified to 
solve protocot conversion problems as defined in [4] and [5].

We view meta-communication as a distríbuted design problem. Meta- 
communicating entities exchange partially specified communication mles. Each entity, 
or a meta-communicatioir center, apply a standard composition principle on the indivi- 
dual partially specified rules to dérivé the complete system architecture.

The system arehheetúre (both, system specifications and system architectures of all 
Communications- sides, are represented) is specified with the abstract specification 
language of Archetype [10]. Partial specifications are given as predicates on the set of all 
Archetype specifications. Thus, each meta-communicating entity formulates constraints 
on the set of aeceptable system architectures. Each entity meta-communicates its con
straints to each other entity (or to a center). All entities (or the center) apply the same 
constraint composition principle on the accumulated constraints to deduce a set of con
straints that specifies a single system architecture. All entities compile this specification 
intő executablc programs that are subsequently automatically loaded to drive the proto- 
cols of the specified system architecture.

Abstract specifications of Archetype are nőt dircctly translated intő executablc pro
grams. This wouldn’t be practical from the software engineering standpoint because of 
the very high level of abstraction of those specifications which was necessitated by the 
meta-communication methodology. The abstract specification language is deseriptive 
and can be used to express a "Natural Language"-like specification of the system archi
tecture. An abstract specification is transformed intő a specification in the second 
language of Archetype, the data-driven, concurrent, executable specification language. A 
translator fór the abstract specification language is being developed. A translator of the 
executable specification language intő C has been implemented on UNIX 4.3. and SYS
TEM V and has succcssfully produced protocol drivers fór SUN workstations, the TI 
Explorcr, and a VAX 11/780.

The crucial part in the meta-communication mechanism is the combination of con
straints and the deduction of the system architecture. We have implemented this process 
using LISP and have succcssfully deduced system architecture specifications by combin- 
ing sets of constraints. Figure 3 illustrates the entire meta-communication architecture.
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SYSTEM A SYSTEM B

Figure 3: Meta-Communication Architecture

4. DESIGN LANGUAGE

The design language of Archetype is suitable fór the automatic design process 
because of its abstract descriptive natúré. A more conventional protocol specification 
technique such as the state-transitíon approaches [2] would make the specification of 
constraints fór the design process complex because of the level of detail required.

An abstract specification is represented as a tree. Each node of the tree is labeled 
with an archetype, which dictates the shape of the subtree. The subtree of a node is the 
refinement of that node’s archetype. The tree is specified as a list structure. Each node is 
represented as a list in which each child node is represented (recursively) as a sublist. 
Thus, the tree is structured as a nested list.

Each node is labeled by an archetype. The archetype can be refined by a subtree, by 
an explicit refinement specification (will be explicated later), or can be structured with 
the substructures possibly refined.

The label MÉDIUM is used to indicate the axis along which exchange of informa- 
tion units is to take piacé. Everything below a node labeled MÉDIUM is regarded as one, 
possibly distributed, information processing System.
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Each archctypc consists of a description and, optionally, an explicit refinement. 
Thrcc types of descriptions arc distinguished. The atomic description is of significaoce 
only to the node fór which it is the label. Currendy, we disdnguish only between two 
types of fiinctions of atomic descriptions. The putpose of DATA is to indicate infocma- 
tion which, at that particular level of interpretation, is nőt to be analyzed any further. The 
purpose of NEGOTIATE(<id>) is to indicate a piece of information that is to be 
identified by <id> and dynamically negotiated among communication partners.

A thorough introduction to Archetype can be found in [10]. The application of 
Archetype to meta-communication has been reported on in [11]. Figure 4 illustrates a 
simple, incomplete, design specification in Archetype.

Iayers(medium_interface(l): protocol: user interface)

phases(connect: data transfer : diaconnect)

unit_seq(window(3)receive)

interpretation(data: controi)

unit_seq(window(3)send)

data

leaf

Figure 4: Archetype Abstract Specification

Archetype, as it is currently implemented, is nőt sufficient fór Meta-Management It 
needs to be extended to describe Network-Management Systems architectűrés and atomic 
operations. The following syntax would provide such an extension fór the atomic opera- 
tions. It is based on the BBN Monitoring and Controi protocoL
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Operádon - Control-op | Monit-op

Control-op — Component-op | Item-op

Component-op :: (START i STOP | RÉSÉT) Vd-id Comp-id

Item-op SS (READ | WRITE) Vd-id Comp-id Item-id

Monit-op Monit-event Vd-id Comp-id Item-id

Monit-event = (Time)+ 1 Change

Change - From To

From = To = Items

Resources = Vd-id —» Virt-device

Virt-device = (Comp-id —»( Component —» ( Item-id -* Item)

Component = Processors | Protocols | Soft-modules | 
Hard-modules | Assoc-dev |Data-struct | 
Activities | The-whole-dev | Ports

Items = State-var | Control-var | Config-item | 
Event-buff 1 Data-struct-value

The above syntax gives a basic idea of the type of Archetype extension necessary 
fór Meta-Management. This extension is simple as the object of design is nőt a complex 
protocol driver bút inteirelations between sequences of high-level commands.

5. DISTRIBUTED DESIGN OF A PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE

A partial specification of a protocol architecture is given by defining a set of predi- 
cates on all the syntactic domains of the grammar of Archetype. We can have multiple 
predicates fór the same domain, which could represent distinct points of view or subse- 
quent changes of the same point of view. Those predicates arc acted on by a composition 
function in attempting to construct a single specification tree. The generál methodology 
has been formally defined using [1] (sec [9]).

5.1. THE PROTOTYPE

The currently existing prototype is written in LISP and operates on predicates that 
are written in LISP (fór a complete description see [11]). A predicate formulates the con- 
straints on the usage of an archetype. A meta-communicating entity specifies constraints 
on the usage of all archetypes. The weakest constraints are those which are formulated as 
predicates always yielding the value TRUE. The strongest constraints are those which arc 
formulated as predicates that retum true to a unique value in a unique position within the 
tree.
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The prototype consists of two main modules. The Candidate Value Extractor con- 
structs the set of candidate values front the predicates and Stores those values in the Can
didate Value Base. The Synthesizer is the core of the prototype. It recursively constructs 
the protocol architecture by using the Candidate Value Base to satisfy the composed 
predicates and dynamically maintaining a run-time environment. Starting at the root, the 
following steps arc performed fór each node to be gencrated:

•  pick a candidate value belonging to a particular syntactic domain and label the
node

temporarily with that value

•  apply the composed predicate on that node

•  if composed predicate holds
then label the node permanently and proceed with next node 
else if therc arc other candidate values fór the same domain,

then make the candidate value unavailable fór this node and start 
with step 1 again

else make this domain unavailable fór this node and start with 
step one fór the next domain

• if all domains have been tried unsuccessfully, then no specification can be gen- 
erated

The information explicitly passed to each node in generation is the set of archetype 
deseriptions and the set of archetype subtypes which have been applied along the path 
prior to that node. Once a leaf has been reached, the control falls back through the recur- 
sion levels until a node is reached fór which nőt all of the children have been generated.

5.2. PREDICATE FORMULATION

Each predicate specifies four types of constraints: the constraints on the values of 
the variable parts of the archetype, the constraints on the archetypes used before this 
archetype, the constraints on the archetypes used in other subtrees, and the logical 
interrelations between those constraints.

All specified predicates are combined by the composer which uses the composition 
function to logically deduce a single protocol architecture. The composer does this by 
successively constructing nodes of the Archetype specification tree in a leftmost, depth 
first fashion. Therefore, predicates essentially express two types of context constraints on 
the usage of archetypes in the construction of the final specification tree. These arc con
straints with respect to predecessor nodes (vertical constraints) and constraints with 
respect to sibling nodes (horizontal constraints).

Vertical constraints are formulated based on a path history (used-at and used-st vari- 
ables record the archetypes and their subtypes used in the nodes of a path). Figures 5 and 
6 illustrate this.
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(or (nőt (member ’PHASES used-at) )
(and (member ’PHASES used-at)

(member ’DATA TRANSFER used-st)
constraint) )

Figure 5: Vertical Constraint Example: rcstricting sequencing

The LISP function in Figure 5 defines a constraint in the specification (usage) of the 
data-transfer phasc of a protocol. Graphically, this function defines two types of prede- 
cessor - successor relationships:

* phases(...,data-transfer,...) = phases(...,data-transfer,...)

/  \
<no constraint> <constraint>

Figure 6: Vertical Constraint Example

Horizontal constraints formulations are independent of the sequence of node con- 
structions by the composer. A dependency of the usage of archetypes in sibling nodes is 
expressed by allowing an explicit evaluation of the composition function on an 
artificially constructed node. This enables the out_of_sequence deteimination of the 
archetype that will be selected in any node. Therefore, any archetypes usage can be con- 
strained dependent on the usage of archetypes in other nodes even though there is no 
predecessor-successor relationship between the nodes. Figure 7 defines a complete 
predicate fór the PHASES archetype that formulates the horizontal dependency of usage 
of archetypes in layers and interfaces.

(defun is-wf-pha (nodeid at s t )
(or( and (member ’PROTOCOL st)

(comp comp opr ’(is-wf-pha2 is-wf-pha3) node id 
(append (lsub at ’(LOG_CHAN))

’(PHASES ADDR MAP STREAM MAP)) 
(append (lsub st ’(PROTOCOL))

’(USER_INTERFACE NORM MODE)))) 
(nőt (member ’PROTOCOL s t )))

Figure 7: Horizontal Constraint Example: layer interdependency

A PHASES archetype can be used in the PROTOCOL subtree if and only if it is 
alsó used in the USER_INTERFACE subtree. The variable comp_opr is bound to the 
composition function (e.g. logical AND, OR, etc., or any other function retuming a 
boolean value). The function comp is defined below. Figure 8 gives a graphic represen- 
tation of the predicate of Figure 7.
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layers(...,protocol,user_interface)

phases(-.) <-------- IFF --------> phases(...)

Figure 8: Horizontal Constraint Example

The composition function itself is easily defined bocause of LISP’s ability to use 
functions as data. Predicate functions of meta-communicating entíties are given as argu- 
ments to the composition function which uses the LISP primitive apply to apply the com
position principle (simple logical operator or any other type of LISP function) on those 
predicate functions to construct the composed predicate.

(defun comp (compopr pfunc node_id at s t )
(setq pfunc (fcreat pfunc ’(node_id at s t ) ) )

(apply comp opr pfunc)
)

Figure 9: Composition Function

6. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a methodology fór automating meta-management/meta- 
communication fór the purpose of designing, specifying, and implementing communica- 
tion rules at run-time. The main purpose of the meta-communicating Communications 
model is the integration of Communications architectures, protocols, and management 
Systems. All currently existing approaches to integration of Communications Systems are 
of an ad-hoc natúré (see [12]).

We have implemented crucial substeps of the meta-communication methodology 
and will demonstrate a complete system in the near future. The composition of partial 
specifications to a complete specification of a protocol architecture has been successfully 
implemented and tested [11]. The translator fór the Archetype executable specification 
language has alsó been implemented and has been used to automatically generate proto
col drivers [13]. We are implementing the translator fór the Archetype abstract 
specification language, and will be porting both translators to operating Systems other 
than UNIX.

Each of the steps in the meta-communication methodology is under continuing 
investigation. On the topmost level we would like to provide a user-friendly way of 
specifying constraints that represent the knowledge of a meta-communicating entity. 
This could be accomplished by a knowledge-based system that automatically constructs 
these constraints from formaiized application requirements and environment constraints. 
A possible approach to this problem is given in [6]. On the level of combining constraints 
funher research is needed to clarify the relationship: composition function <— > predi- 
cates. Alsó, both the abstract and the executable specification language of Archetype 
have only partially defined interfaces to surrounding environments. These and other 
issues are subject of currentíy ongoing research.
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In summary, we believe that future Communications Systems will be based on 
automatic meta-communication. We have demonstrated the feasibility of the meta- 
communication approach through our methodology and through implementations.
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Abstract

Motivated by the theory of distributed /cooperative problem solving systems we in- 

troduce a formai concept of a society model of office information systems. We define 

somé notions to measure and characterize descriptive and behavioural properties of 

offices and illustrate them by presenting a result having comparative character.

1. Introduction

Computer supported collective activities have gained increasing interest recently. The 

necessity of developing intelligent generál tools fór handling theoretical and practical 

problems of cooperative and distributed activities in offices has obtained an empha- 

sízed importance. Office information systems have different models and approaches 

of description (see e.g.[l]), which express different aspects, as procedúrái [2,3], declar- 

ative [4] or object-oriented [5], In [6] artificial intelligent techniques are used, where 

an office task execution is considered to be a problem solving action. Office infor

mation systems as societes are modelled in [7], Based on the observation that usual 

computerized cooperative/distributed activities in offices, as real-time computer con- 

ferencing, distnbuted/cooperative text Processing, meeting organizement, electronic 

bulletin board or electronic mail can be considered as distributed/cooperative problem 

solving actions showing common formai similarity, [8] introduces a highly formaiized 

description fór the model of [7], In this paper we develop this model of by considering 

offices as societies of cooperating and communicating agents, which solve problems to- 

gether. We present a formai definition of the office society, motivated by a generative

paradigm of [9], We propose somé size and structural complexity measures and state 
somé results of comparative character.
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2. Office Societies

Activities, processes, relations in offices axe versions of intelligent activities, processes 

and relations in communities.

By an office we mean a collection of functionally related office societies, which 

are communities of cooperating and communicating office agents. Office agents are 

intelligent office entities, represented by knowledge sources. The basic generál rules of 

the cooperation and the communication axe determined by collective bargaining by the 

agents and are fixed in the social and com m unication agreements, respectively, 

which are represented by mappings.

Office societies have problem s to be solved and goals to be achieved. Goals are 

understood as missions, which are achieved by solving somé well-defined problems.

The solution of the office problem is the result of the problem solving process, 

which consists of consecutive steps and to which a common abstract space, called the 

office board is associated. The office board consists of the workboard and a finite set 

of com munication boards. The workboard contains the current paxtial solution(s) 

of the problem and the communication boards are fór storing those information which 

concerned with the problem solving process and are intended to be exhanged by the 

agents. Each communication board is dedicated to a group of agents fór privilegized 

levels of usage. Note that the workboard and the communication boards are handled 

in accordance with the social- and the communication agreement.

The problem solving process starts in an initial state of the office board (p rob lem  

initialization). Then it is continued by consecutive actions of the office agents, 

up to achieve the solution. An action consists of modification of the contents of the 

workboard and that of somé communication boards. There are enability conditions 

which determine the agent(s) executing the action. These conditions can be given in 

the form of an outer (static or dynamic) control, being fixed in the social- and the 

communication agreement, or can be given inside the agent. The process ends in a 

previously defined state of the workboard, accepted as the solution.

During the problem solving process the office board contains strictly organized forms 

of nondecomposable knowledge pieces, which are called e lem en ta ry  office know l

edge pieces (office information pieces). We make distinction between elementary 

office knowledge pieces having te rm in á l and n o n te rm in a l ch a rac te r. Terminál ele

mentary office knowledge pieces convey full information (which cannot be developed) 

from the point of view of the agent, nonterminal elementary office knowledge pieces 

should be or can be developed. We assume the office problem solution and the partial
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Solutions to be built up from office knowledge pieces, that is, strictly organized forms 

of elementary office knowledge pieces.

Office agents, as knowledge sources, are considered to be rvlc-based knowledge bases 

with the ability of activation. The rules have condition-action formát, where condition 

concerns the current State of the office board and the action is the set of modification 

steps executed by the agent on the workboard and on the communication boards (on 

each board at most one step). The ability of activation is determined as a sét of 

conditions concerning the problem solving process and the content of the office board.

Usually, office agents can solve a lót of problems together. The collection of office 

problem Solutions of office problems which can be solved by the same office society 

gives it office p ro b lem  so lu tio n  space.

In the following we give somé examples fór the possibility of the usage of this society 

model fór intelligent distributed/cooperative office activities.

Examples:

Distributed/cooperative text preparation by using the facilities of an electronic mail 

system.

The persons writing texts together correspond to the agents, the mailboxes to the 

communication boards, the current version of the text to the workboard. The office 

actions are the corrections of the text and the handling of the messages through 

the mailboxes. Fór example, different distribution lists correspond to social- and 

communication agreements. An office problem is the preparation of a text about a 

fixed topic (with a fixed title). The office problem solution space is the collection of 

those texts which can be produced by this community. Office knowledge pieces are 

reasonable units of texts (sentences, paragraphs).

Computer conferencing.

The participants correspond to the agents. There are no separated communication 

boards, the common meassage space corresponds both to the workboard and the 

communication boards. A message is an office knowledge piece. Fixed topics of the 

conversation can be considered as problems.

3. M easu re  and  classification

From the point of view of the organization and the construction of the computerized 

office we need information about the size, the s tru c tu re  and the b eh av io u r of the

office society.

' The classification (classes of) office societies according to somé formally well-defined 

measures is an essential point.
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In the following we propose somé ideas - somé of them were mentioned in [8] - to 

measure size, structural and behavioural properties of office societies.

Size m easures of an office society are connected with the office agents, with the 

communication boards and with the social- and communication agreements.

The following measures are of obvious sense:

- the number of office agents,

- the maximai number of rules of the office agents,

- the maximai number of nonterminal (terminál) office knowledge pieces occurring 

in the set of rules of an office agent.

The size of a communication board can be characterized by the maximai number of 

totál occurrence of elementary office knowledge pieces in the board during the different 

problem solving processes of the society.

S tru c tu ra l m easures refer to the process of problem solving and characterize the 

interactions of the agents. Such measure is fór example: the number of groups of 

striciig cooperating agents, where by strict cooperation we mean the following: two 

agents are in strict cooperation if there is a problem solving process in the society in 

which the agents develop a knowledge piece produced by the other one. To determine 

independent groups of agents of a society is of obvious sense.

Another important structural complexity measure is the maximum of the totál occur

rence of nonterminal elementary office knowledge pieces in the partial Solutions in the 

workboard during the problem solving processes. This measure can be interpreted as 

the number of open questions in the current step in the workboard.

Size and structural measures can be extended fór classes of office societies having the 

same office problem solution space by considering the minimál value of the correspond- 

ing measure in the eláss.

Another important point of classification is the classification of the office societies 

according to the s tra te g ie s  applied by (groups of) agents in the different problem 

solving processes. Strategies can be collective and self-strategies. Collective strategies 

are concemed with the collective behaviour of the agents and are fixed, in somé cases, 

by the social agreement. Self-strategies are characteristic only fór the agent.

W ithout the aim of completeness we give somé examples fór self-and collective strate

gies. Self-strategies can be , fór example, so calléd "minimál comment” and "full 

comment” strategy. In the first case the office agent modifies one office knowledge 

piece in the office board, and in the second case he/she modifies all knowledge pieces 

which he/she thinks necessary to be modified. Another self-strategy can be, fór exam

ple, the so-called "minimál message” strategy, when the agent modifies such knowledge
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piece in tbc communication hosad, which is bnilt up minimál number of elementary 

knowledge pieces.

The following cases are exacopies fór collective stratégiai: first, the strategy of step 

number limitation, when office agent can execute consecutively (at least, at

most, exactly) a fixed number of actions; the strategy of comparative competence, 

when the office agent perSo«M tbc action which is the most (the least, of measure of 

a fixed value) competent, wikeee tbc competence expresSes the ability of modification 

of the workboard.

A ooilective strategy can be baasd oo the limitation of the communication steps done by 

the a^jents, too. An interesting example fór collective strategies is the case of temporaly 

monopolixation, which means that until an office agent satisfies the conditions of the 

strategy then it performs the next action. Note that collective strategies raise such 

importjait questions as fá im én  and efficiency.

4. A form ai m odel

In tbc following we present a formai definition of the office society and the office 

psoblem solving process.

We first define a notation.

N o ta tio n  1.

The elementary office knowledge piece with no information (the empty office knowledge 

piece) is denoted by e. Fór F  being a set of elementary office knowledge pieces we 

denote by K (F )  the set of offtee kaowledge pieces built from F. By K t (F ) we denote 

tbe unión of K (F )  and {c}. The fanaily of n-tuples (n > 1) of elements of K (F ) 

(K .(F ))  is denoted by K<n\ F )  (K<n)(F)).

In the following we present the notion of an office agent.

D efin ition  1.

An office agent (with m communication boards, where m  > 1), is a 4-tuple 

A ~  (N , T, R, m), where

(íj N  and T  are finite disjoint sets of elementary office knowledge pieces, called 

nonterminal etnd terminál office knowledge pieces, respectively,

(ii) R  is a finite set of rules having the form

r : if condr(w) =  true th e n  change j f ó r  rnodifr(w), else do nothing; where 

condr : K Ím+1\ N  U T) —» {true, fa l té } and 

m odifr : Á'ím+1)(JV U T) -* K Ím+1)(N  U T).
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Hote that different rules can have the same condition. Mapping condr refers to the 

•taté of the office board before perfonning an action and mapping m odifT defines the 

modifications. Note that the defínition does nőt mean effective reading and modifica- 

tion, pseudo (empty) actions are assumed to be possible, too.

The notion of an office society is defined as follows.

D efínition 2.

An office society with n office agents and m communication boards, n ,m  > 1 is a 

7-tuple 0  — (A , a, 6, x, r, n, m), where

(i) A  = {Aj : 1 <  i <  n}, where Aj =  (N i, Ti, R í , m), is an office agent, where fór 

« t  3, 1 <  *. 3 < n, (Ni U Tj) n  N j =  0,

(ii) a : A  x K^m+1\ N  U T ) —» 2"4, where a is said to be the social agreement,

(iii) 6 : A  x K^m+1\ N  U T) —» 2(1,J....m), where 6 is said to be the communication

agreement,

(iv) x S : s = (s0, . . . ,  sm), s0 G K (N  U T), Sj G K ,(N  U T), 1 < i <  m}, 

where x is called the set of problem initializations of 0 ,

(r) r  : x —> 2k , (t ) is the mapping defining the acceptable Solutions to the problem  

initializations.

Hoie that ét (the social agreement) defines the agent(s) performing the next action 

and 6 defines the set of communication boards which are effectively modified. These 

notions express dynamic control. Knowledge pieces being in the initial states of the 

workboard and the communication boards (fixed by x) initialize the problem to be 

solved. The mapping r  is fór selecting problem Solutions which are acceptable írom 

the point of view of the society.

In the following we define formally, what the problem solving process means. 

D efín ition  3.

Let A =  (N , T, R, m), m >  1, ha an office agent and let tg ,, G K^m+l\ N  U T).

We say w2 originates from u>j by performing sin action by A, denoted by = >  w2, 

if A has a rule r £ R  such that condr(u>j) =  true and w2 = m ódifr(w1) holds.

D efín ition  4.

Let O =  (A , a, 6, x, r, n, m ), m ,n  > 1, be an office society and u>,- G I \ im+1\ N  U T), 

where * > 0.

We say Wg = >  u>j => . . .  = >  w r is a problem solving process (of r steps) in O iff the 

following hold:

(i) ujo G x,

(ii) wr G r ^ ) ,
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(iii) fór each *, 1 <  t <  r, there is an Aj, 6 A  such that w, originates írom t£,_j 

by performing an action by A j,, Aj, g <*(Aj,_l ,w i_ 1) and fór k jí  0 and k $ 

6(Aj,_í ,w i_ 1) it holds that where denotes the k-th element of

w.

Fór y , r £  A*m+1) with x  ==> . . .  y fór somé r  > 0 we use denotation x = > ‘ y.

Thus, a problem solving process is a series of actions performed by somé agents, 

in accordance with the social and the communication agreements. It starts in the 

initial State of the workboard and the communication boards and ends by obtaining a 

knowledge piece being acceptable solution. Note that we can require communication 

boards to be empty at the end of the problem solving process.

Using the notion of a problem solving process we can define the problem solution space 

of an office society.

D efin ition  5.

Let O =  (A , a, S, ír, r, n, m), where n, m > 1, be an office society. The problem solution 

space of 0  is defined as C (0 ) = {u> : w = (w,e, . . . , e )  € K Ím+1\ T ) ,p  = ► *  w,p € 

i r ,w £  T(p)}.

The problem solution space of the office society is the set of those terminál office 

knowledge pieces, which are contents of the workboard and are obtained írom somé 

problem initializations by a problem solving process and are acceptable Solutions to 

these problem initializations.

Finallv, we introduce a notation expressing (size) descriptive complexity.

D efin ition  6.

The collection of office societies is denoted by 0 .

We denote by C (0) the set {C (0) : O e O } .

Fór n ,m ,k  being natural numbers we denote by ö {n ,m , k) the collection of office 

societies with n office agents, m communication boards and k nonterminal elementary 

office knowledge pieces.

Let C {0 (n ,m ,k ))  =  {C (0 ) : 0  € 0 (n ,m ,k )} .

5. R esu lts  -  a p a r tia l case

In [8] somé results conceming the cases when office agents do nőt use communication 

boards during the problem solving process (the classical blackboard type problem 

solving) were presented.
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In this section we illustrate the previously introduced notions by establishing somé 

results concerning those types of office societies which consist of office agents expressing 
pure sysntactic aspects.

We first introduce a notion, specializing the notion of an office agent.

D efinition 7.

An office agent A  =  (N ,T ,R , m), where m > 1, is said to be syntactic if R  consists of 

a finite number of productions of the form

r : i /  wq occurs in the workboard and uq occurs in the t-th commnnication board fór 

1 < t < m thcn replace w0 by w'0 and add w[ as suffix to uq fór 1 <  i < m, elte do 

nothing, where tr0, Wi, . . . ,  u»m £ K ' C (N  U T)*.

((N  U T)* denotes the set of words over (N  U T)).

A is said to be simple if ti>o 6 IV and very simple if wl, £ (T*JVUT*).

Note that syntactic office agents correspond - with somé restrictions- generalized con- 

ditional grammars [10]. The simple case corresponds to the context-free, the very 
simple to the regular case.

N o ta tio n  2.

The eláss of office societies consisting of syntactic office agents is denoted by 0 ,yn. 

The eláss of office societies consisting of very simple syntactic office agents is denoted 
as o ;;» .

The following statement expresses that the eláss of problem solution spaces of societies 

of syntactic office agents corresponds to the eláss of recursively enumerable languages, 

that is, it consists of syntactically arbitrarily complicated elements.

T heorem  1.

C (R£) = C (0 'yn),

where C(1Z£) denotes the eláss of recursively enumerable languages.

The statement can be proven by somé technical considerations using somé tools of the 

theory of formai languages (see e.g. [11]).

The next statement establishes that the eláss of problem solution spaces of the office 

societies consisting of two very simple syntactic office agents with two communication 

boards, five open questions during the problem solving process and with rather simple 

social and communication agreements, is equal to the eláss of problem solution spaces
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of office societies consisting of syntactic office agents in generál. Note that this result 

have been developed on the basis of results obtained in [9,10].

T h eo rem  2.

c ( o ; ; n(2,2,5)) =  c(o*»").

The theorem can be proven by using the following result from [12]. The proof is rather 

technical, therefore the details are omitted.

Let T  =  { ű i , . . . ,a „ } ,  n >  1, be an alphabet. An Extended Post Correspondence 

(shortly, an EPC) is

II =  ({(t»! ,t> i) ,... ,  (ur ,wr)}, *.„))»

where r  >  1, uj, Vj, zti € {0,1}*, 1 <  j <  r , a,- € T, 1 <  t <  n. The language 

represented by ü  in T, denoted by L(II) is the set

L(II) =  {*i . . . x m €  T* : m >  1, s i , . . . , s /  €  { l , . . . , r } , / >  1,

such that t),l . . .  v„ =  u ,t . . .  u„ zXl . . .  zZm }.

In [12] it was shown that every recursively enumerable language L  can be represented 

by an EPC II and reversely.

By using the same technique we can interprete a result from [10] obtained fór black- 

board architectures. There it was shown that by using a Unité number of words as 

recognition conditions, 7 Cooperating regular grammar can produce every recursively 

enumerable languages. Thus, the theorem is as follows:

T h eo rem  3.

The eláss of office problem solution spaces of office societies consisting of syntactic 

office agents is equal to the eláss of office problem solution spaces of office societies 

consisting of 7 very simple office agents which use strategy ”minimál comment” with 

temporaly monopolization and during the problem solving process communication 

tables are of fixed contents.

6. C onclusions

The aim of our research is to introduce a convenient mathematical model fór the 

deseription of distributed/cooperative activities in offices. We can see that the theory 

of rewriting systems, which is a highly elaborated field can provide us tools fór handling
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such problems. Results obtained fór the minimál size and structural properties help 

us to determine the the basic, elementary constituents and properties of software tools 
to be developed.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propo«« a diatributed system called service base system ( SBS ) based 
on an object-oriented approach. The objective of SBS is to provide a convenient and in- 
tegrated environment fór users to access and combine distributed resources. Distributed 
resources are abstracted as objects containing the meta-information of the resources. 
Three layered views ( external, conceptual and internál view ) about objects are divided. 
In each layer, a different object management method is used. Service bases in different 
nodes cooperate with each other to manage these objects. We have constructed an ex- 
perimental system in an Ethernet-based network environment. This paper presents the 
concept of SBS and reports its current implementation status.

1 In trod u ction

Developments in workstations recently provide a new way to access resources: an user can 
manipulate or display data of different média types ( image, text, graphic or voice média ) by 
using a single workstation. Moreover, developments in networks, especially the high band- 
width and high speed networks make the sharing of these resources available and practical. 
The linking of workstations by a network has become standard practices in organizations or 
universities. In these distributed environments, the numbers and types of resources available 
to users are being expanded. Programming, functions provided by computere are becoming 
more complicated. Users may have troubles to access and manipulate these resources. It is 
necessary to use an uniform method to integrate these resources to provide somé convenient 
high level Services to users.

In this paper, to solve the problems above, we propose a multimédia service base system 
based on distributed objects. We use the object model to represent resources. In a service 
base, Three layered views about objects are divided. In each layer, a different object man
agement method is used. With SBS, distributed resources can be used conveniently by users 
and application programs though an uniform interface without worrying about the different 
types of média or the heterogeneity of computere. Our design considerations emphasize on 
providing an integrated, extensible and easy to be constructed distributed system.

We organize the paper as follows. In section 2, the fundamental concept of SBS is given. 
Section 3 describes the detail structure of a SBS. Section 4 presents an experimental system 
and discusses the implementation issues. Finally, in section 5, somé conclusions are given.

2 T he C on cep t o f SBS

2.1 O b jec t M odel

In a computer system, processors, memories, 1/0, files and networks are usually managed 
by an operating system which provides higher level functions to users. On the top of the
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Figure 1: The Three Layered Views and the Mapping of Views

operating system, users can see various programs and data: a program can be a function 
provided by a computer ( e. g., a command of an operating system ), or an application 
program created by an user with a certain language to perform a specific work; data may be 
expressed in different média types. An application system is constructed by combining these 
programs and data. By resources in our system, we refer to these high level functions, data 
and application programs. Usually, using the resources can be described as: “An operation 
is imposed on data and certain results are produced”. The operation may be a function 
provided by computer ( e. g., a compiler or an editor ) or an application program. This 
concept can be extended directly to the object-oriented concept: an object contains its data 
and operations on the data. Therefore, using the object model to express resources is natural.

On the other hand, In a distributed environment, resources may have their more compli- 
cated structures: Where are the data? Where are the programs executed? Who possesses 
these data and programs? What média types are the data? Are the data or programs in disk 
or in memory? We call these information meta-information of resources. When abstracting 
a resource as object, we include these meta-information in the conceptual views of the ob
ject. In the external view of a distributed object shown to users, these meta-information is 
unnecessary. In other words, network transparency should be realized in the user level.

Object model has the characteristic of information encapsulation ability. This characteris- 
tic provides us a good method to overcome the different types of média and the heterogeneitv. 
We include the meta-information of a resource inside an object as its attributes. Therefore. 
only the external interface ( specifications ) of a resource are shown to the users, the structures 
or implementation details of the resource are encapsulated inside the object. The attributes 
of the object will be used by SBS to absorb the different types of média and the heterogeneitv. 
Object model alsó have good modularitv. This characteristic provides a way to extending 
resources. In a distributed environment where the numbers and types of resources available 
to users are being expanded, this extensibility is very significant. If the common structure of

\
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SBS has been defined, then adding a new kind of resource is a simple matter by defining a 
new type in SBS.

2.2 O bject M anagem ent

In each node of the networks, a service base is built up to manage the local objects and 
cooperates with other service bases in otber nodes fór accessing remote objects. Distributed 
Services are provided on top of the service bases by combining various local or remote objects. 
Inside a service base, as shown in Figure 2.1, three layered views about objects (extemal view, 
conceptual view, and internál view ) are divided:

• The external view is the view shown to an user or a remote node. Different users 
or remote nodes may have their different external views on an object. An object in 
the external view can be seen as a composite object which contains an object in the 
conceptual view and an object in the internál view.

• In the conceptual view, meta-information of a resource is abstracted as an object. 
The differences of média types, heterogeneity and location distribution of resources are 
absorbed in this layer.

• An object in the internál view is the entity of a resource. The internál view about an 
object concerns its physical realization in a computer. Objects in the conceptual view 
are reflected to their respective objects in the internál view.

A service base processes the queries írom users or application programs by mapping the 
objects in three layered views: when a service request ( which may contains several objects in 
the external view ) is invoked, the request is mapped to the objects in the conceptual view. 
According to the location attributes of the objects in the conceptual view, the objects in the 
conceptual view are mapped either to the objects of the internál view in the local node or to 
the objects of the external view in a remote node. We will take an example in section 3.2 to 
show how the mapping of objects in different views works.

In section 3 and section 4, we will discuss the details of object management methods 
in each layer: object managements in the conceptual view are based on a directory and a 
database; in the external view, a browser and a library are provided as interface fór users and 
application programs to access objects; object managements in the internál view are based 
on an existing operating system and a database management system.

2.3 S y s te m  C o n fig u ra tio n

We suppose that the system is built on a long-haul network or a local area network (LAN) 
environment. In a LAN environment, administrative of machines according to subgroups of 
an organization will be natural. We call these subgroups clusters. In a cluster, there may be 
somé servers such as fiié servers and print servers which are shared by the machines inside the 
cluster. Because of the high speeds of the LAN and the uniform administrations, a centralized 
management configuration will be efficient within a cluster: that is, a service base in each 
node are constructed to manage local objects and provide objects to other nodes, all objects 
provided by the cluster are registered centrally in the service base of the cluster server ( the 
cluster server should be a node which has fást responding time and massive secondary storage 
inside the cluster ). The cluster server acts as an overall guidance fór the nodes in a cluster. 
When a request of somé objects is invoked in a node of a cluster, the service base in this 
node first checks if objects are located locally, if nőt, a further request to the cluster server is 
invoked. Based on the information about these objects in the cluster server, the objects are 
fetched írom a service base of a node inside the cluster. If the objects are outside the cluster, 
the cluster server broadcasts the request to the cluster servers in other clusters.
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Figure 2: The Structure of a Service Base

Nowadays, most of the long-haul networks are connected by a number of local area net- 
works. In a long-haul network environment, we can consider that the system consists of 
many centralized clusters. Objects management within one cluster is just like that of LAN 
environments.

Workstations, personal computere and servers ( fiié servers, cluster servers etc. ) may 
have their different emphases. A workstation usually acts as an access point to manipulate 
or display multimédia data. This means that the user interface to the service base in a 
workstation should provide powerful display functions such as multiple Windows and graphical 
displays. On the other hand, servers dedicate to provide objects. Large secondary storage 
systems and service bases with fást responding time are important in these servers.

3 Stru cture o f a Service B ase

The structure of a service base in a workstation node, a personal computer node or a cluster 
server is about the same. The only difference is that a service base in a workstation or a 
personal computer contains the information of the local objects, bút a cluster server contains 
the information of objects inside a cluster. In a workstation or a personal computer, if a 
requested object is nőt local object, it will send a másságé to its cluster server, the cluster 
server telis which node or cluster the requested object is in.

Figure 2 shows the structure of a service base. We structure the service base (including 
the interface) as a collection of objects. The directory classifies all objects which can be used 
though this service base. The query analyzer object is responsible to handle the queries sent 
írom users or application programs, and to perform mapping of the three layered views. The 
communication modulé object provides communication interface between objects in different 
nodes.

3.1 D irecto ry

In the conceptual view of a service base, the meta-information about a resource áré abstracted \ 
as an object. To classify various kinds of objects, a directory is created in each service base.
The directory indicates the characteristics of various resources: fór example, what attributes 
a certain kind of resources has? What operations can be performed on this kind of resources? 
What is the relationship between this kind of resources and other kind of resources? etc..
The directory contains a collection of types. A type is defined to classify resources which
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eláss dirDocuinent : 

public dirRoot
<

Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute

nante;
location;
formát;
mediaType;
creatTime;
owner;

public:
void multimediaMail(); 
void multimediaEdit 0 ;

eláss dirODAdocument :
public dirDocuinent

<
Attribute formát - ODA_DOCU»tENT; 
Attribute mediaType - MULTIMEDIA; 
Attribute status;

public:
void editingProcess(); 
void layoutProcess(); 
void presentationProcess() ;

1

)

Figure 3: Type Examples in the Directory

have the same characteristics. Fór each type, the operations which can be applied to this 
type are defined. A type may have its supertype. The attributes and the operations of the 
supertypes are inherited by its subtypes. In this way, a subtype only need to define the 
attributes which are different írom its supertypes. We structure the directory as a single- 
inherited type collections. The attributes of a type are expressed by instance variables of the 
type, and operations are expressed by methods. Figure 3 shows an example of types in the 
directory ( this example will be explained later ). In this example, classes in object-oriented 
language C ++ is used to define the types.

A Directory follows a tree structure in which information are hierarchical ( Figure 4 ). 
We suppose directories in different nodes may have their different tree structures according 
to their environment. This enriches the extensibility of each node, and make our system 
applicable to different environments. On the other hand, we define somé minimum standards 
to ensure the whole system can co-operate with each other. This means that we must define 
somé types and attributes which are common to variable objeets. In an actual implementation 
of the system, types and attributes which are nőt defined in the standard can be added to 
a directory to make the system suitable to certain applications. Fór example, if a new type 
of média or a new type of functions is to be added to the system, then a new type fór that 
specific type should be defined.

In a heterogeneous environment or a multimédia environment, attributes of the objeets 
are very different from each other. How to handle the attributes appropriately is the main 
point of integrating them as a whole system. In our experimental system, we only define 
parts of attributes and attribute values. How to include the attributes and attribute values 
which are necessary to an environment and exclude the attributes which are unnecessary is 
remained as a problem which should be solved in an actual implementation. The structure 
of types, attributes and attribute values forms the directory schema.

A type in the directory is only a deseription of one kind of resources. To register a resource 
in the service bases and to make it available to network users, a type instance ( object) which 
contains the specific attribute values of the resource should be produced and registered in a 
database.

We take an example here to show how a directory is structured and used. As sliown in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4, a dirDocument type is defined. According to the attribute formát of 
type dirDocument, the subtypes of dirDocument can be type dirODAdocument, type dirText 
and type dirlmage etc.. All attributes and operations of type dirDocument can be inherited 
by its subtypes.

The type instances of dirODAdocument are the documents which follow ODA standard 
of OSI [1], Besides the attributes in type dirDocument, type dirODAdocument may con-
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tain the attributes like status which shows the status of the document. The attribute value 
of status ( in a type instance ) can be PREVIOUS.CONTENT, EDITED.CONTENT and 
LA YOUT.CONTENT etc.. 1 The operations in dirODAdocument may contain editingPro- 
cess, layoutProcess and presentationProcess etc.. To a specific document, an object which 
contains certain attribute values is created and registered in a database. To print this doc
ument (that is, to call the presentationProcess), the service base first locates and fetches 
the document ( according to the location attribute ), then checks if this document is print- 
able ( attribute status is LAYOUT.CONTENT  or nőt ). If nőt, say, attribute status is 
EDITED.CONTENT, the service base will automatically call the layoutProcess service to 
produce a LA YOUT.CONTENT of the document, then print it. In this example, we can 
see logically that service bases provide a new service that can print a document which is 
nőt in printable status by combining somé existing registered Services ( layoutProcess in the 
example ). This is only a simple example. When large numbers of Services are registered 
in the service bases, logically more functions can be supplied to users by combining these 
Services.

3.2 M apping  of th e  T hree  Layered Views

The relationship of objects in the three layered views has following characteristics: first, 
objects inside one node are referenced by object pointere. Objects distributed in networks 
are referenced by remote objects mapping. We do nőt use remote object pointere to reference 
remote objects. Second, logically, a global inherited relationship of distributed objects can 
be seen in the external view of a node.

Our system is being implemented by object-oriented language C ++. Using this kind 
of language to implement remote object pointer* is difficult and complicated, in that we 
must extend the language to a distributed one. Instead, we use the remote objects mapping 
mechanism to realize remote object references. In the follows, we use a simple example ( in 
Figure 1 ) to explain the mapping mechanism.

We suppose there is a fiié registered in the service bases, its object name in the external 
view of node(N) is called fiié.name. An user in node(N) wants to display this fiié. We 
suppose he does nőt know where the fiié is actually located and what média type the fiié 
is expressed by. Therefore, he is nőt certain to use what kind of editor to display this fiié.

'ODA distinguisbes between a document’s logical structure and its layout structure. Before logical structure 
editing, the content of a document is called previous content. After logical structure editing, the contenl of 
a document is called edited content. After layout structure generation, the content of a document is called 
layout content and can be presented on a médium (paper, screen) through a presentation process.
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After edit(filejname) is requested to the service base in node(N), the fiié (which actually is 
an image fiié) is displaied in an image editor selected by the service base in node(N).

Inside the service base in node(N), the objects in the external view are first searched. If 
there is a object with the same name as the file.name, this object is selected. An Object in the 
external view is a composite object containing an object in the conceptual view (connected 
by a pointer) and an object in the internál view. By using the pointer, the object in the 
external view of node(N) is mapped to the object in the conceptual view in node(N). The 
object in the conceptual view ( attribute Information of the resource) indicates that the fiié 
is located in node(N+l) and the média type of the fiié is image média, and that there is an 
image editor (object name in the external view is called edxt) in node(N) which can display 
this fiié ( in the conceptual view, an object nőt only contain the attributes of a resource, bút 
alsó contain the information which indicate what operations can be applied to this resource. 
). Then, the operation part of the object in the conceptual view is mapped to an object in 
the internál view in node(N) ( the entity of the resource ), and a request ( object name ) is 
sent to node(N+l) to map an object in the external view in node(N+l). In node(N-|-l), same 
processes of objects mapping as in node(N) are done and finally the fiié is copied to node(N) 
to be displaied by the editor. In this example, we can see that the remote object mapping 
is realized by containing the attributes of remote node name and remote object name in the 
conceptual view, and by searching the object in the external view in the remote node.

From this example we can alsó see that logically the objects in the external view of 
node(N) have a global inherited relationship. The global object image is realized by the 
so-called forward mapping: if objects is nőt local objects, the objects in the conceptual view 
of node(N) are mapped to the objects in the external view of node(N+l), and the objects in 
the conceptual view of node(N+l) are forward mapped to the objects in the external view 
of node(N+2).

3.3 Q uery  A nalyzer

Query analyzer is responsible to handle the queries sent írom users or application programs, 
and to perform mapping of the three layered views. When an user or an application program 
makes a request ( consisting of objects in the external view ) to the system, query analyzer 
first maps their respective objects in the conceptual view, then searches the database to 
get the attribute information of the objects. Basing on the attributes of the objects, query 
analyer in a service base works as follows: first, query analyzer checks the location of each 
object. If the requested objects are local objects, the objects in the conceptual view are 
mapped to the objects in the internál view. If somé of the requested objects are remote 
objects, messages are sent to the cluster server to locate the objects. Data objects will be 
fetched to the node where the requested operation is located. Second, before the requested 
objects are combined, the semantics of each object are checked based on the attributes of the 
object. This is important in the different média types or heterogeneous cases. Fór example, 
to display an image data, a window which can display image rather than text should be used. 
Third, query analyzer combines necessary objects to provide Services. The way to combine 
objects can be explicitly defined by the user in the request, or automatically made inside the 
service base. The combinations of objects inside a service base mean that after the semantics 
checking, query analyzer finds somé suitable registered objects to meet the needs of the users 
request. Finally, If the operations of an object are local, the query analyzer forks processes 
to execute the operations locally.

To searcli or use a object registered in the service bases, we provide two kinds of query 
methods. The first method is called “query by object name”. Users input the name of 
needed object, SBS searches the object and gives answers. The second method is called 
“query by object attributes”. In somé cases, users may want to use or search objects with 
certain characteristics. In these cases, users can query the service bases by selecting a set of 
attributes and attribute values to get needed objects. Fór example, by setting
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{ creatTime >= ”1989.11.1”, Formát = L A T E X  }
the objects which are in LATEX fiié formát and are created after November 1, 1989 will 

be selected.

4 A n Im plem entation  o f  th e  System

4.1 E nvironm ent

We have implemented an experimental system based the model proposed above. This ex- 
perimental system is used to detail the problems which occur in an actual implementation 
of the model and to show the effectiveness of this model. Image, text, graphic and voice 
data can be manipulated by the system. The network used is an Ethernet-based LAN which 
is located in the Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo. Through a gateway server, 
this LAN can link to a long-haul network called junet in Japan. Our experimental system 
contains a number of SUN3, SUN4, VAX workstations. The experimental system is written 
in object-oriented language C-H-.

4.2 D atabase

As discussed above, in the conceptual view, a disrectory is used to classify resources. Fór 
each resource, a type instance ( object ) is created and registered as a persisteitt object in a 
database.

In an actual implementation, we must make choice to use what kind of databases (fór 
example, relational database or object-oriented database). The external view and the con
ceptual view of our system are implemented by object-oriented language C++. It will be 
efficient fór object-oriented language to access an object-oriented database. Actually, in an 
object-oriented database, the language and the database are usually designed as a whole 
system. Bút in the early implementation stage of our experimental system, object-oriented 
database in each node is nőt available. Therefore, we decided to use a relational database 
called INGRES [2], To use a relational database, the main problem is focused on how to 
map the directory schema to the schema of the database. To represent the directory schema 
which is a tree structure in a normalized relational form will need a lót of relations (tables). 
To solve this problem, we use unnormalized relational form to represent the directory. In the 
database, each type in the directory s represented by one relation, and several relations are 
used to keep the relationship of the directory tree.

Now, we are using POSTGRES [3] to substitute INGRES. POSTGRES is a successor 
of INGRES, it provides many functions that an object database supports. Fór example, 
POSTGRES provides supports on complex objects, inheritances and procedures. To map 
the directory schema of SBS to the schema of POSTGRES is more easy than INGRES. 
Beside, POSTGRES provides variable length arrays fór applications that need to store large 
homogenous sequences of data ( e.g. text, image or voice ), this feature provides us a wav to 
store multimédia documents ( the objects in the internál view ) intő the database.

4.3 Interface

To manipulate the objects in the external view, we provide a browser fór users to manipulate 
or display objects. Moreover, a standard query language C+ + is provided as a standard 
interface fór application programs to access objects managed by the service bases.

The browser consists of shell Windows, object registration tools ( containing a directory 
window and many registration Windows ) and editors fór displaying data of different média 
types. These editors can be seen as system Services of SBS: they are the software working 
in the computer independently and are registered as objects of SBS. Now. we are beginning
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Figure 5: A Shell Window in the Browser
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to add an editor called Publiss 1 which can display text, image and graphic data in a somé 
window as a system service of SBS.

The browser in SBS is implemented by using the toolkit of X-window in SUN workstations. 
An example of shell Windows is shown in Figure 5. Shell Windows provide functions to invoke 
service requests, list objects registered in SBS, list attribntes of an object etc.. Shell Windows 
alsó provides accesses to other system Services: in Figure 5, a ’xedit’ and a ’bitmap’ editor 
is opened through the shell window to display a text object and a bitmap image object 
registered in SBS. Figure 6 showns an example of object registration tools. Users use these 
Windows to register new objects intő SBS. In the directory window, type names defined in 
the disrectory are shown. Selecting a type in the directory window will produce a registration 
window fór object registration. This registration window contains all attributes the selected 
type possesses. When resource types increase, more different registration window can be 
added to the browser by simplely adding subtypes in the directory. As to the workstation 
without bitmap display, an interpreter which has the same function of a shell window in the 
browser is created to provided scroll display functions.

Fór applications written in common languages ( Fortran, Modula-2, etc. ), a library 
is provided. The library provides a way fór common languages to access the service bases 
through standard query language C ++.

5 C onclusion

In this paper, we have presented the concept and an implementation of service base system. 
Our experimental system focuses on how to abstract the meta-information from resources and 
how to manage these meta-information. The object-oriented approach provides us a modeling 
method. The experimental system is constructed at a relatively high level. The service base 
in each node is built on an existing operating system, a database management system and 
communication interface. Through the experiences of the implementation, we can conclude 
that SBS can be easily constructed. More works are being done on our current experimental 
system to make it become a practical one. These works include adding an object database 
and a multimédia document editor to the system, using a parallel object-oriented language 
FLENG+-1-[4] to implement the concurrent Controls in SBS.

SBS is expected to be effective in the environment where new resources are extended fre- 
quently and the types of resources are various, fór example, in office automation eqvironments 
or research laboratory environments in universities or organizations.
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ABSTRACT

FAIR. a new frame-based System integrated with MPROLOG is discussed, and 
it is applied fór protocol representation. As an example, FAIR-frames are developed 
fór generál description of transport protocol and fór its predicates.

l.INTRO DCCTIO N

Our goal is to demonstrate how frames in expert systems [HAR-85] can be applied 
fór protocol representation. This paper is organized as follows: section 1 is an introductio* 
to the protocol engineering and knowledge representation generally, and intő protocol 
field specially: section 2 deals with our new frame-based system, FAIR; section 3 
analyses the possibility to use frames fór protocol description, section 4 discusses the 
predicate-frames described in FAIR: finally in section 5 somé conclusions are drawn.

Protocol engineering

The reference model defines seven layers with entities in a communicaiion network. 
The peer entities communicate with each other according to the protocol [BRAN-83]. 
The protocol description defines the messages which can be sent during the
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communication. it determines thc semantics of ihc communication and its timc attributes. 
Protocols havc to be standardized so that computere produced by different manufacturers 
arc able to communicate with each other.

The protocol standard is a long deseription of the protocol (in English). It defines 
everything about the protocol: the syntax of the messages (the bit-map). what the 
possible responses are to a given message, the paramétere and their values and the 
protocol mechanisms. It is alsó a very complicated deseription, and diff icult to understand. 
The way from the protocol standards to the realized entities which are able to 
communicate with each other is a long one. This labour-consuming process is called 
protocol engineering (Fig. 1).

Verification

Fig. I. The protocol engineering process

An exact and clearly arranged deseription is needed fór each protocol. which is 
called the protocol specification. Somé of the most frequently used formai deseription 
methods of protocol specifications can be classified intő two groups: the graphical 
methods and the programming language-like methods. The graphical deseription methods 
are the finite-state machine models: SDL/GR. Petri nets. The "programming 
language-like" specification methods are SDL/PR. ESTELLE. LOTOS etc. It is easier 
to understand the protocol operation from the protocol specification and easier to 
implement the protocol in a programming language using the protocol specification.

\
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However before implementing thc protocol the specification has to be verified which 
means that the logical correctness of the protocol specification has to be checked. and 
it can aJso be validated. Verification and validation reveals deadlocks, unspecified 
message receptions usually using the finite-state machine model of the protocol. The 
implemented protocol has to be tested fór conformance with the protocol standard, i.e. 
ihat it fulfills every requirement of the standard. This process is called conformance 
testing.

Knowledge representation

One of the most significant trends in modern expert system shell developments 
is the usage of several knowledge representation methods and programming paradigml. 
In the resulting hybrid shells one may use, fór example. somé or all of the following 
representation techniques: logic-based. rule-based, frame-based, semantic nets. 
isomorphic (or direct) and procedúra! representations [RES-87],

We think that in a modern expert system shell at least two techniques (rule- and 
frame-based) must be available. On the other hand, they seem to be sufficient, too: 
every other (known) knowledge representation techniques can easily be obtained from 
these two ones. Rule-based representation is relatively well-understood and can be used 
with ease. Nevertheless. somé problems arise if the number of rules is large (above 
1000 since the knowledge base containing the rules is ill-structured. The frame-based 
approaches. on the other hand, provide useful possibilities to structure the knowledge 
appropriately [BRAC-83],

If the knowledge is represented formally somehow, we want to manipulate it. 
Most of the previously mentioned knowledge representation methods have a dedicated 
párád igm which can be used to pút them intő use. Fór example. logic-based and 
rule-based representations are usually used by the so called "logic programming" 
paradigm. A typical paradigm by which frame-based knowledge can be pút intő work 
is known as "object-oriented" programming. In object oriented programming one looks 
at a frame (or "object") as a unit of somé concepts and the algorithms which manipulate 
these concepts. and uses a loose or close synchronization antong the units.

We would like to deseribe here a particular system FAIR (Frames in M  
Representation of knowledge) [ECS-89a. ECS-89b], which allows the user to mérge 
frames and rules in a flexible manner.

Knowledge representation in protocol engineering

The hierarchical structure of frames provide the best way of representing a 
protocol. Every piece of informáljon can be pút in frames. The most important information
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is pút in frames on the top of the hierarchy. and as we go lowcr in the structure we 
find frames containing more specialized information about protocol messages, States 
and parameters. Here we show only a small example on the application of frames fór 
protocols, bút in section 3 we present a detailed description of the transport protocol 
with frames.

frame.transport jtro tocol; 
initial-negotiation.yes;
DT_numbering:normal;
expedited_duta_transfer:yes;

end.

frame:transport _protocolcjass_0;
DT_numbering:not;
expedited_data_transfer:not;
TPDU _size: 128; 
multiplexing.not; 

end.

In protocol validation frames provides a good way fór representing the reachability 
graph. it is especially useful in storing the information attached to the nodes. the 
protocol States, the contents of the channels. In this kind of representation each node 
is pút in a frame, and a relation "connected' can be defined among them, which stands 
fór the arcs of the reachability graph. In the followings we give the frames fór a node 
of the reachability graph:

fram e: node;
state-of-machine-1:[]; 
state-of-machine-2:[]; 
content-of-channel-1:[]; 
content-of-channel-2:[]; 
connected-to:[J; 

end.

Frames provide a well-structured description of the protocol, which is a good 
basis fór the implementation. The messages and State transitions are stored in frames, 
the protocol activities are described with demons. On the other hand a frame-based 
language is very close to a programming language and if it is completed with demons 
describing the protocol activities gives a runnable protocol description.

In conformance testing the representation of the tester with frames can be given 
similarly to the description of the protocol with frames. The hierarchical structure 
provided by frames is alsó useful in this application. The generic frame representing
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a State transition will contain the same slots fór the tester as fór the protocot, bút 
therc will be more transitions, because the tester will have a new State fór every 
expected answer of the implementation under test.

2. FAIR, A FRAM E-BASED SYSTEM

The heart of the FAIR system [ECS-89a, ECS-89b] is an integrated representation 
language. This language makes it possible to use several knowledge representation 
methods such as frames. semantic nets, Scripts, graphs. and logic formuláé, production 
rules, and procedúrái information (the latter three in MPROLOG). The integrated 
language is supported by a dedicated user-friendly editor, or can be used in line mode 
or with menüs.

From the "programming paradigm" point of view the FAIR supports only the 
logic programming. Nevertheless, the language of FAIR is very easily extendible by 
other means among them by new manipulation methods (i.e. by new paradigms). This 
flexibility and extendibility arc considered to be among the main advantages of the 
FAIR system.

Information is treated in FAIR on three different levels:
— the level of frames,
— the level of frame structures.
— the level of worlds.

Frames

A frame is a structured abstract model of a concept. This model is usually given 
by an unordered set of properties. These properties arc called slots; each siót represents 
an aspect of the concept considered important from the point of view of the description. 
A siót may have values: these values can be names of other frames or expressions of 
somé formal/computer language (in our particular case of MPROLOG) [CLO-81].

We note that somé parts of a frame can be omitted as is indicated by the following 
generál syntax:

fram e: name;
[  s lu t_  I :[ [va lue_  11 ,value_ 12.\alue_ In i]  ];]
[slot_2:[ [  value_2l ,value_22.value_2ii2]J;J

[ slot_m:[ [va lue jn  1 ,value_m2....value_mnm]];]
érni.
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Observe that the outermost and innermost brackets denote simply the optional 
parts of the definition. while the brackets inbetween (in boldface) arc keywords and 
denote lists (in MPROLOG).

If a frame has only a name (and no slots or values are present) then we call it 
"primitive frame*. If a frame has a name and somé slots bút no values. then it is called 
a "generic frame*. Finally, if nothing is omitted. then we say it to be a "full frame".

Méta informáljon

In order to cope with the intrinsic complexity of reál world concepts. additional 
information (called here "meta-information*) can be associated to the main parts of 
frames. Thus, we may associate meta-information to frames themselves, to the slots or 
to values. Accordingly, meta-information can be separated from the main body of the 
original frame by the following keywords

méta _frame meta_end
meta_slot m e taend
meta_value metujend

The meta-infortfction will alsó be coded by frames. Basically, there are two ways 
to define frames holding meta-information: first the user can give his/her own frame 
fór this purpose and secondly the user can fill-in a pre-fabricated frame tailored 
specially fór holdingt meta-information. These pre-fabricated frames may contain 
information about

— demons or other activities concerning frames and slots.
— constraints on the cardinality and rangé of the values of a siót,
— where a missing value can be obtained from; possibilities include default 

values, inheritance from other frames or asking prescribed questions from the 
user.

Relations

As concepts modelled by frames can be connected somehow. we may want to 
define relations among frames. In FAIR there exists two kinds of relations:

— relations known to the system by default,
— relations defined by the user.
Once a relation has been defined, its name can be used as a siót in the frame to 

be connected to another. while the value of this siót identifies the frame to which we 
want to connect our particular one. The FAIR system knows about two relations, namely
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ihe is_a and the instance_of relations. Actually. these two relations are treated by 
FAIR in the same way. Intuitively. however, we may use is_a as the familiar subset 
relation and instance_of as the membership relation of set theory.

User can define alsó relations by filling-in a pre-fabricated generic frame.

Inheritance

Relations defined among frames allow transfer of information from one frame to 
another. This mechanism makes it possible to store every piece of information at the 
most appropriate piacé. In the FAIR system. inheritance [AIT-86] may be controlled 
in two different ways:

— local control can modify the inheritance of a siót by specifying the way how 
the siót may inherit information from other places and the way how the siót 
can be inherited by other places,

— global control can modify the inheritance along a particular relation.
The information needed to control inheritance will be given in prefabricated 

frames.

Worlds

Concepts of reál world can be described from many different points of view. 
Frame-based Systems usually supports this kind of grouping. In fact, FAIR alsó gives 
the possibility to panition frames intő groups; these groups are called "worlds” in 
FAIR.

A world is simply a set of frames; all mechanisms (including inheritance) will 
always work inside a world.

Worlds can be connected to each other; the structure of worlds is a (rooted) tree. 
After initialisation the root will be automatically created. Then the user may define 
new worlds and may arrange them intő the tree of worlds.
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3. A FRAME-BASED APPROACH TO PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION  

THE ASM MOOEL

In this paper we use the abstract State machine (ASM) model of the protocol 
[CAS-87]. The model is defined by seven sets:

(S. I , O. V . A . P. T)

where
S: is the fin ite set of States.

I: is the finite set of the incoming messages of the protocol.
O: is the finite set of the outgoing messages of the protocol.
V: is the finite set of variables, which can be divided intő two distinct sets:

— local variables.
— global variables.

A: is the finite set of actions, there are local actions concerning local 
variables. and global actions concerning all the variables.

P: is the finite set of predicates, which map the variables intő the values 
true or false. There are three subsets of predicates:
— controlled,
— settable,
— non-controlled.

T: is the finite set oftransitions, a transition is defined by the following:

(s, i. p , a, o. s ’)

which means that the automaton it the State "s' receives an input "i*. and if 
"p” predicate is true it executes the 'a '  action, sends an "o' output and goes 
intő State * s' ".

Fig. 2 shows the simplified State transition graph of the transport protocol 
eláss 0. Its ASM model is the following:

S- ( CLOSED. WFCC, WFTR, OPEN )
1= { TCONreq. TCONresp. TDISreq, TDTreq, CR. CC. DT. DR )
O - ( TCONind. TCONconf. TDISind. TDTind. CR. CC, DT. DR )
V ioci-l SZEGM,... )
V g l o l ) a t = (  0  )

P-{predl. pred2....)
A -(ac tion l, action2,...)
T«( (CLOSED. TCONreq, CR. WFCC),

}
(The elements of tbc transition which do nőt have values can be omitted.)
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DT, pred I /TD Tind, ac tion l 
DT, p r e d l l -  
T D T req /D T  ac tion l

Fig. 2. Sim plified State transition graph o f  transport protocol eláss 0

This is a very simple protocol, bút the ASM model is capable of deseribing more 
complex protocols. The ASM model can be the basic model of the protocol in an expert 
system fór protocol engineering. In the next section we demonstrate how this model 
can be stored in a frame structure.

The model with frames

Frames deseribing the ASM model can be divided intő three groups:
— atomié,
— complex,
— pattern.
An atomié frame contains a State transition. The form of the generic frame fór 

a transition is the following.
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fram e: transition; 
start_state:; 
input:; 
predicate:; 
action:; 
output:;

meta_slot: output jn e ta ;
ifjuccessedjdem on: output jdemon; 

meta_end 
endjstate:;

meta_s!ot: end_state jn e ta ;
if_accessedjdemon: end_statejlemon; 

m etajend
end.

The slots of the meta-frames contain demons which are activated when the value 
of the siót is accessed during the operation of the program. These demons can be fór 
instance procedures writing out the output and the endstate on the display. The frame 
of a transport protocol State transition is the following:

fram e: edgeS;
is_a: transition; 
start jsta te: open; 
input: dt; 
predicate:; 

meta_slot:;
ifjiccessedjdem on: predl; 

metajend  
action: actionl; 
output: tdtind; 
end_state: open; 

end.

Complex frames store the information about the elements of the sets defining 
the ASM model. The following is the generic frame fór the inputs. and the next frame 
represents the inputs of our transport protocol example:

fram e: inputs;
asp_J'rum_upper _l ayer:; 
asp _from_lower_iayer:; 
pdu:; 

end.
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fram e: truns_inputs;
aspJrom_upperJayer: tconreq, tconresp, tdisreq, tdtreq; 
pdu: cr, cc, dr, dt; 

end.

The bit formát of the messages, their parameters with their values, can alsó be 
represented by complex frames.

Pattern frames store test suits. or subgraphs of the State transition graph. This 
information is available alsó in the atomié frames in the description of the transitions. 
Such redundant information is useful in the procedures of protocol engineering.

fram e: pattern;
States:; 
inputs:; 
outputs:; 
transitions:; 
representedjictions:; 
fixedyariab les:;  

end.

This is the example of a pattern frame representing the connection establishment 
phase of the transport protocol:

fram e: connectionjestablishment; 
is_a: pattern;
States: closed, wfcc, open; 
inputs: tconreq, cc; 
outputs: cr, tconconf; 
transitions: ed g é l , edge2; •

end.

4. PR ED IC A TE-FR A M ES

Frames are very useful fór describing the ASM mode! of the protocol and so 
frames can describe the FSM model of the protocol similarly. To get the FSM model 
we have to remove predicates front the ASM model of the protocol, bút we have to 
avoid State explosion.

W e have three kinds of predicates [TAR-88, TAR-89]: 
controlled 

— settable, and 
uncontrolled.
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Controlled predicates concern the local variables of the protocol. Local variables 
define a context.

If the local variables are discrete and bounded we can remove the controlled 
predicates by creating new States composed of the States of the ASM associated to 
values of the variable context. So the States of the FSM will be <Sk. Ck> where Sk is 
the State of the ASM and Ck is a variable context and <Sk. Ck> is the State of the FSM 
if and only if there exists a transition sequence of the ASM such that brings the FSM 
from the initial State and context <sQ, c0> to <Sk. Ck>.

The following is a subgraph of the graph model of the abstract State machine:

TDTreq a p i/D T , ai

predicates: 

p i: SN<SWUE 

p2: SN-SW UE 

actions: 

ai: SN-SN+1

Here we assume that the user data carried by the TDTreq service primitive can 
be pút intő one DT protocol data unit.

The frame representing a controllable predicate is the following:

fram e: p l;
is_a: démon; 
condition: pl_cond; 
activity: serjrue;

end.

where pl_cond and set_true are definitions in MPROLOG, pl_cond represents the 
condition of p l. and if ii is true in a given context of the variables the activity siót 
is activited.

To get the equivalent FSM graph we have to omit the predicates and actions 
from the graph above. Assume. that S\VUE=4 and SN=3:

^  OPEN.SN=3 J  TDTreq/DT '  OPEN,SN~4^ TD Treq/- ^  OPW ^

Settable predicates can be directly set by the peer entity or by the upper layer. 
They mainly concern the paraméter values of protocol data units.
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OPEN DV

D T a p 3/ -  
DT a p3 /TDTind

P3 : EOT-1 (* end of text bit *)

i

To rcmove these prcdicates we have to treat them as particular inputs so these 
prcdicates don’t increase the number of the States in the FSM.

Frames representing settable predicates contain the value of the parameters which 
determine the predicate itself. The frame representing a settable predicate:

fram e: p3;
type: settable; 
parameters: eot; 
values: I; 

end.

Uncontrolled predicates are nőt controlied completely by the entity, the peer 
entity or the upper layer. they usually depend on the communication between the entity 
and the lower layers. Let’s see an example alsó fór the transport protocol eláss 2:

TCONreq Ap4 /CR P4 : NetWork connection is available

(  CLOSED ) ---------- * (  WFCC )

TCONreq a Jp 4/NCONreq NCONconf/CR

(  W FNC )

As we can't change the value of these predicates, only the output message shows 
which transition fired.

p4 can be represented with the following frame:

fram e: p4,
type: uncontrolled,
condition: ’network connection is available", 

end.
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5. CONCLUSION

Somé problems of protocol representation can be solved better with frames, others 
with rules. Therefore the representation space of FAIR with its orthogonality is really 
suitable fór us and has inherent features fór protocols. The frame-language can be 
considered as one axis, the logic-based MPROLOG with its ruies as the other axis of 
the representation space of FAIR. The expressive power of the integrated language is 
very high and favourable in protocol fields.

A particukr advantage is that the FAIR-frames can be built in our PROCONSUL 
(Protocol Consultant) system [KÖ-87. TAR-88. VAR-89] supporting protocol 
specification, validation, implementation and conformance testing. The simple and 
natural syntax, the user-defined relations. the control of inheritance and the structurability 
of FAIR produce a good and well arranged structure fór protocol engineering realized 
in PROCONSUL.
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COMPUTER NETWORKS, PRIVACY PROTECTION AND SECURITY

H.P. GASSMANN,

OECD Paris

The issue of privacy protection in computer syatems is now 
over 20 years old. In 1968, in his book "Privacy and 
Freedom", Prof. Alán Westin írom Columbia University in the 
United States argued that the plans of the US Federal 
Government to create a super-large data bank containing the 
names, addresses and personal characteristics of all US 
citizens, a sort of "Fort Knox of personal data", would 
amount to a massive invasion of the American citizens' 
privacy, and would practically make true George Orwell's 
prediction of "Big brother is watching you" in his now famous 
fiction book "1984". Although such a centrálisad, universal 
data bank was never created, the book sparked off a lively, 
international discussion on the potential dangers of 
computerised data banks, especially in public administration, 
fór invading the privacy of the individual.

Interestingly enough, Westin's ideas were taken more 
seriously in Europe than in the United States. It is 
difficult to exactly know why - bút two factors may have 
contributed: First, in post-war Europe, in somé countries the 
memory of the use of personal files before and during the war 
by security police such as the Nazi Gestapo was still vivid; 
and second, in many European countries public administration 
was much more precise and person-oriented than in the United 
States, fór example with the obligation made to citizens to 
always carry personal identity cards, and even using personal 
Identification numbers fór administrative purposes, such as 
social security or driver's licence.

The world's first data protection law was adopted in Germany, 
in the Land of Hessen, in 1970. It was addressed to the 
public administration of that State of the Federal Republic 
and therefore had a rather limited scope. The first country 
which introduced a full-fledged, comprehensive national 
privacy protection law, covering both the public as well as 
the priváté sector, was Sweden in 1973. During the rest of 
the '70s various countries followed: in European countries, 
these laws were sweeping and comprehensive, more or less 
following the Swedish model (so-called "omnibus laws"), 
covering both the public and priváté sectors, and often nőt 
only physical persons bút alsó legal persons. This latter 
approach seemed to many to be stretching humán rights 
considerations too far, and the international business 
community developed first an awareness and then effective
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lobbying, so that new privacy protection lawa paased after 
1980 no longar covered legal persona. In the United States, 
in contrast, omnibus laws of this type were nőt considered 
useful, no doubt because of the sheer size of that country, 
bút alsó because of its federal structure. Rather, 
sector-specific privacy protection laws were introduced fór 
credit reporting, banking, the federal government's data 
files (aa an aftermath to Watergate in 1974), and fór somé 
State governments.

At the internetional level the period of the 1970a alsó 
generated the Council of Europe's Convention fór the 
Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing 
of Personal Data as well as the OECD's Guidelines on the 
Protection of Privacy and Transborder rlows of Personal Data, 
both signed in 1980. These two international instruments 
helped in developing a certain international harmonization of 
common principles on which national privacy protection 
legislation was built.

The privacy protection (called alsó data protection, or in 
..French, informatique et liberté) movement of the 1970s 

v~reflected the Z e i t g e i s t , that on the one hand information 
technology was regarded as very important fór further
economic development and growth, bút that on the other it 
needed somé social control fraroework to make sure that its 
negative impacts were minimised. In retrospect this was an 
important movement, as it permitted a rather wide public 
discussion about avoiding possible dangers in computer
technology, certainly more so than was the case with nuclear 
technology. It may well be possible that today many of those 
involved in civil nuclear technology development regret nőt 
having had a similar public discussion in the early stages of 
nuclear technology development, as this would have permitted 
a better explanation of the merits, bút alsó the dangers of 
this technology, and thus may have avoided somé of the 
excessive negative public reactions we have seen in the pást 
years in that field.

During the early-to-mid 1980s there appeared to be a certain 
decrease of public interest in privacy protection in OECD 
countries, partly because in those countries which had 
developed such laws, the public considered that the issue was 
properly addressed, partly alsó because the Z e i t g e i s t  of thé 
early-to-mid 1980s was in favour of liberalisation and 
deregulation. At the international level this meant that 
trade in Services issues became the focus of attention. This 
was already perceived and forecast at an OECD conference on 
transborder data flows held in London in 1983, and was 
reinforced by the start of the GATT Uruguay Round 
negotiations in 1986, where fór the first time international 
trade in Services was alsó addressed. These negotiations 
still continue today and, as part of them, the relatively 
small, bút strategic area of telecommunications Services and 
telecommunications network-based Services (TNS) commands 
special attention.
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Aa of 1988 interest in privacy protection has been revived, 
especially in those countries nőt yet possessing such 
legislation. In 1988 in four OECD Member countries 
Ireland, Japan, Australia and the Netherlands - privacy 
protection legislation vas passed. Thus, 16 out of 24 OECD 
Member countries now have privacy protection legislation, and 
in all of them the principles contained in Part II of the 
OECD Guidelines can be found. There are eight principles. 
They are as follows:

The Collection Limitation Principle;
The Data Quality Principle;
The Purpose Spécification Principle;
The Use Limitation Principle;
The Security Safeguards Principle;
The Openness Principle;
The Individual Participation Principle;
The Accountability Principle.

These principles are practically identical to those of the 
Council of Europe Convention. The OECD Guidelines constitute 
a good example of international "soft law", because they have 
led to legislation based on these principles in the
abovementioned countries. Bút in addition, they have alsó 
been adopted by priváté institutions such as trade associa- 
tions as recommendations to their members; fór instance by 
IATA, the international airlines association, to their 
members world-wide; by the Canadian Bankers Association to 
its members (because the Canadian Privacy Protection
legislation does nőt cover the priváté sector); Jay FISC, the 
Japanese association of financial information Systems 
(especially credit information) to its members. Thus, these 
Guidelines constitute a flexible instrument, which has in its 
ten years of existence well proven its influence. They had a 
double effect: first, contributing to somé international 
harmonization of privacy protection, and second, in building 
international trust in the use of computerised personal 
information Systems.

In the first half of the '80s the growing international- 
isation of computer systems linked through telecommunications 
became known to give effect to so-called Transborder Data 
Flows, which was a term used quite widely, until it became 
subsumed in that of international data Communications, or 
more generally in international telecommunications Services, 
or data networks. In 1985, the governments of the 24 OECD 
Member countries adopted a Declaration on Transborder Data 
Flows. In it, they agreed to;

1) Promote access to data and information and related 
Services, and avoid the creation of unjustified barriers 
to the international exchange of data and information;

2) Seek transparency in regulations and policies relating 
to information, computer and Communications Services 
affecting transborder data flows;
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3) Develop common approaches to dealing with issues related 
to transborder data flows, and, when appropriate, 
devalop h&rmoniaed Solutions;

4) Consider possible implications fór other countriee when 
daaling with issues ralatad to transborder data flows.

This declaration can be considered as a pracursor to the 
already mentioned negotiations on trade in Services actually 
taking piaca in the framework of the GATT Uruguay Round, 
and already emphasises the access issue, which is 
all-important in telecommunications in generál and in data 
Communications in particular. The Declaration promotes a 
liberal attitűdé, and requests transparency in rules.

In the meantime, computer and communication technologies have 
continued to make great advances. Miniaturisation of equip- 
ment, more sophisticated software and digitalisation in 
telecommunications have contributed to rendering these 
technologies more and more indispensable fór a modern 
economy. Especially the opening of digital networks (such as 
ISDN), both public and priváté, has revived a certain 
interest in privacy protection.

Interestingly enough, it seems that the telecommunications 
Services providers, especially the public telecommunications 
operators (PTOs), are keenly aware of their customers' 
desires to protect their privacy. Fór example, the Germán 
B u n d e s p o s t has on various occasions stressed the importance 
of data protection in the introduction of ISDN; in the United 
States somé of the new Services offered by digital
'intelligent networks', such as Identification of the number 
of an incoming call, have stirred up uneasiness among the 
telecommunications carriers' customers.

In these instances the dividing line between 'privacy 
protection' and 'data security' has become thinner. Some- 
times the term 'data protection' is alsó used to cover data 
security, especially in those countries where data protection 
is used as a synonym of privacy protection.

Since about 1986 the attention of users of computer/ 
telecommunications Services has increasingly turnéd to the 
development of mostly priváté computer 'networks', where it 
is often difficult to make a distinction between national and 
international use, especially in large multinational 
corporations, banks or airlines. While of course alsó somé 
personal data flow over these networks, the overwhelming 
majority of the data moved are management data necessary fór 
the daily business of corporations - financial, logistics, 
orders, data accompanying trade, statistics, etc.

Attention has alsó increasingly turnéd towards the physical 
and logical security of these networks, as stories of 
unauthorised access to computer Systems - often beyond 
national borders - by 'hackers' have been reported by the 
press.
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This raises the generál question of how dependent we ere 
today upon these computer networks, how reliable they ere, 
and what can be done to improve their security and integrity, 
which is widely believed to be nőt quite satisfactory.

The first of these questions is eesily answered: our 
dependence upon these Systems is great and growing by the 
day. These Systems ere indeed marvellous tools fór 
increasing productivity, speeding up operations, making 
possible new applications unknown before, bringing about new 
business opportunities. There is no question of limiting 
this development, as it continues to bring more intelligence 
to all kinds of economic activities.

It can be said that these Systems are, by and large, quite 
reliable, otherwise they would nőt be used. To be sure, we 
all know of cases when the computer system has been 
momentarily 'down', which means temporary interruption of 
service with unpleasant consequences, as experienced with 
airline reservation systems, hotel management systems or even 
Office automation. Bút when the computer system is operating 
again, the inconveniences the breakdown has caused are 
quickly forgottén. Vulnerability to these systems is 
potentially there, bút we may be even more vulnerable to 
blackouts of electricity supply.

This is nőt to say that the situation is perfect, and, as the 
hacker stories have proven, there is a need to improve the 
security of these computer-communications systems, nőt only 
nationally bút internationally as well.

Given the rapid development of computer-communication systems 
and Corporation 'networking' with often international scope, 
what is perhaps needed are somé new international rules of 
how to play this new computer networking game, and to build 
greater trust of the public in the operation of these 
systems. 'Public' here means users, which are the 
enterprises, banks, airlines and other transport operators, 
bút alsó the public at large, the customers of banks and 
airlines, fór instance.

This may involve agreement on minimum standards fór:

- network security
- privacy protection
- system reliability tolerance
- responsibility in case of breakdown

In order to establish such new minimum standards it is 
necessary to develop a largely based consensus between 
governments, telecommunications operators, privacy protection 
authorities, users - as senders and receivers of data, and 
insurance companies. This could mean that privacy protection 
aspects, so far treated as a distinct, largely humán 
rights-driven issue, could increasingly become part of a 
larger set of minimum standards to be observed fór safe and 
reliable computer network operation.
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ISSUES IN COMPUTING SECURITY AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORK INTEGRITY

Jan Freese

Deputy Director General 
Federation of Swedish Industries 
Stockholm, Sweden

COMPUTING SECURITY

It is often said that the computer cannot do anything that mán cannot do. 
This might be true - in theory - bút definitely nőt in practice.

One reason is that the computer is time saving. Moreover the computer 
makes it possible to collect huge data bases and still keep a survey of 
them. The information can be kept up to date and accessible in a way that 
was impossible before. It can be kept fór a long time without loss of 
accessibility. Any item stored can be used as key to the denominator fór 
the category of data you want to select from a data base. It has become 
possible to link data bases in new ways, and the results of linking, or 
the sums, are often larger than the individual parts. The reason is that 
usually the information in each linked data base is collected fór a 
different purpose.

The most simple example can be picked from the weather forecast. Mán has 
always been able to find out the weather five days ahead - "manually", 
bút then the weather has passed by long before the calculations were 
ended. The computer makes it in time.

The computer is an advanced instrument and the limits to its use are 
still unknown. Its just a question of your CAI (Computer Aided 
Imagination).

The construction of the computer makes it safer, quicker, and cheaper 
than any mechanical construction. One of the computer’s characteristics 
is its ability to process information in accordance with a program which, 
moreover, can change itself according to the results obtained. And still 
it is no more stimulating to watch a computer in operation than to watch 
a defrosting refrigerator.

In spite of the computer being safer than any other mechanical 
construction a Swedish committee on the vulnerability of computer Systems 
stated•already in 1978 that the vulnerability of today's computerized 
society is unacceptable high.

The vulnerability depends partly on traditional problems, partly on 
completely new possibilities.

All countries are vulnerable, bút nőt always in the same way. A country 
dependent on export/import and high technology is already vulnerable. The 
margins of robustness have shrunk. Computerization must nőt increase
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vulnerability, bút very often the way in which societies have been 
computerized has led to growing vulnerability.

Undeveloped or less-developed countries are vulnerable because of their 
lack of technology. This section, however, will deal with increasing 
vulnerability caused by methods of computerization.

The developed countries suffer from a number of vulnerability factors, 
such as criminal acts, misuse fór political purposes, acts of war, 
catastrophes and accidents, information of a confidential natúré, 
functionally sensitive systems, concentration, integration and 
interdependence, etc.

Particular attention should be paid to criminal acts of a relatively 
serious kind and of such a natúré as to constitute a serious threat to an 
organization or to a whole country. The criminal offences of main inter
est are those such as sabotage and industrial and other espionage. Other 
types of crime may alsó be of concern, such as various crimes against 
property. The growing computerization of payment transactions may give 
rise to crimes against property of entirely new dimensions. The 
traditional bank robber is slowly losing his job, which is being taken 
over by skilled persons with a knowledge of computers. A modern 
computerized bank robbery may concern millions bút is often suppressed in 
order nőt to húrt confidence in banking. Terrorism with a political aim 
may in future become a means of aggresion between States, apart from 
conventional wars. There is no doubt that data bases and computer systems 
will alsó be used or misused in the struggle between different political 
groups within a country.

Computer crimes of various kinds occur today. Such crimes are often 
extremely difficult to detect, and the crimes that have been detected 
undoubtedly constitute only a fraction of those committed. Large 
quantities of data, the possibility of Processing them, data 
communication, etc will increase the risk of different forms of 
espionage. As computers and information-processing systems have already 
been the object of terrorist activities in somé countries, there is 
reason to believe that such activities may extend to other countries.

Data traffic from a given subscriber can be tapped in the local network 
on the line between the subscriber and the nearest exchange. To táp a 
particular connection in the Central parts of the telephoné network is 
complicated and may require advanced equipment. Today, however, very few 
if any telephoné system can guarantee that the network is free from bugs.

Besides, it is nőt always necessary to use very advanced equipemnt. 
Already there are electric typewriters which as a side effect transmit 
signals that can be picked up and recorded. It is usually nőt very 
meaningful, of course, to tape what is written on a typewriter. On the 
other hand terminals and word processors may be of great interest. Often 
it is possible to pick up the electronic beams from such equipment 
through the walls of an Office. A portable television monitor in the 
Street outside a building may get a better picture —  possible to 
videotape -- than the ordinary television programme.

There is much more creating a vulnerable computer society. In view of 
many countries' high degree of dependency on imported computer equipment 
or Services the threat of economic sanctions may be mentioned.
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So may the dependency on International data-transmission. It is sometimes nőt 
realistic to rely on other safety measures than encryption.

Among other factors that will add to countries' vulnerability in crisis 
(such as wartime, lack of electricity and limited telecommunications 
capacity) is the increased interdependence of different data Processing 
systems so that the elemination of one system may have effect on others.
Evén if it today may go to far to mention nuclear weapons1electromagnetic 
pulse (EMP) effect, such effects can be the result of a thunderstorm.

Landslides and earthquakes are other dramatic threats which can disturb 
computer systems. Still there are more common problems.

Populations registers, used as the framework of public and sometimes 
other kinds of administration, may be an important source of 
vulnerability. In somé developed countries somé of the most comprehensive 
population records, such as those of the national social insurance 
system, the national registration and taxation authorities, and the 
automobilé and driving-licence agencies, must nőt be disturbed. Another 
type of important register is co-ordinate-marked personal tapes, usually 
kept by authorities responsible fór property data.

Other records of a confidential natúré are those containing company 
information and the like. Somé government agencies have the right in 
principle to collect all data they consider they need fór their work. In 
recent years, therefore, growing quantities of company data have been 
stored in public data Processing systems - often far away from the source 
where the confidentiality of the data were known.

In certain local government ADP systems, furthermore, there may be 
detailed technical and geographical data concerning, fór instance, the 
electricity, water, sewage, and gas systems.

Many sensitive communal functions are computerized, such as the 
administration of comprehensive financial security systems; banking, 
which has increasingly computerized payment transactions; and trading, 
with computerized distribution, stock-keeping, etc. Computer systems are 
alsó used fór supervision and control of production processes in iron and 
Steel works, paper mills, and other industries, fór traffic control, etc. 
Disturbances in systems of these kinds may quickly have effects in the 
form of delayed payment or non-payment, difficulty in getting out orders 
to production units, with the consequent disruption of production, lack 
of control over stocks and distribution, with consequent shortage of 
goods and disruption of production, traffic disturbances, etc.

There are at least two kinds of concentration of ADP operations -- 
geographical and functional concentration. By geographical concentration 
is meant a great accumulation of computer capacity in certain areas. By 
functional concentration is meant large Central systems or large service 
bureaux with centralized operation and many customers. Both geographical 
and functional concentration occur to a large extent in many countries. 
Increased —  functional and geographical -- dispersion of computer 
capacity may have distinct advantages in reducing vulnerability. One rea- 
son is that the elimination of a small unit can never have such 
disastrous consequences as the destruction of a large Central system, and 
the new generation of big units will have a capacity of a millión 
transactions a second.
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There is today a considerable flow of information between different 
systems. Many systems depend on recieving information from one another. 
Already, much of this information is exchanged on computer-to-computer 
circuits, and this will become increasingly common, giving rise to system 
interdependence because, in order to be able to communicate with one 
another, different systems must use the same procedures and standards in 
various respects.

In this connection must alsó be mentioned "Just in time" knitting 
together the supplier of rawmaterials, subcontractors, factories, 
transport companies, Wholesale dealers, shops, clients, banks etc to a 
computerized cobweb.

Personnel play a key role. System engeneers and progranmers can build up 
complicated systems which no one other then they themselves can master.
If documentation is lacking or defective, the user is in the hands of the 
system builders.

One often forgottén vulnerability factor is related to the labour markét; 
it is relevant to recall that the word "sabotage" comes from the French 
word sabot -- the clog thrown intő power looms by laid-off workers. There 
have been cases of dissatisfied, dishonourable, or undependable staff 
members causing damage by, fór example, destroying information in 
computer files. It must nőt be forgottén that most illegal computer uses 
have been inside jobs. At the same time increased education will increase 
the number of external hackers and crackers.

The fact that so much is dependent on ADP staff has alsó been used in 
labour conflicts. A company's or other organization's operations can be 
very critically affected just by having the ADP staff or even only a 
small part of the ADP staff go out on strike.

Often systems are made unnecessarily complicated owing to demands fór 
rapid flows of information within and between them despite the absence of 
any particular need.

Fór lack of time and economic reasons it often happens that successive 
changes in ADP systems are nőt adequately documented. The need fór 
documentation is especially marked when a change is being made to a 
computer of a new model or a new generation, as well as in conjunction 
with operational disturbances or change of staff.

The most important point in preparedness fór an emergency is that such 
situations have been planned fór. The preparedness must include a check 
to see that the plans will function and the appointment of a person 
responsible fór the security. The object of emergency planning is that, 
if serious damage occurs, its consequences will be counteracted and 
alleviated as far as most feasible use today appears to be the encryption 
of information to be transmitted on data links, bút the encryption of 
files would in most cases be of greater value than the encryption of 
transmitted information, though it is more difficult to handle

As regards legitimacy, somé suppliers can today offer different forms of 
complete arrangements built intő hardware and software.

Technical and technical-economic developments continue to facilitate the 
spread of computer capacity. In particular, computers are becoming
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smaller, faster and cheaper. Price and technique together, therefore, 
mean that all users, whether government agencies or others, can acquire 
computers and systems adapted to their individual needs. This reduces 
vulnerability in somé ways bút may alsó be a source of new vulnerability 
problems.

Standardization of hardware, software, documentation, etc can help to 
reduce vulnerability by, fór instance, providing better back-up 
facilities, reduced dependence on staff, and alsó less dependence on 
foreign sources. It is therefore important that continuing attention be 
given to this matter and that standardization questions be considered in 
purchasing computer systems.

What has been mentioned so far is a part of the catalogue of threats. 
Lucky enough most of them will nőt húrt you. Besides there are lots of 
measures against them.

Swedish committee on the vulnerability of the computerized society, 
appointed in 1981, proposed a project to develop a simple, practical 
method, usable both by companies and by government bodies, to assess 
vulnerability. This method, which later came to be known as vulnerability 
analysis (SBA), (1) should result in safer computer systems in companies 
and government agencies, and (2) by improving security in large, 
important systems, should reduce the totál vulnerability of society. The 
SBA method would quite simply be a step towards a more robust society.

The computerized organization or society has gained a lót of creativity 
via the marvellous computer. Still it has alsó become somewhat more 
boring compared to the "paper and pencil" society. The computerised 
society demands much more law and order.

Today there is alsó a legal vulnerability depending on too old 
legislation. All kinds of laws has to be updated in order to be able to 
meet e.g. computer crime or EDI and ISDN.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK INTEGRITY

Business practices based on the use of information and Communications 
systems are viable only insofar as the users of them are assured of the 
security of the information held and exchanged within them. However, it 
is recognised that this information is subject to unlawful and 
unauthorised access, interception or manipulation, resulting in both 
financial loss and commercial damage. And whatever the number of cases 
until now may have been they will increase.

Progress towards the extensive use of Communications networks within and 
between businesses has been inhibited by these threats to security. There 
is an absence of widely accepted and implemented international standards 
and a lack of generál agreement on the correct technical approach to this 
problem. This is exacerbated by legal uncertainty over the whole question 
of unauthorised access to, and theft and manipulation of, data. In many 
cases, businesses have responded by continuing manual checking and 
control routines, the existence of which seriously erodes the financial 
benefits of data networking.
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In the international aréna, differences in national laws and practice 
with regard to the protection of data carried on Communications networks 
only serves to compound the problem. Concerted action at an international 
level in a number of areas offers the best prospect of achieving a more 
secure environment fór the electronic conduct of business.

Telecommunications networks are normally categorised by ownership as 
public or generally available Services provided by the so-called public 
carriers, priváté or networks set up by businesses fór their own specific 
purposes or "third party", networks provided by service companies fór 
generál or restricted purposes. As a rule, the "transmission 
infrastructure" are monopoly Services provided by the public carriers.
The circuits interconnection different locations which typically form 
priváté and third party networks are, therefore, furnished from within 
the public network. Priváté networks, or elements of them, restricted to 
a single set of premises may, however, be provided by user companies 
themselves and do nőt form part of the public telecommunications 
infrastructure.

The national public carriers provide similar Services in the different 
countries of the world. Typically these are telephoné, telex and data 
networks. In future most types of Communications Services will be 
provided through a single network, known as ISDN. Carriers are alsó able 
to provide priváté companies and other organisations with leased lines.

The types of public data network in widespread use today are the public 
packet switched network and the circuit switched data network. Priváté 
networks can be divided in e.g. PABX, LANS, WANS or hybrids of these.

There are different network topologies e.g. star, ring or bús networks 
and hybrids of them carrying different kinds of problems. There are alsó 
different transmission média from traditional twisted part copper cables, 
to coaxial cables, fibre-optic and microwave and satellite systems.

In such an environment it is nőt always easy to recommend security 
measures, as they must adapt to what choice the user makes.

Besides it must always be remembered that 100 percent security does nőt 
exist and should nőt. It would create an increadible and impossible 
society. There must be a balance between security measures against fór 
example computer related crime and reasonable access to systems fór 
authorised users.

Societies have become more and more international and so has business.
The flows of information has created vulnerabilities. The threats are 
e.g. unauthorised use of terminals, wiretapping and manipulation, 
physical damage or Communications equipment as well as natural disasters 
and other accidental events.

An intruder can be anywhere, hitting the network service at will and 
without any trace or evidence of his presence. The user must therefore 
consider his network as unguarded and identify the need of protection, 
the sooner the better. It is always cheaper to buy the security during 
the specification, tendering, installation and implementation of a system 
than later on.
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The counter measures include both measures to restrict the use of the 
network and to protect data passing through it.

The restriction of use can be solved by forming closed user groups.

The protection of data covers a lót of measures:

- provision of resilient systems,

- provision of network management systems, allowing fault reporting, 
diagnosis and prompt clearance,

- the use of proven Communications protocols which ensure that 
transmissions are complete and that orderly recovery from fault 
conditions occurs,

- error detection and correction techniques which protect data "bits" 
from corruption due to nőise in the transmission systems,

- the use of protected transmission systems,

- the use of message authentication techniques to provide a measure or 
assurance that the information content of the transmission has nőt been 
altered in transit,

- the use of cryptographic techniques to provide various levels of 
protection against intrusion, electronic eavesdropping, data insertion, 
deletion and manipulation.

Cryptographic techniques and key management are important counter 
measures. Encryption is typically used to conceal the contents of an 
entire data message or fire, to protect the checksum in authentication 
systems, to conceal password information which has to be sent over the 
network fór verification and to construct electronic signatures.

Until recently, the normál way of using the encryption technique has been 
to protect vulnerable transmission links. The algorithm and the same 
secret key are then used at both ends of the link. The management of the 
keys is a matter fór the network operational staff.

Fór a long time, the problem of key management in symmetrical encryption 
scenarios imposed constraints on the applications of cryptography. 
However, experts have devised asymmetrical cryptoalgorithms in which 
there are matching pairs of keys, one fór encryption and another fór 
decryption.

Each user has his own pair of keys. He keeps one (the decryption key) 
secret and makes the other publicly available to all potential 
correspondents. Because ot the natúré of the algorithm (so-called one-way 
algorithms) it is nőt possible either to decrypt a message with the 
public key or to determine the secret key from a combination of the 
algorithm and the public key.

In addition to the security problems of key storage, handling keys alsó 
presents organisational difficulties. Key management, which is defined as 
a set of procedures to generate, distribute, store and destroy keys, is
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difficult and expensive. If it is nőt carried out properly, the 
protection obtained may be illusory.

Dynamic passwords are more secure than static passwords because they 
change on each occation of logging onto the access control system and, 
possibly, fór every message sent. Dynamic passwords are electronically 
generated through "smart" cards and other devices built intő terminál 
equipment and software Systems.

It has, however, to be mentioned that somé countries do nőt allow the 
export of products incorporating cryptographic hardware or software 
developed in that country.

The responsibility fór network security is divided between the security 
administrator, the network provider, the public carrier, the external 
service provider and the user. This situation creates the need fór 
welldefined interfaces. And don't forget that the finai responsibility in 
any of these parts is placed on the top of each organization.

Many actions are possible in order to improve security and they are more 
or less the same either we are speaking about data integrity or network
security.

There is a need fór a security plán and someone in charge of the 
responsibility fór security. The staff must be properly trained to handle 
equipment and in security routines. Transmission security must be based 
upon using proper Communications prot.ocols. There is of course necessary 
to use access control, and access rights must frequently be revieved. The 
physical security must nőt be forgottén. Proper key administration is 
vitai as well as up-to-date documentation. Finally find out who you hire, 
especially fór sensitive positions. The alternatives you may face can 
cost you much more, if nőt, do nőt overdo it.

It has nőt been possible to cover the subjects better than a water-spider 
- sweeping over a large surface without always realizing the depth of the 
óceán of computerizations.

At last it has, however, to be mentioned that we are all in the same 
boát. We need international agreements and jurisdiction concerning 
computer and communication security - up to-date-rules So it is in 
most fields (administrative rules, procedúrái rules, penal codes, 
intellectual property rights etc). When we will get them we will feel a 
wee bet safer.
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ASPECTS OF SECURITY, INTEGRITY AND PRIVACY IN THE 
TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK

Omella AMBROIS

CSELT. Centro Studi e Laboratori Telecomunicazioni 
Turin, Italy

The paper is written írom a telecommunicatíon operating company point of view. 
It aims at the outlíning of the requirements and technical approach in the areas of 
security, integrity and privacy of the telecommunication network.
These issues were of highest concern írom the very beginning of the 
telecommunication operádon, however the penetration of the new software 
technologies and the availability of new Services pose new demands and 
challenges. In particular the paper focuses on the aspects of network operádon and 
administratíon taking intő consideration the impact of decentralized operations both 
in terms of the operaring company staff and the large business customer that 
require access and operádon capabilides of their priváté Virtual networks.
The last part of the paper deals with somé perspective in the area of consensus at 
the intemational level. Work is going on both at international standardization 
organizatíons, such as the CCITT, and in joint cooperative projects, such as the 
European Community RACE.

1. TELECOMMUNICATION AND SECURITY ISSUES

As telecommunications networks become more powerful and widespread the needs of 
security grow. More and more sensitive information is processed and carried over the 
telecommunications networks and many business sectors are now dependent on the 
permanent availability, reliability and security of telecommunication Services. In the 
Integrated Broadband Communication (IBC), the integradon intő a channel system of all 
telecommunication Services could have effect on the vulnerability of single applications. 
Security implications differ to a certain extent in public network with respect to computer 
network, in particular in the telecommunications:
- the Services are provided via interconnected public networks, where public refers to 
accessibility and nőt to ownership;
- the environment will never be homogeneous and will contínually change;
- large amount of software functions and data have to be handled;
- integrate special networks like mobile and satellite;
- the availability has to be granted to a virtually unlimited number of users requiring a 
powerful and reliable management.
Both telecommunication and computer networks
- are providing access and will allow operádon capabilides to customer; •
- may require different degrees of security to support different Services or customer types. 
Five basic sources of Security requirements have been identified. These are:
- Security requirements írom PTTs;
- Security requirements from value-added service providers;
- Legisladve requirements;
- Quality of Service requirements;
- Conformance/convergence requirements from standards.
The PTT requirements arising from the need to protect objects and data: data related to 
control, like service registradon, routing, confieuration, remote accesses, data related to
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measurement, audit data, traffic charge and so on. The network provider has alsó 
performance quality requirements to support those Services with special sec úri ty and integrity 
performance.
The value-added providers have different requirements strongly depending on the sector 
of activity: need of Integrity and Authentication in public sectors like Educational and alsó 
confidentiality need in Justice, Defense, Government, Fináncé. The priváté sector includes 
banking, fináncé, retailing, insurance and computer trading, which have high demand fór 
security measures, with financial, commercial and legal risks to contend with. The protection 
of data, text, voice and images in the office system domain are of importance.
Legal requirements of computer and information technology like propriety rights and 
individual rights must be considered. These arise from necessity to protect the propriety of 
information stored electronically (copyright, issue/copy control, charging fór use) as well as 
protecting the privacy of information related to individual.
In the context o f  the Quality of Service certain supplementary security Services may be 
provided to somé Services which require special performance (acceptable residual bit error 
rates, connection set-up delay, appropriate cryptographic techniques). I.e. Services which 
make use o f mechanisms such as digital signature or data integrity require a neariy error free 
transmission.
There is still to consider as a requirements the conformance to the other relevant standards 
which already exist in the security area.
In order to provide secure Systems three aspects must be considered:
- vulnerabiÜties o f  a system and potential threats to Systems;
- security Services to protect again st those threats;
- integrity mechanisms which implement those Services.

2. THREATS AND SECURITY SERVICES

The Communications networks, due to their distributed natúré, are potentially sensitive to a 
variety of security threats. A short deseription of principal threats follows.
Accidental threats due to natural failures or network entities operating in an unintentional 
incorrcct manner: these may result in sporadic, partial or totál loss of service and data.
- Operational errors, due to entering of incorrect data;
- transmission errors, due to nőise, radiation, diffraction of signals;
- network resources failures, due to natural wear and tear, ageing or component failure;
- network resources overload, due to the existent network topology or simply to an 
exceptional simultaneous use of critical network elements;
- natural calamity like lightning strikes, floods, earthquake, etc.
Intentional threats come from people getting or manipulating illegitimately information or 
network resources, or preventing legitimate users from using Services.
Inter-communication threats occur during a communication between network entities owing 
to an extemal unauthorized entity:
- masquerade, an entity claims to be another entity to get restricted information, resources, or 
intercepts a communication then retransmits it claiming to be the originator,
- leakage o f information, a breach of confidentiality by unauthorized access or monitoring;
- loss or corruption o f information, the integrity of data is compromised by unauthorized 
deletion, insertion, modification, reordering, replay, reflection or delay. 
Intra-communication threats by one or more entities who participate in the communication 
itself:
- repudiation, an entity involved in a communication exchange subsequently deny the fact; 
forgery, an entity fabricate information and claims that such information was received from 
another entity;
security label violádon, an entity attempts to access or to communicate labelled data in 

violádon of the security policy in force.
Network resource threats towards those elements of the network which store or process 
communicated data
- unauthorized access from entity guessing, stealing or buying personal authentication data 
and/or tokén.
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- Tróján horses, programmes which contains additional non declared functionalitics;
- trapdoors, code that allows compromise of software (i.e. operating Systems), generally 
used during the development process by programmers.
- viruses, programmes which cause side effects when a particular system State is achieved;
- covert channels: covert storage channels arc network storage areas which may be written to 
by a program and teád by another entity who is nőt allowed; covert timing channels arc the 
result of a program modulating its usage of the networksystem in somé way which can be 
understood by another entity (e.g. communication rate).
- electromagnetic emanation;
- denial o f service, a network entity prevents other network entities ffom having access to 
their authorized network Services and resources;
- physical attack via a physical or electrical damage to elements or indirectly via an attack to 
the hardware or software elements security mechanisms;
- scavenging, obtaining information left in or around a computer system after the execution 
of a job.
Administrative threats when insufficient security administration may lead to violádon of 
the network security policy
- insufficient security documentation;
- insufficient user education;
- unnoticed violádon o f the security policy;
- abuse o f privileges.

A well-defíned security policy must identify which resources are to be protected and how. 
Given identified subjects and objects, a set of rules are used to determine the manipulation 
that subjects are allowed to perform on objects, and to enforce such authorizations.
A set of OSI security Services has been identified.
Authentication: authentication refers to the proof that subjects or objects are indeed what 
they claimed to be. In communication it allows to identify a remote user to another entity of 
the network (User authentication), entities communicating to each other (Peer entity 
authentication) and, in a connectionless communication, the identity of the entity which has 
created the data (Data origin authentication).
Access control: access control ensures that objects are accessed by subjects in authorized 
manner only, it concems access to the physical system, system software, applications and 
data. In a network, access control ensures that communication resource are accessed by 
authorized users in authorized way only.
Data confidentiality: data confidentiality ensures that data is nőt made available nor 
disclosed to unauthorized subjects. During the transmission across the network we can have: 
confidentiality of all data on a connection (connection confidentiality); confidentiality of all 
data in a connectionless instance of communication (connectionless confidentiality); 
confidentiality of selective fields within data, either on a connection or in a connectionless 
communication (selective field confidentiality); protection against traffic analysis (traffic flow 
confidentiality).
Integrity; integrity ensures that interaction leave data, applications and systems in a correct 
and available State. Data integrity ensures that data is neither destroyed nor improperly 
modified; applications integrity ensures that an application continues to operate according to 
its specifications; system integrity aims at the availability and correct working of the entire 
system. In a network with sensitive data the detection of accidental errors, intentional errors 
and manipulations (addition, removal, replay, delay, reorder) of data is of reál importance. 
Non repudiation; the non repudiation service provide to the recipient of data a proof of 
origin, to the sender a proof of submission or receipt.
Reliability: reliability means that Services are available when needed, and perform 
correctly when used.
There are somé nőt OSI additional Services like anonymity and notarization.
Basic security and integrity mechanisms such as encipherment, hash, authentication 
exchange, key management, digital signature, access control, are available and are used, 
when ever needed, to support the previously deseribed security Services.
An example of the Italian Administration (SÍP) approach to the security area is the 
authentication model fór the telematic network.
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The adoption of authentication techniques has administratíve and contractual purpose, in fact 
to a technical level there are mechanisms which guarantee the integrity of the exchanged data 
and a reliable routing. The authentication purpose is to guarantee the integrity and 
authenticity with faults and attacks, fór that it must be able to resolve legal questions.
When the communication goes through more logical entities (countries, administrations, 
networks) each entity has to guarantee its domain at the interfacing points (link to link), 
otherwise within an entity the authentication modality is end to end, to minimize the 
enciphering key management cost
Each communication has three logical paths to define the responsibility domain:
- two peripheral paths under supplementary service provider authority;
- one Central path under bearer service provider authority.

Telematic service Authentication
0

0
0

0
0

0
0 * . i 

/  /

Network Authentication
♦ ♦ ♦ %%*

------ * ,

y X
rv r r -  < ^netw ork**

\ \

peripheral path Central path peripheral path

DTE: Data Terminál Equipment

The model defines the overlapping of two different authentication tipologies
- network authentication which is a bearer network service and hence it must be provided by 
the Network Operator,
- telematic service authentication which is an optional end to end service outside of the 
network management.

3. PUBLIC NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Somé indications on security mechanisms fór the protection of the operational network 
management in public networks follow.
The generál situation is quite heterogeneous, there are no standard and nőt even a "de facto" 
standard, in an environment with a mix of old and more recent equipments: the new intro- 
duced networks have hardware and software management designed and implemented by ma- 
nufacturers, the studies and Solutions adopted by the PTTs are usually specific and "ad hoc". 
It is still common to many Systems having large part of management done by manual 
routines and requiring the management personnel to be physically present in the network 
nodes or special maintenance centers. Many terminals are only locally connected and can nőt 
have remote access. Fór these reasons the security measures are to a large degree in the area 
of physical protection. •
In future years many terminals will operate from remote location managing a wide area 
network in a much more economical way. A logical access control system based on 
authentication by passwords grants access through those terminals.
Fór network security a common way is to use only priváté, fixed lines which terminate in 
operating centers, losing flexibility of the system. When the number of managed Systems by 
the same operators increases this solution has to be abandoned.
Priváté networks can be an alternative: a priváté switched network may be dedicated to 
management operations and accessed only by operators. Another way is to simulate priváté 
networks, fór example using the closed group facility.
If the public telephoné network is used fór maintenance purposes special network access 
control must be introduced like diai back system. Today a common approach is the use of an 
authentication system based on dynamic password or challenge-response handshake.
The type of value added Services and the number of users are growing. Among these 
Services a relevant impact on the security threats is expected by the decentralisation to users
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of network operádon functions.
A number of Administrations and manufactures arc actively contributing to the 
standardization efforts currendy undertaken by intemational bodies like CCITT and ETSI. In 
particular, significant amount of work has been canied out in the definition of standards fór 
defining an Operádon and Maintenance (O&M) network in order
- to centralize and to automatize O&M functionality (with remote control);
- to introduce new distributed Services;
- to get a global vision fór optímizing the network operations.
CCllT COM/VJ defined the so called Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) 
having the architectural configuration showed in figure. The TMN concept can be 
implemented using a combination of telecommunication equipment resources and dedicated 
support Systems interconnected via a communication network.
TMN comprises principles, architecture, functions, data, communication Services and 
protocols fór the exchange and processing of management data and functions fór 
telecommunication network.

A generalized physical architecture fór a Telecommunication Management Network (TMN)

The TMN architecture is based on the following sub-systems:
Network Elements (NE): the sub-systems performing telecommunication functions. 
Operation Systems (OS): the subsystems on which are implemented either applications 
oriented to support O&M functionality, network planning, commercial procedure, etc. (A 
functions eláss); or basic functions oriented to the management of the Communications and 
the interfaces with operator terminals, the information lóg, the protocol conversion, etc. (B 
functions eláss).
Mediation Devices (MD) are the média that allow NEs with poor "intelligence" to exchange 
information with OSs by implementing only eláss B functions.
Communication Network (DCN) : used to transfer management information between OSs 
and NEs or between OSs and OSs.
Work Stations (W S): used by the operators to internet with NE, MD, and OS.
The introduction of the TMN creates a new security situation in the telecommunication area. 
New and powerful possibilities in network management are introduced: large portion of 
network can be diagnosed, reconfigured or pút out of operation by simple commands 
through computer terminals in the management network. Such introduction must therefore
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include the necessary sec úri ty protective measures.
Sec úri ty and data integrity are recognized as fundamental require ments fór the definition of a 
TMN architecture, which in principle shall be art open System with full connectivity. Such 
open network introduces important issues conceming the control of security and integrity. 
llie  security issues comprising access control, authentication and audit logs and the integrity 
issues comprising semantic integrity and transaction integrity will become much more 
serious. TMN shall follow the principle of centralized security and integrity control. The 
inclusion of new functions or the modification of existing ones might lead to the definition of 
security mechanisms inserted at various level (OS,MD,etc.).

4. ITALIAN TELECOMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT NETWORK

SÍP has started a few years ago to centralize somé of the operádonal functions in its 
telecommunication network.
The present situatíon is characterized by the presence of several support systems which, in 
generál, have been developed by different organizational units within the company and, 
therefore, are dedicated and nőt yet cooperating in the framework of a TMN, being alsó the 
TMN concept and the decision to implement it more recent than the various support systems. 
The figure below represents the global present situation as far as the various support systems 
and their location at different SÍP organization territorial level are concemed.
The study on security requirements and mechanisms relatíve to Italian TMN is ongoing.
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CSN: Network management centre 
SSR: Régiónál support centre 
CGS: Software maintenance centre 
TRAF: Network planning centre 
CED: Administration centre 
QC: Quality centre
CEM: Operation & maintenance centre 
CORUtLocal area electromech. superv. 
DSF: Trunk supervision equipment 
TÚR: Network ’s universal terminál 
FAMAtTrasmission equip. supervision
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Italian Telecommunication Management Network

According to the reference architecture agreed, TMN stretches itself from telecommunication 
equipment to terminál equipped work stations. Its functions can be implemented over 
different territorial layers, from the local one, coincident with telecommunication systems, up 
to different centralized layers, based on specialized computer systems.
As far the access procedure is concemed, it seems advisable to recognize as a generál 
philosophy that the network should allow each terminál to set up connections with each 
System to get reduction of the number of network terminals and reduction of global data flow 
and global memory.
The possibility of various users and terminals to set up sessions with several TMN systems, 
needs appropriate tools to assure functional and geographical competences and information 
privacy. These goals can be reached by associating to terminals and users an appropriate 
authorization related to the function set allowed and to the systems on which they operate. 
The purpose of this procedure is to carry out a mechanism to transfer authorization informa
tion through the network and to utilize this information fór session authority determination.
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The data sets that can be used fór authority determination in the TMN are:
Territorial area. A territorial area is a subset of TMN Systems grouped by functional or 
organizational rules (e.g. all switching Systems or switching Systems of the same technology 
within a region). This concept can be used to split operádon and maintenance competences 
between the operating personnel.
A user associated with a territorial area is allowed to perform dialogue sessions with the 
Systems belonging to that area.
Functional type. A Functional type is a subset of commands of a TMN system grouped 
by a logic point of view (e. g. functional types fór exchange maintenance, user 
administration, traffic administration, lines and trunk maintenance).
Within each system functional types are related to corresponding connection keys. When a 
user opens a dialogue session with a TMN system, a message containing the user connection 
key is sent to that system.
User authorization, on that system, is the functional type related to that user connection key. 
User. A user is a subject allowed to use functions and data available on TMN systems.
The identification is by a password stored in one or more systems, according to the scope of 
their action field.
The user's privilege is granted, and verified, through a set of keys opening up a geographical 
area and the set of accessible functionalities. A given user's key may be shared among 
several systems. A logic diagram that shows the entities fór user authorization is shown in 
figure below.

O perator Authorization within TMN

Terminál. A TMN terminál is a work station able to support the dialogue between users 
and systems of the network.
In order to improve the security degree of the access procedures inside the TMN, it should 
be possible to limit the function set to which such terminál can access.
Such a limitation can be implemented in the same way already described fór users, e.g. by 
the association of terminals to territorial areas and functional types.
A terminál is defined by an identity stored only in one of the TMN systems. The set of 
commands allowed to a terminál over a generic system of the network is specified by the 
terminál connection key referred to the territorial area containing that system.
The set of commands allowed during a session of dialogue with a TMN system is called 
session authority. The entities defming session authority are:
- user territorial area;
- terminál territorial area;
- functional type related to user connection kev;
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- functíonal type related to terminál connection key;
- time of session set up.
The need fór the last paraméter can be justified taking intő account the different operations 
performed over the TMN Systems during the work-time and during the night.
Session authority can be obtained by an appropriate algorithm; it generally depends on 
Administration requirements fór the management of the TMN.
Only fór exemplification purposes, an approach to the determination of the session authority 
algorithm is described in the following:
- a session over a TMN system is allowed if and only if it belongs to both user territorial area 
and terminál territorial area.
- each interconnection key can be related to two functional types, the first valid in a time 
interval TI and the second in a time interval T2, previously defined; the system will consider 
actíve the functional type corresponding to the current session time.
- session authority is defined performing a logic AND function between the operator 
functional type and the terminál functional type.

5. TRENDS AND EXPECTED EVOLUTIONS

The new developments and the use of digital techniques permit much greater flexibility in the 
provision of advanced Services. According to the sharing of responsabilities between users 
and provider/operator we can think of many ways in providing a service. Whenever it is 
decided to defer the control over the manipulation of operation on network data, functions 
and resources to the end user, validation and control procedures should be embedded within 
the network to regulate the negotiations between end users and Services providers/operating 
company. This solution, called customer control will be common to many new 
telecommunication Services making these more flexible and user-made in their configuration, 
operation and maintenance.
In particular with the introduction of the Intelligent Network the access directly to Service 
Management System (SMS) will be available to service customers to modify their owns 
service parameters. Examples of Services with particular needs of flexibility are Priváté 
Virtual Network, 800 service, Centrex service (provision of Services normally available in 
PABXs by means of a special equipped exchange).
There are two user-terminal communicating modalities
- the customer uses and is guided by terminál messages and masks : the user may only make 
a few choices and set somé predefined parameters;
- the customer uses a programming language, interactive or nőt

6. INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION EFFORT

Most of the technical approaches applicability depends on the achievement of an extended 
consensus between the various operating companies and telecommunication manufacturers 
since the network integrity and security can no longer be considered a "local" issue bút 
requires the support of all interconnected parts and functions. Thus a key issue in this area is 
the establishment of intemational standards.
About the security approach there are two different philosophic orientation schools, those 
who think secure only completely secret Systems and those who think it is impossible in 
practice to keep the secret of the adopted security instruments and want public systems which 
guarantee protection. From the second ones starts a standardization activity.
The adoption of standard techniques, in civil environment, favour security : a standard is 
certificated and, being public, submitted to continuous attacks generally divulged; generality: 
the development is independent of languages and systems; cheapness : a standard, with 
many providers, allows economical criteria and reduce the study, development and 
certification costs.
In the telecommunication area the achievement of an extended consensus between the various 
operating companies is essential to support all interconnected parts and functions.
The European Community fináncé somé joint cooperative projects to support the
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development of future telecommunication network.
The Research and Development intő Advanced Communications technologies 
fór Europe (RACE) project has the objective of leading to the development and 
implementation of advanced communication facilities across Europe before 1995, thanks to 
the introduction of Integrated Broadband Communications Network. The EBCN main goal is 
to provide all broadband Services, current and future, via homogeneous digital 
communication networks serving all Europe.
Most advanced applications and many Services rely on the cost effective provision of 
integrity mechanisms as authentication, proof of origin and receipt, data integrity, digital 
signature, access control, anonymity. These mechanisms have to be provided in a universal 
and unified manner to all users of IBC.
In the RACE program the sec úri ty aspects are principally committed to three projects.
The project R1025 Functional Specifications of Securitv and Privacv in IBC looks at the 
overall IBC needs by providing the functional specification fór the global provision of 
security. Target objectives are:
- the identification of suitable security Services and the security management functionality 
necessary fór the protection and separation of IBC and subscriber resources and processes;
- the specification of relevant security primitives and attributes necessary fór the realization of 
IBC security;
- interface and protocol specification.
The necessary technology bases are provided by other two projects:
R Í040 RIPE-RACE Integrity Primitives Evaluation has the goal to pút forward a 
comprehensive ensemble of recommended cryptographic algorithms and suitable modes of 
use that meet the various security and performance requirements of IBC. s 
RÍ047 Techniques fór Integrity Mechanisms in IBC concems with making transmitted data 
secure and proving their integrity. Procedures fór the execution of data exchange transactions 
must enable the user and the terminál in question to be identified, to test access authorization 
and to prevent the falsification of data.
A new European project is going to be planned to "enabling the flexible integration of 
telematic Services under user control on a trans-national scale". The requirements fór security 
of the Integrated Service Engineering (ISE) Services offered by many different service 
providers will strongly differ between each other (users, Services). As security policies and 
their enabling Services can to a large extent be supported by a basic set of security 
techniques, it is desirable that security mechanisms and techniques, likely to be of generál 
utility, are provided in a common way to many Services, rather that each service providing its 
own, specific, different solution.
There is a willingness to identify the user requirements fór security in the ISE environment 
and to define an ISE security framework, which is applicable to Open Systems and Open 
Services environment with user control over service creation and an open markét in service 
provision. In a environment where end-users have a significant level of control over service 
creation and invocation, the System will have to provide "integrity" to ensure that users 
cannot call up service primitives or service combinations that may endanger the service layer 
or other parts of the IBC System or other users.
The standard scope covers a wide rangé of aspects of data security in both data 
Communications and data processing: ECMA and ISO organization concem with generál 
security standards, CCITT and ETSI concem with telecommunications.
ISO deals with standards fór data criptographic techniques (JTC1/SC27); OSI Security 
Architecture, Framework and Model; Security Management; Upper Layer Security 
(JTC1/SC21); Banking (JTC1/TC68); Encryption of message handling (JTC1/SC28). 
ECMA provides a Framework fór the development of security provisions (TR/46) and 
proposes Data Elements and Security Services (ECMA XXX) fór use in the Application 
Layer in the OSI Reference Model.
CCITT carried out somé important standard related to security in Communications.
X.400 Message Handling Systems deals with an electronic mail network, which due to its 
distributed natúré could be susceptible to security threats like fraudulent identity claims, 
breach confidentiality and unauthorized manipulations.
The security Services specified are provided on an optional basis and are derived from the 
OSI Security Architecture. The Services are supported by use of security mechanisms, somé
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of them are remarkable to be exported like aJgorithm identífier, certificates, labels, tokens. 
X.500 the Directory series contains somé considerations which can be exported in a more 
generál telecommunication context.
The Directory is a collection of open systems which co-operate to hold a logical database of 
infoimation about a set of objects. The users of the Directory can, having permission and 
using specific Services, read or modify the information stored by Directory collectively 
known as the Directory Information Base. Such access shall be in conformance with the 
sec úri ty policy of the security domain to which the information is part of.
The Directory Security Model illustrates three security concepts:
securitv policv composed by definition of an authorization policy to specific access rights, 
enforce access rights, maintain access rights; definition of an authentication policy to verify 
identity of users, identify the origin of received information at an access point. 
access control determines the access rights in terms of user identifiers or of capabilities. 
authentication framework which specifíes the form of credentials held by the Directory; 
describes how these credentials may be obtained from the Directory; States assumptions 
about how these credentials may be formed and placed in the Directory; dcfines ways in 
which applications can use such credentials in order to perform authentication.
Two level of authentication are defined, simple authentication by means of a password and 
strong authentication by means of cryptographically derived credentials.
The current authentication framework uses public key cryptosystems independent from 
public key algorithm.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In the telecommunication area the new developments and the use of digital techniques permit 
much greater flexibility in the provision of advanced Services and in network management. 
Sensitive information is processed and carried over the telecommunication network and 
many business sectors are now dependent on the permanent availability, reliability and 
security of telecommunication Services. These new aspects make necessary the introduction 
of the protective measures: security is becoming more and more crucial as telecommunication 
networks become more and more sophisticated.
Security and data integrity are recognized as fundamental requirements and must be 
considered as a reál problem in the development process of telematic and information 
systems: the security should be planned and nőt considered as a solution of particular 
problems. Nowadays the protection of information scems to be just a argued problem and it 
is oriented to emergency and nőt to damages prevention.
Most of the technical approaches applicability depends on the achievement of an extended 
consensus between the various operating companies and telecommunication manufacturers. 
Network integrity and security can no longer be considered a "local" issue bút requires the 
support of all interconnected parts and functions: key issue is the establishment of 
intemational standards.
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IBM's Advanced Peer-to-Peer Xetworking is designed to provide the net- 
working Foundation upon which production networks of the future can be 
built. It takes SNA concepts and improves usability in a world where nct- 
working is ubiquitous. Usability features discussed in this paper provide sig- 
nificant rcductions in network definition. The concepts and modcls introduccd 
in APPN position SNA to exploit emerging Communications technologies in 
world-wide networks.

OverView

IBM's System NetWork Architecture (SNA) was designed to preserve and cnhance cus- 
tomer investments in Communications hardware and software by providing 
state-of-the-art, "industrial-strength" function with an eye on future requirements and on 
current inventories of equipment and programs [1]. This strategy continues today with 
the S/36 and AS/400 Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking feature (APPN) [2,3] that 
builds on the strengths of SNA technology and preserves customer investments in appli- 
cation software.

The initial ofTerings of SNA, announced in 1974, provided support fór the 3600 banking 
terminals in a single hőst environment. Those same 3600 banking terminals can be con- 
nccted to the most current SNA networks. These modern networks are meshed net
works using a variety of physical média to provide attachment to a wide variety of 
terminals, program-to-program Communications, interconnection between networks 
(cither via IBM Information NetWork or through direct connection between customers' 
SNA networks using SNI [4]), and a rich set of network management functions.

The complexity of a modern SNA network, with its "mix-and-match" set of products, 
has led to an effort to reduce that complexity. It is reduced partly by network aids such 
as NctDA [5] that hclp customers design their networks. It is alsó reduccd by the intro- 
duction of a common set of functions and protocols to be implemented by all partic- 
ipating products rather than customizing the functions and protocols based on the 
application. Special requirements, then, are addressed as additional function above and 
bevond the base set of commonly implemented function. This "converged" set of func
tions fór SNA network Communications can be viewed from the users' perspective and 
from the network administrators' perspective.

Users' View

Thcre arc a number of users of a modern network. There are the terminál operators, 
both professional and non-professional, and the programmers, both application and 
system programmers. The ultimatc objective of any network provider is to makc the 
network itsclf disappear and give these users a single system image, a single distributed
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operating system.1 An important stcp toward providing this distributed operating system 
is to provide a common set of Communications primitives. SNA does this with its 
Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC), alsó known as Logical Unit 
type 6.2 (LU6.2) [6,7].

APPC implements a conversation model fór communication. This is a generál model in 
which remote subroutines and coroutines can be implemented taking maximum advan- 
tage of the processing capabilities of participating programs while minimizing network 
costs. Because of its generality, other Communications models such as remote procedure 
calls can be built on top of the APPC primitives. The primitives provided include func- 
tions fór opening and closing Communications, security, sending and receiving data, syn- 
chronizing programs, synchronizing databases, and error handling.

These functions are provided such that the application programmer need nőt know the 
location of partner programs. The network directory resolves the name associated with 
the partner program to a system location. The programmer specifies the natúré of the 
conversation via a mode name (e.g., intcractive, batch) and the network route selection 
Services determines the path most appropriate fór that eláss of traffic.

Administrators' View

In order to satisfy the users' requirements, the network administrator must design and 
implemcnt a network with adequate capacity and then manage the usc of the network 
resources. In a production network the smooth operation of the network is Central to 
achieving the organizational objectives. Thus the administrator is responsible fór, 
among other things, network performance and the "fair" allocation of network resources, 
network security, availability, and problem management. To achieve the lével of service 
demanded by users of production networks, network providers require significant 
improvements in the ease of installation, and the flexibility and configurability of the 
network.

Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking [8,9,10] focuses on these usability aspects of the 
broader set of networking requirements. The thrust of the initial APPN effort was 
aimed at networks of smallcr Systems where the network administration is likely to be 
distributed among a set of the network users and the network maintenance is more likely 
to be performed by those same network users rather than a group of systems program- 
mers. Decision-making in this environment is dccentralized, changes may occur fre- 
qucntly, and the lével of expertise may be relativcly low. Thus, minimál system 
configuration and coordinatcd definition arc kcy to the success of a network architccturc 
fór this environment.

The SNA Type 2.1 (T2.1) Node definition [11] has added a number of capabilities 
including the ability to negotiate somé of the Communications parameters rather than 
relying on coordinated system definition. The T2.1 design is based upon the earlier defi
nition of the T2 node bút extends that capability to permit peer-to-pcer Communications 
that fully support the capabilities of LU6.2 and do nőt require the prcscncc of a hőst 
(e.g., S/370) system. The T2.1 node architecture is alsó known as SNA Low Entry Net- 
workíng because it enables peer, point-to-point connectivity among low end SNA 
systems. When installcd in V'fAM and NCP, SNA Low Entry Networking permits 
applications in attaching T2.1 nodcs to communicate with other T2.1 nodcs through the 
SNA backbone network as well as increasing the capabilities of the attaching T2.1 nodcs 
when communicating with hőst applications.

1 The tcchnology is nőt to the point yet where this can be done fór all users in all networks, bút 
etíorts such as IBM's System Application Architecture arc making strides in this dircction.
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To achieve the usability objectives, APPN enhancements cxtend this SNA T2.1 support 
with an integrated architecture for automatic network topology and directory support 
that dramatically simplifies network definition and pcrmits dynamic selection of network 
routes.

An APPN network is composed of T2.1 nodes with enhancements that classify the nodes 
as either NetWork Nodes (NN) or End Nodes (EN). Network Nodes are Systems that 
cooperate with other nodes in the network to provide network Services (such as directory 
and route selection); End Nodes are application systems that do nőt provide network 
Services to other systems bút have access to all of the network facilities available to 
NNs. A Network Node may alsó be an application System that uses its own Services as 
well as being a network service provider for other systems.

This classification scheme provides several advantages. First, the networking functions 
required for ENs form a subset of those required for NNs. Thus, the cost of develop- 
ment is less than a full NN implementation. The system resources required (memory, 
cycles, and nonvolatile storage) for networking functions in an EN are less than in NN, 
thus allowing the customer to have systems focussed on their application tasks. Alsó, 
the addition of NN function does nőt require a differcnt set of base functions; products 
can implemcnt NN functions as an add-on feature to the APPN End Node. Second, 
since the number of NNs in a network is significantly lovver than the number of ENs, 
the distributed algorithms that are executed only among the NNs are much lqss subject 
to constraints due to network size: e.g., a network of 5000 nodes might have as few as 
100 NNs—nőt a difficult number for éven the most complex of the APPN algorithms. 
Finally, when additional networking functions are added, the interface defined between 
the EN and NN can be kept much more stable than the interface between NNs. Thus, 
EN implementations, and customer investments in those implementations, can be more 
easily protected.

Network Jóin Protocols

The network bootstraps itself during link activation beginning with automatic negoti- 
ation of link-level parameters such as the link station rolcs, the maximum size of mes- 
sagcs sent and receivcd, the maximum number of frames sent before acknowledgcment, 
and whether segment generation and reassembly are supported on the link. All of this 
can be done without prior coordinated network configuration. A configuration sereen 
for this step could be as simple as defining the name of the node, all other parameters 
can be hardware provided or negotiable default valucs.

In addition to the link-level parameters, this initial cxchange alsó provides identification 
information to hclp bootstrap higher laycr functions. For example, the exchange 
includes information that allows adjacent nodes to dynamically determine the namc of 
the partner node, whether it is an EN or an NN, and whether network Services are 
required between this pair of nodes.

In the event that network Services are required between the two adjacent nodes, sessions 
are established between their Control Points (CPs). The Control Point is the component 
in the node that provides operational and management control functions for the other 
node components. The key CP functions discusscd in this paper arc the topology, direc
tory, route selection and session Services. APPN Control Points use LU6.2 formats and 
protocols to communicate with one another. Control Point sessions are established 
between adjacent NNs (with somé exceptions) and between ENs and their serving NN. 
Whcre n is the number of NNs, d is the dcgrec of network node connectivity—the 
averagc number of NNs to which an NN is conncctcd-and e is the number of ENs, 
there are Ordn + e) CP sessions. Typically, network nodes have a relatively low degree 
(e.g., 2-4) of network connectivity.
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Once the CP sessions are established, the capabilities of the control points are exchanged 
and, if both nodes are NNs, topology database updates are exchanged. The topology 
database is a fully replicatcd database that is shared among all NNs in the network; it 
provides a map of the network nodes and their links to one another. That map is used 
both fór route selection Services and management Services. The maintenance of that 
map requires broadeasting updates to all NNs.

In Figure 1 when NN2 joins the network, all NNs must be notified of the changes in the 
network map: i.e., the addition of NN2, the link connecting it to NN1 (1,2,a) and the 
link from NN2 to NN3 (2,3,b). The Topology Database Update (TDU) messages 
contain identifying information, node and link characteristics, and resource sequence 
numbers to identify the most recent updates fór cach of the resources deseribed in the 
TDU. Each logical link (called a TG2) is treated in the TDUs as a pair of unidirectional 
TGs. Thus, each deseriptor (known as a TG Vector or TGV) is identified by an ordered 
triple and it is updated by only one node. So, fór example, the TG Vector from NN3 to 
NN2 is identified by the ordered triple (3,2,b) and is updated only by NN3; the reverse 
TGV is (2,3,b) and is updated only by NN2.

The Resource Sequence Number (RSN) fór a particular resource (a TG or a node) is 
monotonically increasing. When an NN receives an update, it compares the RSN 
received with that already stored in its copy of the topology database. If the received 
RSN is greater than that currently stored, the new information is saved and the update 
is forwarded to all NN CP session partners; otherwise the received update is ignored. 
All connected NNs récéivé the update at least once bút only propagate the information 
once.3

NNs that are nőt connected at the time of an update are given all updates they missed 
by their neighbors when they rejoin the network. So, in Figure 1, NN2 is given what- 
ever updates it needs to complete its picture of the database. This is done by a pair-wise 
tracking of the updates sent and received: fór an NN first joining the network, the entire 
topology database is provided, fór an NN rejoining the network, the updates missed are 
provided.

Deleting resources from the topology database is by a simple aging algorithm that 
removes all inactive TGs and unreachable NNs after a month. Weekly updates are sent 
on all defined resources to prevent them from being deleted.

Thus NNs are able to maintain the network topology fór use in route calculation and 
network management without administrative assistance.

C o n n ectio n  N e tw o rk s

A shared access transport facility is a subnetwork in which attached nodes may send and 
récéivé data to a number of partners as if they were each attached point-to-point. The 
best example, and the one fór which the Connection NetWork model was developcd, is a 
local arca network; other cxamples include satellite networks and public networks

2 A Transmission Group (TG) is a set of one or more links between adjacent nodes that are 
treated as a single logicaí link fór message routing. APPN currently supports only single-link 
TGs. The TG Number (b in the example) is used to distinguish between the TGs when more 
than one exists between two adjacent nodes. APPN does support these parallel TGs.

3 In the event of errors or unstablc network situations the network protects itself from inconsistcnt 
data and alsó guarantees termination of the broadeast algorithm.
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Figure 1. Topology Dalabase Update

acccssed using X.21, X.25, or ISDN. When such a subnetwork is used within an APPN 
network, it may be represented as a Connection NetWork.

A connection network is a Virtual node that represents the subnetwork and a set of 
Virtual TGs that represent the attachments to that subnetwork. In Figure I, the cloud 
is a subnetwork represented by the connection network named with four Virtual TGs 
intő the connection network. These TGs represent ports intő the subnetwork. Routes 
through these subnetworks can be computed with significantly reduced network defi- 
nition and a smaller topology database.

Connection networks require somé coordinated defmition: all nodes using the subnet
work must have the same name fór it and a minimum spanning tree of the nodes 
attached via the subnetwork must be defined so that CP sessions can be established and 
control information cxchanged. Fach node on the subnetwork must know its own sig- 
nalling information (e.g., its LAN adapter address) and, fór any of the predefined TGs 
across the subnetwork in the minimum spanning tree, at least one node must know the 
signalling information fór the partner (e.g., the LAN address fór the partner) to be able 
to establish connections. In Figure I, the TG connecting NN4 and NN5 is a predefined 
TG across the subnetwork that joins NN5 to the spanning tree.

This lével of defmition, however, is much simpler than would be necessary without the 
connection network model. NN3 has no defmition fór NN4 or NN5 attachments to the 
subnetwork, NN4 has nőne fór NN3, etc. Where m is the number of nodes on a subnet
work, the defmition required to provide full Communications capability with the con
nection network model is 0(1) fór cach node, O(m) fór the entire subnetwork; the 
defmition required without the model is O 'm ) fór each node, 0(m 2) fór the entire sub
network. Furthcr reductions in system defmition are possible with the addition of a 
LAN protocol fór the discovery of server machines: e.g., query of a group address 
assigned to all NNs on a tokén ring. With such a protocol, ENs could discover their
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NN servers and NN servers on the same LAN could discover one another without prior 
coordinated definition. ,

Topology updates fór the Virtual node and Virtual TGs in both directions are made by 
the nodes attaching to the subnetwork. Fór TG vectors describing the connections intő 
an attaching node, the TDUs contain the necessary signalling information as well as the 
other data contained in "normál" TG vectors.

Network Directory

The network must maintain a directory mapping names to locations in order to provide 
the required location transparency fór users. The directory database can be significantly 
larger than the topology database. It contains names and locations fór all the subsys- 
tems and terminals in all nodes, nőt just Network Nodes. Although the names main- 
tained in the APPN directory today are limited, other names, such as user names, can be 
accommodated in the architccture design. Therefore, the directory database is a distrib- 
uted, nőt a fully-replicated database. Each NN is responsible fór the network directory' 
fór itself and its client End Nodes.

Resources may be added and deleted dynamically at any node in the network. When an 
EN joins the network, after exchanging CP Capabilities with its serving NN, the EN 
may register the resources it wishes to make available to the network. When a change is 
made, the client EN notifies its serving NN with either a Register or a Delete message. 
This limits the searches that the EN receives to just those fór known resources. Altcrna- 
tively, ENs may prefer to be searched rather than using the registration capability and 
thus maintain their own part of the distributed network directory; this option might be 
particularly useful fór large application hosts.

The distribution of the directory information among NNs is performed on a demand 
basis. When a node in the network needs to locate a resource, it searches all NNs. The 
scarch is a broadcast, similar to the TDU broadcast, that is propagated to all NN CP 
partncrs. The speed of the search is related to the diameter of the network, nőt to the 
number of NNs. Each broadcast has a unique search identifier, the Fully-qualified Pro- 
cedure Correlation Identifier (FQPCID). The algorithm dynamically constructs a search 
tree, each node in the tree keeping pointers to the parent and child nodes. When a 
currently unknown (new. FQPCID) search is received, it is forwarded to neighboring 
NNs. When a reply, or a duplicate request, is received from a child in the tree, that 
child is removed. When all children have been removed, the parent node is notified with 
a reply. Of course, positivc replies are forwarded up the tree immediately thus permit- 
ting use of the information as quickly as possible.4 So, in Figure 2, NNl removes NN3 
from its list of children when it receives a second copy of the original search from NN3. 
The search tree produced has NN2 at the root with NNl and NN3-NN4-NN5 as its 
subtrees.

Although this form of scarch is extremelv fást, it is alsó costly in its consumption of 
network cycles and bandwidth. So, the root NN (NN2 in Figure 2) saves the informa
tion lcarned from the search. Future references by NN2 or its client nodes will nőt 
rcquirc another broadcast. Instcad, a simple verification flow is sent directly to the NN 
last rcporting the location. A number of further optimizations to the directory broad
cast algorithm are possible. Fór example, the verification flow can be omitted and the 
cache entry can be assumed to be correct. A cache server node or set of cache server 
nodes can be piacod in the network (identified by an indicator in the topology database)

4 Similar to the TD U  algorithm, the directory algorithm is complicated by the potential fór dupli- 
catc FQPCIDs and unstable network situations.
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Figure 2. Directory Search

to eliminate broadcasts except when the cache server node does nőt have an entrv fór 
the requested resource name.

This automatic directory function supports an environment where resources are added, 
deleted, or moved frequently with minimál administrative intervention. Changes are 
applied locally and propagated through the network as required.

Session Initiation

When the network user requests a conversation, the network may need to initiate a new 
session.5 In the most generál case, the session partners are in two EXs served by dif- 
ferent NNs.

As in Figure 2, the initiating node will send a Locate request to its serving NN, NX2 in 
the example. In this Locate request, EN2 includes TG Vectors to describe its local 
topology: its TG to NN2 and its Virtual TG to the connection network. NN2 saves this 
information and conducts the search: a broadcast if there is no cache information or a 
directéd, verification search if the cache data is present. In the reply, in addition to the 
directory information, EX4 returns its local topology data: its predefined TG from XX4 
and its Virtual TG from the connection network (with the signalling information).

Upon receipt of the reply, XX2 has accumulated a complete picture of the necessary 
parts of the network topology; it has the global XX topology database, it has the local 
topology fór EX2, and it has the local topology fór EX4.

To compute a route appropriate fór the requested session requires knowledge of the 
natúré of the session traffic as well as the characteristics of the links and nodes in the 
network. In SXA, the natúré of the session traffic is embodied in a paraméter specified 
by the requesting user, the mode name. In APPC, the mode name can be a reasonably

5 SNA is a cormeetion-oriented architecture in which connections (scssions) are established to 
maintain information fór the managemcnt and control of data traffic.
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user-friendly name fór the required session characteristics; the architecturally-defined 
defaults are INTER, BATCH, INTERSC, and BATCHSC which specify Interactive, 
batch, interactive-secure, and batch-secure, respectively.

The mode name-whether architecturally-defined, product-defmed, or defmed by the 
network administrator-resolves to a set of parameters fór the session including message 
size (Maximum RU Size), flow control, session limits (the number of sessions to auto- 
matically activate and the maximum number of sessions), transmission priority (network, 
high, médium, or low), and a set of characteristics that are referred to collectively as 
eláss of service.

The eláss of service (COS) is derived from the mode name; fór the architecturally-defined 
mode names, the COS Name is the same as the mode name. The COS Name indirectly 
specifies the relatíve significance of factors such as acceptable levels of security, 
cost/packet, cost/connect-time, propagation delay, and eíTective capacity. Fór example, 
the architecture-defined eláss of service fór BATCH prefers routes with low cost/packet 
and large effective capacity; INTER prefers routes with low cost/connect-time and small 
propagation delays; the secure varieties of these COS Names require secure nodes and 
links along the path.

As one might expect, these are the kind of characteristics that are found in the TG and 
node characteristics in the topology database fór NNs and their TGs and in the TG 
vectors provided by ENs at session initiation-time. Additional parameters reflected in 
the topology data include TG and node status (operational, quiescing, or inoperative), 
congestion indicators, and, to provide additional flexibility, there are user-definable 
fields.

In order to provide users with appropriate paths through the network, the algorithm 
used to select routes first weights TGs and nodes. The weighting algorithm computes a 
scalar value fór each node and TG based on the relatíve significance of the character
istics fór the request eláss of service. The current weighting algorithm uses an ordered 
table look-up to find the first row in the COS Name preference table that matches the 
TG or node characteristics and assigns the weight associated with that row to the 
resource. Again, default COS tables are defined by the architecture.

Once the weights are determined, Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [12] is used to deter- 
mine the least-weight path through the network fór the requested eláss of service. 
Where two paths ha ve identical weight, a random choice is made.

The sclected routc information is provided to the rcqucsting node so a session can be 
established. When the selected route is through a connection network, as is the case in 
the example fór the interactive request in Figurc 3, the signalling information is pro
vided as well.

APPN selects an appropriate route based upon the desired eláss of service and the 
current network configuration and characteristics.

The protocols to establish a session connection include the capability to negotiate 
session parameters such as the maximum send and récéivé message sizes. Where inter- 
mediate nodes are able to do so, mismatchcs in maximum frame sizes supported from 
link to link are addressed by automaticallv invoking segment generálion and reassembly 
logic. Where this is nőt appropriate, end-to-end maximum send and récéivé message 
sizes are adjusted, again, automaticallv to allow fór the minimum maximum frame size.

Flow control in APPN is done complctcly automaticallv. To prevent deadlocks in the 
network, the architecture specifies that all end-point and intermediate buffers are pre-
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Figure 3. Route Selection Services

committed.6 However, to make efTicient use of these buffers, products must be able to 
dynamically adjust the number of committed buffers. During session setup, one send 
and one récéivé buffer is allocated at each affected node. Thereafter, the send and 
récéivé window sizes are adjusted via protocol to accommodate the traffic demand. The 
architecture permits products to ensure fair allocation of network bandwidth based upon 
offered load and parameters such as the transmission priority and the pacing window 
size values specified during session establishment.

Sessions with these self-adjusting characteristics provide efTicient and fair utilization of 
network resources with minimál administrative support.

Application to Emerging Technologies

Two very significant networking phenomenon became quite clear as the last decade 
came to a close: the emergence of distributed operating system technologies in the very 
high speed local area network environment and the interconnection of independent net- 
works. As the current decade unfolds, it is reasonable to expect the commercial exploi- 
tation of very high speed média in metropolitan-area and wide-area networks as well. 
The LAN operating Systems that are emerging in the local area network environments 
will be strained to extend intő these larger and larger networks. Further, the intercon
nection of independent networks, both SNA and non-SNA, will continue to progress 
toward a world-wide network of networks. The users' expectations in this environment

6 Products are permitted to commit buffers by statistically managing a smaller, high speed buffer 
pool with sulficient other storagc allocated to cover the entire commitment under heavy load 
conditions.
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will be based on their reliance on these distributed systems. These networks will support 
our daily lives at home and at work.

The usability features provided in architectures like APPN will be necessary ingredients 
in any viable solution fór these large, distributed operating systems. APPN network 
dynamics will need to be enhanced to allow fór network growth without algorithmic 
complexity as an inhibitor. The availability improvements achieved in APPN by auto- 
matically adjusting to the changing network topology will need to be made completely 
nondisruptive. As high speed switched public facilities become more availabie, the con- 
nection network model will require further enhancements to optimize the use of these 
facilities without compromising administrative overhead.

Most importantly, all of this must be accomplished with the level of reliability required 
in a production network. Performance must be predictably good; that is, network plan- 
ning tools must be availabie, network administration must be simple bút fair in its allo- 
cation of resources, stress conditions must be handled gracefully, and problem 
management functions must be efficient.
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Northern Telecom was a pioneer in the standardisation of X.25 and 
the commerdalisation of packet switching technology in the mid 
1970's. Fifteen years later, Northern Telecom is the leading supplier 
of packet networks and has a new packet switching product line that 
is capable of serving the networks of the next decade.

Worldwide, data Communications is one of the fastest growing sectors of 
the telecommunications business. Just a few years ago, virtually 100 
percent of infrastructure spending was accounted fór by voice Services. 
Bút today this has dropped to 75 percent, with data Communications 
taking a quarter of the totál spending. By the tűm of the century, the data 
portion is expected to rise to at least one-third of totál telecommunications 
spending.

Within data Communications, packet switching, using X.25, has become 
the world standard fór both public and priváté data networking, and is 
fully defined by the international telecom m unications authorities. 
Northern Telecom was among the originators of this X.25 standard, and 
has maintained a continuous involvem ent in international standards 
activities. To date, Northern Telecom's totál R&D investment in packet 
switching is well over 100 millión dollars. It includes three generations of 
hardware designs and three millión lines of software code fór Systems and 
tools.

The benefits of packet sw itching Systems are being enjoyed by an 
increasing number of organisations around the world. The resource 
sharing techniques of packet switching ensure that cost effective systems 
can be developed, offering reál savings to customers. High availability, 
high capacity systems, like the Northern Telecom DPN-100, enable 
organisations to support critical applications across a wide area, thus 
delivering a full rangé of Services to all their customers. The open 
environment of a packet network allows the user a wide rangé of choice in 
computer and terminál systems.
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Powerful switching capabilities, combined with this open architecture, 
enable multiple applicatíons to be supported on one common network, 
thus rationalising an organisatíon's Communications strategy. Through 
utilisation of a packet Communications system within a well developed  
evolutionary strategy, an organisation can rationalise and protect its 
Communications investment, which is becoming a significant element of 
its budget.

Northern Telecom has been a leader in the tieid of packet switching since 
the introduction of the first Services in the 1970's. Since those early days, 
the markét has experienced a growth unforeseen by all bút the most 
visionary of our forecasting spedalists. Current predictions are that this 
growth will continue well intő the next decade, and network operators 
across the world confirm this ongoing trend.

The packet switching markét has been growing consistently at about 40 per 
cent per year. This has caused manufacturers to constantly upgrade their 
products to meet the ever increasing demands of the marketplace fór high 
performance, cost effective systems. In Northern Telecom w e piacé an 
additional challenge on our designers, as every new product development 
must be fully compatible with our current products and network 
management systems, such that our users can protect their investment in 
our technology. The DPN-100 product line is our m ost recent 
introduction.

The new product is fully compatible with all of the Northern Telecom 
packet switching products introduced since the mid 1970's, while taking 
full advantage of the latest technology available today. It is suitable fór 
large and small networks in both the priváté and public sectors of the 
marketplace.

Northern Telecom developed an experimental packet switching system in 
the early 1970's and introduced its first commercial packet product, called 
SL-10, in 1976. This product, which was based on the technology of the 
highly successful SL-1 PABX, went intő service in the Telecom Canada 
Datapac network in 1977.

The first European public sector network was provided to the Deutsche 
Bundespost in 1978. In the priváté sector, we provided a network in 1979 
to Generale de Banque in Belgium. Thus our world wide penetration of 
the packet switching markét began right here in Europe, and Europe has 
continued to play a dominant role in the success of the product line.
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Our major customers in the public sector include ten administratíons in 
Europe. This makes us the largest supplier to the European PTT markét. 
We are alsó the leading supplier to the North American public sector 
markét, with sales to six of the Bell Operating Companies. And in Asia, 
Northern is supplying the new packet networks to Telecom Australia, and 
NTT in Japan.

Northern Telecom has been equally successful in the priváté network 
sector, having achieved a significant penetration of the financial 
community with our packet switching products. A decade of successes 
including the Generale de Banque in Belgium, the Federal Reserve Board 
in the US, Bardays Bank in the UK, SPADAB in Sweden and Den Norske 
Creditbank in Norway, led to our recent award of the global SWIFT 
network, with nodes in over 70 countries.

In all, Northern Telecom has fifty networks in service around the world, 
with over 150,000 ports on 1,500 nodes.

All these customers, and the trends of the marketplace, have defined a 
number of requirements fór the product to take us forward intő the next 
decade. The key requirement is fór a high capacity system to meet that 40 
percent annual growth demand. We foresee an increasing demand fór 
capacity, both in the size of individual switches and the overall size of the 
networks. As the markét matures, users are expecting improved levels of 
reliability and availability, especially as their business operations become 
more dependant on the packet switching network. Enhanced access fór 
Local Area N etw orks and other high speed Systems is required. 
Additionally, further expansion and evolution of the networks must 
provide full compatibility with existing Systems, while providing a path to 
the ISDN world of the 1990's. Below are examples of two network 
operators who are experiendng this increasing demand fór service in their 
marketplace. This provides an excellent illustration of how success has 
led to increasing demand fór network capadty.

The Datapac network in Canada, established in 1977, demonstrated slow  
growth initially as the markét developed an awareness of the benefits of 
packet switching. Since 1980, however, the network has grown  
tremendously and expanded at over forty percent per year fór most of the 
last decade. The situation on the Datex-P network in Germany is very 
similar. This network, which has been in service fór over ten years, is alsó 
growing at a rate of forty per cent per year. Both Datapac and Datex-P 
currently have approxim ately 50,000 ports in their networks. This 
characteristic of slow  start up followed by a sustained period of high 
growth is being experienced by most public network operators in Europe.
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Today, the initial start up period is much shorter, due to the generál 
markét awareness of the benefits of packet switching. A network planner, 
faced with such a growth profile, has only one important question: will 
this high markét demand fór packet switching continue.

The answer írom around the packet switching world, is that markét 
demand fór packet switching Services is forecasted to continue to maintain 
the current high growth rates until well intő the middle of the decade. 
Faced with a 40 percent annual expansion profile, Northern Telecom 
realised that a minor adjustment in product capabilities would nőt offer a 
long term solution to our customers. A quantum leap in product capadty 
was required.

The SL-10 packet switch introduced in the mid 1970's could support about 
100 packets per second, which seemed a high number at the time. By 1979 
SL-10 capacity had grown to about 1,000 packets per second, and this 
evolution continued with 3,000 packets per second being achieved in 1985 
on the basic DPN switch. The current product line has ten times that 
capacity.

DPN-100 extends the top of the single switch rangé to over 30,000 packets 
per second, with the capacity to handle 30,000 lines. Equally significant, it 
is alsó cost effective fór a single switch of just eight lines with a capacity of 
100 packets per second. As will be seen from the description of the 
technology, grow th from these small Systems to the largest is 
accomplished with the minimum of hardware changes, in a smooth 
transition with no discontinuities. The new network switches can be fully 
integrated intő existing networks, using the same software base and, more 
importantly, the same network management System.

To understand the DPN-100 architecture, let's look first of all at the 
original product design. Northern Telecom packet switching products 
have an architecture based on functional layers, Figure 1, which allows the 
development of one layer independently from the other. The network 
layer is connected to other switches in the network across the datagram 
subnetwork which, unlike a Virtual Circuit subnet, provides a very 
efficient and resilient connection-less média. The access layer is used to 
terminate all user access lines, and identical Systems are used fór both 
remote and local access. The access layer implements Virtual circuits, 
which operate over the datagram subnetwork.

The DPN-100 system  architecture has envolved from the basic DPN 
architecture, which consists of two major building blocks: the access 
modulé and the network modulé. The access modulé terminates user 
access lines and supports such access protocols and X.25.
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The network modulé provides overall switch and network functions, 
such as packet routing, switch management, and control. In addition, 
during call setup, the network modulé, which is linked by trunks to 
network modules in other packet switches, supplies call-routing functions 
fór all attached access modules.

What differentiates the DPN-100 architecture írom the basic DPN  
architecture is a new  switch core, which performs the functions of the 
network modulé. This core consists of three new modules - a resource 
modulé, a trunk modulé, and an optional capacity modulé, called the 
DMS-Bus and derived from the successful DMS PSTN Exchange. These 
core modules, together with the recently enhanced access modulé, give the 
DPN-100 the flexibility to economically satisfy a w ide rangé of capacity 
requirements.

Fór example, the smallest configurations of a DPN-100 switch, Figure 2, 
without the optional DMS-Bus, support a totál switch throughput of 3,000 
data packets per second (DPPS) and have a capacity of more than 3,000 
access lines. (The smallest configurations indude the DPN-100/20, with 32 
to 176 access lines; the DPN-100/40, with 200 to 800 lines; and the DPN- 
100/50 with 300 to 3,000 lines). The largest configuration, Figure 3, called 
the DPN-100/500, indudes the DMS-Bus and multiple resource modules. 
It supports 2,000 to 30,000 access lines and offers a throughput in excess of 
30,000 DPPS.

Regardless of switch size, every configuration of the DPN-100 is 
guaranteed identical access Services because all configurations use the 
same access modulé.

Access modulé

The DPN-100 access modulé is a distributed processing system that consists 
of numerous processing elements (or computing engines), a duplicated 
common bús, and two independent common memories. The common 
buses interconnect the processing elem ents, a llow ing them to 
communicate with each other by sending messages to the common 
memories.

Every processing element in the DPN-100 access modulé is a single printed 
Circuit pack with an on-board Intel 80286 microprocessor and one 
megabyte of memory. Each processing element may have associated with 
it one or more peripheral interface cards, which terminate access lines, 
network links, and local disks. A single processing element can control as 
many as 32 access lines.
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Processing elements are reserved fór common access modulé functions, 
such as call routing, administration, and control; they alsó terminate 
loadshared network links. Among these processing elements, one is 
designated the access modulé master and another the back-up fór common 
functions. Each of the remaining processing elements can be assigned to 
support any one of the many available access protocols, allowing a flexible 
mix of service offerings on the access modulé. These protocols indude:

• the 1980 and 1984 versions of X.25, which include Link Access 
Protocol-Balanced (LAPB), as well as LAPD, the ISDN (Integrated Services 
Digital Network) version of LAPB;

• the CCITT X.3, X.28, and X.29 asynchronous protocols, which 
collectively define how  data is transported to and from asynchronous 
terminals across a packet-switched network. Through the built-in X.3 
packet assem bler/disassem bler (PAD) in the DPN-100, asynchronous 
terminals nőt designed fór packet switching can transmit and récéivé data 
on packet networks. Where the PAD is used, X.28 and X.29 standards 
define the protocol fór the terminál and the hőst computer, respectively;

• the display station protocol (DSP), devised by Telecom Canada, 
Telenet, and Tymnet fór the IBM 3270 terminál PAD and hőst PAD;

• the IBM synchronous data link control (SDLC) terminál PAD 
protocol.

• the IBM System Network Architecture (SNA) Multihost terminál 
PAD protocol. This service allows SNA terminals connecting through 
one controller to independently access different SNA hőst computers. 
With DPN SNA Multihost, a call placed from a terminál establishes a 
Virtual Circuit to a particular destination hőst computer; and

• the asynchronous polled interface protocol fór various point-of-sale 
terminals.

In addition to supporting a variety of access protocols, each access modulé 
contains duplicated hard disks fór local storage of software and service 
parameters, updates of which are downloaded from the DPN-100 network 
administration system. N ew  service data files can be loaded intő a 
processing element at a prescribed time without any service disruption.

Apart from the access modulé, the other key building block in the 
DPN-100 is the new switch core, which comprises the resource modulé 
and, fór the largest DPN-100 configuration, the DMS-Bus and trunk 
m odulé.
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Resource modulé

In additíon to performing core processing functions, the resource modulé, 
which is common to all DPN-100 configurations, provides essential 
resources fór all access modules connected to it. These resources indude  
source and destination call routers, switch management and control 
functions, and access to servers that provide such network features as call- 
redirection and the Network User Identification (NUI). (Fór biliing  
purposes, the NUI identifies a caller to the network. The NUI is 
equivalent to the credit card number used in voice networks).

In large DPN-100 configurations, at least two resource m odules are 
dedicated to tasks of switch management, network operations, and server 
functions.

One resource modulé is designated the prímé fór those switch functions 
where there can be only one active instance of the process, such as switch 
control. Fór these unitary processes, backing up the prime resource 
modulé in standby mode is a designated alternative resource modulé. All 
other processes can be performed by any resource modulé and are 
dynamically loadshared, first across all resource modules and then, if there 
is more than one instance of the process, within a resource modulé. The 
switch management and server functions are the same in all sizes of the 
DPN-100 and are compatible with existing networks.

The internál architecture of the resource modulé is similar to that of the 
access modulé, although the common memories and the dual bús in the 
resource m odulé have been enhanced to provide the additional packet 
throughput needed in the switch core. The resource modulé employs the 
same Intel 80286-based processing elements as the access modulé. Each 
processing element is assigned one of the three basic processor functions: 
switch master, trunk or network link controller, or call server.

Switch master: While a resource modulé may have many trunk or link 
controllers and call servers, only one processing element is requried to 
control a resource modulé. Another processing element, however, is 
designated as a backup. Should the master processing element encounter 
difficulty, the backup assumes control of the resource modulé. Recovery 
by the backup is fullty automatic and proceeds without clearing calls in 
progress.

The master processing elem ent serves as the resource m odule's 
centralized control point, ensuring effidency and consistency of operádon 
in a multiprocessor environment. Fór example, the master processing 
element is responsibe fór loading the System and applications software.
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As w ell, it creates the switch operatíng environment, an activity that 
includes initializing routing tables, establishing various subprocesses, and 
loading and activating service paramétere. The más tér processing element 
alsó monitors the switch's health by detecting and reporting failures; 
initiates recovery; and manages the resource module's disks and life 
system.

As well, the master processing element coordinates the activity of many 
distributed processes in other processing elements or modules. Fór 
example, to coordinate the pack-routing process, the master dynamically 
determines the optimál path to all other switches in the network by 
exchanging updated routing information with these neighboring switches. 
This information is stored in common memory tables fór use by other 
processing elements. Centralizing the optimál route paths in common 
memory tables ensures a consistent switch view. Trunk controllers 
within a resource modulé have instantaneous access to these optimál 
routing tables and can transmit packets without involving the master 
processing element. This autonomous operádon of individual proeessors 
in the key to high switch throughput.

Trunk controller: U sing patented DPN algorithms, trunk controller 
processing elements handle all interswitch packet communication. These 
algorithms are designed fór' high-speed packet transport over both 
terrestrial and satellite trunks. The trunk controller processing element 
can support either two trunks, each with a maximum transmission 
capacity of 128 kilobits per second (kb it/s), or one trunk with a 
transmission capacity of 192 kbit/s. A high-speed version of the trunk 
controller processing element is used fór trunks running at TI speeds 
(1.544 megabits per second (Mbit/s) in North America and 2.048 M bit/s in 
Europe).

As packets flow through the network, trunk controller processing at each 
step is minimized by the use of the connectionless subnet and an 
associated hierarchical routing strategy. Because the subnet is 
connectionless, intermediate tandem nodes in the network are nőt 
required to reserve resources fór a particular call. By routing packets along 
optimál paths, the number of switching points is minimized, resulting in 
low  network transit delay and no unnecessary processing fór tandem  
traffic.

The DPN-100 switch architecture supports the flexible configuration of 
many trunk controllers. Where traffic loads require, several trunks can 
directly connect two switches and can dynamically loadshare the traffic 
over the trunk group. The trunk controllers are responsible fór 
maintaining packet priority on the links and, when necessary, fór 
invoking congestion control.
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They alsó continually monitor the quality of their links and periodically 
report link and throughput statistics to the network control system. Any 
trunk or network link can be tested at several loop points and can be 
removed írom service without affecting customers.

Network link controller: Network link controllers perform a function 
similar to that of trunk controllers, bút rather than interconnecting 
switches they interconnect access modules to resource modules. These 
Processing elements are architecturally similar to the trunk controllers 
and support the same high level of link performance.

Call server: Fór those access modules connected directly to a resource 
modulé, and optionally fór other switches in the network, call-server 
Processing elem ents support various functions related to call 
establishmenrt. Each server contains a database and is located in the 
resourcer m odulé, principally to allow  effective management and 
administration of these databases.

The primary functions of the call server are source and destination call 
routing, network user identification, and call redirection. Because the 
real-time performance requireirients fór a server function can be high, the 
switch architecture allows replication and dynamic load-sharing of servers 
and their databases. The number of servers in a particular resource 
modulé can be engineered as required.

DMS-Bus

Unlike the resource modulé, which is common to the switch core of both 
large and small DPN-100 configurations, the DMS-Bus is unique to the 
large configuration. The addition of the DMS-Bus, plus somé distribution 
of process communication and switch control, represents the major 
differences between the large and small DPN-100 configurations.

The DMS-Bus consists of two DMS-Bus planes, which operate in a 
loadshared redundant mode. Each pláne has the capacity to support the 
full switch throughput of 30,000 data packets per second and therefore can 
handle the totál traffic throughput in the event that one pláne should fail. 
(DMS-Bus is alsó used in DMS SuperNode - a major architectural 
enhancement to the DMS-100 Family of digital PSTN switches).

All packet traffic flowing between the resource modules, access modules, 
and trunk modules within the switch passes through the DMS-Bus.
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These modules are coimected to both DMS-Bus planes by 2.56-M bit/s 
links. Messages are nőt stored in the DMS-Bus, bút are forwarded directiy 
írom the inbound 2.56-Mbit/s link to a spedfied outbound link.

Message routing within the DMS-Bus is determined by a header at the 
front of every message. This header specifies either a physical link or a 
logical destination name, which is mapped onto a physical link by 
DMS-Bus. This mapping capability allows each modulé to route messages 
by destination modulé name, proéess name (fór example, the source call 
router), or destination switch name.

The flexible naming in the header is used by the m essage sender to 
implement loadsharing among destination modules. Loadsharing among 
modules is implemented locally by each message sender. Each modulé 
can route messages independently; only the DMS-Bus mapping function 
requires updating to reflect the current modulé or process availability.

This mapping function alsó enables the switch to be reconfigured quickly 
to respond to failures, recovery, and the addition of more processing 
elements and modules. I

Trunk modules alsó distinguish the large DPN-100 configuration from the 
smaller one. These modules contain trunk controllers that operate at 
speeds up to 2 M bit/s to interconnect a large DPN-100 switch to other 
switches in the network. '

The internál architecture of the trunk modulé, similar to the resource 
modulé, consists of trunk controller processors, DMS-Bus link controllers, 
and two master processing ^lements. The master processing elements 
handle software loading, trunk modulé control, and routing tables 
maintenance. Low-speed trunks up to 192 kbit/s may stí.11 be configured in 
resource modules as well as in trunk modules.

DPN-100 network ■ *

In order fór trunk modules to effectively connect large DPN-100 switches 
to other switches in the network, a hierarchical approach to packet routing 
is necessary. Hierarchical routing is achieved in the DPN-100 layering the 
network architecture intő three logical largers: packets are first routed over 
trunks to a switch; within the switch they are forwarded to a local or 
remote access modulé; and finally, within the access modulé they are 
routed to the. destination software entity that Controls an access line.

Within this architectural hierarchy, a single large DPN-100 switch can 
support more than 200 access modules, which can be flexibly connected to 
form a subtopology around the switch core.
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An access m odulé can connect to other access modules above it in the 
hierarchy and, where geographic redundancy is important, the access 
modulé can alsó be connected in a dual-homed manner to two DPN-100 
switches. The high traffic load generated by large DPN-100 switches is 
carried on trunks a( rates up to 2 M bit/s speeds to other switch sites at the 
top leve! of ttie routing hierarchy. .

The DPN-100 architecture offers three major benefits to priváté and public 
packet-switching networks. One, the modularity of the architecture 
permits incremental, nondisruptive growth through the addition of 
modules and processing elements. Two, dynamic loadsharing across all 
applicable switch elements sim plifies engineering. And three, such 
architectural attributes as. replicated common elements, distributed 
processing with modular software, dynamic loadsharing, dual-homed 
modules, and data switching on all hardware modules ensure high levels 
of availability and reliability.

Perhaps most sigxüficantly, however, the DPN-100 architecture represents 
a natural evolution of the Northern Telecom SL-10 and DPN packet- 
switching family. It provides an order-of-magnitude increase in capadty 
over previous switches and represents a foundation fór satisfying the 
future growth requirements of even the largest packet networks.

M lP S i®

m m w Connectionless subnet

Figure 1 DPN NetWork Layers
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FlfTH GENERATIGN PRIVÁTÉ UIDE AREA NETUŰRKING

ír. V.H.C.M. Evers

Philips Communications & Processing Services

A global Communications infrastructure fór daca Communications 
Services is about co eraerge. A number of new technologies are 
competing co atcracc user demand. Philips Communications & 
Processing Services (C&P) is well posicioned to take advantage of 
these new oppoPtunities on behalf of its custoraers. Somé typical 
examples of network applications' using various modern technolo
gies illustrate this point. It is said that ways have to be ex- 
plored to allow cooperative exploitation of new information tech- 
nology options.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a noticable acceleration of developments in wide area priváté 
networking. In the sixties several priváté global message switching net- 
works were the precursors of the priváté data rietworks wich integrated 
electronic mail capabilities of coday. The seventies saw the eraergence of 
public daca networks in the midst of a debate among proponents of Circuit 
and packet switching. Now we know packet switching is going co stay, bút 
perhaps nőt in quite as dominant position as somé might have guessed.

N E T W O R K  E V O L U T IO N

'60 GLOBAL MESSAGE NETWORKS 
fináncé, trade, industry

7 0  TERMINÁL DATA NETWORKS
time sharing, transaction processing

’80 LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
broadband, ethernet, tokén ring

'90 INTELLIGENT NETWORKS
new média, highly flexible S e rv ic e s

PHILIPS
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In the eighties two major standardization efforts were launched succes- 
fully and subsequently influence the introduction of new facilities and 
Services.

Local area networks nőt only offered a standard way of cabling, bút alsó 
pioneered high-speed Virtual connections in-house. Today they represent 
the fastest growing segment in the data Communications equipment markét. 
The motor fór this growth is undoubtedly the personal computer.

The public telephoné network finally is undergoing a redefinition with 
the introduction of the ISDN standard. Here the driving force is much 
more the power of intelligent networking Solutions combined with enhanced 
telephoné function features.

Whether public ISDN vili' be attractive to priváté organizations fór the 
exchange of data is debatable. The availability of new facilities and 
média will influence the usage patterns and the requirements fór busi
ness data network Services at the same time.

With so much change going on, only a balanced view of what may constitute 
the elements of fifth generation priváté data networking is appropriate. 
The infinite potential of data broadcasting, satellite Communications and 
high-speed optical fibre links has to be recognized. However, in all this 
horizon gazing we should still find time to link the potential of new 
developments back to the day-to-day business communication requirements. 
If only to find the economic justification fór these developments.

In this paper experiences with data communication within the world-wide 
Philips organization are taken as a starting point fór discussing the 
potential of fifth generation networking.

2. THE GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE

First of all there is no such thing as a global infrastructure. The world 
of Communications consists of highly heterogeneous national infrastructu- 
res with somé forms of régiónál cooperation.

Despite this situation there has been a marked increase in the intercon- 
nectivity between national operators and a constant improvement in quali- 
ty of service of the telephoné network over the last few decades.

Unfortunately, less energy has been devoted to the more specific business 
Communications Services such as telex, packet data, and videotex, while 
room has been created fór facsimile which now competes with all the more 
integrated forms of message Communications including computer based elec- 
tronic mail.

A whole new area of data Communications is being opened up by satellite 
broadcasting in various forms. The consumer will very soon have selective 
access to data sent via the new D2MAC digital broadcast sta.ndard fór di- 
rect reception by TV viewers in large areas of Europe and the United 
States.

Intelligent schemes fór multiplexing upstream data from small antenna
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dishes at business premises allow two-way daca Communications Co be es- 
tablished in a very cost-effective way. Fór Chis reason Che Government 
of India has adopted this so-called VSAT (Very Small Aperture Antenna 
Dish) technology fór linking-up remote computer systems to Central offi- 
ces in New Delhi.

Although largely oriented towards application of dedicated leased cir- 
cuits, data network suppliers are gradually opening-up their network 
architectures to allow exploitation of a wider rangé of basic telecommu- 
nication transport facilities such as:

- switched eonnection via the public telephoné network
- switched digital Services as offered by ISDN in the public area and by 
the PABX in priváté telephoné networks

- high speed fixed Services (multiple of 56 and 64 Kbps)

Generally speaking these data networks are promoted exclusively fór Che 
needs of priváté enterprise and are provided on a world-wide basis. This 
simplifies uniform implementation in a raultinational Corporation such as 
Philips.

This contrasts greatly with the low level of service still experienced in 
international packet switching destined fór a much wider rangé of users, 
both small business and priváté.

These imbalances in the markét fór data Communications equipment and 
Services create room fór deployment of global network Services, especial- 
ly now that end-user demand is expected to create high traffic volume 
growth in the nineties.

Nőt only have computer manufacturers entered this markét (e.g. IBM's IIS 
network) bút telecommunication agencies are alsó reaching out to reinfor- 
ce their position (BT's take-over of Tymnet; ATT's acquisition of ISTEL, 
joint PTT ownership of Infonet).
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3. USER REQUIREMENTS FOK DATACOMMUN ICÁT ION

Data communication supporCs very dlverse forras of applications such as 
fiié transfer, daCabase access, electronic mail and electronic daca 
interchange. These all differ in basic requiremencs fór throughput cime, 
conneccivicy, response cime, inceroperabilicy and availabilicy.

End-users may alsó wanc Co use very differenc mechods of local connec- 
Cions, have access co remoce Processing equipmenc and need various incer- 
nacional communicacions facilicies.

However wichin Philips we scill aim Co supporc clearly defined service 
levels fór daca communicacions. These are defined in funccional cerms, 
quiCe independencly of a specific necworking solucion and ics performance 
and availabilicy.

The following uniform sqc of user requiremencs applies in vircually all 
siCuacions:

I Simple user command inCerface

II Scraighc forward and uniform definicion of necwork addresses, 
applicaCion and end-user names; a minimum of address conversions

III TransparenC daca exchange; minimum of procoeol/formac conversions

IV Supporc boch by inscruccion, a 24-hour "helpdesk”, builc-in feacures 
fór user scacus cracking, and, in Che case of eleccronic mail, an 
"address book" facilicy >

V Guaranceed service levels in cerms of performance and availabilicy

VI General and opciónál securicy facilicies providing basic privacy and 
proceccion againsC daca manipuláción

VII Mechods and means fór performance measuremenc and cosc accouncing

C & P  B A C K B O N E  N E T W O R K

•  Support ’core' network Services of C&P

• Support fiié transfer

• Connectivity fór:
• IBM systems and termínals
- DEC systems and terminals
• UNIX systems and workstations
- Philips systems and PC's
- External networks

•  High avaiiability fór critical circuits

•  High reiiability
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4. THE PHILIPS DATACOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE

Philips operates its internál Communications and processing facilities, 
including postai mail and priváté telephony systems in eight internál 
service regions world-wide.

The Philips Communications & Processing Services organization has its 
régiónál headquarters in:

- Eindhoven, The Netherlands
- Hamburg, Germany
- Suresnes, Prance
- Mitcham, UK
- Milano, Italy
- Taipeh, Taiwan
- New York, USA
- Sao Paulo, Brazil

Within each region highly different networking approaches exist, raostly 
geared towards cost-effectiveness at the national level. This favours the 
use of public packet switching in Francé, Canada and Italy, sharing of 
voice and data circuits in the USA and separate leased data circuits in a 
number of other countries.

Four basic network architectures are available fór inter-régiónál use:

- SNA to connect the Central mainframe sites fór business data processing 
via MSNF/SDLC in a highly efficient way both fór interactive and batch 
traffic.

- DNA to connect distributed minicomputers both within a plánt and be- 
tween different plants. Fiié exchange between technical applications 
in product development, engineering and manufacturing is usually sup- 
ported.

- Priváté X.25 to provide efficient remote terminál access in-house and 
via gateways to external systems and network Services.
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- TCP/IP to interconnect LANs fór direct búik data transfers of CADCAM 
data.

In order to provide high availability and maximum resilience most regions 
are connected via different geograhic routes to at least two other 
regions. Alsó back-up processing facilities within regions are alsó con
nected in this way.

I

N E T W O R K  S T R U C T U R E
EVOLUTION

transport network

I I I  I I I I  I I
leased circuits 

(typ. analogue 14.4 Kb)

TCP/
IP_ 1------ 1----- 1-----
managed f Nel

bandwidth natwork
k i i l

leased circuita 
(typ. digital 64 Kb)

1

X 25 SNA ONA

PHILIPS

To optimize costs, "bandwidth" is shared by multiplexing different data- 
streams over the same physical Circuit. At this point voice/data integra- 
tion is alsó envisaged at an International level. At the same time oppor- 
tunities are investigated to channel facsimile (64 Kbps), picture tele
phoné (128 Kbps) and Videó Conferencing (384 Kbps) datastreams via the 
internál network.

5. NETWORK APPLICATIONS WITHIN PHILIPS

The need fór Communications is increasing both within the Philips Corpo
ration, between Philips and its business partners and distributors and 
most importantly with its clients.

In defining a new structure fór business units with global product and 
marketing responsibility, Philips is in an excellent position to take 
advantage of new opportunities arising in the networking area.

Distribution channels both in professional and consumer goods need up-to- 
date technical, price and service information. Advertising and promotion 
plays an ever increasing role in preserving current markét positions and 
creating new ones.

Partnerships with public telecommunications and priváté broadcasting 
agencies have proved to be very succesful in exploiting new opportuni
ties .
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In Francé, Philips Consumer Service was one of the early users of Minitel 
enabling up-to-date product inforraation to be distributed. Now it is pio- 
neering image transmission fór service documentation via ISDN and a sirai- 
lar approach may be adopted in Germany.

Electronic data interchange is revolutionizing the way business transac- 
tions between different companies are recorded and exchanged. Philips C&P 
operates international EDI Services which comprise message clearing house 
facilities, authentication, integrity and security control. Translation 
facilities convert between the internál Philips standard (COPS) and the 
now world-wide EDIFACT standard. In each region, EDI service centres pro- 
vide the consultany, application software skills and basic Services both 
to internál and external customers.

Electronic mail is world-wide available as an in-house facility integra- 
ted with gateways to access the public telex network in a large number of 
countries. Starting-up is interconnection to public electronic mail faci
lities (X.400) from various operators. At the same time internál inter- 
connectivity between dissimilar E-Mail environments is improved using 
standard products both from IBM, DEC and Philips. Procedures fór exchan- 
ge of directory information between these Systems are implemented.

Business applications fór planning and logistics are the most demanding 
today. They support interactive access on a world-wide basis and support 
ways of information consolidation in Central order and dispatch files 
which are input fór production and delivery schedules. As a consequence, 
in this area service level agreements have to cover:

- world-wide accessability
- availability of 24 hrs a day, 365 days a year
- reliability of network software and hardware; error control and change 
management

- fást response times (typically less than 2 sec.)
- customer support both on application and network level (central and 
local)

- technical support tied intő strict problem and change procedures.
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Fást exchange of large files between design centres of integrated cir- 
cuits in various plants and the IC production facilities is extremely 
important to reduce the time lag between development and actual produc
tion. We have taken advantage of the new digital 64 Kbps fixed leased 
circuits offered by the European PTT adrainistrations and of new techno- 
logy fór interconnection of Ethernet LAN'S using the TCP/IP protocol.

The education of specialists in various fields is very difficult to 
achieve. Consequently Philips participates in a European initiative fór 
distant education called Euro Pace. This uses overnight satellite TV 
transmission to distribute taped presentations by highly professional 
lecturers fór viewing by small audiences in universities and industry. 
An electronic mail and conferencing facility backs up the presentation 
matériái to provide a feedback channel with the lecturer and a method of 
discussion between participants.

With the arrival of suitable equipment on the markét, this year will see 
the large scale introduction fór institutional applications of D2MAC 
broadcasting in Europe. This alsó offers the possibility to address re- 
stricted audiences directly, e.g. all the Philips distributors in the 
Netherlands and Europe with product information, the latest Philips 
background stories and any other information to stimulate motivation and 
enhance knowledge at the same time. .

6. CONCLUSIONS

Communications and data processing technologies support entirely new ways 
of doing business.

A basic public network infrastructure is essential to allow various forms 
of value added applications to blossom.

FO RC ES IN  S T A N D A R D IS A T IO N

•  Applications-------------------------------
EDI

•  Services-------------------------------------
ISDN
X.25

X-400
• Software------------------------------------

C
UNIX

TCP/IP
•  Hardware-----------------------------------

SNA/Token ring 
DNA/Ethernet

Users

PTT’s, carriers

Suppliers/
Users

Suppliers

PHILIPS
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Large benefits will be created fór consumers, public and priváté organi- 
zations alike, if partnerships between the various piayers create the 
economic piatform fór Xaunching new appXications.

In this respect, structuraf changes which wouXd aXXow teXeconununications 
agencies to engage in such partnerships, are about to be reaiized in 
Europe. It wouXd nőt be wise of the teiecommunications agencies to conti- 
nue to focus so much on teiephony aione. In Europe in particuiar non- 
voice Services, cabie and sateiiite options need to be given a much 
better chance and shouid nőt be Xeft to XargeXy diverging national appro- 
aches.

Within Philips, C&P is a naturai partner both fór providing Communica
tions and processing Services to the PhiXips business units and their 
trade reiations.

By exploiting highiy standardized processing and Communications piat- 
forms, PhiXips Communications & Processing Services provides economies of 
scaie nőt attainable by individuai business units. This alsó heXps to 
reduce application software costs to a Xarge extent and, at the same 
time, creates more opportunities to support fiexibie customer oriented 
Solutions fór information and Communications requirements.

Both end-user requirements and service Xeveis based on business require
ments have been identified to compXement the public infrastructure with 
an adequate in-house capabiiity.
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